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Abstract 

The thesis examines the role played by the characters in the structuring of 

Dostoevskii's novel Idiot. Taking into account the author's lack of a fixed 

plan for the novel, it assumes a future as yet uncreated and susceptible to 

being influenced and shaped by the characters. It identifies the concept of 

-gscripting', incorporating the strategies used by the protagonists to 

orchestrate their own lives and those of others, and thus to take control of 

the text, and the impulses behind these strategies. Both aspects are used to 

explore two connected issues; self-other interactions, connected primarily 

to the strategies employed, and the questions of faith and doubt faced by 

the characters, which are grounded in the same impulses as scripting. The 

concept of presentness links both areas. By looking in detail at the hero's 

and heroine's ideas and actions, how they affect each other and the other 

protagonists, the thesis examines how they steer the direction of the 

narrative and their primary motivation in doing so. Widening the focus to 

explore the implications of this analysis on the ethical and narrational 

planes, the thesis draws together the strands of scripting, presentness, self- 

other interactivity and problems of faith and doubt in order to discuss the 

nature of the ethical and narrational ideals posited by the novel, and the role 

these themes play in creating a sense of unity in the text, despite its unusual 

structuring. 



For Andy Young (1967-2000), 

brother, friend, inspiratiom 
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Preface 

This thesis began with the questions, what makes Idiot such a difficult but 

compelling novel? and, how does such a fragmented and apparently 

disorganized text achieve unity? It does not conform to the rules of its 

genre, but still ranks as one of Dostoevskii's greatest works. In attempting 

to find a solution to these and the many other problems the novel presents, I 

focused on the most prominent and unusual aspects of the narrative: the 

six-month gap between Parts I and II, the aimless central section after the 

action moves to Pavlovsk, and the symmetry provided by the two 

appearances of the Holbein painting 'Christ in the Tomb' and Prince 

Myshkin's two epileptic seizures. By examining how the novel develops 

and changes in the light of these features, I came to the conclusion that it is 

the protagonists' consciousnesses and interactions which are responsible 

for the structuring of the text. A long-standing conviction that character is 

of vital importance to the foundations of narrative fiction as a philosophical 

genre, encouraged me to look further, to define how the strategies at work 

in the novel are connected to the interactions of the protagonists. 

The influence of Robin Feuer Nfiller's seminal study of the shifting 

pattern of narrative voices in Idiot, and Gary Saul Morson's work on 

processual nature of the novel, were central to the formulation of my own 

ideas. Post-Soviet criticism of Dostoevskii, much of which discusses the 

import of Orthodoxy for the author's thought and artistic conception, has 

also provided inspiration. Although I do not follow this line, it has 
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persuaded me of the seriousness of Dostoevskii's ethical and religious 

concerns; the thesis however shifts the focus away from the tendency to 

base interpretations purely on religion to frame these concerns within the 

context of narrative. 
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constant source of encouragement. His kindness and concern have also 

been much appreciated over the last very difficult 18 months. I could not 

have wished for a better supervisor. Thanks must also go to the entire staff 

of the University of Nottingham's Department of Slavonic Studies for 

creating such a friendly and supportive atmosphere, but in particular to 

Lesley Milne, Nick Luker and Irina Shlumakova for help both professional 

and personal. John Elsworth and Ruth Coates provided invaluable guidance 

during my MA, and if any one person encouraged me to explore the depths 

of Dostoevskii's world, it was Irina Kirillova during my undergraduate 

days at Cambridge. 

I would also like to thank the University of Nottingham for funding 

the project, Roger Woods for providing a life-line by extending my 

funding, and the British Foundation for Women Graduates, for their 

generous emergency grant, which also kept the wolf from the door when 

times were hard. 

Valentina Vetlovskaia, Galina Galagan, Svetlana lpatova and other 
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and made my research there a lot easier. 

I would never have finished this project without Alex Harrington, 
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research, for reading various stages of my writing, and in particular for her 

friendship. 
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The true world is that of becoming, the 
apparent world that of the fixed and constant. 

- Martin Heidegger, Nietzsche 
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Introduction 

1. 'A TERRIBLE ROGUE OR A MYSTERIOUS IDEAL9: THE HERO AND OTHER 
PROBLEMS OF IDIOT 

Idiot is the strangest and least understood of Dostoevskii's major fictional 

works, and the fallacy of Allan Tate's claim that, 'of the three [sic] great 

novels of Dostoevsky, The Idiot has perhaps the simplest structure', ' is 

evident in the fact that over 130 years after the novel was published, it 

continues to vex and divide critics. Aside from having no easily-definable 

plot and a messy, ad hoc structure, it appears to lack several features of the 

quintessential Dostoevskian novel. For example, there are no fully- 

developed or recognizable doubles in Idiot, a fact which led John Jones to 

leave the novel out of his study on the author. 2 More prominently, the direct 

explication of a social system leading to slavery (the 'anthill theory'), so 

central to the other novels, is entirely absent from Idiot. Moreover, as 

Busch points out, it is also the only novel where the positive hero 

(Myshkin) is indisputably at the centre of the work, the morally neutral 

1 'The Hovering Fly', in CollecledEmays (I)enver, CO: Allen Swallow, 1959), p. 146. 
2 Dostoevsky (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1983). 
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character who can be pulled both ways (Ippolit) is not the central figure, 

and the most negative character (Rogozhin) is not an ideological hero. 3 

Furthermore, despite the author's stated intention of producing a 
4 

novel about a 'nojioxmTeJE6HOnpeKpacHEiriqejioBeK', concentrating on the 

hero's innocence and his Christ-like attributes of humility and compassion, 

Idiot is the only one of the major novels to end with few hints of spiritual 

regeneration or the possibility of new life. Although debate still rages about 

the authenticity (in both narratological. and psychological terms) of 

Raskol'nikov's and Stepan Trofimovich's conversions in Prestuplenie i 

nakazanie and Besy respectively, the very fact that there is no such episode 

in Idiot indicates that for all its hopeful beginnings and the potential of 

Prince Myshkin to affect others for the better, the novel ends on a much 

darker note. As Panichas states, 'it is the least protective or comforting of 

his major novels. No utterly redemptive figure here appears to cushion 

spiritual contradictions, ambiguities, doubts, ambivalences, shocks'. 5 

The question of how to interpret the character of Prince Myshkin is 

perhaps the main difficulty facing the reader, as it is in the figure of the 

hero that the 'meaning' of the novel lies. In spite of the novel's horrific 

denouement, and the apparent failure of Dostoevskii's positive hero to 

realize the ideal and prevent the suffering of others, many critics take the 

3 'The Myshkin - Ippolit - Rogozhin Triad', C4SS, 3 (1983), 3 72-83 (see Abbreviations) 
4 Fedor Mikhailovich Dostoevskii, PoInoe sobranie sochinenii v tridisati tomakh, ed. by V. 
G. Bazanov and others (Leningrad: Nauka, 1972-90), 30cvviL 330,332. Henceforth all 
references in the text are to this edition of Dostoevskii's works. 
5 Yhe Burden of Vision: Dostoevsky's SpiritualArt (Lake Bluff, IL: Gateway, 1985), p. 5 1. 
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statement about the 'nojio)RHTeMHO npeKpaCH16Ir4, qeJIOBeK', as well as the 

author's notebook entry for the novel, THAB XPHCTOC' (ix, 246,249), 

as the starting point for their investigations; Stepanian states, 'KmqeBbiM 

momeHTom ITPH HaiTHcaHHH Ka=orO H3 POMaHOB ABjLqeTcA momeHT 

HaxoxqleHHA rnaBHOR HAeH, BCA16iBaioulerl <<MHP]61 HHEJe)) C 

nOCIOCTOPOHHHM - HarlpHmep, (&Mb XPHCTOC)) B <<HAHoTe))'. 6 

Dostoevsky's comparison of his hero with Christ in both sources has played 

an enormous role in the orientation of research on Idiot towards religious 

interpretations of the hero, resulting in differently nuanced critical 

evaluations. 

Guardini has produced one of the most positive interpretations of 

the Prince, comparing him to the Redeemer, particularly in his relationship 

with Nastas'ia Filippovna, who is seen in this light as a Mary Magdalene 

figure, and writing, "in the Prince's existence, God is present [ ... 
] He does 

not speak of God, but he radiates with 11inis. 7 Myshkin is seen from this 

angle as a man with a message for mankind, displaying Christ-like virtues 

and a sense of God in-dwelling. While Guardini focuses on the purity and 

potential of Myshkin as a symbol of Christ, Ermilova's equally benevolent 

6 'K ponimaniiu "realizina. v vysshem smysler', in Dostoevskii i miravaid kultura, 9 
(Moscow: Klassika plius, 1997), pp. 28-35 (p. 33); see also, amongst others, Michel 
Bouttier, VIdiot, figure du Christ', in Dostoievski, ed. by Jacques Catteau and Jacques 
Rolland (Paris: Editions Verdier, 1983), pp. 181-90; Erik Egeberg, T. M. Dostoevskii v 
poiskakh polozhitet'no prekrasnogo cheloveka. Selo Stepanchikovo i I&ot', in Evangel'skii 
tekst v russkoi literature xmi-xx vekov, 2, ed. by V. N. Zakharov and others 
(Petrozavodsk: Izd. Petrozavodskogo universiteta, 1998), pp 385-390; and V. A- 
Tunimanov, 'Roman o prekrasnorn cheloveke', in I&ot. Roman v 4-x ch. (Moscow [n. 
pub. ] 1971), pp 625-647. 
7 Tostoevsky's Idiot: A Symbol of Christ', trans. by F. X. Quinn, Cross Currents, 6 
(1956), 359-82 (pp. 369-77). 
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interpretation of Idiot, which analyses the figure of Myshkin in relation to 

the influence of John's Gospel on Dostoevskii's thinking as a whole, denies 

that the hero has any negative or ambivalent character traits. 8 

Reservations about this approach have been expressed by Egeberg, 

amongst others, on the grounds that it is too one-sided and ignores the 

Prince's weaknesses, and because the comment TH513b XPHCTOC' reflects 

Dostoevskii's intentions, not what he actually achieved in the finished 

product. 9 This is not to suggest that there are no similarities between 

Myshkin and the image of Christ as it is presented in the Gospels, or that 

Dostoevskii's fictional work as a whole does not warrant religious 

interpretations. The overt Christian themes of Idiot - interwoven in the 

motifs of execution, Christ, the fallen woman, and the Apocalypse - invite 

such analysis. Lepakhin's detailed examination of the textual and thematic 

parallels between the Gospels and Prince Myshkin indicates the strength of 

this idea and the applicability of this approach to Dostoevskii's fictional 

works. 10 More recently, the post-Soviet era has brought an upsurge in 

interest in the religious aspects of Dostoevskii's work, most of which 

concentrates on the links between the author and Orthodox thought, leading 

8 Taina Aniazia Myshkina 0 romane Dostoevskogo Mot' (1vanovo: Ivanovskii 
gosudarstvennyi universitet, 1993), p. 107. 
9 Erik Egeberg, 'How Should We Then Read 7he MotT, in Celebrating Creativity. ý 
Essays in Honour of Jostein Bormes, ed. by Knut Andreas Grimstad & Ingunn Lunde 
(Bergen: University of Bergen Press, 1997), pp. 163-69 (pp. 164-66). 
10 'Khristianskie motivy v romane Dostoevskogo Idiot', Dissertationes Slavicae, 16 
(1984), 65-92. 
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to interpretations based on concepts such as hesychasm and iurodstvo, as 

well as biblical archetypes and motifs, including many on Idiot. " 

A number of critics have also examined Prince Myshkin in relation 

to the comments Dostoevskii made on the death of his first wife in the 

famous diary fragment, 'Masha lezhit na stole' (xx, 172-75). The author's 

reflections on the ideal of annihilation of the ego in order to love the other 

selflessly, as Christ loved, are frequently introduced into discussions about 

the hero's meekness and humility. 12 Kotel'nikov has also connected 

Myshkin and the ideas expressed in 'Masha lezhit na stole' to the 

theological concept of kenosis or 'emptying outv. 13 Taken from Philippians, 

where Christ 'made himself of no reputation, and took upon him the form 

of a servant, and was made in the likeness of men' (2.7), kenosis seems to 

be particularly applicable to Prince Myshkin, as Webster has shown. 14 

11 See, for example, works too numerous to cite by V. N. Zakharov, 1. A. Esaulov, E. A. 
Kunil'skiL T. A. Kasatkina, and V. V. Ivanov; a selection of these authors' works is listed 
in the bibliography. 

12 See, for example, A. Toichkina, 'Problema ideala v tvorchestve Dostoevskogo 1860-x 
godov (roman ldfof)', in Dostoevskii i mirovala kultura, 11, ed. by Karen Stepanian and 
others (St Petersburg: Serebrianyi vek, 1998), pp. 29-34 (pp. 30-31); Tat'iana Kasatkina, 
Kharakferologna Dostoevskogo: tipologua emolsional no-tsennostnykh orientaistj 
(Moscow: Nasilenie, 1996), pp. 204-8; R. N. Poddubnaia, 'Siuzhet Khrista v romanakh 
Dostoevskogo', in F. M, Dostoevskii i natsional'naia kultura, 2 (Cheliabinsk: 
Cheliabinskii gosudarstvennyi universitet, 1996), pp. 29-65 (pp. 34-5); Joseph Frank, 
DostoevsAy. - 7he Miraculous Years, 1865-71 (London: Robson, 1995), p. 317; Liza 
Knapp's 7he Annihilation of Inertim Dostoevsky and Metaphysics (Evanston, IL: 
Northwestern University Press, 1996) relates Dostoevskii's oeuvre as a whole to this 
passage. See pp. 189-90,24244 below for my contribution to this debate. 

13 'Kenozis kak tvorcheskii motiv u Dostoevskogo', in Dostoevskii: materialy J 
issledovanfid, 13, ed. by N. F. Budanova and others (St Petersburg: Nauka, 1996), pp. 194. 
200 (pp. 196-97) 
14 'The Exemplary Kenotic Holiness of Prince Myshkin in Dostoevsky's 7he Idiot', St 
Vladimir's 7heological Quarterly, 28.3 (1984), 189-216; see also A. E. Kunil'skiL '0 
khristianskom kontekste v romane F. M. Dostoevskogo Idiot', in Evangel'skil tekst, 2, pp. 
391-408 (p. 398). 
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Murav, moreover, points out in her classic study that kenosis is an aspect of 

iurodstvo, to which the hero has also been linked. 15 

Unlike the unreservedly positive interpretations of Guardini and 

Ermilova, this line of investigation encourages a more balanced approach, 

allowing examination of the hero's weaknesses and failures. From this it is 

possible to judge how far he succeeds in emulating Christ's act of kenosis 

and achieving the ideal of annihilating the ego for the sake of the other, and 

to what extent he can be described as a 'nonowmTez6Ho npeicpacHiuli 

, qeii0BeK`. The general consensus has been that Myshkin does not live up to 

these ideals, leading to the assertion that 'the Prince is a failure as Christ 

was a failure'. 16 However, some critics go further, arguing that not only 

does the hero fail to improve the lives of those around him, but he in fact 

makes matters worse; in this analysis his innocence is the source of the 

woes of all the main characters in the denouement. 17 Owing to his 

imperfections, the Prince is not a Christ-figure, but a much more 

ambivalent creation. 

The Holbein painting 'Christ in the Tomb', the artistic image which 

lies at the heart of the novel and is the focus of many of its themes, also 

15 Holy Foolishness. Dostoevsky's Novels and the Poetics of Cultural Critique (Stanford, 
CA: Stanford University Press, 1992), p. 13. 
16 Donald M. Fiene, 'Pushkin's "Poor Knight": The Key to Perceiving Dostoevsky's I&ot 
as Allegory', IDS Bulletin, 8 (1978), 10-21 (p. 21); see also T. L. Novikova, 
'Agiograficheskie motivy v romane F. M. Dostoevskogo I&ot', in Russkaia literaturaux 
veka i khrisfianstvo, ed. V. B. Kataev and others (Moscow: Izd. Moskovskogo universiteta, 
1997), pp. 328-336 (p. 335). 
17 See, for example, Marina Woronzoff-Dashkoff, 'The Sympathetic Vision: Ethical and 
Aesthetic Patterns in Dostoevsky's 7he Idiot' (unpublished PhD dissertation, Yale 
University, 1995), pp. 20-1; or B. 0. Korman, 'Problema avtora v khudozhestvennoi proze 
F. M. Dostoevskogo', Slavica (Prague), 49.4 (1980), 388-396 (p. 391). 
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exemplifies the problematic nature of interpreting Myshkin as a Christ 

figure. 18 If he is intended to be seen as a humanized Christ, then the terrible 

consequences for peoples' faith of the loss of Christ's divinity, depicted 

with naturalistic realism in the painting and expressed so forcefully by 

Ippolit (vm, pp. 338-39), equally applies to the Prince and negates the 

possibility of the ideal. 19 Bortnes also sees the Christian motifs evident in 

the Prince, such as iurodstvo, as part of a 'process of desymbolization', 

deconstructing the analogy of the hero with Christ and exposing the 

difference between the two figures, rather than their similarity. 20 

The contrast of Myshkin's good intentions and gentle humility with 

his failure to save anyone and the suggestion that he contributes to the 

catastrophe of the denouement, as well as the implications of the Holbein 

painting in the light of the links between the image of the hero and Christ, 

has led some to judge him more harshly as an abject failure, a malign 

influence who tries to impose a false ideal on to the other protagonists, thus 

causing their destruction. 21 The most negative interpretation of Idiot and its 

hero is that of Robert Lord, who claims that 'beneath a cloak of simulated 

18 For critical analyses of the painting itself, see chapter 2, note 72 (pp. 220). 
19 See L. Muller, 'Obraz Khrista v romane Dostoevskogo Idiot', in Ewmgel'skii tekst, 2, 
pp. 374-384 (pp. 378-80); 1. A. Kirillova, 'Khristos v zhizni i tvorchestve Dostoevskogo', 
in Dostoevskii: materialy i issledovanfia, 14 (St Petersburg: Nauka, 1997), pp 18-25 (pp. 
24-25); and Toichkina, pp. 30-3 1. 
20 'Dostoevskij's Idiot or the Poetics of Emptiness', Scando-Slavica, 40 (1994), 5-14 (pp. 
10-13). 
21 See Murray Krieger, 'Dostoevsky's I&ot: The Curse of Saintliness', in Dostoevsky. A 
Collection of Critical Fisays, ed. by Ren6 Wellek (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall, 
1962), pp. 39-52 (p. 42); Dennis Slattery, Dostoevsky's Fantastic Prince: A 
Phenomenological Approach (New York: Lang, 1983); anY Simon Lesser, 'Saint and 
Sinner - Dostoevsky's I&ot (with a reply by & Noland)', Modem Fiction Studies, 21 
(Autumn, 1975), 387404. 
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innocence he makes the most of his talent for scheming', and describes 

Myshkin as 'an open sore, a paranoiac introvert'. 22 Although this 

interpretation may be something of an exaggeration, it originates, as is well 

known, in the same source as the epithet 'KHA3r, XpHcToc', cited repeatedly 

by critics as proof of the author's Christological deslign: the notebooks for 

Idiot. Lord sees echoes in the finished text of the earlier proud, vengeful 

'Idiot' sketched out by Dostoevskii in the initial stages of his work on the 

novel, and insists that this is the 'true' character of the hero. 

The fact that Lord at one extreme and Ermilova at the other use the 

same source for their diametrically opposing interpretations highlights a 

number of problems common to both approaches. It is difficult to justify 

the assumption that a single phrase or line of development in the 

preparatory work for a novel could hold the key to that entire piece of 

work, particularly as in this case that preparation clearly involves many 

changes of direction by the author, both in the character of Myshkin and in 

the course of action Dostoevskii envisages. The gap between the notebooks 

and the novel is too large to take any statement as definitive on either side. 

We have no proof that 'KHA316 XpHCTOC' was anything more than a passing 

thought amidst a sea of contradictory notes, but more importantly we have 

no way of knowing whether the phrase had any effect on the subsequent 

development of Dostoevskii's design. Similarly, the distance from the 

completed text of the evidence that Lord produces to support his theory of a 

22 DostoevsAy. Essays and Perspectives (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1970), 
pp. 83,88. 
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malign 'Idiot' also serves to undermine his side of the argument. By the 

time the novel opens, Dostoevskii has moved so far away from his initial 

conception of a proud, cruel hero that any remaining connections between 

Myshkin and his earlier versions are insufficient to convince us that his 

'true' nature lies in the latter. The notebooks are an interesting source for 

examining how Dostoevskii wrote Idiot, and Robin Feuer Miller and Gary 

23 Saul Morson, among others, have made effective use of them. Ultimately, 

however, they are outside the text, and as such one must be careful not to 

give them precedence over the novel itself as evidence of the author's 

apparent 'intention I. 24 

Furthermore, Lord's negative analysis may be contradicted by 

aspects of the hero's character and actions in the finished version, for 

example his concern for the downtrodden, humiliated and abused, his 

gentle and compassionate nature, and vision of a higher reality. However, 

the same can be said of interpretations connecting Myshkin to the image of 

Christ, which disregard the 'dark side' of the hero, in both the finished text 

and in his malign antecedents in the notebooks, and the negative effect his 

actions have on the characters around him. The fact that researchers have 

identified in Myshkin features in common with some of Dostoevskii's most 

ambivalent characters, such as Stavrogin and Versilov, as well as with his 

most positive creations, Alesha Karamazov and Starets, Zosima, also 

22' Robin Feuer Miller, Dostoevsky and Tie I&ot'. Author, Narrator, and Reader 
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1981) pp. 46-89; Gary Saul Morson, 
'Tempics and 77ze I&ot', in Celebrating Creativity, pp. 108-34; narratological aspects of 
their analysis are discussed below, pp. 12-13. 
24 See Allan Rodway, The Truths ofFiction (London: Chatto & Windus, 1970), p 123 
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indicates that he is more enigmatic than such one-sided interpretations 

alloW. 25 

Herein lies one of the main problems of interpreting Idiot. In 

seeking to align Dostoevskii's achievements in the novel with (some of) his 

stated intentions about the hero, the critics on both sides of this debate in 

fact highlight the very fact their research denies: that Myshkin is an 

intensely complex construction who defies categorization. The existence of 

opposing interpretations in itself suggests that Myshkin is impossible to 

define, and that the novel gives us contradictory signals about him; as 

Kunil'skii states, he is multi-sided and has no single meaning. 26 

Furthermore, by focusing on one aspect of Myshkin or the other, neither 

faction addresses the central issue of how he changes in the course of the 

novel, or how this affects the other characters or the direction of the text. 

Those who argue that Myshkin is a negative character see him as basically 

static and unchanging throughout the narrative, while those who claim he is 

a saintly or Christ-like figure cannot maintain a coherent position if they 

then examine the spiritual decline of the hero apparent in the second half of 

the novel. There can be no spiritual improvement or movement towards the 

light if the hero is within the light from the beginning, and in fact it 

25 On links to Dostoevskii's negative and ambivalent characters, see Frank F. Seeley, 'The 
Mystery of Prince MyMdn', in Actualiti de DostoevskiJ, ed. by Nina Kauchtschischwili 
(Genova: La Quercia Edizioni, 1982), pp. 35-44 (p. 35), and Janet Tucker, 'Dostoevsky's 
Idiot: Defining Myshkin', New Zealand Slavonic Journal, (1997), 23-40. Richard Peace, 
Dostoyevsky. - An Exwnination of the Major Novels (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1971), points to the connection of Myshkin to Zosima's ideas (p. 274). 
26 'Printsip "snizheniW' v poetike F. M. Dosotevskogo: Roman Idiot', in Zhanr J 
kompozitsfla literatury (Petrozavodsk: lzd. Petrozavodskogo universiteta, 1983), pp. 28-52 
(p. 3 1). 
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becomes obvious from the text that a move in the opposite direction, away 

from the light, occurs. Therefore both extremes of criticism of Myshkin 

necessarily deny that any change occurs within him during the course of the 

novel. 

There are, of course, more balanced interpretations which examine 

the contradictory elements in the image of Myshkin presented in the novel, 

with several critics highlighting the dualistic aspects of the Prince's 

nature. 27 My own position within this debate will become clear in chapters 

2 and 3. When considering analyses of the novel based on the contradictory 

impulses of the hero, Dalton's psychoanalytic study deserves special 

mention. 28 Her examination focuses on the tension between Myshkin's 

conscious and unconscious drives, and is particularly insightful in its 

analysis of the emotional impact of the novel on its readers and the 

narrative's flirtation with the loss of form as a result of this tension. One 

should also note that Bakhtin's classic study of dialogue and polyphony in 

Dostoevskii's fiction is also of course based on internal and external 

dualism, although the theorist in fact pays scant attention to Idiot, and does 

not resolve the many outstanding questions about the nature of the hero or 

the narrative. 29 

27 See, for example, Roger B. Anderson, Dostoevsky. ý Myths of Duality (Gainesville: 
University of Florida Press, 1986), pp. 66-93; Howard H. Keller, 'Prince Myshkin: 
Success or Failure', Journal of Russian Studies, 24 (1972), 17-23; Malcolm V. Jones, 'K 
ponimaniiu obraza kniazia Myshkina', in Dostoevskii: materialy i issledovaniia, 2, ed. by 
G. M. Fridlender (Leningrad: Nauka, 1976), pp. 106-12; and Seeley, 'Mygkin'. 
28 Unconscious Structure in The Idiot. A Study in Literature and Psychoanalysis 
(Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1979). 
29 Prohlemy poetiki Dostoevskogo (Moscow: Khudozhestvennaia literatura, 1972) (3 fd 
edition). 
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While our understanding of the character of Prince Myshkin may be 

central to any interpretation of Idiot, it is not the only factor in our analysis. 

Bakhtin's work has been instrumental in encouraging critics to move 

beyond simple character interpretation to examine the narrative structuring 

of Dostoevskii's texts, and in particular the presence of different narrative 

voices. Robin Feuer Miller's outstanding study of the novel, Author, 

Narrator, and Reader, identifies four narrative voices: a comic voice, 

reflecting or parodying the novel of manners, a Gothic voice which 

intensifies the novel's atmosphere of confusion and terror, a sympathetic, 

omniscient narrator, and a ironic, detached voice reporting goSSip. 30 She 

examines the shifts between these voices and argues convincingly that the 

changing presentation of Myshkin in the novel is linked to the alteration of 

the narrator's viewpoint .31 Furthermore, in her account of Dostoevskii's use 

of 'enigma and explanation' in the presentation of the hero, Miller offers a 

narratological interpretation of Myshkin which is extremely persuasive. 32 

Her analysis on these points is central to the present research. 

Gary Saul Morson's theoretical examination of the novel offers a 

different approach. Examining the processual way in which the novel was 

written, without a pre-conceived plan, the effect of this on the structuring of 

the text, and the theme of process in the novel, he proposes a reading which 

30 Mller, Author, Narrator, and Reader, p. 8.; Lord, FAsays and Perspectives, p. 86; 
Frank, 7he Miraculous Years, pp. 327,337; and Ia. 0. Zundelovich, 'Svoeobrazie 
Povestvovaniia v romane Idiot', in Romany Dost vs go: Stat-i (Tas t [n. pub. ] Oe kO hken 
1963), pp. 62-105 (pp. 62-65) also examine the changing pattern of narrative voices. 
31 Author, Narrator, wd Reader, pp. 90-164; Murav takes much the same line, although 
from a different perspective, Holy Foolishness, pp. 84-88. 
32 Author, Narrator, aWReader, p. 89 and passim. 
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takes account of Dostoevskii's ideas about the openness of time. 33 

Although Morson's conception of Idiot's un-novelistic temporality is in 

many ways convincing, and plays a significant role in the present 

interpretation, it fails to consider fully the negative implications of 

openness and process: the loss of form. My own account of the novel will 

attempt to address this problem. 

The latest addition to the ranks of works on Idiot is by Bruce 

French. 34 which, owing to its very recent publication date, I have been 

unable to incorporate fully into the current research, despite its undoubted 

relevance. French focuses on subject-to-subject and subject-to-object 

relations, and explains many features of the narrative through the concept 

of 'storiness', which 'refers to the vision of life that forms as a result of 

seeing people and the world as objects', and 'tends towards fixidity, 

rigidity, predictability, causality, predetermination, inflexibility' . 
35 He sees 

Myshkin and the narrator as displaying the opposite tendency, and 

emphasizes their flexibility, openness and refusal to enter into 

monologizing explanations as part of their moral freedom. 3' However, like 

Morson, French fails to address the problem of the loss of form, and like 

the many one-sided interpretations of Myshkin cited above, he does not 

take into account the change in the hero, although his analysis of the 

behaviour of the characters is perceptive. Furthermore, despite his 

33'Tempics', pp. 121-23,130-32. 
34 DoSloeVSky'S 'Idiot'.. Dialogue and the Spiritually Good Life (Evanston, IL: 
Northwestern University Press, 200 1). 
35 French, pp. ix-x. 
36 French, pp. xi, 22,46-50 and passim. 
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concentration on openness as a spiritually positive attribute, French's 

failure to include Morson's recent work on temporality in the novel leaves 

a large gap in his research. Nevertheless, in their insights into its narrative 

strategies, these interpretations give a much fuller picture of the strangeness 

of the novel, and Miller and Dalton in particular successfully connect the 

presentation of Prince Myshkin to the dynamics of the narrative. 

-6 

In seeking a theoretical basis that addresses the major problems 

presented by the narrative of Idiot, I shall attempt to reconcile the two 

strands of interpretation outlined above, and concentrate on the role of 

character in the text, examining primarily how the protagonists act, react, 

and interact, and how this influences the movement of the novel as a whole. 

There are valid reasons for suggesting this approach. In 1839, before his 

literary career had begun, Dostoevskii wrote to his brother Mikhail, 

', qejiOBeK ecTb rarma. Ero HaAo pawaAai-b, H exceaH 6y; xeiau. ea 

PaVIIALIBM BCIO XM3HL, TO He rOBOPH, wo rioTePAJI Bpewi. A3aHHMaIOCb 

worl TaAHOR, H60 xoqy 6i6rrE,, qejiOBeKom' (Xxvul. i, 63). The author's early 

interest in human nature led to his using his fiction as a testing ground for 

his characters,, 
37 

and it is clear from the same letter to his brother that 

Dostoevskii saw character as an essential component of literary production 

from an early age: 'yqHTb xapaKTepEi mory H3 nHcaTejier4' (Xxviii. i, 63). 

This accounts for the vibrant, fascinating qualities of many of the heroes 

Dostoevskii created, such as the Underground Man, Stavrogin, and Mitia 

37 See, for example, Bakhtin, Problemy, p. I IS. 
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Karamazov, and the fact that much of the action of his novels is based on or 

arises from the frequently violent ideological clashes of the wills and ideas 

of these heroes. 

Furthermore, it is plain from the notebooks to the novels that the 

author spent far more time working out the personalities and interactions of 

his heroes than any other aspect of the text. This is particularly true of Idiot, 

where, beginning with an idea, Dostoevskii worked on multiple detailed 

and constantly changing plans, which all focus on the figure of the 'Idiot', 

and on the relationship of the hero to his idea and to the other 

protagonists. 
38 Bakhtin also noted the centrality of character, particularly in 

the genesis of the novels, as he saw Dostoevskii beginning in his notebooks 

not with plot or structure, but with specific voices and the ideas the 

characters embody: 'AocToeBcKiiR HaqiiHaeT He c HAeH, ac HAerl-repoeB 

AHajior-a'. 
39 The plot at this stage indeed seems almost incidental to 

Dostoevskii's design, and it is significant that having discovered the 

character of the hero, who strongly resembles Prince Myshkin in the final 

version, the author began writing the published version of the novel with 

minimal additional preparation; once the personality of the hero and his 

ideological basis had been worked out, the plot arose in the process of 

writing rather than being fixed and pre-determined. Although of course 

there are many plot elements mentioned in the notebooks, some of which 

38 Miller, Author Narrator, and Reader, p. 38. See also AL S. Dolinin, ed., F. M. 
Dostoevskogo. Pima, tt. I-IV (Moscow and Leningrad: Akaderniia, 1928-59), 111,330. 

39 Mikhail Bakhtin, 'K pererabotke knigi o Dostoevskorn', in Estetika slovesnogo 
tvorchestva (Moscow: Iskusstva, 1979), pp. 308-27 (p. 322). 
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survive to the final version, the gap between the notebooks and the finished 

novel in terms of the story and overall design is sufficient to show us that 

Dostoevskii considered the establishment of his heroes to be of paramount 

importance, with plotting, structuring, and the position of the narrator 

taking second place, and arising directly out of the characters' actions and 

interactions. 

Moreover, if we ignore the role of character and the importance of 

the protagonists' interactions in Dostoevskii's artistic conception, we are 

left with very little to interpret. As Carroll states, 'The characters 

themselves provide the loci of coherence in the novels: no other 

structurings of reality recover from the demolition into chaos to which they 

40 are subjected' . Morson and Emerson's comments on the form of 

Dostoevskii's novels illustrate this problem: they state that for Bakhtin, the 

Dostoevskian plot is merely, 'a way of setting optimally favourable 

situations for intense dialogues with unforeseen outcomes [ ... ] However 

intriguing (or banal) Dostoevsky's plots may be, they are the wrong place 

to look for the central moments of his works', but go on to claim that 'a 

41 polyphonic work has a plot without a structure' . 
Certainly both plot and structure are extremely problematic 

concepts in relation to the Dostoevskian novel, being almost impossible to 

define in the way one would expect of a traditional nineteenth century 

40 Break-Out ftOm The CrYsIal Palace the anarchO-PsYchological critique: Stirner, 
Nietzsche, Dostoevsky (London and Boston: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1974), p. 146. 
41 Gary Saul Morson & Caryl Emerson, Mikhail Bakhfin: Creation of a Prosaics 
(Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 1990), pp. 247,254. 
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example of the genre. If we examine the structure of Dostoevskii's novels, 

we see that they do not conform to the Jamesian notion of a preconceived 

plan of a beginning, middle and end, but are instead controlled by entirely 

different means. The structure of Besy is built entirely around Stavrogin; 

the opening section of the novel mixes stories about Stavrogin's past with 

expectations of what he will do in the near future, and gathers pace until his 

arrival in the 'real time' of the novel, when all the other protagonists are 

sucked into the vortex of his influence before being thrown out the other 

side after his disappearance, to face the reverberations not just of his 

actions but primarily of the influence of his personality on them. The 

structural centre of Podrostok is, in contrast, a letter, not as an object but as 

an obsessive focus of attention for all the characters; everything in the 

novel revolves around the whereabouts and potential contents of the 

document, the attempts of various parties, for differing reasons, to obtain it, 

and the implications of its contents for the future of the protagonists. It 

provides the subtext and motivation for all the main characters' actions and 

words. In Idiot the structural dominant differs again, as there are two 

centres, Myshkin and Nastas'ia Filippovna. The Prince alone does not 

dominate the narrative, despite his constant presence; it is his relationship 

with the heroine, who represents the absent centre of the text, which gives 

the novel in very basic terms its plot, but also provides its tension and 

dynamics and, as with the letter in Podrostok, acts as a subtext to the 

interplay between all the characters. 

As soon as we focus on the role of character or the preoccupations 

of the characters in Idiot, we are in many ways reprieved from the mire of 
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indefinability and obscurity which features largely in other aspects of 

Dostoevskii's novels; accepting the centrality of character in Dostoevskii's 

conception of structure resolves many of the problems connected with 

interpreting the novel. For example, Morson and Emerson call Robert 

Belknap's The Structure of 'The Brothers Karamazov' a monologic work, 

stating, 'to detect a structure is to read a work essentially synchronically: 

the plots, symbols and resonances are already in place and may properly be 

contemplated at a single moment', and dismissing such repetitions and 

resonances in the text as the result of the characters' obsessions and 

42 therefore not part of any possible 'structure'. However, if one accepts in 

general that character is central, the ideas and obsessions of different 

protagonists immediately become vital to a more flexible understanding of 

the concept of structure not as a single, fixed plan, but rather as a network 

of dominant organizing principles (linguistic, thematic etc), that hold the 

narrative together and allow it to be seen and considered as a whole. 43 

Thus in Idiot, as well as in Dostoevskii's other novels, it is precisely 

because the repetitions are the result of the characters' ideas and obsessions 

that they are indeed indicators of a structure that arises directly from within 

the characters. The protagonists' actions and words, and their dialogic 

interactivity, are therefore the starting point for our examination of 

common patterns of behaviour, in order to discover precisely how they 

42 Prosaics, p. 250. 
43 Boris Uspensky, A Poetics of Composition: the Structure of the Artistic Text wd 
Typology of a Compositional Form, trans. by Valentina Zavarin and Susan Wittig 
(London: University of Califomia Press, 1973), p. xiv. 
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influence the movement of the narrative. One of the major problems of 

traditional character analysis, even when it examines protagonists in 

relation to the themes and motifs of the novel, is that it addresses the 

characters in isolation and stasis, and does not in general focus on their 

interactions, in spite of the fact that this aspect is central to Bakhtin's 

reading of Dostoevskian dialogue. 44 The current thesis aims to redress some 

of this balance, and examine the protagonists within the context of the 

narrative structuring of Idiot. 

For Bakhtin, 'cocymeCTBOBaHHe H B3aHmoAer4cTBHel are central features of 

45 Dostoevskii's artistic conception. The idea exists not in the individual 

consciousness, but is 'HHTePHHAHBHAyaJI16Ha H HHTepcy6seKTHBHa', and 

4cýepa ee 6hrrHA He miARBHAyajIE-Hoe C03HaHi4e, a ; jHajiori4, qecKoe 

o6weHRe MMIY C03HaHHAmW. 46 It is through this dialogic interaction that 

the hero in Dostoevskii comes into being. However, this notion does not sit 

easily with the fact that the novels are full of conflict both within and 

between the characters, leading some critics to question Bakhtin's 

analysiS. 47 Although this significant gap in Bakhtin's examination of 

Dostoevskii's poetics in no way invalidates the theory in general, it 

suggests a different approach focusing on the inharmonious aspects of 

44 Malcolm Jones makes this point in Dostoyevsky After Bakhfin: Readings in 
Dostoyevsky's Fantastic Realism (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990), pp. 16- 
17. 
45 Problemy, p. 47. 
46 Problemy, p. 147. 
47 For example, Emerson, 'Problems of Baxtin's Poetics', SEEJ, 32.4 (1988), 503-25, (pp. 
514-15). 
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interpersonal relations in the novels, and how they differ from and distort 

the ideal of peaceful co-existence and interaction of characters and their 

ideas. The present thesis will therefore investigate the activities of the 

protagonists which bring them into conflict with others, their frequently 

aggressive attempts to control and finalize each other, and examine the 

image of Myshkin in presenting an alternative model of inter-human 

relations, in order to establish the role the characters play in structuring the 

narrative. The following section of the introduction, will discuss the ways 

in which the protagonists use their words and actions to gain control over 

others and over their own lives, and the effect of this on the narrative, as 

well as suggesting some narratological-psychological reasons for these 

features; the strategies the characters use and the impulses behind them are 

bound up in a concept I call 'scripting'. 

Chapter I then goes on to examine the narratological significance of 

Nastas'ia Filippovna in the light of these strategies. Although she has been 

much discussed as a character, little has been said about her role in the 

structuring of the novel. However, as she is the main focus of the hero's 

thoughts, she is extremely important; if we are to understand Myshkin's 

role in the novel, we must first recognize the effect that the heroine has on 

him. Furthermore, as she rebels against others' controlling influence and 

tendency to finalize her, she seeks to control others and, metaphorically, the 

shape of the entire narrative; the chapter examines the effect this has on 

actions of the other characters and on the movement and tenor of the novel. 

Chapter 2 analyses Prince Myshkin from the point of view of his 

vision of a higher reality and how he translates this into an active (and 
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interactive) aesthetic-ethical ideal of self-other relations, which has the 

potential to overcome dualism, through the key processes of reading, 

narrating and scripting. It examines how the hero's ideal influences his 

relations with Nastas'ia Filippovna and other characters, in particular with 

regard to the changes he undergoes in the course of the novel, and how this 

affects the narrative. 

While chapter 2 concentrates primarily on the ideal, how it is 

established and what it signifies, in relation to Myshkin's interactions with 

other characters, chapter 3 focuses on the significance of the loss of the 

ideal in the hero, and its absence in others, for the form of the narrative. 

The first part of the chapter examines the problems of dualism and the 

ethical dilemmas raised by the self-other oppositions prevalent in the novel 

through the prism of the Epistle of James. This section investigates the 

principal sources of division between and within men, which give rise to 

the conflicts in the novel and the characters' struggle for control. It also 

exposes the weaknesses of some of the protagonists, which prevent them 

from achieving the goals of their scripts. 

The second half of the final chapter explores the narratological and 

psychological significance of these oppositions and conflicts. Focusing 

particularly on Myshkin and Ippolit, and bringing in the narrator, it 

examines the breakdown of self-other relations and how this affects the 

dynamics of the novel, using Bakhtin's essay 'Avtor i geroi v esteticheskoi 

deiatel'nosti', in which the implications of both ideal and non-ideal 
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dialogue are much clearer than in Problemy poetiki Dostoevskogo, as the 

basis for analysiS. 48 

Through examining the novel within this framework, the thesis aims 

to demonstrate how interactivity is central to the structuring of the novel, 

how it conforms to Bakhtin's ideal of harmonious co-existence, and how it 

differs from the ideal; the nature of Prince Myshkin's ideal in thematic and 

narratological terms; why the structure of the novel is so strange, but why it 

also remains a coherent whole; why the characters of Nastas'ia Filippovna 

and Ippolit are so central and, conversely, why others, such as Gania who at 

first seem to be important turn out to be no more than bystanders in the 

main drama of the novel. I call this area of analysis 'psycho-poetic', on the 

grounds that it places character and interactivity at the foundation of 

narrative, and because it examines the impulses of the protagonists and 

their interactions in terms of narrative. 

Before I begin my analysis, two caveats are necessary. Firstly, in 

spite of the focus of the current study on character, it does not address 

psychoanalytic themes. Dalton's Freudian examination of the novel offers 

many valuable insights, but ultimately psychoanalytic interpretations of 

Dostoevskii are contraindicated on two grounds. In the first place, Freudian 

theories, in identifying a repressed source of neurosis, posit a pre- 

determined, unchanging essence directing man's behaviour, and are thus 

incompatible with the Bakhtinian notion of selfhood, derived from 

Dostoevskii, as an interactive event in time. Secondly, and perhaps more 

48 In EStetika SIOVeSnogo tVorCheStVa. pp. 7-180. 
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importantly, Freud's antipathy to all aspects of religion, which caused him 

to characterize faith simply as guilt-inspired neurosis, is fundamentally 

opposed to Dostoevskii's deep concern with the possibility of attaining 

faith and the impossibility of its expression. Moreover, as my analysis 

focuses primarily on interpersonal relations rather than the characters' 

individual psychology, any emotional-psychological baggage they have is 

relevant only insofar as it affects their interactions with other protagonists. 

Nor will I be using post-structuralist theories, in spite of the fact that 

at time my focus on the characters' narrative impulses suggests that they 

are textual phenomena. The post-structuralist deconstruction of meaning 

and delight in the absence of meaning are at base incompatible with the 

striving for meaning, coherence and wholeness which characterizes 

Dostoevskii's works; the clear ethical foundations of his novels, illustrated 

in the dilemmas and paradoxes faced by the protagonists in their striving 

for faith, is diametrically opposed to the 'free play' of deconstruction. 49 For 

this reason, the concept of the 'death' of the author is unhelpful in the 

current analysis; in any case, as Thaden states, Bakhtin fcels that 

Dostocvskii retains control over his text and his intentions can be defined. 10 

The general decentring of the 'F in relation to characters in Dostoevskii's 

narratives is also problematic. 51 Bakhtin defines the characters in 

49 See Barbara Z. Thaden, 'Bakhtin, Dostoevsky and the Status of the "17", Dostoevsky 
Studies, 8 (1987), 199-207 (pp. 200-1); the article gives a convincing argument against 
Kristeva's reading of Bakhtin. 
50 'Status of the -r-, p. 204; see Roland Barthes, 'The Death of the Author'. in Image. 
Music, Text, selected and trans. by Stephen Heath (London: Fontana, 1977), pp. 142-148. 
51 See Shlomith Rimmon-Kenan, Narrative Fiction: Contemporary Poetics (London: 
Routledge, 1983), pp. 30-39. 
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Dostoevskii as free, speaking subjects whose 'I' is incomplete not because 

of the decentring or deconstruction of the ego, but because is requires 

communion with a 'Thou' for completeness. 52 The experience of reading a 

novel by Dostoevskii tells us that his heroes are more than predicates or 

attributeS; 53 they are vibrant creations whose ideas play a crucial role in the 

structuring of the text. The post-structuralist view of character is, in the 

final analysis, limiting and inapproapriate in a novel where, as we shall see, 

the protagonists expend an enormous amount of energy and time defining 

the status of their 'F and are determined to become authors themselves. 

11L PSYCHO-POETIC STRATEGIES: SCRIPTING AS A SELF-AUTHORING 
IMPULSE 

a paper person in someone else's script. 
- John Fowles, Daniel Martin 

I dig out beautiful caves behind my characters. 
- Virginia Woolf, A Writer's Diary 

As Dostoevskian dialogue exists on the level of the encounter of two or 

more consciousnesses, one must identify the primary modes of action and 

interaction at work in Idiot, in order to establish the forces impacting on the 

narrative. There are two basic, interwoven factors defining the protagonists' 

behaviour in the novel: self-other relations are characterized by conflict and 

52 Thaden, 'Status of the 'T', p. 204. 
53 On this view of character, see Roland Barthes, SIZ, trans. by Richard Howard (London: 
Cape, 1975), pp. 190-91. 
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attempts to control the other, and literary self-presentation is used to define 

the characters and their relationships. Conflict is evident in the major 

scandal scenes, for example at the Ivolgins' and Nastas'ia Filippovna's 

birthday party in Part I, with the heroine and Rogozhin sowing the seeds of 

confusion and disorder in order to turn the situation to their own advantage. 

Control also involves the tendency to finalize or objectify others, denying 

them selfhood, and attempts to influence others through words and actions, 

persuading them to participate in the event of coming into being according 

to the terms laid down by their interlocutors. The literary means employed 

by the protagonists to achieve this also take various forms, from role- 

playing and the introduction of literary comparisons for both self and other, 

to the use of inserted narratives. 

These different aspects of self-other relations can be brought 

together single, flexible framework which I term 'Scripting'. Scripting 

defines the strategies used by the characters in their self-presentations and 

interactions, and suggests the origins of these impulses within the context 

of narrative, in order to highlight the effects the characters have on each 

other, and the consequent effect of this on the movement of the narrative. 

The literary impulse is most apparent in the inserted narratives and 

stories told by the protagonists; indeed, whenever characters move to the 

foreground, their self-presentation almost always has some literary 

connection, whether from high or low culture, a poem, a newspaper article 

or the New Testament. For example, Myshkin's narratives at the 

Epanchins' in Part 1, the stories at Nastas'ia Filippovna's birthday party, 

Keller's article, the reading of 'Zhil na svete rytsar' bednyi', and General 
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Ivolgin's tales all relate to literary production and pre-existing literary texts 

in some way. 

Given the predominance of literary models, it is not surprising that 

reading is a major activity in the novel which has a strong effect on the 

characters. Myshkin, Kolia, Radomskii and General Ivolgin are all known 

to read newspapers, while her references to the Mazurin murder case 

indicate that Nastas'ia Filippovna does as well. Rogozhin learns of the 

same case indirectly through the heroine; thus the shape of the novel's 

ending is in many ways a direct result of the characters' reading. However, 

there are many other examples: one of the few things we know for certain 

about the missing six months between Parts I and II is that Myshkin and 

Rogozhin spent a lot of time reading Pushkin together (Vm, 457-8). 

Nastas'ia Filippovna furthermore encourages Rogozhin to read poetry and 

Solov'ev's Istoriia, and it is in this book that Rogozhin keeps the knife with 

which he will eventually murder her; she is also reading Madame Bovary 

before her death. Ippolit reads his confession, and Kolia is forced to read 

Keller's article. Krylov's fables and characters from Gogol' are mentioned 

(Vffl, 117,393); Aglaia has read not only Pushkin, but also Paul de Kock 

and other books unsuitable for a young lady (VIU, 358); letters are 

exchanged and read, and not only by their original addressees; the list is so 

long that the novel could barely exist if not for the characters' reading. 

The tendency for literary characters to identify with other literary 

figures and situations (either specifically or generally) is not an uncommon 

theme in the novel; it is overtly behind both Evgeni Onegin's and 

Tat'iana's actions in Pushkin's novel in verse. In Idiot, however, 
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comparisons of characters to other literary figures is, as Catteau states, 

indicative of 'an original approach to literary composition: the comparison 

was not presented directly by the novelist, as if to give the reader a clue, but 

54 was a myth created by the other characters in the novel'. Aglaia relates 

Myshkin to the 'poor knight' of Pushkin's poem and (through that poem's 

origins) back to Don Quixote, and Nastas'ia likens Rogozhin's penance on 

his knees to a Heine poem, while an onlooker compares the heroine herself 

to Cleopatra from Pushkin's 'Egipetskie nochi'. Other characters evoke 

literary sources as part of promoting their own image. Totskii mentions the 

Dumas fils novel La Dame aux camilias in relation to his story of his own 

worst action (although his tale has more similarity to Geroi nashego 

vremeni). 55 General Ivolgin makes uses of newspaper articles, as in the 

story of the lapdog, as well as a multiplicity of literary sources, including 

56 Dumas p&e and Gogol'. Meerson also examines the story of Private 

57 Kolpakov as a parody of the biblical story of Christ's Passion. Myshkin's 

stories introduce additional literary themes and comparisons; his 

descriptions of executions recall not only Dostoevskii's own experience but 

also Hugo's Le Dernier jour d'un condamnJ, while the tale of Marie 

"4 Jacques Catteau, Dostoyevsky and the Process of Literary Creation, trans. by Audrey 
Littlewood (Cambridge: Cambridge University Pressý 1989), p. 199; A. Kovacs also notes 
this feature in 'Sootnoshenie prostranstvenno-vremennoi i povestvovatel'noi struktur v 
romane Idiot F. M. Dostoevskogo (k printsip razgranicheniia pozitsii avtora i rasskazchik v 
romane)', Slavica (Debrecen), 15 (1977), 37-53 (pp. 37-8). 
55 See Olga Matich, 'What's to be done about poor Nastja: Nastasja Filippovna's Literary 
Prototypes', Wiener Slawistischer Almanach, 19 (1987), 47-64 (p. 5 1). 
56 Deborah Martinsen, 'The Cover-Up: General Ivolgin and Private Kolpakov', SEFJ, 39. 
2 (1995), 184-99 (p. 189). 
57 'Ivolgin and Holbein: Non-Christ Risen vs Christ Non-Risen', SEFJ, 39.2 (1995), 200- 
13. 
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contains echoes of both the gospel story of the woman taken in adultery and 

Rousseau, in its pastoral Swiss setting and focus on children and 

education. 58 

There are very few instances of the narrator introducing literary 

comparisons, aside from naming Gogolian characters in his comments on 

do6i6acHoBemi6ie =; XH' (VM, 383). It is rather the characters who are 

responsible for the introduction and working out of the theme of their 

relationships to previous literary figures; they are aware of the importance 

of literature in structuring their lives and as part of their self-consciousness, 

and relate both themselves and each other to literary types and situations. 

Literary identification and comparisons are constant features of the 

characters' evaluations of themselves and each other. 

However, the use of literary comparisons by the protagonists is not 

simply descriptive; it also has an active role in the configuration of the 

characters and their actions, as it provides a model for behaviour as well as 

an explanation for character traits. This is due to the fact that an 

'objectifiable system of expectations [ ... ] arises for each work', which 

awakens memories of that which was already read, brings the reader 
to a specific emotional attitude, and with its beginning arouses 
expectations for the 'middle and end, ' which can then be maintained 
intact or altered, reoriented, or even fulfilled ironically in the course 

58 On the influence of Hugo, see A. L. Bern, 'Pered litsom smerti', in 0 Dostojevskem: 
sbomik stad a materialu, ed. by Julius Dolansky and Radegast Parolek (Prague: Edice 
Slovanske Knihovni, 1972), pp. 150-82, and for the connections to Rousseau see, for 
example, 1. A. Slizina, Titeraturnie i esteticheskie istochniki obraza Myshkina v romane 
F. M. Dostoevskogo Mol', Russkaia Literatura 1870-1890 gg., Sbornik 19 (Sverdlovsk 
[n. pub], 1987), pp. 95-109 (pp. 98-101). 
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of the reading according to specific rules of the genre or 1ý, pe of 
text. 59 

As the characters in Idiot are constantly involved in literary identification 

and interpretation, they also define the expectations of their behaviour, 

both for the reader and for the other protagonists. This feature also has 

important interactive aspects; in consciously taking on literary roles, the 

characters are also allocating complementary roles to others, who 

participate by playing the parts they have been assigned and following the 

patterns of behaviour suggested by the processes of literary identification at 

work in the novel. By introducing literary analogies, the characters 

contextualize their own lives within narrative, and participate in 

constructing the world of the novel. 

Furthermore, narrative, like any other form of verbal interaction, is 

of necessity dialogic. As Genette points out, in the same way that every 

narrative needs both a narrator and a reader, or narratee, so each incidence 

of an inserted or intradiegetic narrative also requires a narrator, and a 

narratee, to whom the inserted narrative is addressed, within the text. 60 

Thus, faced with so many inserted narratives and other potential texts for 

reading, the characters in the novel are repeatedly required to become both 

narrators and readers or listeners, both in their private reading and 

preparations for their own inserted texts, and in their reading and 

interpretation of others' narratives. 

" Hans Robert Jauss, Towards an Aesthetic of Reception, trans. by Timothy Bahti 
(Brighton: Harvester, 1982) (first pub. 1967), pp. 22-3 
60 Gerard Genette, Narrative Discourse: An &W in Method, trans. by Jane E. Lewin 
([thaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1980), pp. 259-260. 
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The characters also use literary interpretation to fill in the gaps in 

the narrative. When we are confronted with gaps or silences in a text, we 

have to fill them in according to our best knowledge of the characters, the 

genre and so on. Iser relates the problem of perceiving the other in 

interpersonal relationships to the position of the reader within the text: 

we react as if we knew how our partners experienced us; we 
continually form views of their views, and then act as if our views 
of their views were realities. Contact therefore depends upon our 
continually filling in a central gap in our experience. Thus, dyadic 
and dynamic interaction comes about only because we are unable to 
experience how we experience one another, which in turn proves to 
be a propellant to interaction. Out of this fact arises the basic need 
for interpretation, which regulates the whole process of 
interaction. 61 

He connects the two forms of interpretation thus: 

it is the very lack of ascertainability and defined intention that 
brings about the text-reader interaction [ ... ] it is the gaps, the 
fundamental asymmetry between text and reader, that give rise to 
communication in the reading process; the lack of a common 
situation and a common frame of reference correspond to the 'no- 
thing' [of social interpretation], which brings about the interaction 
between persons. 62 

The gaps and constant difficulties in establishing motivation in Idiot, 

particularly with regard to Nastas'ia Filippovna and her prolonged absence 

in the middle of the novel, are problems that have to be addressed not only 

by the reader, but also by the characters themselves. Todorov suggests that, 

61 Wolfgang Iser, 'Interaction between Text and Reader', in 7he Reader in the Text. - 
Fssays on Audfence and Interpretation, ed. by Susan R. Suleiman and Inge Crosman 
(Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1980), pp. 106-119 (p. 108). 
62 Iser, p. 109. 
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Based on the information he receives, every character must 
construct the facts and the characters around him; thus, he parallels 
exactly the reader who is constructing the imaginary universe from 
his own information (the text, and his sense of what is probable); 
thus reading becomes (inevitably) one of the themes of the book. 63 

The predominance of literary models for the protagonists in Idiot, proposed 

both by themselves and each other, suggests that the characters use these 

literary and cultural intertexts in two ways, as they both highlight the gaps 

and provide the means of interpreting them. The characters of Idiot thus 

become readers of their own text; by provoking, examining and reacting to 

each other, as part of the battle for the dominant script, they not only 

participate in the movement and structuring of the narrative, but also 

provide a paradigm for how the novel might be read; it is in their attempts 

to understand and react to each other, through their attempts to make sense 

of the gaps they perceive, that we can see how the protagonists influence 

the direction of the narrative. Furthermore, through the use of gaps and 

their reading, scripting becomes a strategy for the characters to persuade 

others to see them as they see themselves, or rather as they wish to be seen. 

Therefore the conception of Rogozhin as a Gothic murderer and 

Myshkin as a chivalrous defender of women both relate to Nastas'ia 

Filippovna's needs and imagination, and both men act out the roles she has 

given them with some enthusiasm. It is this interactive dynamic that gives 

the relationship between the characters in Idiot its unique quality and 

provides the basis for the protagonists' control of the text. Thus Nastas'ia 

63 'Reading as Construction', in Yhe Reader in the Text, pp. 67-82 (p. 78). 
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sees the Prince as the knight of her dreams come to rescue her, but she also 

states early on that he should marry Aglaia (viii, 143), and he tries to act 

according to both ideas. Aglaia, meanwhile, sees Myshkin both as a 

Quixotic knight, following his quest to save his inappropriate ideal of pure 

beauty (her rival), as well as pursuing in him her own plan of finding an 

improbable and unsuitable husband -a part he seems equally willing to 

adopt, as his inappropriate behaviour at the Epanchins' soirde shows. Thus 

Myshkin is caught between the contradictory views of himself both within 

and between the two women, and it is from this conflict that a dynamic 

tension arises, which pulls Myshkin, and therefore the action of the novel, 

to which he is central, along. 

This is the basis of scripting. The characters use literary foundations 

to define their own roles, frequently improvising according to changes in 

situation. 64 They either invite or coerce others into accepting supporting 

roles in their own dramas, thus enabling them to influence the direction of 

the narrative through their interaction, by making others read and interpret 

their narratives and literary comparisons. Scripting in this sense has little to 

do with the every-day scripts described in theories of metafiction, as these 

merely relate to routine, externally ascribed roles which characters, unlike 

greal' people, cannot escape . 
65 The freedom and lack of authorial 

finalization identified by Bakhtin in relation to Dostoevskian characters 

64 See Diana L Burgin, 'The Reprieve of Nastasja: A Reading of a Dreamer's Authored 
Life', SEER, 29 (1985), 258-78 ( p. 259-262) on the heroine's key role in this feature. 
65 Patricia Waugh, Metafiction., 7he 7heory and Practice of SeKonscious Fiction 
(London and New York: Methuen, 1984), p. 120; it is also therefore unlike French's 
concept of 'storiness' (see p. 13 above), which is similarly linked to everydayness. 
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allows them to change and develop both according to their own 

programmes and as a result of their interaction with others. Therefore far 

from being indicative of the every-day (which in any case rarely features in 

the Dostoevskian novel), scripting on the contrary relates to an escape from 

the routine and a bid for narrative self-determination and self- 

contextualization within the supposedly meaningful plots of the novelistic 

world. 

Scripting is not simply the improvisation of a literary role by a 

single character in a novel. In Anna Karenina, for example, as Morson 

states, the origin of the heroine's literary self-perception is equally the 

origin of her downfall: 

As her friend Liza Merkalova observes, Anna imagines that she is 
4a real heroine out of a [romantic] novel'. For Anna, everything 
seems to fit a melodramatic plot centering on a grand passion; there 
are neither accidents nor choices. That is why she so often seems to 
resemble Greta Garbo playing Anna Karenina. She lives in a story 
whose shape is already given and for which not just anyone could 
have been destined. The Garbo film, in fact, captures quite well the 
story of Anna as she tells it to herself But Tolstoi has told a 
different story - not of a fated heroine, but of a woman who 
imagines that she is one. 66 

In Idiot, although Nastas'ia Filippovna's self-perception as a ruined and 

therefore doomed woman is central to the novel, one important feature, 

relating to the position of the other, makes the portrayal of her character, 

and the whole concept of what is happening between the characters in Idiot, 

different from Tolstoi's novel. Even though they take up similar 

" Narrative and Freedom: the Shadows of Time (New Haven and London: Yale 
University Press, 1994), pp. 71-72, author's emphasis. 
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melodramatic roles, Anna is interested only in how she sees herself, while 

Nastas'ia's primary concern is the response of the other to the roles she 

plays, which gives her own role confirmation and a kind of 'reality'; if she 

can persuade others to participate in the role she has chosen, its enactment 

gives it the concreteness of being. 

Furthermore, many of the main characters base their actions and 

words on literary or cultural intertexts. Gania's ambition to become a 

Rothschild, Aglaia's nihilist leanings, and the image of General Ivolgin as a 

musketeer or Napoleon's pageboy all require the consent and active 

participation of the other in order to succeed, and all have difficulty in 

achieving their aims, because they are unable to persuade others to co- 

operate in their view of reality. 

This is because scripting is a two-way process; it cannot work for 

the characters unless they can persuade someone else to give their script a 

concrete reality through participating in its realization. In Interpersonal 

Perception, Laing and others comment: 

I may not actually be able to see myself as others see me, but I am 
constantly supposing them to be seeing me in particular ways, and 
am constantly acting in the light of the actual or supposed attitudes, 
opinions, needs, and so on the other has in respect of me. 67 

In effect, the characters in Idiot both conform to this process, by acting in 

the light of the other's attitude, either real or supposed, but also attempt to 

turn this process on its head, acting to make the other's perception of them 

67R. D. Laing, H. Phillipson, A. R. Lee, Interpersonal Perception: A Yheory and a Method 
of Research (London: Tavistock, New York: Springer, 1966), p. 4, also cited in Iser, 
'Interaction between Text and Reader' (p. 107); see pp. 30 above. 
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align with their own. Bakhtin's concept of the 'loophole' is also useful 

here: 'e tievioeeKe Gceooa eCMb IIMO-MO, 'iMO MOJIbKO Cau On uOolceM 

OMKpblMb a c6o6oduau aKme cauoco3HaHuq u moea, UMO He notkiaemcA 

o6HewuvozqaW 3aoquauy onpedeoenuio'. 
68 Dostoevskii's heroes, 

according to Bakhtin, '6opioT-ca c TaKHmH oripeAejieHHAMH RX JMTIHOCTH B 

ycTax; xpyrHx inoAer4', 69 seeking constantly to destroy the framework of the 

other's words about them. Asserting one's script and persuading others to 

accept it therefore plays an important part in defending one's loophole and 

retaining one's consciousness of self in all its indeterminacy and 

unfinalizability. Characters who submit to external definition and allow 

others' scripts to be imposed on them without input or a compatible script 

of their own are in danger of losing the final word about themselves. 

Avoiding this problem in particular is Nastas'ia Filippovna's main 

motivation, although it also relevant to discussions of Aglaia and General 

Ivolgin, as well as to Ippolit and the entire episode with 'Pavlishchev's 

son'. 70 

Persuading another to accept a script and undertake the role offered 

to them also brings into question the issue of control, owing to the tensions 

arising from the characters' competing scripts and the threats they pose to 

each others' loopholes. Malcolm Jones sees Dostoevskii's mature, third- 

person, polyphonic narratives as exemplifying 'what might happen when 

" Problemy, pp. 98-99. 
69, Problemy, p. 59. 

70 On Nastas'ia Filippovna's response to this problem, see chapter 1; other characters are 
discussed in chapter 3. 
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people attempt mutually to objectify and classify each other, seek to impose 

two or more incompatible images on another person at the same time, and 
71 deploy emotionally disturbing strategies on each other'. Jones' concept of 

'Driving other people crazy' involves a number of strategies used by 

Dostoevskii's characters to provoke or influence those around them by 

sending them contradictory signals, 72 and is thus an important element in 

the production and assertion of scripts. In their attempts to define and 

realize their scripts, characters have to exert control over others, and over 

the narrative in general, for two reasons: firstly, in order to make sure one's 

fellow protagonists play the role laid down for them, rather than 

improvising, misreading or taking matters into their own hands; and 

secondly, because any script in the novel is bound to clash with numerous 

others that are also competing and trying to persuade (or force) others to 

accept the alternative roles they offer. The protagonist who can assert most 

control over the other characters is therefore the one whose script is likely 

to dominate, and who will gain most control over the direction of the 

narrative. 

There are many examples of characters attempting to control each 

other in the novel. Aglaia's actions are frequently based on the belief that 

her family is trying to control her, and as a result she strives to turn the 

tables in order to control her family's image of her; she also tries to control 

Myshkin's behaviour. Lebedev tries to take charge of Myshkin's life, 

71 DoStoyeVSky after Bakblinp p. 7 7. 
72 Dostoyevsky after Bakhtin, pp. 84-90. 
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particularly after his two epileptic fits, while Gania wishes to control his 

family and free himself from the control of the Epanchin family and his 

own poverty. The most sustained example of this feature is Nastas'ia 

Filippovna's actions in relation others, which will be examined in detail in 

chapter 1. 

The characters in Idiot do not indulge in simple identification with 

literary figures and situations, but rather take on one or more roles and try 

to force others to accept and interact with them. As the whole concept of 

persuading someone to accept their role in one's script involves active 

interplay between characters, the more dramatic a person's behaviour is 

(for example, Nastas'ia Filippovna's scandalous behaviour at her birthday 

party), the more dramatic will be the responses to it (leading in this case 

among other things to Myshkin's proposal, Rogozhin paying 100,000 

rubles for her, and Gania resisting the temptation to rescue the money from 

the fire). 

The heroine's theatricality as she stage-manages the crowd scenes 

in Part I highlight the importance of dramatic effect to the scripting process. 

Repeated references to the style and delivery of the characters' narratives, 

either by the narrator, as in the case of Aglaia's reading of 'Rytsar' bednyi' 

(VM, 208-9), or by the presenter of the narrative, such as when Ippolit reads 

his 'Neobkhodimoe ob'iasnenie' (vm, 321-44), indicate heightened 

awareness of the necessity of attracting and maintaining the attention of the 

listener. As the characters are constantly involved in the process of reading 

and narrating, Robin Feuer Miller's analysis of Dostoevskii's desire to 

make the right effect on his reader is equally applicable to the protagonists 
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73 
within the text. The pages of Idiot are a battlefield, where the need to 

make the strongest impact on others is constant, and anyone who is not up 

to the task or lowers his guard at any point is liable to get left behind. 

For many of the characters, the story-telling moment is a time for 

conscious self-promotion through deliberately literary means; witness 

Totskii and the General's contributions to the story-telling game at the end 

of Part 1, and Ferdyshchenko's perceptive observation of the General, 'H 

ywe TIO O)JHOMY BHAy ero npeBocxoAHTejii6cTBa MO)RHO 3aKjnoqHTh, C 

KaKtim oco6eHHE-im mmpaTypHibim YAOBOJ116CTBHemOH o6pa6omCBOII 

alleimonm' (via, 125). For many characters, story-telling represents the 

best opportunity to make an impression on others, whether it is truthful or 

not. 

While none of this is to imply that these characters are 

metatextually aware (although the question is an interesting one), it 

highlights the importance of literature, and the narrative impulse, in the 

structuring of their lives as self-conscious beings. They all believe that their 

lives have some sort of story, wider meaning or reference to a larger plot, in 

which they of course hope to be central (particularly those who are not at 

the forefront of the narrative as given). Some characters are even mystified 

when a fellow being fails to exhibit this impulse: witness Gania's inability 

to understand why Ptitsyn has no desire to be a Rothschild (vm, 387), 

which arises from his lack of ambition to be original or to make a story out 

of his life. 

73Author, Narrator, andReader, pp. 18-32. 
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Tom Stoppard's play Rosencrantz and Guildenstern Are Dead, 

based on two minor characters from Hamlet, addresses one of the central 

problems of interpreting life as story: whose story is to be told?: 'while we 

are the central characters in our own lives, we simultaneously play minor 

roles in larger stories that baffle and confuse us: there is a larger pattern 

behind our lives, but we lack the vision to see its. 74 The numerous parallel 

plots in Idiot, of which we are vaguely aware, but never see more than a 

glimpse, such as Gania's machinations and Rogozhin's relationship with 

Ippolit, testify to the fact that many characters, Whilst only bit-players in 

the main drama of the fates of Myshkin and Nastas'ia Filippovna, also have 

other on-going plots of their own. We centre primarily on Myshkin's 

consciousness, and secondarily on the fate of Nastas'ia Filippovna, because 

this is the Prince's foremost concern, so the other stories (which may, for 

all we know, be of equal interest) are played out in the margins of the page, 

and we only hear of their existence when they intersect with Myshkin's 

consciousness or impinge on his actions or relationships. The characters' 

insistence on integrating their lives into the wider context of narrative 

results in several plot lines competing for attention with the main story. 

This combination of multiple, often unidentified plots, and the 

centring of the narrative on Myshkin (with Nastas'ia as its missing centre), 

gives rise to certain structural and stylistic peculiarities in the novel, which 

74 Peter J. Rabinowitz, "'What's Hecuba to us? " The Audience's Experience of Literary 
Borrowing', in Ae Reader in the Text, pp. 241-263 (p. 257). Similarly, in the film 
ShakWare in Love, a character actor, when asked about the new play he is appearing in, 
Romeo andJuliet, begins, 'Well, it's about this nurse... ' My thanks to Malcolm Jones for 
this example. 
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75 have frequently been seen as defects. The tension which arises from the 

fight for control between the characters' different scripts is, I would 

propose, responsible for holding the entire novel together. However, it is 

this very same struggle for control that paradoxically leads to the narrative 

seeming entirely unstructured, and teetering on the edge of disintegration 

into artistic failure. As Dalton states, 

in The Diary of a Writer, in a passage dealing with the Russian 
character, Dostoevsky speaks of 'an urge for the extreme, for the 
fainting sensation of approaching an abyss, and half-leaning over it 

- to peep into the bottomless pit, and, in some very rare cases, to 
throw oneself into it head-forward as in a frenzy'. In all of 
Dostoevsky's work there is this perilous flirtation with the abysS. 76 

This is true not only of the moral and thematic bases of Dostoevskii's 

novels, but even more so of their form; because the characters are fighting 

for control, the narrative is structured on the conflicts and contradictory 

positions of the protagonists. Parts 11 and HI of Idiot in particular appear 

aimless and untidy, with little to do with the main plot as we have identified 

it by the end of Part I (Myshkin's quest to save Nastas'ia Filippovna), but 

in fact the crowd scenes and their repercussions which dominate the middle 

sections of the novel are strategically vital to the whole conception of the 

characters' attempts to control the narrative, as it is here that many of the 

protagonists' scripts are put into the market place for general consumption. 

Others' views of Myshkin and Nastas'ia Filippovna, as well the different 

characters' scripts for themselves, compete both for the attention of all the 

75 See, for example, Frank, 2he Miraculous Years, p. 289. 
76 Unconscious Structure, p. 59. 
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protagonists, although they are primarily directed at Prince Myshkin, and 

for significance within the novel. The forceful assertion by the characters of 

their scripts, and the tensions between competing scripts, are in large part 

responsible for the directions in which the novel moves. 

The overt desire of the characters in Idiot to tell stories, to fill their 

lives with consciously literary embellishments, and integrate their own and 

others' existence into a plot with a wider significance, indicates the 

essential role of narrative as such, not merely for these fictional figures, but 

as a basic human impulse. Wright calls narrative 'a product of human 

consciousness imposing order on to experiencei,. 77 The use of narrative is 

an essential component of scripting, visible from the opening pages of the 

novel in Rogozhin's story about Nastas'ia Filippovna and, particularly, in 

Myshkin's constant story-telling at the Epanchins'; the narrative element of 

the characters' scripts highlights the desire for meaning and context as a 

human impulse. 

The links between faith and narrative are highlighted in Michael 

Edwards' Towards a Christian Poetics, which examines the implications of 

the biblical Fall for both language and literature. 78 Before the Fall, a perfect 

correspondence existed between words and things, with God's act of 

creation also being an act of language. 79 The serpent's lie which leads to 

the Fall introduces into language ambiguity and the loss of that original 

77 T. R. Wright, 7heoloSy andLiterature (Oxford: Blackwell, 1988), p. 87. 
79 (London: Macmillan, 1984). 
79 Edwards, p. 15 1. 
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harmony. 80 The results of the Fall are thus twofold. Firstly, the Fall itself 

brings with it the desire to recreate, the urge to glimpse the world that has 

been lost, through acts of narration; 'a narrated world [ 
... 

] represents a 

desirable otherness [ ... 
] we tell stories because we desire a world within a 

story [ 
... 

] Story offers an otherness, of unity and purposive sequence. It 

also offers, in particular, beginnings and ends [ ... 
] the specific of story is 

that it appeals to the desire for a new beginning'. 31 The overt literary 

character of the Book of Revelation, in which at least forty verses refer to 

books and reading, suggests an important role for narrating in the process 

of re-creation. 82 Secondly, the flaw between words and meanings 

introduced by the serpent in the Garden of Eden has a number of 

implications. The primary result of 'fallen discourse', to use Malcolm 

Jones' term, was the Tower of Babel, where a multiplicity of languages was 

83 introduced, '... that they may not understand one another's speech' . That 

Dostoevskii found the creation of Babel significant is evinced by his use of 

the image both directly, in Stepan Trofimovich's allegorical poem in Besy 

(x, 10), and obliquely, in Raskol'nikov's dream of the trichinae at the end 

of Prestuplenie i nakazanie (vi, 419-20). Furthermore, the Fall establishes 

the re-creative potential of language, which is in itself a primary force in 

literature; 'explored, language becomes a domain of suggestions, fragments 

go Edwards, p. 10. 

81 Edwards, p. 73. 
82 See Walter L. Reed, Dialogues of the Word. Yhe Bible as Literature Accor&ng to 
Bakhtin (New York and Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1993), p. 141. 

83 Genesis 11.7 (all quotations from the Bible are taken from the Authorized Version 

unless otherwise stated); see Jones, Dostoyevsky After Bakhtin, p. 184. 
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of a novel reality emerging with fragments of a novel speech' . 
84 The re- 

creation of reality is an attempt to restore the original correlation of words 

and meanings in order to take man to a higher plane of existence. 

We should perhaps not overemphasize the consciously religious 

aspect of the impulse to create a story out of life, although all the main 

characters address the issue of faith in their own ways: Myshkin's outburst 

against Catholicism, his four stories of faith, and his references to Christ in 

his execution narratives all suggest an interest in the subject. The fact that 

Myshkin, Rogozhin and Ippolit are drawn to the Holbein painting of the 

dead Christ, and the connections of Rogozhin's family to old believers and 

their relationship with the skoptSY, 85 also point to a strong religious 

influence in their lives. Furthermore, Nastas'ia Filippovna's idea for a 

portrait of Christ, and even Aglaia's anti-faith in her desire to become a 

nihilist (implying atheism, which, as Myshkin states, has for Russians a 

large element of belief itself (V114 452)) again testify to the need of the 

protagonists to define the story of the world and their position in it, a 

problem which all perceive in terms of religious faith. Furthermore, despite 

the absence of overt forms of worship in Idiot - and in Dostoevskii's 

fictional oeuvre as a whole - religious faith, particularly in the form of 

Lebedev's interpretation of the Apocalypse and related aspects of 

Revelation and the move to a 'new life', remains an important theme in 

" Edwards, p. 11. 
85 See Richard Peace, Dostoevsky. An Examination of the Major Novels (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1971), pp. 85-94, or William Comer, 'Rogozhin and the 
Castrates: Russian Religious Traditions in Dostoevsky's Vie Idiot', SEV, 40.1 (1996), 85- 
99. 
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Idiot, and it would therefore be inappropriate to ignore this aspect of the 

86 
novel. 

The fact that the fall of many of the characters is instrumental in 

inducing the narrative impulse is evident in the major role played by shame 

in narration and the search for a story for one's own life in Idiot. The 

figures in the novel who devote most effort to defining their scripts (and 

trying to get others to accept them) are the ones who feel most ashamed at 

the reality of their lives: Nastas'ia Filippovna, General Ivolgin, and Ippolit. 

In particular for the General and Nastas'ia, shame at their present (fallen) 

state combined with a desire to return to a innocent past are the major 

impulses behind most of their utterances and actions. Not untypically for 

Dostoevskii, the issue of shame as a motive for the narrative impulse and 

the part it plays in the characters' restructuring of their lives is exemplified 

not in the words and actions of a plot-defining hero, but in the relatively 

peripheral figure of General Ivolgin. In an excellent article on the story of 

the resurrection of Private Kolpakov, Deborah Martinsen argues that the 

d6classd General uses his lies as a way of restoring his lost social status in 

contexts where he is reminded of his fall. In this story, the General 

identifies with both the thief (Kolpakov) and the man who is 

simultaneously responsible and not responsible for his death (Myshkin's 

father). The death is any case undone when Kolpakov returns from the 

grave, thereby erasing the transgression and the need for guilt and 

86 See David M. Bethea, Yhe Shape of Apocalypse in Modern Russian Fiction ( Princeton, 
NJ: Princeton University Press, 1989), pp. 62-104; R. Hollander, 'Apocalyptic Framework 
in Dostoevsky's 7he Idiot', Mosaic, 7 (1974), 123-39; or William J. Leatherbarrow, 
'Apocalyptic Imagery in Me Idiot and 77te Devils', DostoevsAy Studies, 3 (1982), 43-52. 
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punishment. This provides a partial confession, explanation and 

justification for Ivolgin's current lowly position, including his hopes for 

exoneration, as well as prefiguring his future theft and mortification at the 

hands of Lebedev, which leads to his death. 87 

This story, like the others General Ivolgin tells, is about finding or 

creating a reality which makes his life liveable. For the General, that clearly 

involves re-earning the respect he has lost through his own actions; his rank 

clearly indicates to us his former status, and his pecuniary embarrassment 

in comparison with his former friend General Epanchin's wealth shows us 

how far he has fallen, and the lengths to which he must go if he is to 

recover his position in society. His current physical reality is so pitiful that 

he is forced to embellish the past to an extraordinary degree (claiming he 

was Napoleon's page boy in 1812, for example) to make up for it. Creating 

this different, mental reality allows him to live in relation to others the only 

way he knows how, as a General, a war hero, and a man of substance. As 

Meerson points out, the General admits that this is precisely what he is 

doing. 88 By ending the story with the words, 'Ho ca"ag, moxmo cmaTh, 

; xaxce ncHxojiorHqecKHri' (viiiý 83), he clearly indicates that the only 

psychology involved is his own. This is a sympathetic portrayal by 

Dostoevskii of the basic human need for recognition and the maintenance 

of one's proper place in life, and it is perhaps to this that the sensible and 

perceptive Kolia Ivolgin is referring when he calls his father a ', qeCTH]61rl 

87 Martinsen, 'The Cover-Up', pp. 187-190. 
88 Meerson, 'Ivolgin and Holbein', p. 201. 
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lqeJIOBeK', despite being well aware of his shortcomings (vin, 113). The 

impulse to find in narrative a reality one can live with, which also involves 

asking others to accept that reality, is, as we shall see, of enormous 

importance to all the protagonists; in several cases, including that of 

General Ivolgin, it is a life-or-death issue. 

Shame plays its part in Myshkin's story-telling as well; although he 

apparently has nothing to feel ashamed of, and exhibits no such feelings in 

potentially embarrassing situations, such as when he tells Rogozhin he 

knows nothing about women, we should recall Aglaia's comment, Tti icaK 

icoH, qHTe paccYmLraaTL, ToTqac we H 3aCT61AHTeC]6 TOM, WO paccimajul' 

(VIUý 57). The reasons behind Myshkin's shame will be examined in 

chapter 2. 

Ippolit's shame is visible in his constant apologies for the quality of 

his writing in his 'Neobkhodimoe ob'iasnenie' (for example, VM, 324), and 

is largely a result of both his fear of rejection by others and his sense of 

failure as, owing to his illness and immanent death, he feels that he has 

achieved nothing, and faces leaving the world without having made his 

mark on it. In the figure of Ippolit we also see that the impulse to scripting 

becomes stronger for characters facing death. He writes his 'ob'iasnenie' in 

order to find a way to live with dying, in the same way that Nastas'ia 

Filippovna's script in practical terms, and many of Myshkin's stories from 

Part I in ethical-thematic terms, are also about finding an adequate structure 

with which to confront inevitable death. 89 The confession gives Ippolit the 

89 The implications of death are central to our discussion of Myshkin's script in chapter 2. 
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opportunity to assert his place in the world and the structure of the novel, 

where until this point he has been a peripheral figure. This is evidently of 

extreme importance to him, as dying without establishing one's place in the 

world in relation to others is a terrifying prospect. It is for this reason that 

the characters who have the closest relationship with death, either 

physically, as in the case of Nastas'ia Filippovna, Ippolit and General 

Ivolgin, psychologically, as with Rogozhin, or in terms of thought-feelings, 

in Myshkin's case, see the importance of scripting and, accordingly, make 

most effort to fulfil their roles. Scripting is therefore a response to the fall 

and to its primary result, human mortality. 

The impulse to autobiography provides an interesting analogy to the 

process of scripting. Both involve the same desire to see one's life in terms 

of a story and establish one's place in the world, particularly towards the 

end of that life, as well as to find causal connections between past events 

and one's present condition: 

Partly thanks to Rousseau's Confessions, autobiography has come 
to suggest all but irresistibly the idea of connections, the perception 
of some sort of pattern and linkage in the disparateness of past 
experience. Narrative therefore seems its natural ally, since 
narrative implies connectedness; beginnings, middles, and ends, 
causes and effects, origins and consequences. The Confessions teem 
with references to links, connections, causes, origins, threads, 
modifications, developments, anticipations. 90 

Although Sheringharn goes on to explain that the situation with Rousseau's 

Confessions is more complex than this, the characters of Idiot see their lives 

90 Michael Sheringham, French A utobiography. Devices and Desires. Rousseau to Perec 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1993), p. 3 1. 
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in these terms as well, and act accordingly. 91 Furthermore, we know from 

the petit-jeu at Nastas'ia's birthday party that the Confessions are important 

to Dostoevskii's overall conception, as he uses Rousseau's story of the 

stolen ribbon as his basis for Ferdyshchenko's contribution. 92 By 

introducing Rousseau as an intertext, Dostoevskii also indicates the 

characters' preoccupation with narrative causality and endowing life with a 

plot-like significance. 

De Man, furthermore, argues that autobiography is not necessarily 

just the result of life, but can also be the stimulus to life: 

We assume that life produces the autobiography as an act produces 
its consequences, but can we not suggest, with equal justice, that the 
autobiographical project may itself produce and determine the life 
and that whatever the writer does is in fact governed by the 
technical demands of self-portraiture and thus determined, in all its 
aspects, by the resources of his medium. 93 

Equally the characters in Idiot make their lives into a story as part of a pre- 

conceived project, as opposed to a response to a pre-existing narrative 

element in their lives; scripting, rather than arising directly out of the lives 

of the characters, turns life into a story for the characters, because they 

91 Michael Holquist takes this as the premise for his study, Dostoevsky and the Novel 
(Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1977), p. x. 
92 See, for example, J. M. Coetzee, 'Confession and Double Thoughts: Tolstoy, Rousseau, 
Dostoevsky', Comparative Literature, 37,3 (1985), 193-232, Malcolm V. Jones, 
'Dostoevsky, Rousseau and Others (A Study of the "Alien Voice" in Dostoevsky's 
Novels)', Dostoevsky Stu&es, 4 (1983), 81-94, and Robin Feuer Miller, 'Rousseau and 
Dostoevsky: the morality of confession reconsidered', in Western Philosophical Systems in 
Russian Literature, ed. by Anthony M. Mlikotin (Los Angeles: University of Southern 
California Press, 1979), pp. 89-10 1. 
93 'Autobiography as De-Facement', in 7he Rhetoric of Romanticism (New York: 
Columbia University Press, 1984), pp. 67-81 (p. 69), author's emphasis. 
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believe in the idea of life having a story, and orient their actions 

accordingly. 

Furthermore, autobiography, like scripting and indeed any dialogic 

activity, necessarily involves the participation of the other: 

from the point of view of the practitioner, autobiographical 
narrative requires the sanction of the Other: the sense of 
compatibility, the fluid interplay, of an inner chain of feelings and 
an outer chain of causally linked events, is ultimately dependent on 
an inter-sub ective paradigm, a scene of mutual recognition in the 
self I vouchsafe already acknowledges (and assumes that it is in turn 
acknowledged by) your scrutiny. 94 

De Man also states, 

Autobiography, then, is not a genre or a mode, but a figure of 
reading or of understanding that occurs, to some degree, in all texts. 
The autobiographical moment happens as an alignment between the 
two subjects involved in the process of reading in which they 
determine each other by mutual reflexive substitution. 95 

As in the production of autobiography, scripting can only be successful 

with the sanction or acknowledgement of the other, but in the creation and 

on-going projection of scripts, this is not a passive process, but requires the 

active participation of the other. Without this, a script becomes merely a 

role acted out in isolation; as a form of dialogue, scripting exists only in its 

interaction with and confirmation by the other, because only the mutual 

acting out of a script realizes its existence, giving characters opportunities 

to establish their T both for others and within the text. Sheringham also 

94 Sheringham, p. 57, author's emphasis. 
95 'Autobiography as De-Facement', p. 70. 
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notices what happens to Rousseau when he feels that the confirmation of 

his T has been withdrawn, continuing the above quotation, 

When this [acknowledgement of the other] is lacking narrative risks 
grinding to a halt; unsanctioned, it becomes rigid and arbitrary, 
wholly the province of the Other: a chain out there which shuts out 
a subjectively determined self, condemning it to autistic entrapment 
and paranoia. % 

This, according to Sheringliam, occurs in Book 9 of the Confessions, when 

Rousseau's sense of his ideal reader is obscured; he succumbs to the belief 

97 
that he is being persecuted, and 'loses control over his narrative' . We see 

a similar process at work in the downfall of General Ivolgin. His tall tales 

are primarily a means of recovering his lost status in the eyes of others, 98 

but towards the end of the novel, Myshkin's total inability to relate to him 

or accept his stories on any level, and particularly Lebedev's cruel, 

wordless (and therefore unanswerable) exposure of his theft of the wallet 

are primary factors in his death. General Ivolgin appears to be a minor 

character, and his protracted humiliation and death are often seen as a 

digression with little relation to the main plot of the novel, but he 

exemplifies many of the possibilities and pitfalls of scripting, and is thus 

central to our understanding. 

-A 

Scripting is therefore a strategy or number of strategies employed 

by characters in reaction to the impulse to define a story for themselves for 

96 French Autobiography, p. 57, author's emphasis. 
97 French Autobiography, p. 5 6. 
98 Martinsen, 'The Cover-Up', p. 187. 
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their life, which also allows us to assess the role of character in the 

movement and structuring of narrative. It consists of a number of related 

elements. It has its basis in the narrative impulse of the characters, while 

shame and the consequent desire for new life as a result of man's fallen 

state (in either the general religious sense or specifically relating to the 

background of particular characters) are important parts of the motivation 

for scripting, particularly for characters facing death without having 

established their place in life. It is furthermore not merely a mode of self- 

perception, but necessarily involves the active participation and 

confirmation of the other; and its main aims are to assert control over the 

other protagonists and therefore the text as well. 

Furthermore, in identifying the scripting strategies and impulses in 

the novel, as well as their success or failure, the reader is able to distinguish 

between degrees of ideal and non-ideal dialogic interaction, an issue which 

Bakhtin in general fails to address. The present analysis will show that, as 

in Pushkin's 'Malenkie tragedii', obsession and inflexibility impede 

interactivity, preventing certain characters from establishing their place in 

the world of the novel and living their lives according to their own scripts. 

Although the current interpretation concentrates on the hero and 

heroine, it is also necessary to examine the roles of other characters. For 

example, Ptitsyn's refusal to participate in the story-telling game at 

Nastas'ia Filippovna's birthday party is indicative of the absence of a 

scripting impulse in this figure, who as a result remains anonymous and on 

the fringes of the action. However, the narrator of Idiot stresses the 

importance of 'ordinary people' as a balance to the extremes exhibited by 
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the central protagonists, needed to anchor the text to the 'reality' of life as 

experienced by the reader: 

TeM He meHee, BCO-TaicH npeA HamH OCTaeTCA BOrIPOC: IqTo AejjaT]6 
pomaHHCIY c JUO; X]6MH OPAHHaPIE61MH, COBepmeHHo 

((06b]]KHOBeHHLIMH)>, H xaK Bi6icTaBHTb Hx nepeAqmaTeiiem, qTo6m 
cAejiaTh HX XOT16 CKOJI16KO-HH6yAb HHTepeCHbIMH? COBepiueHHO 

MHHOBaTh HX B paccKa3e HHKaK HeJI]63A, rIOTOMY lqTO opAHHapii6ie 
JHOAH rlONfH"THO RB 6ojiEiuHHcTBe Heo6xoARmoe 3BeHO B CBA3H 
xmTeiricKm co6i6rrmri; MHHOBaB Hx, crdno 6blT6, HapymHm 
npaBorio; xo6He. HanonHKm pomaHi6i o; IHHmH nmamH HnH ; Iaxce 
npocTo, ; viA HHrepeca, moxv6mH CTPaHHlAMH He6wBajmimH, 6mno 
6m HeiipaBonoAo6HO, Aa noxmirA, H He HHTepeCHO. rIO-Hamemy, 

TIHCaTenLIO HaAO cTapaTj6cA oThicKHBaTj6 HHTepeCIE61e H 
noy, qmTeimuBie olTeHKH Ame ii me=y op; IHHaPHOCTAMH (VIH, 

383-384). 

The narrator's hint in the final sentence of the instructive nature of the 

relationship between the ordinary and extraordinary characters in the text is 

informative, as it implies a connection between originality and scripting. 

Even characters in the margins of the text show aspects of scripting that 

help us to understand and define the process; Ptitsyn, content with the 

course of his life as it is, has no interest in turning it into a story or 

projecting it onto others, while it is not so much Gania's ambition to be 

original as his desire to be seen as such that leads him to try to construct a 

script in which others will take an interest: 

HeT HHqero 061WHee qeii0BeKy Haiuer0 BpemeHH H niiemeHH, NaK 
cm3aTß emy, qTo OH HeopHrHHaiieH, eiiaG xapaicrepom, 0e3 
ocoGeHRwx TajiaHToB H qeii0BeK 06bIKHOBeHHbitt [ 

... 
] lla*HB 

geimm, WariTe, -A 6yjly B Bb1CMert cTeneHH opRrHHajiriu6iii. 
geHi6rH Tem Bcero noýwieeH HeHaBHcTHee, tIT0 OHH2xa*e TajIaiffLI 
galOT (VIII, 105). 

However, the fact that he remains outside the centre of the action shows 

that he is unable to offer a script, particularly to Aglaia, that is more 
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interesting or powerful than others' (notably Myshkin's). Similarly, 

Ferdyshchenko, 'KaK 6y; xTo rio o6Jq3aHHOCTH B33M Ha ce6A 3aAaqy H3yMjIXM 

Bcex OpHrHHaJlbHOCThIO H BecejiocThIO, HO y HerO KaK-TO HHKorAa He 

B]61XOAHJIO" (VIII, 80). The sense of their own lack of originality leads these 

figures to attempt to script themselves into the foreground of the novel, but 

it is also responsible for their inability to convince others of their scripts' 

merits. The fact that Nastas'ia Filippovna is repeatedly referred to by the 

other characters as 'opHrHHajl6HaA' (for example, VIII, 149) is indicative of 

her power and influence over others in the text. The same epithet is also 

applied frequently to Prince Myshkin, the other character whose script 

exerts most pressure on the narrative. 

Thus even the minor characters who do not promote competitive 

scripts still display aspects of the same tendency, while the major - and 

original - characters act in accordance with the belief that their lives have a 

plot-like significance and direction, and wish others to participate in their 

version of the narrative, leading to the potential for clashes between the 

protagonists, as they each try to persuade others to take up roles in their 

incompatible scripts. Three categories of scripting are therefore apparent: 

some (ordinary) characters make no attempt to script and are entirely 

unconcerned about the effect they have on others; other ordinary figures try 

to script but, for a variety of reasons, fail to convince others of their scripts' 

merits; and extraordinary characters are more successful in both the 

strategies they employ and how these affect their fellow protagonists. As 

Dostoevskii states in his foreword to Brat'id Karamazovy, 'H60 He TojiE. Ko 

'qYAaK VHe BcerAa>> 'TaCTHOCTh H o6ocofteMe, a HanpoTHB, 6i6iBaeT Taxý 
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wo oH-To, nowanyri, H HOCHT B ce6e HHoR pa3 cepAueBHHy Lienoro, a 

ocraimitwe juoAH erO 3nOXH' (mv, 6); each age has its own scripts, and it is 

the extraordinary people who define and make them typical. 

-4 

In suggesting a framework for interpretation, and exploring some of its 

implications, the thesis focuses on the strategies of behaviour in the 

narrative, and what they suggest about the novel's ideas, rather than 

examining every single instance of scripting. Therefore it concentrates 

primarily on the wider patterns presented by the behaviour of the most 

important figures in the novel: Prince Myshkin and Nastas'ia Filippovna. 

Other instances of scripting by other characters will be introduced 

throughout in order to highlight common features and establish the nature 

and effects of the relationships between the protagonists. 

The argument is inevitably speculative at times, particularly about 

the motivation for the characters' behaviour. This is justified, according to 

the terms of this theory, on two grounds. First, the process of speculation is 

part of the gap-filling that any reader has to perform in relation to any 

literary text, as Iser and Todorov point out, and Idiot in this way 

exemplifies the reading process. Second, the characters in the novel also 

speculate about the motives for the behaviour of others and thus miffor the 

reading process. In particular both the reader and the other protagonists are 

forced into speculation about what Nastas'ia Filippovna is doing and why, 

simply because she is the central absence in the novel and we garner little 

reliable information about her from her brief appearances alone. 
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Speculation therefore far from being inappropriate, is a major novelistic 

strategy. 
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Chapter 1. The Disappearing Heroine 

Dying, 
Is an art, like everything else. 

- Sylvia Plath, 'Lady Lazams' 

Souffrons, mais souffrons sur les cimes. 
- Victor Hugo, Contemplations 

One of the major problems facing the reader of Idiot is the presentation of 

the character of Nastas'ia Filippovna. Her motivation and relationships 

with other characters remain largely obscure, owing to her absence from 

large sections of the narrative; she makes her entrance in the 'real' time of 

the novel at the end of chapter 9 of Part I, and in Parts U and III appears for 

just three brief scenes. In Part IV we witness directly only her confrontation 

with Aglaia, as subsequent details of her marriage preparations and flight 

with Rogozhin are sketched in by the narrator after the event. 

However, it is clear both from the notebooks and throughout the 

novel itself that Nastas'ia Filippovna's role is not simply an important one, 

but that she is central to the plot. Fridlender notes that Dostoevskii 

considered her to be the second hero of the novel, and highlights the 

strength of the image of her character: 'o6pa3 HacTac16H (DHm=OBH]61 [ ... ] 

BcerAa oco6eHHo BnacTHo npmmeicaa ic ce6e BHHmaHHe qHTaTeneri 

pomaHa'. 1 That Dostoevskii believed her to be essential to his initial 

1 'Roman I&ot', in Tvorchestvo F. M Dostoevskogo, ed. by L. D. Opul'skaia and others 
(Moscow: Nauka, 1959), pp. 173-214 (p. 18 1). 
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conception of the novel is suggested by the prominent place in his early 

notebooks of Mignon[Umetskaia, the precursor of the novel's heroine. 

Moreover, while the character of the 'Idiot' at this stage is as far from the 

eventual character of Myshkin as it is possible to be, the figure of Mignon 

is 'already in essential gesture the Nastasia Filipovna of the final version'; 2 

Dostoevskii describes her as a '3aBHcTHHua H ropxLAqiKa', whose ambition 

is to 'Bcem OTMCTM' (IX, 143), later characterizing her as 'Boo61ge, npH 

6eccnopHori OpHrHHaj1bHOCT14 H nyaHTMIBOCTH KMpK3HO- 

Gb13b1GaMei7bHOZO H n03nmecicoro xapaKTepa, OHa B16nue CBoerl cpe; xTi' (IX, 

15 1, author's emphasis). What also survives from the notebooks to the final 

version is the sense of a compelling (for both the readers and the 

protagonists) relationship of emotional extremes between the hero and 

heroine, and between the heroine and other characters in the novel, most 

significantly between Mignon and her rival (called 'the heroine' at this 

stage but clearly the precursor of Aglaia): 

OHa HeHaBHAHT H repOHHIO, rIOTOMY IITO repoHHA JIbHeT K 

KpacaBHUýY, HO Taic nK Ta ywaCHO xopoma, TO NIHH16OHa, 

OCTaBIHHC16 Haemme, ixeJIYeT erl PYICH H Hom (H Tem CHJ116Hee 

HeHaBHCTB). (OHa Aaxce HapoqHO Hom nenyeT, 'qTO6 3a 3To 

HeHaBHAeT, b eiitd cHjE6Hee. ((3a 3TO A eiad CHJILHee HeHaBHAeTh 
6yAy>>) (K 143). 

Nastas'ia Filippovna's position in the finished version of the novel 

is even more dominant. As Wasiolek states, 

2 Edward Wasiolek, ed. Ae Notebooks for '77te Mot, trans. by Katherine Strelsky 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1967), p. 10. 
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She sweeps like a storm through the lives of almost all the 
characters in the novel. She is a dominating force in almost 
everyone's consciousness: Rogozhin sends his life swirling into 
unknown destruction for her-, Epanchin tries to make her his 
mistress; Totsky bows in fear and trembling before her caprices; 
and the Prince is mysteriously and fatefully attracted to her. 3 

Danow also points out that she is always present in the thoughts and 

discussions of other characters; 4 in her absence, it is in large part through 

the other characters that we have to interpret her. However, the other 

characters, including the narrator, are often as uncertain about her motives 

as the reader, and consequently all parties are forced into the same strategy 

of filling in the gaps in the text in order to make sense of Nastas'ia 

Filippovna's actions. It is perhaps because of the joint effort of the readers 

and characters in the novel to fill in the gaps and provide interpretation that, 

even though she appears so rarely, Nastas'ia Filippovna comes across as a 

vibrant and fully-drawn character, to whom we can relate, to the extent that 

the first-time reader of Idiot barely notices that she is absent for most of the 

narrative. 

Dostoevskii uses similar techniques in his presentation of Stavrogin 

in Besy. Although the hero makes very few appearances in the course of the 

novel, he is constantly present in the thoughts of the other characters and 

particularly in their anticipation of his future actions: much of the novel is 

built around the plans of others which assume Stavrogin's co-operation, 

and the fact that when he arrives he does not fulfil the anticipation he 

Edward Wasiolek, Dostoevsky. ý 7he Major Fiction (Cambridge, MA: Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology, 1964), p. 87. 
4 Ae Dialogic Sign: FAsays on the Major Novels of Doswvsky (New York: Lang, 199 1), 
p. 59. 
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arouses. In the meantime, he becomes fascinating for the reader by being a 

constant source of fascination for the other characters in the novel. 

Furthermore, because Nastas'ia Filippovna's absence is so central, 

as I will discuss below, and particularly because her relationship with 

Myshkin is so essential to the direction of the narrative, we cannot begin to 

understand the hero's actions without first addressing hers. If the novel is 

'about' anything on the level of plot, it is surely about the collision of the 

heroine's outraged suffering and the hero's compassion, and it is therefore 

necessary to examine both sides of the relationship. 

As the thesis aims to look at the ways in which the characters 

influence each other, this chapter will examine how Nastasia Filippovna 

uses the scripting strategies outlined in the introduction to place herself at 

the forefront of the other's consciousness and of the narrative even in her 

absence, the effect this has on others, and what it tells us about her 

motivation and self-image. 

L CREATING THE HEROINE IN HER ABsENcE: ROGOZHIWS STORY 

Although Nastasia Filippovna does not appear in the 'real time' of the 

novel until half way through Part 1, she is referred to repeatedly by other 

characters from the very beginning as the subject of stories, character 

assessment and plans. The first story told about her is one of the most 

striking in the novel: Rogozhin's description of their first encounter and 

particularly its aftermath arouses enormous interest and influences the 

reader's and Prince Myshkin's opinion of the heroine. Having related the 
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story of first seeing Nastasia Filippovna and presenting her with a pair of 

earrings purchased with his father's money, Rogozhin describes his father's 

reaction: 

ToTqac, - iipo; zomKaii OH KM310, - r1P0 B2 y, 3Hai4 ga H 3ajiexcHeB 

xa*aoMy BCTpenHOMY nomeii 6ormTß. B3AA mem POAHTeab H 
H. u. epxy 3anep, H neimig qac rioyqaji. «3T0 A TOJILKO, rOBOPHT, 
npegyroToBmw TeGA, a BOT A co To6ori eIlle Ha Honb norrpoiiiaTbCA 
3arwp>. 'qTo xc Thi ilymaeum? IIoexaii ce; ioil ic HacTache 
(DHJIFUMOBHe, 3emHo eg iciaHAjicA, ymoim, B riiiaiKaii; BbiHeciia oHa 
emy, HaKOHeu, KopoGicy, IHBapmiyjia: «BOT, rOBOPHT, Te6e, cTapaA 
6opoila, TBori cepirH, a OHH mHe Teriepi> B ; lecrm pa3 ; xopoxce 
IICHOrf, KOJIH H3-11021 raxori rp03L1 Hx rIapýeH go6bmaii. KnamäcA, 

rOBOPHT, H 6imrojxapH rIapeeHa CemeHbinw). Hy, aA gTori riopori, 
no maTymumHy GnaroCJIOBemw, y Cepxam rIporjmnma ABanilaTh 
pyf)jieri ; xocraii, ga BO rICKOB rio maunme H oTnpaBHneq, za 
npHeXaJI-TO B mixopa; lice (Vin, 12-13). 

Of major significance here is the undermining function of the final 

sentence, in which Rogozhin notes his absence from the scene he has just 

described so vividly. The direct juxtaposition of the two events suggests a 

fundamental question: if Rogozhin was fleeing St Petersburg at the very 

moment when the scene between his father and Nastas'ia Filippovna was 

taking place, and is only just returning to the city as the novel opens, how 

does he know what happened between them? Rogozhin describes the scene 

in the manner of an eye-witness, even using the present tense 'rOBOPHT' to 

add immediacy to his report of Nastas'ia Filippovna's speech. However, as 

we also know from his own words that he was not there, we must suspect 

on these grounds alone that he is misleading both his listener (Myshkin) 

and the reader in some way. Furthermore, if this aspect of the story is 

suspect, can we rely on any of the details Rogozhin relates? Our sense that 

Rogozhin may not be telling the whole truth about the situation is increased 
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at the end of chapter 1, when the train draws into the station; the narrator's 

comment, 'XoTA Poroxcm H rOBOPHR, IqW OH yexaji IMOHbKO, Ho ero ywe 

nOAX=aJIH HeCKOJ16KO qeJIOBeK' (via, 13), deliberately draws attention to 

the inconsistencies in Rogozhin's story, undermining it further. 

The question of the origin of this story is particularly important as 

Rogozhin's description contains both the heroine's first utterance of note, 

and the first suggestion of a special connection between them, thereby 

establishing one of the main plot-threads in the novel. Any doubts over the 

accuracy of our first view of Nastas'ia Filippovna will therefore have 

serious implications for later attempts to interpret her actions and 

motivation. In the presentation of an avowedly enigmatic heroine, all 

devices which obscure or undermine our knowledge of her are relevant to 

interpretation, and Rogozhin's comments and those of others on the same 

incident therefore deserve careful examination in order to help establish 

what, if anything, we can learn from Nastas'ia Filippovna's initial 

appearance in the novel. We must also address the issue of how another's 

word can play such a dominant role in the advancement of a character's 

script. 

Given that Rogozhin was not present at the meeting between his 

father and the heroine, and has had minimal opportunity to learn of it in his 

absence from Petersburg, our first assumption has to be that he has made 

the story up, perhaps as an exercise in wishful thinking, or in order to 

impress his sexual prowess on his naive travelling companion, or just 

because he likes telling stories, like so many characters in the novel. This 

possibility appears to be denied, however, when Myshkin relates the tale to 
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General Epanchin and Gania, and the General responds, 'Aa H A, 6paT, 

cimanan, [ 
... 

] Tor; ja we nocne ceper HacTacLA (DHmumOBHa Beci6 alleICAOT 

iiepecKmE, Eaajia' (Vmý 28). Significantly, however, there are no details 

whatsoever in this exchange which would confirm the accuracy of the story 

we were initially given; we are merely told that Myshkin 'TyT we 

paccica3aii ripo CBOIO BcTpeqy c PoroXCIIHBIM H nepeAaJI Beci6 paccKa3 ero', 

and that Gania replies, 'A rIP0 Hero vro-To yxce caymaji, (VIEý 28). The 

narrator has already used the same device of glossing over the repetition of 

narrative in Myshkin's explanations of his background to the various 

members of the Epanchin household, in order to save the reader the tedium 

of reading the same details several times (viiiý 21,24, and later 46 and 84), 

but on this occasion the absence is far less innocuous. Whilst appearing to 

verify Rogozhin's story, it in fact does no such thing; we do not know 

whether Myshkin tells the story verbatim, or merely outlines the salient 

features and, as we do not know to what the General is agreeing, his 

confirmation is little short of meaningless. The facts, and with them the 

character of Nastasia Filippovna, continue to elude us, even though on first 

reading we experience the exact opposite. 

Nevertheless, General Epanchin's assertion that Nastas'ia 

Filippovna has been telling the story both confirms that something 

happened, and suggests that if Rogozhin has heard about it, she was the 

original source of the story. Before he relates the tale of his father's visit to 

Nastas'ia Filippovna, Rogozhin mentions that TOMB, Baciumft BacHnmi% 

I 
B]61pyqM, BCLL O=CaJl' (VIH, 10). Although he is speaking here of his 

father's death, it is possible that either this letter, or another one he fails to 
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mention, describes the scene to him. In this case, the story he tells can only 

have come from Nastas'ia Filippovna herself, via one or more 

intermediaries. 

This in itself raises further questions of accuracy. If the story came 

to Rogozhin through an number of intermediaries, it may well have 

suffered some distortion en route (a hidden case of 'Chinese VAlispers, to 

use Malcolm Jones' analogy). 5 If, on the other hand, Konev, or whoever 

told Rogozhin, heard it straight from Nastas'ia Filippovna, we can assume 

her version has survived reasonably intact. In neither case, however, can we 

discount the possibility that either Rogozhin or Nastas'ia Filippovna (or 

both) has embellished the facts for their own purpose. The 'truth' about the 

incident remains unknown and unknowable; even before the main 

characters and plot are established, the ground of Idiot is shiffing under the 

reader's feet. 

Furthermore, once we realize that the story must come from 

Nastas'ia Filippovna herself, we have to wonder whether she related it 

merely as an amusing incident, or with the intention of transmitting it back 

to Rogozhin, to encourage him to pursue her. This would suggest that she 

has already perceived shame or death at his hands as an option, a possibility 

which is emphasized by the generic connections between the two 

characters. The Gothic overtones of Rogozhin's character and family 

background suggest violence, jealousy and obsession, all characteristics of 

'0 See Dostoyvvsky after Bakhtin, pp. 150-5 1. 
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which Nastas'ia later makes use in fulfilling her script for herself .6 

Moreover, the melodramatic aspect of the Gothic also appeals to her well- 

developed sense of the dramatic and desire to force others to pay attention 

to her, and coincides with her own view of herself as fallen and doomed 

woman. 

We do not immediately recognize it as such, owing to its early 

position in the novel, but when we look back at this incident, having 

established that Nastas'ia Filippovna is attempting to influence the action 

of the novel from off-stage, we begin to suspect that this is an early 

indication of the same tendency. In retrospect, when we have established 

the strategies the heroine uses later in the novel, we can see in Rogozhin's 

narrative an early paradigm of scripting, as it involves some of the most 

vital elements of the process: story-telling, a strong sense of the dramatic, 

and role-playing, in the magnanimous self-image the heroine presents in 

order to manipulate the other's response. Furthermore, the active 

participation of the other is already present (both on the part of Rogozhin, 

as he repeats the story and had an initial role in the incident, and Myshkin, 

who not only repeats the story and therefore also immediately participates 

in its 'becoming real' regardless of its truth, but spends the rest of the novel 

acting in the light of Rogozhin's story). As the interaction of self and other 

is essential to the event of being, Nastas'ia Filippovna, in spite of her 

6 On the Gothic aspects of the novel, see Robin Feuer Miller, 'Dostoevsky and the Tale of 
Terror', in Yhe Russian Novel ftom Pushkin to Pasternak, ed. by John Garrard (New 
Haven, & London: Yale University Press, 1983), pp. 103-121, and R. L. Busch, 
'Dostoevsky's Major Novels and the European Gothic Tradition', Russian Language 
Journal, 40 (1986), 57-74. 
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absence, uses the other in the assertion of her self-image from the opening 

pages of the novel. 

The consequences of the story Rogozhin tells and its possible, but 

totally unverifiable inaccuracy, are major. For Rogozhin himself, the story, 

with its apparent endorsement of his actions, is a sign that Nastas'ia 

Filippovna favours him, which encourages him to pursue his passion for 

her. Moreover, at the end of chapter 1, Myshkin admits it has also affected 

him: 'BLI mHe camH oqeiE6 noHpaBHjiHci6 H oco6eHiio, icoma npo nOABecKH 

paccxmwBaim' (vný 13). His initial interest in Nastasia Filippovna, which 

is fundamental to the plot of the entire novel, derives from a story about 

which we have to entertain serious misgivings; if it happened at all, 

Rogozhin can only have heard it second-hand at best, so we cannot assume 

it has not been altered in the telling or by the agenda of the teller. 

Nevertheless, in its influence on Myshkin, and in the abiding first 

impression it leaves of the heroine on the reader, Rogozhin's utterance 

gains its own 'truth'; the telling of the story by another gives confirmation 

to Nastas'ia Filippovna's script even before her aims has been established. 

Here the separation of self and other that underlies the process of 

interpretation in both interpersonal relationships and the text-reader 

interaction, analysed by Iser, has a dual effect on our initial perception of 

the heroine and her relationship with Rogozhin: 7 the gap in this case is 

widened as the process of interpretation of the self by the other is displaced 

by an unknown number of possible points of distortion, undermining our 

See introduction, p. 30. 
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knowledge of the heroine. This lack of certainty regarding the accuracy of 

Rogozhin's narrative, as well as the reasons for its dissemination, is also 

the first hint we have of Nastas'ia Filippovna's defence of her loophole; by 

being elusive, she prevents others from pinning down the facts of the story 

and using them to finalize her. In the absence of contradictory information, 

Rogozhin's version of events takes on the appearance of reality for both 

reader and listener, but simultaneously indicates the heroine's enigmatic 

nature, which, as we shall see, is an essential component of her scripting. 

This device, whereby a statement becomes the truth merely by the 

fact of it being believed by other characters, even if it is later denied, is 

used elsewhere in the novel; when Myshkin reveals his inheritance at 

Nastas'ia Filippovna's birthday party, Ptitsyn's words, 'MoxceT 66rm, Towe 

hflU=OHa noirropa nony-we, a noxcanyri WO H 6ojmme' (VIII, 140), gain 

general acceptance, in spite of the fact that the sum has been plucked from 

the air as a comparison with Rogozhin's inheritance. Even though the 

narrator later tells us 'camoe HacjieAcTBO B KoHixe KOHIUOB OFMLIBaeTcA 

BOBCe HeTaK 3ameqaTejii6Hi6im, KaK 0 HemCHaqajia pacupocTpaHwIH' (VIIIý 

153), the nihilists who try to claim part of the inheritance take the first 

figure mentioned as the correct one, and we never learn the actual amount 

involved. 

The capacity of gossip and rumour to take over from reality is most 

evident in the assumptions made about Nastas'ia Filippovna by the other 

characters. Although at the beginning of the novel Lebedev asserts that she 

is chaste, which Rogozhin later confirms, most of the other characters 

cannot be swayed from their belief that she is an immoral woman; Princess 
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Belokonskaia's remark that Myshkin 'jw60BHHIIY oTicpi6rro co; xepxm' 

(vm, 422) is not disputed, while Aglaia, despite her knowledge of 

Myshkin's character, believes that he lived with Nastas'ia Filippovna 

during their six-month absence from St Petersburg. It is against such 

judgements and definitions by others that Nastas'ia Filippovna is 

struggling, and in the story of the earrings we see the first hints of this. 

Thus, even though the scene between Nastas'ia Filippovna and his 

father may not have happened as Rogozhin describes, its impact on the hero 

remains the same. It is also worth entertaining the possibility that at the end 

of Part I, in proposing marriage to Nastas'ia Filippovna, Myshkin recalls 

from the story her apparent appreciation of reckless gallantry with no 

thought of the consequences for the self. Thus Myshkin, consciously or 

unconsciously, accepts the very first hints of her script and embarks on his 

own role within its fi-amework as the pure knight come to rescue her almost 

immediately after meeting her, when he insists, without knowing why, on 

going to Nastas'ia Filippovna's birthday party. Rogozhin's story takes on a 

life of its own regardless of its accuracy, and is central both to the initial 

characterization of Nastas'ia Filippovna, and the way Myshkin and the 

reader relate to her, whilst not giving either a single piece of reliable 

information about the heroine. 

11L NAsTAslu FiLEPPOVNA'S LIE: THE STRUGGLE AGAINST 
OBJECTIFICATION 

The next occasion on which Nastas'ia Filippovna's speech is reported, and 

therefore the next opportunity we have to draw any conclusions about her 
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intentions or her influence on the other characters and the text is also before 

she appears in the 'real' time of the novel, during the description of her 

childhood and seduction at the hands of Totskii. Owing to the fact that the 

narrator tells the story from Totskii's point of view, as Robin Feuer Miller 

remarks, 8 we have no reason to doubt that the heroine actually said the 

following to General Epanchin and Totskii regarding her possible marriage: 

C BHAOm rjiy6oqarimero yBaxceHH3i o6SABHjia, qM OHa ; XaBHo yxce 
cnimana oqeHi6 mHoroe o6 ero ; xoqeplX, H AaBHO pice npHBi6=a 

rjiy6oKo H HCKpeHHo paxcan Hx. OAHa mi6icjiL o Tom, qW OHa 

morna 6161 6mn Ajix HHx xoTh qem-HH6yAi. nOJle3HO10,6mna 6m, 
KaACeTCA, ANA Hee cqacTLem H ropAocThio. 9To npaBAa, qTo eri 
Tenep, TzKeJIO H cMEo; AH4)aCHrl I4BaHOBKq yraAan meqTH ee; 
OHa xcenana 6161 BOCKWCHYTB, XOII He B =6BH, TaK Bcemeflun, 
COMB HOBYlOueni6(VIH, 4 1). 

Here we are faced with an entirely different problem; rather than 

questioning whether Nastas'ia Filippovna actually says these words 

(although at first glance the indirect form in which they are presented 

makes them look less convincing than Rogozhin's direct report of her 

speech in chapter 1), we now have to wonder whether she is lying, and 

why. Even if some part of her does desire a stable family life, her actions, 

both in this background chapter and in subsequent events in the novel, 

strongly suggest that any impulse she has to settle down and live 

respectably is consistently weaker than her opposing impulse to self- 

destruction and vengeance; as Matich states, she has numerous 

opportunities to get married but spurns them all. 9 Totskii's reaction to her 

$Author, Narrator, andReader, P. 101. 
9 'Poor Nastja', p. 54. 
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apparent agreement 'pa3 HanyraHtiwrl Towaig 14 Tenepi6 He COBcem 

HOBePHR H ; xojiro 60AACA, HeT MKM 3meH noA iweTamH' (viii, 42), 

confirms our suspicion that Nastas'ia Filippovna has no intention of 

complying with his wishes. In the same section, we are also told that 'OHa 

HH B lieM He c-nmeT ce6A BHHOBHOIO' (viu, 41), which clearly contradicts 

both the reader's and Myshkin's view of her character as the novel 

develops. 

Some answers to the question of why Nastas'ia Filippovna chooses 

to mislead Totskii and the General on the subject of her marriage can be 

found in the nature of the references to her by the characters most closely 

involved in manipulating her fate (General Epanchin, Totskii and Gania) in 

the opening section of the novel, before her first appearance, and in the 

contrast offered by Prince Myshkin's impressions of her at this stage. 

It is clear from the chapter describing Nastas'ia Filippovna's 

background, and indeed from the very fact that the narrator assumes 

Totskii's point of view, that her guardian has tried, and for a long period of 

time succeeded, in exercising ultimate control over practically every aspect 

of Nastas'ia Filippovna's life; in one of the first recognizable instances of 

this strategy that we meet, he has written a script for her, or rather imposed 

a role on her from his own script. Matich points out that the descriptions of 

the heroine at Otradnoe strongly resemble an elegant genre painting, as she 

is surrounded by books from her young ladies' library, drawing materials, 

musical instruments and a greyhound. 10 Totskii has evidently set the scene 

10 'Poor Nastja', p. 50. 
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and moulded the image of his ward to conform to his own refined artistic 

tastes, and Nastas'ia's desires are not even an issue; when we first see the 

heroine, she has no script of her own, and is entirely subordinated to the 

other. 

The full extent of the power Totskii's script has over Nastas'ia 

Filippovna's life, and how this precipitates one of the major crises in the 

novel, however, is most obvious in his plot, concocted with the help of 

General Epanchin, to marry her off to Gania Ivolgin. Not only is the very 

fact of his trying to dispose of her in this way a sign of his control and her 

lack of value to him as a human being, but this is even confirmed by the 

abstract language he uses to describe the situation, for example, 'TaK Kaic H 

cam ToTiumg iiaftoaaji HOKamecT, no HeKOTOPbIM oco6bim 

o6cToATem6cTBam, 'qpe3BMqaAHYW OCTOPOAMOM B CBoHx Inarax' (M 

34). Even Gania, who is to a large extent also a victim of the control of the 

other two, owing to his family's financial circumstances, thinks of it in the 

same abstract terms: 'camoe 3TO H3meHeHHe, cammA BMXOA, Ha icoTopom OH 

OCTaHOBHJICA, COCTaBAMH 3aAaIqy He ManyIO, - TaKY10 3aAaqy, 

npeAcToABinee pa3peiiieHHe KOTOPOR rp03HJIO 6hrM XJIOrIOTJIHBee H 

Myq=JlbHeeBcero npegbulymero' (vm, 76). At no point in the opening 

chapters is Nastas'ia Filippovna's proposed marriage to Gania described by 

the men involved in any other terms than as a business transaction. The use 

of abstract language points to the objectification of the heroine in the minds 

of the men who control her fate; important though Nastas'ia Filippovna is 

to these characters, in their eyes, she is neither a human being nor even a 

woman, but an 'o6cToATem>cTBo'. 
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In the face of these objectifying assumptions, which undermine her 

sense of selfhood, the heroine refuses to make her mind up about the 

marriage: 'oHa; xo camorl cB=66bi (ecmi CB=66a cocToHTcA) ocraBjiAeT 3a 

co6oA ripaBo CKa3aT16 ((HeT)>, XOTA 6bi B cami6ifi nociieAHHR tiac' (vm, 42). 

This signals her clear perception of her position and the beginning of her 

fight to free herself from the control of Totskii's script, although there is no 

hint at this stage of what her own script might involve, beyond the fact that 

she is determined to retain the right to make her own choice and say the 

final word about herself, and will not accept the finalizing judgements of 

others. When Nastas'ia Filippovna also offers Gania a loophole by giving 

him the opportunity to renege on the deal (via, 26), she shows she is aware 

that he too is a victim in this situation, and subject to the control of others, 

despite his complicity. 

This tendency to objectify Nastas'ia Filippovna in both thought and 

deed is particularly evident in the reactions of the other characters to the 

photograph of herself she has given to Gania. In this object, as Dolezel 

notes, the heroine before her first appearance changes from being a verbal 

sign to a pictorial sign; " having already asserted her image through 

Rogozhin's story and established her place in the preoccupations of Gania, 

General Epanchin and Totskii, the photograph gives her a presence to 

which the other protagonists may respond in an uninhibited fashion. 

11 'The Fictional World of Dostoevskii's Yhe Idiot' Russian Literature, 33 (1993), 23948 
(p. 240). 
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While Myshkin's three examinations of the portrait are vital in 

establishing his view of her, the incidental gestures of the other characters 

are just as important as pointers to their attitudes towards her. Outside of 

Myshkin's hands, the portrait is generally connected to hostile reactions. 

Mrs Epanchina, for instance, 'HaAmembim )KecTom oTKnHyjia OT ce6A 

nolnpff Ha cToji' (vmý 69), and it is treated with even less respect in the 

Ivolgin household; Varvara finds it on the floor, and Gania then 'c ; jocaAoA 

B35M co cTojia H 016POCIUI Ha CBOA mmmeHIHIIA CTOJI, CTOABURIA B ApyrOM 

KoHixe KomHaTEi' (ViEý 84). His violence towards Nastas'ia Filippovna is 

barely displaced, 12 
and re-emphasizes the worthlessness of the heroine in 

the eyes of those who control or sanction control of her. 

However, the gift is also taken by all concerned as a sign of her 

assent to the proposed marriage and as such indicates both their propensity 

to misread her, and her own ability to confound expectations. The profound 

tension surrounding Nastas'ia Filippovna's determination to maintain her 

loophole is thus already present in her photograph, as the gift deliberately 

provokes incorrect, finalizing assumptions about the heroine and 

simultaneously provides an opportunity for these assumptions to be 

undermined, and the possibility of external finalization to be removed. 

In stark contrast to the treatment the portrait receives from others, 

Prince Myshkin treats it with reverence; it is notable that just before Mrs 

Epanchina tosses the picture away casually, Myshkin kisses it (Vm, 68). 

12 See Zinaida Malenko and James L. Gebhard, 'The Artistic Use of Portraits in 
Dostoevskij's Idiot', SEEJ, 5 (1961), 243-54 (p. 245). 
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More importantly, he is the only character who actually bothers to look 

properly at the image of Nastas'ia Filippovna. It is worth quoting in full the 

three passages where Myshkin is examining her portrait: 

(1) - TaK Wo HacTacEA (DHJIHrMOBHa? - npomojiBHji OH, 

BHHmaTejl]6HO Hino6oribmo norjiAAeB Ha nopiper - YAHBHTeJI16HO 

xopoma! - nPH6UHR OH ToTqac we c wapom. Ha nopTpeT 6bmo 

H3o6paxceHa, ; IeriCTBHTeJMHO, Heo6BUCHOBetmoil icpaconi 
weHuxima. OHa 6ELTia c4worpaýHPOBaHa B RepHom luejiKoBom 

miane, qpmbmarmo npocToro H H3A=oro ýama; Bojlocbi, 
nOBH=MOMY, TemHo-pycme, 616mH y6paHm npocTo, no- 
; xomaiuHemy; riia3a TemHbie, ray6oime, jio6 3aAymqHBLIII; 
BE, ipaweHHe j=a cTpacTHoe H KaK 6161 BbICOKOmepHoe. OHa G16uia 

HecKojii6xo xy; xa j=om, MO)]KeT 616M, H 6iie; (Ha... (VIU, 27). 

(2) - Y; XHBHTej%Hoe nHixo! - oTBeTHii KH93b, -HA yBepeH, 14M 
cyAb6a eC He H3 06blKHOBeBllHb]X. - JIH110 Becenoe, a oHa BeAT. 
yxcaCHO cTpaAana, a? 06 wom rna3a roBOPAT, BOT 3TH ABe 
KocTomm, ABe ToqxH noA riia3aMH B Haqajie uxer, -9To ropAoe 
JMRO, Y)KaCHoe ropAoe, H BOT He 3HalO, ; lo6pa jiH OHa? Ax, Ka6m 
Ao6pa! Bcd 61mo 6m cnaceHO! (vHi, 31-32). 

(3) Emy Ku 6m xoTejioci6 pa3raAaTh Tro-To, cKpbiBaBineecA B 3TOM 

mme H nopa3HBmee ero ; xaBeqa. gaBeLuHeeBneqaTjieHHe NO-m He 
ocTaBiumo erO, H 1-criepb OH cneiuHii icaK 6m RTO-TO BHOBI. 
npOBepHn. 3TO Heo616RCHOBeHHoe no cBocri icpacoTe H eme no 
tiemy-To allilo CHMHee ewe nopamno ero Tenepb. Kaic 6y; xTo 
Heo616. qTHaA ropýJOCTh H npe3peHHe, rlOlqTH HeHaBHCT]6,616LTIH B 

3TOM JUMe, HB TO We BpeM31 lqTO-TO ; XOBeptlHBoe, wo-To 
YAHBHTeJEbHO npocTo; lymHoe; 3TH ABa KOHTpacTa B036YNqlaJIH KaK 
6yATo ; jaxce Kuoe-To cocTpa; zaHHe rrpH B3r=e Ha 3TH qepTbi. am 

ociierumouxam icpacoTa 616ma; la)Ke HeBbIHOCHma, icpacoTa 6iie; lHoro 

JUMa, RYT16 He BrlaJILIX weK H rOpeBamix riia3; CTPaHHHaR icpacoTal 
(vm, 68). 

Although we have to retain an open mind as to whether we are seeing an 

objective view of the portrait, or whether it is coloured by Myshkin's 

perception or the projection of his own preoccupations onto her, his 

appreciation of the beauty of Nastasia Filippovna is taken over by the 
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second time he looks at the picture by the recognition of the suffering it 

depicts, and on the third occasion, he sees for the first time the effect of this 

suffering on himself. While other characters objectify Nastas'ia Filippovna 

in relation to themselves, reducing her to otherness, Myshkin seems rather 

to objectify himself in relation to her. By identifying the heroine's 

subjective sense of selfhood in the photograph, he immediately opens 

himself up to allow her to place him in the context of her own script; the 

hero is, in effect, an ethically ideal reader of Nastas'ia Filippovna. At this 

stage we are not fully aware of what this involves, although Myshkin's role 

in the story of Marie has already suggested the direction his actions will 

take. 

That Myshkin's compassion for Nastas'ia Filippovna's suffering 

arises directly from her portrait is confirmed later in the novel, first, as he 

recollects, cHo Aamce BO BneliaTjieHHH OT nopTpeTa, [ ... ] 6MnO CMWWOM 

mHoro T3DKejioro. [ ... 
] JIHUO 3To euxe c nopTpeTa BB13biBajiO H3 ero cepAua 

ixejioe cTpaAaHHe xcajiocTH' (vin, 289), and later, when he tells Radomskii, 

4A 
He mory jiHim HacTaci6H (DHJR=OBH]61 BbIHOCHI"L [ 

... ]A euxe YTWM, Ha 

nopTpeTe, He mor erO B16IHeCTH" (via, 484). As Malenko and Gebhard point 

out, it is the image created in his mind by the photograph, perhaps more 

than the woman herself, that stays with him and shapes his future attitude to 

the heroine. 13 

13 'Portraits', p. 245; the aesthetic aspect of Myshkin's compassion is discussed in detail in 
chapter 2. 
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Significantly, this concentration on the heroine's suffering presents 

a very different view of Nastas'ia Filippovna from that given by the 

narrator who, following Totskii's point of view, characterizes her behaviour 

as merely capricious, and gives no impression of the effect her seduction 

has had on her, because Totskii does not think of her in human terms. In 

other words, unlike the other characters in Idiot, including the narrator, 

Myshkin reacts to the photograph, and therefore to the person depicted in it, 

with empathy and compassion, rather than objectifying and finalizing her. 

Furthermore, by the time of the third examination of the picture, it has been 

established that in contrast to Adelaida Epanchina's 'WrmmyTh He ymeIO' 

(VEIL 50), Myshkin knows how to look. We are thus given a strong 

impression that the Prince, through his ability to look and reconstruct 

imaginatively the state of mind of those he is examining (which he has 

already done in his depiction of the man awaiting execution), at these 

points comes close to identifying the real Nastas'ia Filippovna, who is 

otherwise proving extremely elusive at this stage in the novel. That such a 

process is not automatic or open to everyone is made clear in Dostoevskii's 

later novel Podrostok, when Versilov states, 

ýomrpaýHqecme CHRMKH lqpe3BuqariHo peAKo Bi6ixoART 

rioxozmMH, H 3TO nOHJqTHO: cam opHrmHaii, TO eCT16 Ka)KA16111 H3 Hac, 
qpe3B]61'qagHO peAKo 6blBaeT rlOXO)K Ha ce6A. B pemme TOJI16KO 
MTHOBeHHA ReAOBeqeCKOe MMO BEapa)KaeT rnaBHyio ReM CBOIO, 
CBOIO campo xapampHyw mimcm. XYAO)KHHK H3"aeT JIHIJO H 
ymbiBaeT 37Y rJIaBHYIO MLICJlb J=a, XOTA 6EJ B TOT momeHT, B 
KOTOpblr4 OH cnHcEmaeT, H He 6uno ee BoBce B nHiie (xni, 370). 

Myshkin's reaction to the photograph of Nastas'ia Filippovna denies the 

applicability of Versilov's comment to himself, but confirms it as regards 
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the other characters in the novel; if you know how to look, it is not 

impossible to see something of the original. This also highlights the fact 

that even in the photograph Nastas'ia Filippovna is writing a script for the 

consumption of others. In presenting the portrait to Gania on her birthday, 

she appears to be signalling her consent to their marriage and behaving like 

a normal, respectable woman, and most of the characters assume that this is 

in fact the case. 

However, few of the other protagonists even think of looking at the 

image in order to perceive the role she is playing, as they have exchanged 

empathy for objectification. They react to the photograph only as an object, 

and ignore the suffering and pride of the person, which are evident to 

Myshkin, and as such allow themselves to be misled by the script she is 

presenting. Myshkin immediately begins to analyse her character and 

situation, to the extent that he can predict the fate of Rogozhin and 

Nastas'ia Filippovna only minutes after first seeing the portrait: 'Aa -iTo 

we, weHHTLcA, 2 AYMaIO, H 3aBTpa we mozaio; weHHiicA 6m, a qpe3 

HeAemo, nOXCaJrA, H 3ape3an 6m ee... ' (VM, 32). In contrast, others who 

supposedly know her far better are unable to make even the vaguest guess 

as to what might happen: 'yx TOTAa Bcd AenO B TOM, KaK y Heil B ronoBe 

meju, xHeT' (vni, 28). While the other characters may comment on Nastasia 

Filippovna more obviously, it is only Myshkin who attempts to reconstruct 

and understand her character from the flimsy evidence given. Conversely, 

the inability of others to understand her motives or predict her behaviour 

prevents them from finalizing her; purely by being unpredictable and 

introducing false scripts, the heroine is able to achieve a degree of selthood. 
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Furthermore, we see in the reaction of Myshkin to the photograph, as was 

earlier evident in Rogozhin's story, the ability of the heroine to affect 

others; almost immediately upon encountering her (in Rogozhin's case 

directly, in Myshkin's through pictures and stories), both men fall under her 

spell and bind themselves to her fate. 

The reaction of the other characters to the portrait of the heroine is 

important for two reasons. First, the photograph is the only true presence 

Nastas'ia Filippovna has in the early part in the novel as, in her absence, it 

represents her only means of commenting on herself, asserting her own 

character in her own terms (and this is what Myshkin, unlike the others, 

sees), and scripting herself out of the control of others, who have been 

trying to construct a character and a life for her. The protagonists' reactions 

to the picture, whether in the conscious search for the 'truth' of the heroine 

of Myshkin's careful observation, or the unconscious impulse to violence 

towards it by Gania, are therefore highly significant as indications of their 

attitudes towards Nastas'ia Filippovna herself. Second, in the photograph 

itself, as well as in its treatment by others, we have a symbol of the 

complete objectification of Nastas'ia Filippovna by others, ironically, as it 

simultaneously represents her main opportunity in the early part of the 

novel to project herself as a subjective person, and is thus practically her 

only means of fighting that objectification. 

If we accept this scenario, the heroine's lie about her future desires 

to Totskii and General Epanchin can be understood as a further attempt to 

avoid objectification by others and to write her own script for the 

continuation of her life, in order to attain the selfhood she has thus far been 
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denied. As Bakhtin states, for the Dostoevskian character, 'ero 

camOC03HaHHe xmeT CBoer4 He3aBepmcHHocnio, cBoeA HC3alCpl6rrOCTbIO H 

HepeuieHHocThio' ; 14 Nastas'ia Filippovna's actions, even before she 

appears in the novel, are aimed at promoting her script in order to establish 

herself as a conscious human subject, retain the right to utter the last word 

about herself, and escape objectification and finalization by others. In doing 

so, she frees herself from the control of others in order to direct her own 

existence and write her own script for the future. 

Furthermore, this analysis of Nastas'ia Filippovna's situation gives 

additional weight to our suspicions about the story Rogozhin tells in 

chapter 1. If she has been propagating the tale of Rogozhin's father's visit, 

it now begins to look even more like an early signal of her intention to 

assert her own script, and an attempt to overturn with regard to Totskii's 

and the General's scripts for her. Thus at the very beginning of Idiot, before 

the main plot line has been established, through his initial, indirect 

characterization of the heroine and her relation to the figures around her, 

Dostoevskii provides the reader with hints of the issues of control and the 

influence of the characters on each other, which later play such a central 

role in the structuring of novel. 

HL THE HEROINE APPEARS: TWO SKAADALY 

It is not until the reader - and Prince Myshkin - see Nastas'ia Filippovna's 

actions towards the end of Part I that her aim becomes apparent. Having 

14 Problemy, p. 89. 
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been objectified and subject to the control of others, as demonstrated 

through the devices discussed above, her determination to break free of this 

control and 'author her own life' quickly becomes evident. 15 While there 

have been hints of scripting activity before this point, namely in Totskii's 

imposition of his own script onto Nastas'ia Filippovna, her own image 

being conveyed through the other's words and her photograph, and 

Myshkin's stories which, as we shall see in chapter 2, are connected with 

his ethical version of scripting, it is not until the heroine appears and gives 

clear signals of her preoccupations and intentions that scripting becomes 

overtly both a theme and a structuring principle in the novel. From this 

point onwards we see many of the strategies of scripting in Nastas'ia 

Filippovna's behaviour and its effect on others. 

However, when Nastas'ia Filippovna first appears in person, far 

from asserting her own personality in a straightforward manner, her actions 

are entirely in keeping with the scripts others have created for her. Gania 

and his sister assume that the purpose of her visit is to insult his family, and 

she does not disappoint their expectations, as Vera's conclusion shows: 

4 KOHeqHo, y HeR 6i6ma ixeim OCKOp6HTI., 3TO ACHO' (VIU, 101). Nastas'ia's 

visit to the Ivolgins' is characterized by arrogance from the moment she 

arrives, when she takes Myshkin for a servant and is rude to him. This is 

precisely the sort of proud and capricious behaviour we and the other 

characters have been led to expect, owing to the influence of Totskii's 

script for her. The heroine's cruelty is evident when she exposes General 

15 See Burgin, 'Reprieve', p. 259. 
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Ivolgin's story about the lapdog as a fake, having previously encouraged 

him, and her pride comes to the fore when she scornfully rejects 

Rogozhin's offer of only 18,000 rubles for her, demanding a higher price. 

The mayhem and embarrassment she causes by lowering the tone and 

switching from the role of the prospective bride to that of the haughty and 

shameless whore provide an early indication of the heroine's ability to 

control events and others' perceptions of her. 

The inclusion of melodramatic principles by the heroine in this 

scene, as in her later appearances, allows her to heighten the tension and 

intensify the conflicts between those present. As her behaviour becomes 

more extreme and eccentric, the atmosphere becomes increasingly ugly, 

and Gania responds to her provocation by being hysterical and equally 

melodramatic. Although Nastas'ia at times seems out of control, by being 

so she makes others lose control as well; it is her mise en sc6ne which 

influences the other characters' reactions and guides the course of events in 

the major scandal scenes in her favour. 

She continues scripting in this vein until the end of the episode, 

when Prince Myshkin, who has seen her real self in her portrait, and 

realizes that she is merely acting the role of the person others believe her to 

be, cries, 'a Bam H He cTi6wo! Pa3Be Bbi TaKaA, icaicoio Tenepi6 

npeAcTaBjiRmci6.01(a moxceT JM 3TO 6brrb! ' IES suspicion is confirmed 

when Nastasia Filippovna returns to ask Mrs Ivogina's forgiveness, 

saying, 'A Be; X16 HB camom ; xejie He ranA, OH yraAaji' (VM, 99-100). Aided 

by Myshkin's clarity of vision, we also begin to realize that we cannot rely 

on the image she presents of herself any more than we can on others' 
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descriptions of her, as even her own actions in her first appearance seem to 

be part of a deliberate stance to expose that image as a product of 

somebody else's script. In abandoning this false script at the end of the 

incident, Nastas'ia Filippovna also confounds expectations fixed by her 

previous pattern of behaviour, allowing her to retain her loophole by having 

the final - and most unexpected - word, to which the others present have 

no reply. Her ability to change her script in response to the circumstances 

gives her the opportunity to evade finalization which, as we shall see, 

becomes her fundamental principle. We also see in this scene the effect that 

Myshkin has on the heroine; while others bring out her worst instincts, the 

Prince alone is able to inhibit her manipulative play-acting. 

The idea that Nastas'ia Filippovna is acting out a role in a narrative, 

rather than representing her 'true' self, becomes more obvious in the final 

scene of Part I, at her birthday party. As a result of her struggle against 

objectification and attempt to assert a different script from the one to which 

she has been assigned, the heroine shows a strong metatextual awareness of 

the significance of playing roles generally. In this section of the novel, 

Nastas'ia Filippovna frequently uses the language of drama and narrative to 

comment on events. When Rogozhin arrives, she cries, TOT H pa3BA3Kal' 

(Vin, 13 1), she later responds to Myshkin's proposal with the words, 'Hy, 

3To Tam... H3 pomaHOB! " (VM, 138), and calls the news of his inheritance, 

'Pa3BA3Ka Heox=aHHaA... A... He TaK O)KHAana" (VIII, 140). Pechorin uses 

similar language in Geroi nashego vremeni, comparing his manipulation of 

events and the other characters in 'Kniazhna Meri' to a drama he is 
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directing. 16 In a development of this technique, Nastasia Filippovna 

implicates others in her quest for (self-) dramatization by deliberately 

labelling their actions as elements in narrative and dramatic structuring, 

thereby connecting them to her own script. She uses such phrases not 

merely as literary embellishments, but precisely in order to highlight the 

incorporation of the melodramatic into her appearances, and to inform and 

influence the other protagonists. As well as behaving in a way Myshkin has 

already perceived to be an act, Nastas'ia Filippovna deliberately suggests 

that she is treating the entire scene as a drama or a novel in which she is the 

author, main protagonist and director, and forces others to see and react to 

the situation in the same terms. 

In agreeing to play the petit-jeu at her birthday party, moreover, 

Nastas'ia Filippovna emphasizes the importance of narrating for the image 

people present of themselves. She displays a strong interest in other 

peoples' stories about themselves, as she did previously with General 

Ivolgin, insisting on listening to his stories, and identifying their source. 

Nastas'ia Filippovna's reaction to the idea of the game is clearly seen as 

significant by those involved, as General Epanchin notices 'iKaK yBneicaeT 

ee 3Ta cTpaHHaq mucim', while the narrator comments, 'moxceT 6bm, ell 

HmeHHo HpaBHnaci6 IUIHHqHOCT]6 H xcecToKocii. HAeH. HHbie ; xaxce yBepHi6i 

616UIH, WO y Herl TyT Kaicofl-HiZya oco6i6M pacqW (VM, 12 1). 

16 See C. I G. Turner, Pechorin: An Essay on Lermontov's 'A Hero of Our Time' 
(Birmingham: Birmingham Slavonic Monographs, 1978), pp. 45-55. 
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However, it is her own rather strange contribution to the game 

which establishes the centrality of narrative as a means of self- 

representation in the novel. When it comes to her turn to tell the story of 

her worst action, she asks Myshkin whether she should marry Gania(vmý 

130). By using the setting of the game to ask the Prince whether she should 

accept others' scripts for her or establish her own, narrative becomes 

overtly part of the direction and structuring of life, 'blurring again the 

distinction of lived and narrated experience'. 17 The other characters, 

although anxious to present themselves in a certain light for their own 

reasons and to promote their own images in the hope that others will concur 

with their self-presentations, do not see the vital importance of narrating for 

Nastas'ia Filippovna. Totskii in particular, who was solely concerned with 

appearing elegant and amusing and lied so blatantly about his own 'worst 

action', is horrified that she should decide such an important issue by such 

'trivial' means. Only Myshkin and Nastas'ia Filippovna herself understand 

the significance of the game and of telling stories about oneself in general; 

as the heroine says, 'TYT BC31 moA *H3Hi6 Ha OýJHOM Bonocice BHcena; qero 

cepiwMee? ' (v4 131). 

In turning the game to her own advantage, and using an apparently 

unconnected episode to comment on her own situation, the heroine shows 

great improvisational skills. 18 Her spontaneity and awareness of the 

possibilities of the present moment enable her to take control of the 

17 Jones, Dosloyevsky after Bakhfin, p. 12 7. 
18 See Burgin, 'Reprieve', pp. 259-61. 
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situation. It is at this point that she breaks free of Totskii's control by 

refusing to marry Gania, but far from doing so in favour of her own story, 

she invites bids for alternative proposals of how she should proceed, and 

again takes up roles projected on to her by others. Gania's offer relates only 

to the worst of Nastas'ia Filippovna's experience (being the property of 

other men to be sold on at will), and is in any case merely a continuation of 

her current status, which is precisely what she wishes to avoid. The 

suggestion that she can make a new start and lead a happy family life is 

flatly contradicted both by the attitude of Gania and his family towards her, 

and by her own provocative behaviour when she visits the Ivolgins. 

Moreover, the choice of Gania, whose ordinariness is repeatedly 

emphasized, as a future husband is an insult to the talented, intelligent and 

eccentric heroine. Regardless of her need to chose her own future, marriage 

to a jumped-up bureaucrat is clearly not on her agenda, and her question to 

Myshkin marks her withdrawal from passive participation in the ordinary 

scripts of others in favour of asserting her own, active and extra-ordinary 

scripts. 

In contrast, both Rogozhin and Myshkin present the heroine with 

images which correspond to her deepest divided impulses. Rogozhin 

appeals to her feelings of guilt and belief that she should be punished for 

her crimes by treating her as a whore, and Nastas'ia Filippovna encourages 

him to bid higher, reinforcing this image of herself and exhibiting her 

shame for all to see, but in doing so, she simultaneously and paradoxically 

raises her value, demonstrating her intense pride. Rogozhin's potential for 

violence towards her, already identified by Myshkin, and the recklessness 
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he demonstrates in pursuing his passion, imply an awareness on the part of 

Nastas'ia Filippovna from the start that in encouraging Rogozhin's 

attentions she is knowingly placing herself in a perilous position, and that 

she chooses him for this very reason. Moreover, the sinister aspects of his 

character and family background, with its links to the skoptsy, and therefore 

to the Castrates' practice of sexual mutilation, 19 correspond to the 

melodramatic and Gothic leanings of the heroine, further suggesting that 

Nastas'ia Filippovna sees the affinities between them and the use Rogozhin 

will be to her future script. 

Myshkin, meanwhile, awakens her old dream of salvation: 

Pa3Be A cama o TeGe He meqma? -'+ro 
Tim npaB, AaBHO meqma, 

eMe B AepeBHe y Hero, nATh jieT npomma OAHa-OAHHeXOHBKa; 
Aymaem-Aymaeuoib, 6EaBano-To, mewaem-melmemb, -H BOT BCO 
TaKoro, KaK ThI, Boo6pa)Kaiia, Ao6poro, -iecTHoro, xopoiiierO H 

Taxoro we rii)meHbKoro, wo B; Ipyr npKAeT ; ja H CKa)KeT: ((BE-i He 
BHHOBaTj6r, HacTacE. A (DHimnOBHa, aA Bac o6mmo b) (VIII, 144). 

Shame is a major factor in her turning to Myshkin; she wishes to be 

forgiven and for her shame to be expunged, as she feels guilt for the sin that 

was committed against her. Shame at her Wen state both drives Nastas'ia 

Filippovna to fall further, and to crave forgiveness, whilst believing her sin 

is too great to be forgiven, and is thus a significant impulse in the creation 

of both directions of her script. Furthermore, Myshkin's proposal also 

fulfils her need for a defender; we already know from the story of Marie 

that he has excellent credentials as a saviour of fallen women, but Nastas'ia 

19 Comer, 'Rogozhin and the Castrates', pp. 934. 
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Filippovna is not yet aware of this potential, and the effect on her of the 

hero's intervention to prevent Gania from hitting his sister is striking: 

HacTaci6A (DRJIIUMOBHa 6bma Towe oqeHb nopa)KeHa H nOC7yrl]KOM 
raHH H oTBeTom ICHA3A. 06LUKHOBeHHoe 6jieAHoe H 3a; xymqmoe 
imuo ee, Tar, BCd BpeMA He mpmoRHpoBaBiiiee c AaBeI]IHHM KaK 6bi 

HanyciKHum ee cmexom, 6mjio oqeBHAHO B3BOJIHOBaHo Teneph 
HOBbIM IqYBCTBOM; H, OAHaKo, Bce-TaKH erl KaK 6YAM He XOTeJIOC16 

erO BMCKa3UBaT]6, H HaCmeuiKa CROBHO YCIUIHBanaci6 ocTaTT. CA B 

ime ee. - rlpaBo, me-TO BHAejia cro mmo! - nporOBopHAa OHa 

BApyr y)Ke cepi6e3HO, BHe3aflHO BCrIOMHM omn AaBeunmg CBOA 

BOHPOC (VIII, 99). 

Thus the immediate image Myshkin presents as a defender of women 

against one of the very men trying to control Nastas'ia Filippovna's life, 

coupled with his ability to see that she is not the person she pretends to be, 

mix with her almost-forgotten dream of a return to innocence, allowing her 

to identify him with salvation even before his proposal of marriage. 

There is a strong element of Manichaeism surrounding Nastas'ia 

Filippovna's relationships with others and beliefs about herself, which are 

defined by polar opposites with no middle ground. Tbus the heroine sees 

herself simultaneously as both great and worthless, utterly corrupt and 

totally innocent, and her relationships with both men are influenced by this 

contradictory self-image. Nastas'ia Filippovna's choice at the end of Part I 

of becoming Myshkin's princess or Rogozhin's whore therefore 

exemplifies the two versions of her script for herself and her protagonists. 

While the 'truth' about all these characters and their relationships may lie 

somewhere in the middle, it is the fact that the heroine sees herself and 

others in such binary, black and white terms that is important: 

innocence/corruption, love/hate, salvation/perdition, princess/whore; all 
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emotions and ideas are at their most extreme, and the middle ground is 

excluded. 

Peter Brooks allies the polar extremes of Manichaeism to the 

melodramatic form: 

What we most retain from any consideration of melodramatic 
structures is the sense of a fundamental bipolar contrast and clash. 
The world according to melodrama is built on an irreducible 
Manichaeism, the conflict of good and evil not subject to 
compromise. Melodramatic dilemmas and choices are constructed 
on the either/or in its extreme form as the all-or-nothing. 
Polarization is both horizontal and vertical: characters represent 
extremes, and they undergo extremes, passing from heights to 
depths, or the reverse, almost instantaneously. The middle ground, 
and the middle condition are excluded [ ... ] Polarization is not only 
a dramatic principle but the very means by which integral ethical 
conditions are identified and shaped, made clear and operative. 20 

The powerful melodramatic impulse in the novel, emanating particularly 

from the personality and actions of Nastas'ia Filippovna, is thus both 

grounded in and complemented by an ethical system which, while it may 

not beneficial to her state of mind, gives a consistent thread to her 

motivation. 

The opposition between Myshkin & Rogozhin is set up at the 

beginning of the novel by the narrator, but it becomes important to the 

novel only because it is evident to Nastas'ia Filippovna and corresponds to 

her deeply polarized view of herself The heroine projects the extremes of 

her character onto the two men, to make them adopt central roles in the 

alternative scripts she is preparing in order to free herself from Totskii's 

20 Yhe Mejo&amadc Imagination. - BaImp, Henry James, Melodrama and the Mode of Ewess (New Haven and London: Yale Udiversity Press, 1976), p. 36. 
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control. The rivalry between Rogozhin and Myshkin, which becomes a 

vital component of the novel's main plot, and is responsible for the fates of 

all three, is thus largely a product of Nastas'ia Filippovna's imaginative 

perception, and the fact that the roles she offers both echo their natural 

desires with regard to her. In this we see the reciprocal nature of scripting; 

without the active participation of Myshkin and Rogozhin, Nastas'ia 

Filippovna has no script, and cannot assert her own self-image or influence 

the direction of the narrative. 

Both her scripts depend on the perception of her by another being 

aligned with her own self-definition, and to this end she secures their 

attention and participation by presenting the sides of her character to which 

they will best respond. Thus she tells Rogozhin she is worth more than he is 

offering, raising her own price to heighten the appearance of both her pride 

and shame in the eyes of others; by putting herself up for auction in this 

way she simultaneously raises and destroys her own value. By implication 

this also emphasizes Rogozhin's worthlessness, as she makes it clear that 

he is a means to an end and has no value to her as a human being. This 

becomes a major source of motivation for Rogozhin's hatred of the heroine, 

and she fluilier provokes his jealousy and sense of his own inadequacy by 

turning to Myshkin. In contrast, in order to attract Myshkin's attention, she 

tells him about her dream of salvation, appealing generally to his sense of 

justice and decency, as well as specifically identifying his desire to defend 

women; but by aligning herself with Rogozhin, she also indicates to 

Myshkin her perilous position and urgent need for his help. As a convenient 

shorthand, I shall henceforth refer to Nastas'ia Filippovna's scripting in 
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relation to Rogozhin as her 'whore script', and that in relation to Myshkin 

as her 'princess script, as this represents the stark choice she faces at the 

end of Part I: she can either become Rogozhin's whore or Myshkin's 

princess. However, it is not merely this choice which is important; it is the 

heroine's use of these possible roles to play characters off against each 

other in order to direct the course of events in her favour which classifies 

her interactivity as scripting. It is the interplay of the different components 

of her psychological make-up, the fatal, fallen and emancipated aspects, as 

Matich states, which determine her self-image and the roles she allocates 

21 others. 

The polarity inherent in Nastas'ia Filippovna's character and its 

reflection in the relationships of Myshkin and Rogozhin to the heroine (and 

to each other) are central to the novel. Burgin is therefore some way off the 

mark in her thought-provoking article when she claims that Nastas'ia 

Filippovna rejects Myshkin's proposal of marriage because he arrives too 

late, after she has abandoned her dream of salvation. 22 In fact both extremes 

are present simultaneously, as her response to Myshkin's offer suggests. 

Recalling her dream of a good man who will tell her, 'BM He BHHOBaTbi, 

HacTaci6A (DHJH=OBHa, aA Bac o6o)Kwo! ', she continues, 'Aa raK, 6MBajio, 

pa3me, qnraemc. q, qTo c yma cormem... A rIT npHeAeT BOT 3TOT: mecqua 

no ABa rocTHii B ro; iy, OnO30PHT, pa3o6HAHT, pacnanHT, pa3BpaTHT, ye; IeT, 

21 0. Matich, 'Yhe Idiot: A Feminist Reading', in Dostoevski and the Human Condition 
After a Century, ed. by A. Ugrinsky, F. Lambasa and V. K Ozolins (New York: 
Greenwood, 19861 pp. 53-60 (p. 54). 
22 'Reprieve', p. 260. 
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- TaK ThICAIqy pa3 B npy; x xoTena KaHyTi6cA, ; xa noxia 6yma, AYUIH He 

xBanoo' (VIIII, 144). Her direct reference to the reality of Totskii's abuse 

interrupting and destroying her dream also reminds her of her own 

perceived baseness and guilt, and persuades her that she cannot accept or 

even believe in the Prince's offer. Furthermore, the recollection of her 

suicidal ideation, which arose as a result of her abuse, immediately turns 

her thoughts back to Rogozhin as, having ignored him since Myshkin's 

proposal, she ends the above speech by announcing her final decision to 

leave with him; the guilt which led her to consider suicide in the past 

reasserts itself, and she takes the suicidal option again. 

Nastas'ia Filippovna's constant vacillations between the two men, 

the conflicting desires for both punishment and forgiveness which they 

represent to her, and her eventual resolution of the conflict, inform the 

entire sub-structure of the novel, including the final scene uniting the two 

men over her corpse. It is also essential for her ultimate aim of avoiding 

finalization by others that the heroine keeps different options alive; 

retaining the right to change her mind until the final moment is pointless 

unless she maintains alternative scripts and, owing to her profoundly 

dualistic, Manichean nature, these alternatives represent opposite extremes. 

Myshkin strikes a chord with Nastas'ia Filippovna, establishing his script in 

her mind as a possible alternative. Although she quickly hands back his 

script, she is, as we shall see throughout the novel, unwilling to surrender it 
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definitively, as it gives her an additional dimension, allowing her to keep 

her options open through the availability of choice. 23 

The fact that Nastas'ia Filippovna gives others such a prominent 

role in forming alternative versions of her future life is indicative of an 

awareness of the importance of interaction with the other in establishing her 

script. However, it also highlights a serious problem she faces: having been 

completely defined by the expectations of men and the condemnation of 

society, without a voice of her own, she is doubly deprived of selfhood. 

This is where Heldt's analysis is inadequate in claiming that both Nastas'ia 

Filippovna and Aglaia 'have complete freedom, economic and otherwise, to 

choose their own fate [ 
... 

] [Nastasia Filippovna] is given a multitude of 

opportunities to cast aside her role as a femme fatale or fallen woman, she 

is shown to be capable of living quietly; but she is ultimately unwilling to 

24 live'. In fact, the choice of both women, and of Nastas'ia Filippovna in 

particular, is strictly limited by their position in society and dependence on 

men for their material well-being; Aglaia's attempts to break out of the 

mould cast for her appear equally impossible without the help of a man 

(either Myshkin or Gania). 

The 'woman question', which has already been mentioned in the 

novel, at this point becomes a theme, and although there is little evidence to 

support Radomskii's later suggestion that Myshkin has been seduced by the 

23 The importance of this possibility in achieving selfhood are discussed in chapter 3, pp. 
306-18. 
24 Ter7lble Perfection: Women and Russian Literature (Bloomington and Indianapolis: 
Indiana University Press, 1987), p. 35. 
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contemporary issue and the feminist arguments of the nihilist movement 

(VIII, 481-482), his instinct that this is an important issue in assessing the 

behaviour of both women is correct As well as this problem, Nastas'ia 

Filippovna's position is ftuther complicated by the self-destructive forces 

she harbours, which impinge significantly on her freedom, as Heldt admits, 

contradicting her previous statement: 'Aglaia sees that Nastasia Filippovna 

has tried to manipulate life, but mistakenly thinks that the other woman has 

a kind of 'Treedom7 in her madness'. 25 Nastas'ia Filippovna is far from 

being free, and although she may successfully wrest herself from Totskii's 

control, she is not able to assert herself as an individual in her own right. 

We shall see her unique solution to this paradox in the control she exerts 

over Rogozhin and others and the influence she gains over the narrative as 

a result of this as the novel develops. 

By the end of Part L therefore, we have established that for 

Nastas'ia Filippovna, the impulse to narration is not simply an interest, but 

literally a matter of life and death, both in the sense that it forms the basis 

of her scripting, which is vital to her continued existence, and in that one 

possible direction of her script specifically incorporates her death. In 

identifying her two dramatically opposing and mutually exclusive scripts 

suggested by the reactions to her of Rogozhin and Myshkin, and accepting 

first one and then the other, Nastas'ia Filippovna turns what would 

otherwise be a role-playing game into an issue with serious consequences 

for the rest of her life, and the novel. As we have seen, her life up until this 

25 Tenible Perfecfion, p. 36. 
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point has been entirely under the control of another's scripts, but at her 

party, her desire to assert her own script at whatever cost explodes onto the 

scene and causes reverberations that continue throughout the rest of Idiot. 

IV. THE HEROINE DISAPPEARS: CONTROL AND INTERPRETATION 

After the two major appearances of Nastas'ia Filippovna at the end of Part 

L the six-month gap before Prince Myshkin returns to St Petersburg at the 

beginning of Part Il further distances the reader, who already has little 

reliable information and is faced with a mass of contradictions surrounding 

her character, from knowledge of the heroine's actions and motivation: 

((nPOBaJl)) noBeCTBOBaHHA me=y nepBorl H BTOPOrlqaciiio pomaHa 
((HAHOD) - He ((nycThEuiKa B jioTepee BpemeHH)), OH npHKOBi6lBaeT K 

ce6e npHcTajEbHoe BHHmaHHe repoeB H tuffaTeiieft. 143 mHowecTBa 
COBepMalOlIMCA B 3TOT nepHo; x co6mTHA M161 BEiAejiAem nmim 
momeHTbi pa3BHTHA Hacmmm (DRAHMOBHbi. 3; iecE. ciieAyeT 
3ameTHTj6 npe=e Bcero, lcrrO pa3BHTHe xapaicTepa repoHHH AaeTc3l 

C TWDCH 3peHHA ApyrHx repOCB (Poromma, IM3A Mbiumma, 

EBreHi4A rInROBHqa). 26 

It becomes clear that the events of the missing six months are vital to our 

understanding of the main characters, not only because it represents the 

most significant period of interaction between them, but also because the 

hero and the atmosphere of the novel change as a result of it. We are given 

the strong impression that the time the three main characters spent in 

Moscow was decisive; in particular, Myshkin feels that it had a very 

adverse effect on Nastas'ia Filippovna's mental state, while the hero 

26 A- F. Sedov, 'Svoeobrazie vremennykh otnoshenii v romane F. M. Dostoevskogo Mot i 
problema razvitiia geroia', Filologicheskie nauki. 4 (1979), 22-6 (p. 25). 
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himself is so overcome with pain at the thought of her suffering that he 

cannot bear to think about their time together ('He XOTeJI A exaTh cio; xa! A 

XOTeJI BC8 3To uemEiiee 3a&rm, H3 cepAija BBTBaTfi' (VIH, 180)), 

suggesting a terrible event or period of time which has affected all three 

protagonists decisively. The fact that the Gothic voice becomes a prominent 

feature at this pointý7 particularly in the scene in Rogozhin's house and in 

the murder attempt which follows it, also makes the tenor of the narrative 

more oppressive and threatening, adding to the reader's feeling that 

something terrible has occurred. 

However, the reader and, apparently, the narrator, as well as most of 

the other characters, are left with little idea about what actually occurred 

between Myshkin, Rogozhin and Nastas'ia Filippovna during this major 

lacuna, forcing everyone else present to fill in the gaps in the text. It is also 

significant that Nastas'ia Filippovna herself is in many ways responsible 

for this gap in the narrative, as while the narrator follows Myshkin's 

consciousness, the Prince, having accepted a role in Nastas'ia Filippovna's 

script, follows hers; it is her decision to leave with Rogozhin which causes 

the gap. Although he has his own business to attend to in Moscow, 

Myshkin eventually returns to Petersburg, and the purview of the narrator, 

because she has already done so. 

By shifting the scene of the action away from Petersburg and the 

narrator's field of vision, Nastas'ia Filippovna highlights the unreliability 

of the narrator. ffis previous omniscience is destroyed, and after the six- 

27 As Miller points out, Author, Narrator, andReader, p. 108. 
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month gap between Parts I and III, he is forced to report gossip and rumours 

rather than 'facts', which serves further to undermine our already limited 

knowledge of the heroine. All we know with any certainty is that the 

heroine ran from Rogozhin to Myshkin, and then back to Rogozhin again. 

However, even this information has to be viewed with some scepticism, as 

the narrator seems to have no idea what is happening, and much of the 

corroborating evidence comes from Lebedev, who becomes increasingly 

unreliable and inconsistent both as a narrator and in the part he plays in the 

plot of the novel. 

By the beginning of Part 11, therefore, the reader has had to 

formulate an image of Nastas'ia Filippovna with very few pointers, and 

practically none that can be taken at face value, apart from the suffering 

Prince Myshkin sees as the 'truth' of her character in her portrait, and his 

assertion that she 'isn't like that' at the Ivolgins'. In Part 11, the situation 

becomes even more problematic for the reader, as the heroine disappears 

from view altogether. As Morson states, 'We wonder what has happened to 

Nastas'ia Filippovna and Rogozhin, and their occasional abrupt 

appearances only remind us all the more palpably that these two characters 

are largely extraneous to the action of the middle parts'. 28 This section will 

examine the themes of control and interpretation which were hinted at in 

relation to the heroine in Part 1, through the comments about her made by 

the other characters and the effect of the brief appearances she makes, in 

order to define the extent and direction of the scripts she has adopted for 

28 *Tempics', p. 110. 
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herself at the end of Part L and the influence they have on the other 

protagonists and the movement of the narrative as a whole. 

The first information we receive about Nastas'ia Filippovna in Part 

II is from Lebedev's conversation with Prince Myshkin (VIII, 166-168). 

Lebedev says that Nastasia Filippovna asked him to save her from 

Rogozhin in Moscow, but not to tell Myshkin; he claims that she is more 

afraid of the Prince, and he admits that he brought her back to Rogozhin. 

Lebedev's description of her treatment of Rogozhin, '0 Hem we camom vau 

o6 anenbcHmion icopKe nommmnAeT, He 6ojiee, To ecTb H Gonee, co 

cTpaxoM H y)Kacom, ; xaxce rOBOPHTIx 3aripeigaeT, a BHAATcA pa3Be TOJE6KO 

vro no Heo6xoAHmocTH... ' confirms the suspicion that she chose him 

purely as a means to an end and not for himself Furthermore, in reporting 

her insistence on her freedom after she left Rogozhin at the altar for a 

second time (, A, roBopHT, CB060AHa [ ... 
] A, rOBopHT, eige coBepineHHo 

CB060AHa'), Lebedev emphasizes the fact that retaining her unfinalizability 

is the basis of her scripting. He also tells Myshkin that she is interested in 

his interpretation of the Apocalypse, suggesting a preoccupation with 

judgement and new life. Finally he reveals that Aglaia Epanchina is 

Planning to visit Nastas'ia Filippovna in Pavlovsk, in an early signal of the 

heroine's continuing ability to influence other characters. 

However, as with the descriptions of Nastas'ia Filippovna in Part 1, 

here it again becomes apparent that we cannot necessarily take Lcbedev's 

words at face value. Myshkin is immediately aware that Lebedcv is trying 

to avoid the issue and has something to hide: TH31310 npHiEuio Ha ym, qTo 

Jle6e; IeB H ; xeAcTBHTejiEHo, mo)KeT 6um, zmeTcA H icpHBnAeTcA nOTOMY 
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Tojmico, trro, npeAqpcTByq ero BonpocEi, He 3HaeT, KaK Ha HHx oTBenm, 

H Bi6u=i6maeT BpemA' (VR 161). Later, when the Prince asks him directly 

what is going on, he tells Lebedev, 'rlojmoTe CnYXCWM ABym rocno; xam' 

(VUL 166), confirming our suspicion that he is not to be trusted, as he is 

simultaneously representing conflicting interests. Furthermore, his 

nephew's suggestion that he will do anything for money (VIII, 161) also 

undermines his reliability for the reader, who knows nothing about 

Lebedev's agenda. 

This scene, like so many others in the novel, is full of contradictory 

signals: Lebedev has 'sold' Nastas'ia Filippovna to Rogozhin twice, and as 

such can be considered as no better than her seducer, Totskii, yet the 

possibility that he prays for her ('Ynoicorl, rocnoAH, ; xymy Bemmort 

rpeimum6i rpaýww Aw6appH H Bcex eft no; xo6HBix' (VIH, 165)) suggests 

that he has sympathy for her impossible situation and understands 

something of her mindset. Furthermore, while he is criticized for his lies 

and lack of principles, it is by Doktorenko, a character we have no reason 

to trust and whom the usually amiable Myshkin himself dislikes (VHI, 

165). We are left with no more certain information than the fact that 

Lebedev is playing some part - and possibly more than one - in the intrigue 

between the main characters, but his motivation and actions remain 

obscure, thus adding further obstacles to our understanding of the heroine. 

Lebedev's role in maintaining the air of mystery around Nastaslia 

Filippovna's intentions also suggests that she may have given him the 

position of confidant and agent specifically because of his lack of 

straightforwardness and tendency to double-dealing. This also raises the 
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interesting possibility that in his appearance on the train at the beginning of 

the novel, Lebedev is already performing this role, in order to attach 

himself to Rogozhin and facilitate the latter's re-entry into Nastas'ia 

Filippovna's life. As the novel continues, Nastas'ia Filippovna sows the 

seeds of confusion through Lebedev, which intrigue the other characters 

and provoke their interpretations of her. Hidden agendas and the 

unreliability of the characters such as Lebedev and, increasingly, the 

narrator, enlarge the gaps in the text, particularly in relation to Nastas'ia 

Filippovna, forcing the reader, as well as the other protagonists, into 

speculation and interpretation. Repeated emphasis on the unknowability of 

the heroine, and the unwillingness of those who are aware of what 

happened in the missing six months to discuss her actions and motivation, 

sustain the uncertainty of the reader and the other characters, preventing 

both groups from finalizing her. 

A similar problem arises when Rogozhin describes his relationship 

with Nastas'ia Filippovna to Myshkin in the following chapter. We have 

already established from the opening pages of the novel that Rogozhin is an 

unreliable narrator with regard to Nastas'ia Filippovna, and now, regardless 

of whether he is telling the truth, his every comment about her must be 

considered suspect. The means of portraying the heroine in Part I are so full 

of misleading statements and hidden agendas that even if from now on 

every word uttered about her was straightforward, some doubts about the 

reliability of such statements would remain. 

In fact, what is noticeable about the scene Rogozhin describes of 

him beating Nastas'ia Filippovna and then begging her forgiveness is not 
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on this occasion the unreliability of the story, but the control the heroine 

exerts over him. Not only is she dictating his actions, but it is she who 

introduces the literary comparison of the Heine poem (VIII, 177-9), thereby 

providing Rogozhin with a model for his behaviour. Thus, as with 

Lebedev's comments discussed above, we begin to see the imprint of 

Nastas'ia Filippovna on the information we receive about her. The 

influence she has over others, and the effect this has on both the reader's 

and the other protagonists' (particularly Myshkin's) perception of the 

heroine, is a dominant aspect of scripting and displays the skill and power 

with which she uses the process in order to turn the tables and gain control 

over others; in this incident she even turns Rogozhin's violent abuse to her 

own advantage. By this stage the heroine has already established 

Rogozhin's role in her script as a vengeful murderer through her use of 

literary projection, and is directing his words and actions even in her 

absence. 

However, while there are hints that Rogozhin is adopting Nastas'ia 

Filippovna's perspective, we are also reminded that even if he is describing 

scenes that actually 'happened', they are distorted through his agenda. Thus 

we at least have to retain suspicions about his analysis of Nastas'ia 

Filippovna's motives; as Myshkin comments, 'Tm mHHTeneH H peBHHB, 

HOTOMY H npeyBeJER'qM BCe, WO 3amenm ; WpHoro' (VIII, 179). As the 

chapter where this conversation occurs is the main source in the novel of 

the idea that,, as the culmination of her 'whore script', Nastas'ia Filippovna 

wants to many Rogozhin in order to die at his hands, we have to bear in 

mind the fact that it is her prospective murderer who supplies her motive - 
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and his own justification - for the crime. At this point we have no means of 

verifying Rogozhin's claim, and therefore have to view it with some 

scepticism. It is also noteworthy that Nastas'ia Filippovna's 'whore script', 

if we believe Rogozhin, has changed considerably; at her party, she chose 

Rogozhin for the shame he would bring to her, but her script has now taken 

on a much darker note. 

Myshkin seems unwilling to acknowledge this change; his denial of 

Rogozhin's interpretation at first seems to undermine the latter's version of 

events, as we have thus far been given no reason to mistrust the hero, but in 

fact his inability to comprehend Nastas'ia Filippovna's motive for 'courting 

the knife' suggests that he is nalive and simply does not understand the 

nature of her problems. In the light of his previous capacity for 

understanding her, and the considerable amount of time he spent with her 

after she first left Rogozhin, his blind-spot on this subject at this point seem 

odd. It implies that he is unwilling to contemplate the idea that she wishes 

to harm herself, perhaps because such an admission to himself would 

tarnish his image of her innocence, or because admitting that she is 

'courting the knife' would inevitably entail the immediate resumption of 

his quest to save her. Although he remains drawn to Nastas'ia Filippovna, it 

becomes clear from Myshkin's later actions, when he tries to get on with a 

comparatively normal new life with Aglaia, that he does not wish to 

continue in his role as champion and protector in Nastas'ia Filippovna's 

alternative script, in which she is the innocent princess to be saved by 

Myshkin's chaste prince. 
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Rogozhin's comments about her desire to die at his hands, 

therefore, may represent an accurate description of her motives, but doubts 

are subtly introduced by his previous lack of reliability as a narrator and his 

personal interest in her death. In Myshkin's questioning of Rogozhin's 

interpretation of her state of mind yet another layer of uncertainty is 

highlighted, because Myshkin may still have sound reasons for his beliefs 

about Nastasia, based on his relationship with her. However, again we 

cannot verify this as it relates to the six-month absence of all three main 

protagonists. The clash between the two men's opposing views of Nastas'ia 

Filippovna's motivation, whilst hinting at the emotional extremes operating 

within her character, also effectively undermines both, leaving the reader 

with no means of understanding her. The very fact that she is 

simultaneously playing two contradictory roles, based on her Manichaeistic 

impulses, in itself prevents understanding or finalization of the heroine; the 

reader has no solid basis with which to interpret her actions either, owing to 

the constant question marks against the characters' comments about her, 

which never take account of both extremes operating in the impulses to her 

actions, deepening the cycle of obscurity surrounding her self-presentation. 

When the action shifts to Pavlovsk, Nastas'ia Filippovna disappears 

into the background altogether, as the major crowd scene which takes up 

most of the remainder of Part 11 of the novel seems to have little to do with 

her. However, readings of the heroine are present in this section, in that 

they form an inherent part of the two interpretations of the Prince which are 

central to this scene, Aglaia's rendition of 'Zhil na svete rytsar' bednyi', 
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and Keller's article. 29 In the first case, the comment on Nastasia 

Filippovna is direct, as Aglaia changes the initials on the poor knight's 

shield to N. F. B. (VHL 209), not only to confirm that she is referring to 

Myshkin, but also to suggest that, as in the case of both the poor knight and 

his precursor, Don Quixote, his ideal is unworthy and a product of 

delusion: 

B cTHxax 3Tmx up3imo H306paxceH lqeJIOBeK, ClIOC06BI19 Hmen 
Haeaff, BO-BTOPUX, pa3 nocTaB ce6e HAeaji, noBepHTE, emy, a 
rIOBepmB, CJIeIIO OTAaTh eMy BCH) CBOIO xm3H6. Tam, B cTHxax 3THx, 

He CKa3aHO, Bmem, co6cTBeHHo, cocTo3m HAeaji <<pbiuapA 6eAHoro)), 

HO BHAHO, IITO 3TO 6mjio icaicorl-To CBeTnLiR o6pa3, ((oGpa3 qHcTott 

KpacoTbD)[ ... 
] nomy #6e; kHOMY p6mapim yNe BCd paBHo CTaJIO: 

icro 6m HH 6una H 19[TO 6m HH cAejiana ero ; lama. O'ROBOJ16HO Toro, 

WO OH ee BE16paJI H no8epHii ee vqHcToR xpacoTe)), a 3aTem 
rIpeKJIOHHJICA rlpe; X HeIO HaBeKH; B TOM-TO H 3acjiyra, vro eCJIH6 

OHanOTOM XOTb BOPOBKOrl6bma, TO OH Bce-TaKH ; xomKeH6bM eil 
BePHT16 H 3a eeqHcTyio xpacoTy KOnIbA noman(vul, 207). 

Aglaia simultaneously praises and criticizes Myshkin for his idealization of 

Nastas'ia Filippovna, but her attitude towards the heroine is entirely 

negative, suggesting criminal rather than simply morally questionable 

behaviour on the part of the 'ideal of pure beauty'. 30 In her comments on 

Nastas'ia Filippovna, Aglaia is trying to re-impose control on the heroine 

and subject her to objectification again, after the latter's attempt to break 

free from others' scripts for her. 

Similarly, Keller's article comments briefly on Nastas'ia 

Filippovna's relationship with Myshkin, implying that she is interested in 

29 V. A. Viktorovich, 'Pushkinskii motiv v I&ote F. M. Dostoevskogo', in Bol&nskie 
chleniia (Gor'kii: Volgo-Viatskoe knizhnoe isdatel'stvo, 1980), pp. 126-136 (P. 13 1). 
30 As the villagers try to do in their persecution of Marie in Myshkin's story; see pp. 173- 
74 below. 
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him only because of his fortune by juxtaposing the two issues: after news 

has broken of his inheritance, according to the article, 'oKono Hamero 

6apOHa B urm&erax, upHyAapHBmero 616MO 3a oAHoio MBecTHoio 

icpacaBHueA-coAepwaHKoR, co6paiicA BApyr ixenaA Toinia Apy3erl H 

npHATeiieri' (VRL 219). As in the other cases of interpretation in this 

section of the novel, the reliability of the comment about Nastas'ia 

Filippovna is undermined by the agenda of its author, Viktorovich points 

out that Wuatri moTHB B 3THx AByx opomaHax)) - rW3pHTejIbHoe 

oTHouieHHe ic repoHHe' .31 On the other hand, against this unflattering 

interpretation of the heroine's motives, the article also contains a more 

sympathetic, displaced interpretation of her in the image of Burdovskii's 

mother as another young victim of an ageing libertine, inserted deliberately 

by the authors of the article to play on Myshkin's known weakness for 

wronged women. 32 However, the fact that this account turns out to be false 

almost immediately removes any sympathy aroused by the sketch, at least 

for the other characters present. 

The tone of the interpretations of Nastas'ia Filippovna at this stage 

is increasingly negative: IWs Epanchina's tirade against the nihilists, after 

their plot has been exposed, also hints at condemnation of the heroine's 

behaviour: 'ReByma B ; xome paC1W, BAPyr CpeAH YJIHW rIphIr Ha 

APOWM: ((MameHbKa, A Ha AHAX 3a raicoro-TO Kapmaqa wn4 HBaHwqa 

3' 'Siuzhet i povestvovaniia v romane F. M. Dostoevskogo Idiot', in Poprosy siuzhet I komPodWj v russhoi literature. Mezhvuzovskii sbornik (Gor'kii: Gor'kovskii universitet, 1988), pp. 63-71 (p. 68). 
32 See MatiCh, 'Poor Nastja', p. 58. 
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3amyw w6mma, npouxarrreb>' (VIII, 237). By connecting Nastasia 

Filippovna's actions with caprice and contemporary ideological fashion, 

Mrs Epanchina denies the possibility that her behaviour is psychologically 

motivated by guilt over her seduction by Totskii and her twin desires for 

revenge and redemption. 

After Nastas'ia Filippovna's disappearance, the fact that others 

incorporate her into their narrative presentations is a sign that they are still 

preoccupied with the heroine and her actions, and are trying to regain 

control of the narrative after her departure at the end of Part I left it in 

chaos and without a main plot to follow. Since the beginning of the novel, 

attention has focused on Nastas'ia Filippovna in two ways: at first 

indirectly, through her photograph and the characters' conversations and 

stories about her, then directly in her two appearances in Part 1, which also 

set up the main plot of Idiot, and then indirectly again after Myshkin's 

return from Moscow, when she is uppermost in the minds of both Myshkin 

and his two interlocutors, Lebedev and Rogozhin. When the action moves 

to Pavlovsk, there is a defuiite change of tone as attention moves away 

from Nastas'ia Filippovna. 33 The other protagonists try at this point to take 

advantage of her absence by re-imposing what is effectively their common 

script for her, which has its origins in their shared assumptions about the 

moral code and hierarchy, forcing their ideas of what she is and her lack of 

value as a human being on to the text and onto Myshkin's consciousness; 

Aglaia's reading of the Pushkin poem in particular is aimed at confronting 

33'On the role ofPrince Myshkin and the narrator in this change, see chapters 2 and 3. 
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the hero with the inadequacy and inappropriateness of the ideal he has 

chosen, in the hope that he will abandon the heroine and find a more 

suitable cause. However, in also voicing her strong approval of his quest, 

Aglaia provides the first hint that she has chosen Myshkin as a potential 

suitor not in spite of but because of his connection with Nastas'ia 

Filippovna; in this way the heroine's influence over the actions and 

interactions of the other protagonists begins to affect their relationships and 

thus the direction of the plot 

The number of interpretations of Nastas'ia Filippovna in Part H of 

the novel remind the reader of her continued importance for the other 

characters. In spite of her absence, they recognize that she is still a central 

figure and that their relationships with her remain significant; Viktorovich 

notes the intense interest others have in Nastas'ia Filippovna, and more 

specifically in her relationship with Myshkin, which gives rise to the 

endless runiours and interpretations, and informs the structure of the 

novel. 34 

However, it is when the heroine reappears in Part H that her pivotal 

dynamic role in the structure of the narrative - as opposed to remaining the 

passive object and product of the interpretation and control of others - is 

gradually realized. Having abandoned Totskii's script for her in favour of 

'authoring her own life' at the end of Part IS 35 and escaped the burden of 

being defined by others, Nastas'ia Filippovna not only has to create and 

34 'Pushkinskii motiv', p. 13 1. 
35 Burgin, 'Reprieve', p. 259. 
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assert her own script, but also has to make others redefine their scripts for 

her in line with her own. The strategy she adopts to try to achieve this is 

remarkable, and, for a long section of the novel, almost successful; whereas 

in Part 14 her absence made it easier for the other characters to objectify and 

finalize her, now she uses her absence to avoid finalization by others, by 

trying to exert control over them. By remaining enigmatically behind the 

scenes, she creates a huge gap in the text, which forces the other characters 

into interpretative mode, putting them under the influence of her scriM and 

preventing them from reverting to their previous habit of finalizing the 

heroine. 

Her absence from the central section of the novel is punctuated - 

and emphasized by - the three brief appearances she makes in Parts H and 

IIIL the longest of which takes up only one and a half pages. These scenes 

are carefully orchestrated by Nastas'ia Filippovna to create the maximum 

confusion and interest among the other characters, and strengthen the 

centrality of her own script in relation to theirs. 

The first incident immediately follows the scene in which Aglaia 

reads 'Rytsar' bednyi' and Kolia reads Keller's article. As the guests leave 

Lebedev's dacha, Nastas'ia Filippovna - although unnamed - drives past in 

a carriage and calls out to Radornskii: 

EBreHHR rLmE6rq! awni? [ 
... 

] Hy, KaK 31 paAa, lqTO HaKOHeiA 
pa3LxcKaiia! A nociiana ic Te6e B rOPOA HapoqHoro; AByx! Ileir6ift 

AeHi6 Te6A HaWTI f 
... 

] HOBOCTH! [ 
... 

] 3a KynýePOB]61 BeiccenA He 
6oric. q; Poro)xHH CKYrIHJI 3a Tpuman, A yroBopHna. Moxcerin 6Exrf, 
cnoicoeH XOTb mecAua TPH eme. AC 13HCKYnOM H CO Bceio 3Toio 
APAH1610 HaBepHo ciiaAHmcA, rIO 3HaKomcTBy! Hy, TaK BOT, BCO, 
Matm, 6naronojiyqHo. BYA16 Becen. AO 3aBTpa! (VIII, 25 1). 
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The enormous effect of her appearance and these few words on both the 

other characters and the course of the narrative is evinced in the ensuing 

chapters. 

The initial result of Nastasia, Filippovna's words is to compromise 

Radomskii. This is achieved in two ways. First, by using the familiar form 

9 Tm, the heroine suggests a connection between them, which will blacken 

his reputation significantly in the eyes of the other witnesses to the scene 

(specifically the entire Epanchin family). Secondly, the subject of her 

inteiJection, IOU's and moneylenders, raises questions about his financial 

status, which had previously been assumed to be extremely healthy. The 

suspicions she creates on both fronts are compounded in the next chapter as 

Prince Shch., Gania and General Epanchin all discuss the incident with 

Myshkin; the uncertainties regarding both aspects deepen, and belief in 

Radomskii's version of events (that he is very wealthy, has no connection 

with Nastas'ia Filippovna, and does not know what she is talking about) 

begins to evaporate. 

On the subject of Nastasia Filippovna's relationship with 

Radomskii, neither Prince Shch. nor Gania thinks there is anything 

significant going on, although the fact that they come up with different 

reasons for his knowing her leaves the matter thoroughly unresolved: the 

Prince says that Radomskii knew Totskii two or three years ago, while 

Gania claims they met only a few days ago (VIII, 253-255). General 

Epanchin's suspicions are wild in comparison: 

H moft 3Kmaxc, 6eame KOHH, BeAi. 3TO HIRK, BeAl, 3TO HmeHHo To, 
wo Ha3EiBaeTcA no-4)paHuy3cKH imaid KTo wo erl? Ert-6ory, 
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corpeimm, nogymaii TpeTbero gm Ha EBreHRA rIaBimrqa. Ho 
ou3bmae=A, 'M H 6hM He mo*eT, To zuiA qei-o OHa xoqeT TYT 
paecTpowm? BOT, BOT 3aza-ia! (viii, 262). 

Significantly, even though the General immediately negates the idea, he 

does not offer any evidence for doing so, merely suggesting that it would 

make no sense for the heroine to behave in this way if Radomskii had 

provided the carriage. However, we know so little about Nastas'ia 

Filippovna's motivation, and even less about her current actions and 

lifestyle, that the possibility cannot be disregarded. Indeed, her perversity 

and contradictory actions suggest that this is precisely the sort of thing that 

she would do to a benefactor who, like Totskii, bestowed gifts on her as a 

prelude to extracting sexual favours. As a result of her intervention, the 

genial figure who appeared as Aglaia began her recital suddenly begins to 

resemble a predatory libertine. 

Moreover, the General's words remind us that several of the other 

characters have mentioned her fine carriage and horses whilst also 

discussing the incident, implying in retrospect that they too have had the 

same thought. When we realize that Prince Shch. states that the heroine has 

been riding around in the carriage for three days, and Gania then claims 

that Radomskii met Nastas'ia Filippovna four days ago, the suggestion 

seems even more likely. Thus what at first appears to be an example of the 

use of small talk to avoid important issues, which Ginzburg sees as 
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characteristic of Tolstoi , 
in fact masks deeper suspicions and the rising 

tide of uncertainty in the novel. 

The question of Radomskii's financial security is similarly 

undermined. Prince Shch. is again unable to be unequivocal in supporting 

his friend's reputation: 'HHxaKM BeKceiieri y EBreHHA HaBimma TyT H 

6161711 He morjio! rIpH TaKom cocToju*m... rlpaBAa, emy cjiyqajiocL, no 

BelpeHOCTH, npewze, H ; xaxce A ero BLipyqaji... " (VIIII, 253). In Gania's 

hands these past problems become current: 'HacqeT Beiccenerl Toxce 6buio 

morno (3To raHA 3HaeT Aaxce HaBePHO); y EBreHHA rIaBjiOBma cocToAHHe, 

KOHeqHo, 60JMMOe, HO ((HeicoTopme ; Iejia rIO HmeEmo ; xer4cTaHTejE6HO 

HaXOARWA B HeKoTopom 6ecnopwe>)' (VIII, 255-256). When Varvara 

confirms that Radomskii has gone to Petersburg with Ptitsyn in order to 

sort things out (VIU, 256), we begin to realize that the problem is a 

significant one. Again, General Epanchin's words hint at further depths of 

intrigue we would otherwise barely imagine, when he mentions the fact that 

Radomskii is expecting a large inheritance from his uncle: 

Ha BMUXHOM mecTe, cem=ecATH jieT, BHBep, raCTPOHOM H Boo6we 
noBaxmbiri cTapHmmKa... Xa-xa! A 3HalO, qW OH CALIMaR rW 
HacTacmo OHJEMMOBHY H Aawe ; xo6iiBajicA. 3ae3wan IC Hemy 
AaBe-ia; He npHHHmaeT, He3AOPOB, Ho 6oraT, 6omT, HmeeT 
3Ha, qeHHe H... [ 

... 
]aA Bce-Taim 6ojocL! He noHHmaio qero, a 

6oiocE,... B i3o3Ayxe icaic 6y; jTo WO-TO Hocirrcq, xu 6y; jTo iieT"aq 
mmum, 6e; xa neraeT, H 6oiocib,, 6oioci6!.. (VIII, 262). 

Perhaps because he is one of the characters who was previously in control 

and instrumental in attempting to direct the course of Nastas'ia 

36 On Ps3chological Prose, ed. and trans. by Judson Rosengrant (Princeton, NJ: Princeton 
University Press, 1991), p. 275. 
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Filippovna's life, the General, more than others, senses that the situation 

could soon spin out of control. Ms words stand out particularly as he has 

previously given the impression of being devoid of instinct and 

imagination. He feels that there is something in Nastas'ia Filippovna's 

words, because it seems she may know Radomskii's uncle, but is unable to 

define or verify his feeling. 

Nevertheless, General Epanchin's words epitomize the growing 

atmosphere of suspicion and unease in the novel. Nastas'ia Filippovna's 

appearance creates the impression that there are things going on behind the 

scenes about which the characters know very little, and that they also 

recognize that she is in some way trying to manipulate them. The situation 

is made more difficult for both them, and the reader, by the fact that her 

motivation is constantly obscured. Prince Shch. defines her intentions thus: 

'Be3 comHeHmA, 3Ta oco6a weiiana KaK-HH6Y; V6 H BqeM-HH6yA]6 nomeiuaT]6 

EBreH= rIaBjii6rqy, npH; IaB eMy B riia3ax CBHAeTejieR iKaqecTBa, icoTopiux 

OH He HmeeT H He moxceT HmeTb' (VIII, 253). The supposition is that this 

would leave the way open for Myshkin to marry Aglaia, a course of action 

Nastas'ia Filippovna first suggested at her birthday party (VIII, 143). This 

seems a plausible interpretation of her motives, but neither we, nor the 

characters, have enough information to be certain whether this is her only 

reason for attacking Radomskii, while the fact that suspicion inevitably 

falls on Myshkin as a result of her intervention also undermines this 

possibility. The gap created by her absence makes interpretation and 

speculation both necessary and impossible, preventing her finalization by 

others. Even the manner of her appearance in this scene adds to the air of 
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mystery surrounding her, as she is unnamed and unseen in the carriage, and 

her companion's identity is not revealed. 

As Nastas'ia Filippovna underlines the feeling of uncertainty by 

increasing the number of gaps in the narrative, the other characters are 

forced into the situation where they have to become readers of the text of 

which they are a part. Iser points to the vital role of gaps in the reading 

process and the formation of interpretations: the reader 'is drawn into the 

events and made to supply what is meant from what is not said. What is 

said only appears to take on significance as a reference to what is not said; 

it is the implications and not the statements that give shape and weight to 

the meaning'. 37 In Idiot, it is not only the reader, but also the characters 

who have to undergo this process in relation to the heroine. Even Prince 

Myshkin, who understood Nastas'ia Filippovna from the moment he saw 

her portrait, must now, like everyone else, interpret her actions from the 

few hints she gives, although he shows a marked reluctance to do so: 

4ox=aemj, ix BonpocoB Him, nytane cKmaii, oAHoro rJIaBHoro Bonpoca, 

xoToporo =aji raHA, 61prM He morno' (VIIII, 255). Iakobova claims that 

Myshkin knows and understands more than the narrator, 38 but in fact the 

hero is as much in the dark as the other characters, and nobody has a 

privileged position. As neither the characters, narrator or reader know what 

she is doing or what is going on, the narrative is undermined and threatens 

37 'Interaction between Text and Reader', p. I 11. 
38 'Siuzhetno-kompozitsionnoe edinstvo romanov F. M. Dostoevskogo', in Tvorchestvo F. 
M. Dosloevskogo: Iskusstvo sinteza. monograflia (Ekaterinburg: Izd. Ural'skogo 
Universiteta, 1991), pp. 157-181 (p. 166). 
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to descend into chaos; the 'true' plot of the novel appears to be happening 

elsewhere, and events depicted in the pages of the central section seem 

irrelevant and unconnected in comparison. 

Nastas'ia Filippovna forces the other protagonists to continue to 

read and interpret her actions with her second appearance of the central 

section, early in Part III, when the confusion caused by her words to 

Radomskii has barely died down. Her carnivalistic re-entry into the novel, 

when she interrupts the genteel scene at the bandstand, surrounded by her 

rowdy retinue, immediately attracts attention, and the confrontation she 

causes expands the theme of her previous interpolation. Again, by the very 

fact of her speaking to Radomskii, and of her familiarity towards him, she 

implies a connection between them, while her words also return to the 

subject of his financial situation: 

B-6a! AaBe; jh BOT OH! - BocKm4myjia OHa, B; xpyr ocTaHaBjiHBaAci6, 

- To HH c icaxHmm "pi6epaMH He oT=eiu6, TO KaK HapOqHO Tam 
cHAHT, rAe H He Boo6pawuoib... A BeAE, ; iymaiia, qT0 TI61 Tam... y 
ARAHI [ ... 

] 'qTo?! Pa3Be He 3Haeijib? OH eine He 3HaeT, npe; xcTui-Te 
ce6e! 3acipemmu! AaBeqa yrpom =W TBOR 3acTpejuvicA! MHe 
eme AaBeIqa B ; xBaqaca cicaumaaH; ; xa yw nojiropoAa TenepL 3HaeT; 

Tj)eXCOT nAinAecATH Thicxq Ka3eHH]61X HeT, roBopirr, a ; xpyme 
rOBOPAT: nmcoT. A A-TO Bce pacCqHTj6iBaiia, RM OH Te6e euxe 
HacjieAcTBo OCTaBHT; Bce IIPOCBHcraa. PaUpaTHeAmHri 6hm 
cTapKaimca... Hy, npoutaA, bonne chancel TaK HeyweJIH He 
vbmmuE.? To-TO T161 B ocTaBKY 3a6jiarOBpemeHHO Bmmen, xHTpeill 
AaRMOP, Man, Man 3apaHee: moweT, Bqepa euxe Man... (Vill, 
290). 

On this occasion, Nastas'ia Filippovna confirms the speculation that her 

earlier appearance aroused. General Epanchin's initial feeling that 

Radomskii's uncle had something to do with her previous words turns out 

to be correct (a rare moment of insight for the character who is habitually 
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the last to understand anything in the novel), and it becomes clear at this 

point, because the latest news she imparts has been anticipated by the 

General, that she is not simply making it up as was at first suggested. 

It is the General again who corroborates her information and picks 

up on the accusation that Radomskii must have known what happened: 

HaTypaiiE. Ho, ; IaBe-ia moriia qTo-HH6yAb ycjimmaT]6 OT 

HpHXOAMUEHX, HOTOMY lqTO Telleph Bea IleTep6ypr ywe 3HaeT H 

3; Xeci6 rioji-rlamOBcKa Him H Beci6 ywe rIaBjiOBcK. Ho mKoe we 
ToHKoe 3ameliame ee HacqeT myHAHpa-To, KaK MHe nepecxa3SJM, 
To eCIB HacqeT Toro, qTo EBreRHA rIaBJlbllq 3a6iiaroBpemeHHO 
ycrieJl BLIATH B oTcTaBKy! 9mmirl aACMd! HameKl C ... ] A, Kowmo, 
onmEamoCh BepHTL, qTo EBreHHrl naBimti mor 3HaTb 3apaHee 
npo icamcip4y, To ecnqTo moro-ToqHcjia, B cemT., qacOB, H TaK 

Aajiee. Ho OH mor BCd wo ripeAqyBCTBoBaTh. A A-To, a Mbl-TO Bce H 

imn III. paccumiBaim, wo eige TOT emy HacjieAcTBo OCraBHT 

(Vin, 297). 

Thus even though it is made clear that Radomskii is not implicated in any 

financial wrongdoing himself, his reputation is blackened both by 

association (now not only with Nastas'ia Filippovna, but also with his 

uncle), and by the suggestion that he has been hiding his knowledge of the 

whole affair. Furthermore, if we recall his first appearance in the novel, the 

surprise of those present that he is wearing civilian clothes, 'moxmo 6Ejno 

noAymaTb, 'qTO B 3Tor4 nepemeHe iKocnoma 3amnoqajiocE. qTo-To oco6eHHO 

Baxmo' (VIII, 211), implies that he has been economical with some aspects 

of the truth about his situation since we first met him. 

The ensuing scene in the park, when Nastas'ia Filippovna strikes 

Radomskii's officer friend with a riding crop, and Myshkin intervenes to 

prevent the officer retaliating physically, suggests that the situation is 

spiralling out of control. Both Aglaia and Keller think that Myshkin will be 
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challenged to a duel -a role for which he is clearly unsuited and which 

would alter the tenor of the novel irrevocably - and it is only through 

Radomskii's intervention that such an eventuality is avoided. Nastas'ia 

Filippovna's actions, although not aimed directly at Myshkin, at this point 

almost cost him his life as, having embarked on a major role in one of her 

scripts, the hero feels duty bound to carry it through, particularly when the 

heroine is attacked, as one of his main roles for her is that of defender, 

which was instrumental in attracting her attention to him in their first 

encounter at the Ivolgins'. 

The resultant threat to the Prince's life posed by the incident 

suggests that the subversive element of the carnivalesque is not as positive 

or life-affirming as Bakhtin assumes. Although the scene features eccentric 

behaviour on the part of the heroine and her rowdy cohorts, undermining 

social hierarchies and comprising 660.7bUblr4 gbauMbApUblil Kouma= 

mew6y mo&W, 39 the sense here is darker than Bakhtin's analysis of 

carnival implies, as it jeopardizes not only the hero's very existence, but 

also the basis of the narrative. Carnival here brings in destructive and 

chaotic forces, both in terms of the verbal and physical conflict it 

introduces, and by undermining the certainties of the characters and the 

reader, and is not the 'eeCeAbIr4 OMHOCUMCAbHOCMb Bc3ncoro CTPOA H 

nopAAiKa' envisaged by Bakhtin. 40 

39 Problemy, p. 208, author's emphasis. 
40 Problemy, p. 211. 
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Moreover, the other characters begin to recognize the fact that 

events are threatening to descend into chaos precisely because of Nastas'ia 

Filippovna's continued involvement in their lives. The fear General 

Epanchin expresses (quoted above, p. 109) highlights the growing tension 

felt by the characters in the novel; Myshkin in particular is oppressed by the 

thought of what Nastas'ia Filippovna might do next (for example, VIII, 

288). While no-one knows her agenda for certain, they are aware that she 

has some intentions regarding them: General Epanchin comments that 'c ee 

cTopotmi Aejio momeHHHqecKoe, To eci-B no KpaAHerl mepe He3yHTCKoe, 

= oco6wx uenerl' (VIII, 296), and, describing her encounters with 

Radomskii, the narrator states, 'XOTA B Harnom npHcTaBaHHH, B 

aýmmeBaHRH 3HaKomcTBa H KOPOTKOCTH, KOTOP161X He 6bLTIO, 3amoianam 

HenpemeHHo IjeJIh, HB 3TOM YWe He morno Urm Tenep, comHeHHA' (VIII, 

290). 

The uncertainty felt by the other characters with regard to Nastas'ia 

Filippovna's growing influence on their lives is translated into the 

structuring of the novel as the opposition between her scripting and that of 

others brings an extraordinary tension to Idiot. While Nastas'ia Filippovna 

tries to pull the narrative in one direction, to fulfil her own script, others 

(particularly the narrator and Myshkin, but also the Epanchin family) wish 

to change direction completely in order to avoid a clash and return 

equilibrium to the text. In the middle section, the novel appears to be trying 

to focus on the quiet family scenes with the Epanchins', but this attempt to 

impose some decorum onto the text is constantly thwarted by the intrusion 

of rowdy crowd scenes and by Nastas'ia Filippovna's appearances, which 
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add unwanted tension, confrontations and suspicions to what would 

otherwise be a comedy of manners . 
41 These opposing forces within the 

narrative help maintain interest in and give movement to a section of the 

novel that is generally considered to be weak primarily because of its 

obscure relationship to the main plot, by suggesting that owing to the clash 

between the characters' intentions and desires, and their need to feel in 

control of their own lives, events are constantly on the verge of eruption, 

and the characters are at breaking point. It is primarily Nastas'ia Filippovna 

who creates this tension, which allows her subtly to move the narrative in 

her direction in spite of her continuing absence, through her fascination for 

the rest of the characters and her enigmatic self-presentation. 

Further tensions arise in the text as a result of the conflicting desires 

within the heroine. On the one hand she evidently wishes to pull the 

narrative towards her, to make her own script central and to attract the 

attention of others in order to give it the confirmation it needs and control 

the response of others to her, but on the other hand she also wishes to retain 

an air of mystery and hide her motivation so that others will not be able to 

finalize her. The former requires the heroine's presence, while the latter 

depends on her absence, and it is the tension between the two that leads to 

her occasional appearances. She uses her entrances for maximum impact, 

causing shock-waves that continue to reverberate among the other 

characters for the remainder of the novel. Thus Nastas'ia Filippovna's 

41 See NEller's discussion of the interplay of narrative voices including that of the novel of 
manners, Author, Narrator, andReader, pp. 98-99. 
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actions influence not only the other protagonists, but have a powerful effect 

on the texture of the narrative, as the whole of the central section is woven 

around her absences and appearances, and the other characters' 

expectations of disaster, which arise from their fears about the meaning and 

outcome of her back-stage plotting. 

The uncertainty and confusion surrounding Nastas'ia Filippovna's 

intentions continue throughout the novel in different forms. For example, 

General Epanchin reports that Aglaia has spelled out Nastas'ia Filippovna's 

motives: '3Ta nomeiiiaHHax ((3a6paiia ce6e B rOJIOBY BO Wo 6161 TO HH CTaJI0 

meim 3aMYAC 3a Km33i JlEBa IItwojiaeBHqa Bi6maTh, a x= Toro EBreHHA 

HaBimma H3 AOMY OT HaC BBEWHBaeT)) ... 
9 (VIII, 298). This confirms the 

suggestion previously made by Prince Shch., but cannot be corroborated. 

Aglaia may have more access to the thoughts of her rival than the other 

characters, as she has been receiving letters from her (a fact we have known 

since early in Part H), but the same problems we have encountered since 

the first mention of Nastas'ia Filippovna by Rogozhin in Part I prevent us 

from accepting her interpretation without question: we do not know the 

heroine's intentions when she sent the letters, whether they represent an 

accurate reflection of her state of mind, or are merely another example of 

her trying to manipulate another character. Her contradictory actions and 

divided impulses suggest that the letters are both sincere and part of a larger 

game. Furthermore, before we see the letters, we cannot be certain whether 

Aglaia is misinterpreting their contents, deliberately or otherwise, as we are 

equally unaware of her intentions. Aglaia's accusation to Myshkin, 'BbI 

wHim c Herl B AepeBHe VMKOR-TO IIUIH B ropo; ie' (VIII, 360), directly 
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contradicts his previous assertion that when they were together, they did 

not even live in the same town (VHI, 173). We have no reason to doubt that 

Myshkin is telling the truth, but still have no mechanism for ascertaining 

the source of the discrepancy, because there is more than one possible point 

of distortion, as in other cases of 'Chinese whispers' in the novel. 42 Thus, 

while Aglaia's explanation of Nastas'ia Filippovna's current behaviour 

seems to fit the facts as we know them, we must remain aware that owing 

to Nastas'ia Filippovna's strange behaviour and deliberate withdrawal from 

the text, we are far from being in possession of the whole story. 

It is this absence of explanation and certainty which the characters 

feel - and resent - most forcefully. They all suspect that Nastas'ia 

Filippovna is trying to control events from the background, but do not 

know how or why, or what she might do next. Whether or not the heroine is 

successful in this is a moot point, largely again because we do not know 

precisely what she is trying to do. In terms of specific domination of the 

lives of others her effect is small, and if one considers her striving for 

freedom from the controlling influence of others as her primary goal, then 

she fails, as she is ultimately unable to break the cycle of shame and the 

desire for revenge, and remains in the eyes of others a fallen woman, 

judged to be unworthy of participation in normal societal relations. 

However, it is also clear that much of the chaos and unease which 

dominates the central section of the novel originates in her actions, and 

even if she has no real power over the other characters, they begin to feel 

42 See p. 63 above. 
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that she has; her absence from the scene contributes greatly to the inability 

of the other characters to understand her motivation, particularly as they 

had previously made finalizing assumptions about her without taking into 

account her state of mind. The lack of transparency in her self-presentation 

and interactions with others at this point contributes to their feeling that 

they are being manipulated. After the scene in the park, the suspicions 

Radomskii expresses to Myshkin, 'A Hmeio CBOH nPH4MhI, -=6bi Hac iie 

3aIIOA03PHJM B UcTpeHHom pa3rOBope c ixeiii6io; TyT ecTE, MAH, KoTophie 

o, ýielM HHTepeCyIOTCA HaUIHMH OTHOuiieHHAMH' (VIH, 307), assurnedly 

referring to Nastas'ia Filippovna, suggest his awareness of both her unseen 

machinations and the fact that he has to adjust his own behaviour 

accordingly. 

Thus Matich's comment about Nastas'ia Filippovna, "Although her 

initial image in the novel is that of an influential courtesan controlling 

men's lives, it is almost immediately replaced by a string of ambiguities 

regarding her power and influence over others', is only half correCt. 43 The 

initial image of the heroine is indeed that of a strong, controlling woman, 

but this is subtly undermined in the way she is presented in the early part of 

Idiot, forcing the reader eventually to realize that she is in fact entirely 

under the control of others, but trying to break free of it. Later in the novel, 

her power over others is more ambiguous, but also arguably stronger than 

previously, and the characters, many of whom objectified her in Part I, now 

have to spend far more time considering her mentality and possible plans, 

43 'Poor Nastja', p. 48. 
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interpreting her actions and the gaps she has left in the text; Nastas'ia 

Filippovna defends her loophole tenaciously, and stops others finalizing 

her. 

As well as making the characters think they are being influenced by 

the actions of another, Nastas'ia Filippovna's appearances in the central 

section of the novel have the effect of turning the tables on them, not only 

by removing their control, but also by undermining their previously cosy 

world, by introducing into it the sort of random injustice to which her own 

life has been subjected at their hands. It is perhaps significant that she 

targets a relatively random character for her insinuations; until she calls out 

to Radomskii from her carriage, he has not seemed particularly important, 

and indeed he gains prominence in the novel as a result of her attentions. 

An often-cited criticism of the novel is that characters who look as if they 

are going to be important, such as Gania, fade into the background, as if the 

author has forgotten about them, while others, like Radomskii, who appear 

half way though Idiot, and had evidently not even been conceived by 

Dostoevskii when he began writing the novel, become far more 

important. 44 However, if one examines this apparently haphazard treatment 

of the minor characters from the point of view of what Nastas'ia Filippovna 

is doing, it makes far more sense. Thus Gania and Totskii are important in 

Part 1, but not afterwards, precisely because of their involvement in the plot 

to control the heroine's life in the first part of the novel, which she must 

address and destroy before she can assert her own script and try to make 

44 See Morson, 'Tempics', p. 113. 
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others participate in it in order to give it confirmation. Radomskii on the 

other hand becomes important because she chooses to make him prominent, 

largely, we presume, owing to his connection with Aglaia, although the 

question of his relationship with the heroine remains unanswered and is 

another possible source of motivation for her actions. There is in fact little 

evidence that Aglaia considers Radomskii a serious suitor, her coldness 

towards him being apparent after she has recited 'Rytsar' bednyi': 'K 

H3ywieHHio iaw3A, Ta orimena. ero B HeAoymeHHH H BoMvcHTeji]6HO, 

To, qHo xoTeiia AaTh eMy MaTh, IqTO H peIIH MeWCAY HHMH 0 ((PbMape 

6eAHOM)> 6hITL He morjIO H IrrO OHa ; (axce He nOHHmaeT BOnpoca' (VIII, 

211). Nevertheless, as we lack an alternative motive for Nastas'ia we can 

only assume that she perceives Radomskii's very presence as a threat to her 

plans for Myshkin and Aglaia, but owing to her absence and the rumours 

surrounding the heroine's relationship with Radomskii, there remain gaps 

in her motivation which neither the reader nor the other characters are able 

to fill. 

The final factor at work in this complex of unknown motives, 

suspicions and interpretations is the attitude of the other characters towards 

Nastas'ia Filippovna's sanity. While the narrator states, at her birthday 

party, after Myshkin announces his inheritance and asks her to marry him, 

that 'Bce yrBep=ajm noTom, xiTo c 3Toro-To mriwBetm HacTaci6x 

(DHn=OBHa nomemanaci6' (VIII, 140), this opinion, as with so much else 

in the novel, is quickly undermined. When General Epanchin asks 

hysterically, T yma BeAh comna, Bem, couma? Comna? ', Ptitsyn, who 

deliberately refuses to participate in the process of scripting which 
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consumes all the major characters, replies, 'H-HeT, 3To, moweT 6Erm, iie 

coBcem cymacmecTBiie' (VIII, 145). His distance from the tendency 

displayed by his fellow protagonists suggests that he can see much more 

clearly than others precisely what she is doing. 

Later on, it is apparently only Myshkin who believes her to be mad, 

making this claim on at least seven different occasions. However, what we 

see of her actions does not of itself suggest insanity, and the other 

characters gradually come to the conclusion that she is not mad. General 

Epanchin denies Myshkin's assertion thus: 'mewi Toxce ra&u HAeA 

nocemaiia OTqaCTH, HA 3aCbMaJI cnoKormo. Ho TenepE. A BH)Ky, TIOT M 

AyMaIOT npaBHJIhHee, H He Bepio nomemaTenLcTBy. X(eHUjjiHa B3AOPHaq, 

nOJIO)MM, HO npH 3TOM AaXCe TOHKaA, He TOJIBIKO He 6e3ymHaA' (VIII, 296). 

Rogozhin also says to the Prince, 'rOCnOA16 3HaeT! OTo Thi, moxceT 6hrrh, H 

oiEm6c. q ... [ ... 
] KaKu we cymacme; xmaA? [ ... 

] KaK xce OHa AJIJI Bcex 

IIPO'qHX B yme, a TOJI16KO Teft OAHoro icaK nomeiiiaHHaA? ' (VIII, 304). 

These statements suggest that the heroine's 'madness' is little more than a 

figment of Myshkin's imagination, developed to negate the possibility that 

her behaviour is a deliberate strategy. His constant assertions that she is 

deranged, which at first we trust on the grounds that he appears to 

understand her, in the end tell us more about his state of mind than hers. 

Meanwhile, the other characters, sensing the influence she is gaining over 

their lives, and the possible reasons behind it, from the point of view of 

both her specific victimization of Radomskii and her general upsetting of 

the normal balance of life for everyone involved, see her actions as far too 

calculated to be the product of insanity. What is important is not whether 
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Nastas'ia Filippovna is clinically insane (for which there is no evidence), or 

even neurotic (an easier proposition to entertain), but what the other 

characters think of her mental state, and how this effects their view of her. 

By pronouncing her sane, the other protagonists recognize that she has a 

purpose but, not knowing what that purpose is, those who previously 

objectivized her and used her for their own ends have particular reason to 

worry. 

Throughout the novel it is the characters' conflicting opinions, 

rumour and gossip, rather than hard 'facts', that inform the reader, who is 

then unable to make any definitive conclusions because of the contradictory 

and unreliable nature of the information presented. Nastas'ia Filippovna 

encourages such interpretations by remaining absent and keeping her 

motives hidden, as this enables her to remain enigmatic and thus prevents 

others from finalizing her. At first this stance appears to disadvantage her, 

as the prejudices of the other characters and assumptions they make 

perpetuate the image they have of her as a fallen and worthless woman. 

However, this is not a wholly negative side-effect of the heroine's actions, 

as maintaining her image as a whore in the eyes of others is central to 

fulfilling her script with Rogozhin; as well as the internal confirmation his 

participation gives to her script, the concurrence of others with this image 

provides additional external validation. 
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V. CONFRONTATION AND REVERBERATION 

The tension built up in Parts H and III surrounding Nastas'ia Filippovna's 

intentions appears to dissipate as we move towards the final section of the 

novel. The appearance of the heroine in the park before Myshkin at the end 

of Part 1111 marks a second significant change of tone, after the removal of 

all the main characters to Pavlovsk in Part H. This is the only time she is 

seen alone with Myshkin in the entire novel, as Danow points out, 45 and, 

because she has no audience and is therefore not acting for public 

consumption, it is also the first time she does not use her presence to create 

a scandal. This may therefore be the only time in the novel when the 

heroine is entirely open; her concern for Myshkin's happiness seems 

genuine, confirming that she has involved him in her script not as part of a 

game, but with serious intent. 

Furthermore, after this encounter, Nastas'ia Filippovna disappears 

completely from the scene, to the extent that she is not even mentioned for 

forty pages. During this period, Myshlin tries to get on with his life without 

her, concentrating on other matters, notably his relationship with Aglaia, 

and the fate of General Ivolgin. Significantly, however, Myshkin is only 

able to do this because Nastas'ia Filippovna herself allows him to do so; 

when they meet in the park, she says to the Prince, 'A eAy 3aBTpa, nK Tm 

npHKmaji. A He 6y; xy... B nociie; 1HRA Bex, pa3 A Te6A BM)KY, B nocjieAHHrII 

Teriepr- ymc COBcem Be; xb B nocjie; xHHR paV (VIII, 382). We later discover 

she has been true to her word, as she has to return to Pavlovsk from the city 

43 Dialogic Sign, p. 5 6. 
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especially for the meeting with Aglaia (VIII, 465). Thus even the fact that 

she is not mentioned for a lengthy period is still primarily due to the 

influence of her own script on the text. The final section of this chapter will 

examine Nastas'ia Filippovna's actions and possible motivation as the 

novel moves towards the denouement, through her letters to Aglaia and the 

meeting of the two women, to her flight with Rogozhin. 

Both the letters which Nastas'ia Filippovna sends to Aglaia and 

their meeting address the same issues: the characters and fates of the two 

women, and their relationship with Myshkin; and it is the change in 

dynamic between the first communications and the face to face 

confrontation that acts in large part as a catalyst for the final turn of events 

in the novel. Nastas'ia Filippovna uses her letters as a tool to continue her 

influence and control over the novel; although in Idiot it is often the spoken 

word which has the greatest effect on the characters, the written word here 

proves to be just as influential, ensuring that Aglaia continues to be affected 

by her rival's words long after she has read them. Thus although it is Aglaia 

who arranges their meeting, she is forced into it by Nastas'ia Filippovna, 

owing to the lingering presence of the letters, even though the latter has 

already broken off contact by this stage. 

The pressure that Nastas'ia Filippovna exerts on Aglaia is also 

depicted in other ways. The gloominess of the younger woman is noted 

after her engagement (VIII, 434), indicating her awareness that she is not in 

control of her own script, as even at this stage the heroine maintains a 

powerful, unresolved influence over Myshkin which could re-assert itself at 

any time (and indeed does at the end of the confrontation scene). This in 
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turn is responsible for Aglaia's contradictory impulses towards the Prince, 

evident in her praise-condemnation for the 'poor knight' and her confused 

behaviour, marked by sudden reversals and changes of mood and attitude 

towards the hero throughout their strange courtship in the central section. 

There is also the suggestion that Aglaia chooses Myshkin precisely because 

of his involvement with the other woman, as it makes him an unsuitable 

husband and therefore aids her rebellion against her family and lifestyle. 

Aglaia's contradictory actions and motives indicate her dualistic impulses; 

the contrary and provocative behaviour and words of Nastas'ia Filippovna 

arouse suspicions and equally contrary behaviour and words in her rival. 46 

One of the most remarkable features of the letters Nastas'ia 

Filippovna sends to Aglaia is her view of the character of the younger 

woman as the acme of spiritual perfection: 'BhI ;= meHA - COBepiiieHcTBo 

[ 
... 

] B161 O; XHH mo)Kffe juo6wm 6e3 xoti3ma, BM O; XHH moxceTe J1106HTb He 

xiA ce63t camon, a xiA Toro, Koro Bia =6HTe' (VHI, 379). However, our 

knowledge of Aglaia suggests the presence of false notes. While Aglaia 

may be physically beautiful, there is little in the novel to support the idea of 

her spiritual beauty; her actions and words, particularly those directed 

towards Myshkin, are often as confused and contradictory as those of 

Nastas'ia Filippovna herself, and her cruelty and lack of consideration, for 

example to Kolia, undermine any notion of moral perfection. Whilst her 

intelligence and perception with regard to the Prince, for example in 

46 For the implications of this feature, see chapter 3, pp. 274-78. 
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recognizing the value of his 'riiaBHEIR YM' (VIII, 356), are not in doubt, it is 

difficult to believe in the script Nastas'ia Filippovna is writing for her. 

The letters themselves also undermine the heroine's apparent 

endorsement of Aglaia. As Burgin points out, Nastas'ia Filippovna's 

description her death immediately precedes her prediction of a double 

wedding (herself to Rogozhin and Myshkin to Aglaia), thus denying the 

image of perfect happiness she seems to be proposing, and suggesting that 

Myshkin's marriage to Aglaia would be the death of her. 47 Although Sedov 

states, 'B nHcbmax ic Arnae npeAcTaBneH momeHT camopacicpbnm 

repOHHH% 48 they do not represent a total uncovering of the 'facts' about the 

heroine, and again, our lack of knowledge of her motivation creates 

obstacles to understanding her behaviour; we cannot be certain whether she 

genuinely believes everything she says about Aglaia or has some other 

purpose in mind, or whether both motives are true. The juxtaposition of the 

images of death and happy marriage in the letters is a sign of her 

contradictory impulses, as it contains a threat to Aglaia that she will have 

Nastas'ia Filippovna's death on her conscience if she marries Myshkin, 

whilst simultaneously professing her desire for this union in order to free 

the hero from his obligations to her. 

The fact that the heroine has consistently denied us reliable 

information about her state of mind becomes more significant during the 

confrontation of these women, when the tension between their inaccurate 

47 'Reprieve', p. 263. 
49 'Vremennykh otnoshenii', p. 25. 
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and incompatible scripts for each other is in large part responsible for the 

denouement of the novel. Central to the meeting is Aglaia's critical 

discourse on the other woman, in which she lays out her pre-planned script 

for the heroine and the meeting: 

13BI He morim ero nojiio6HTE., H3MYqMHer0 H KHHYJIH. BE-i noTomy 
erO He morim iiio6HTj6, wo cjxmuncom rop; IEi... HeT, He ropm, x 

oumftam, a noTomy lqT0 B161 TweciiaBRi6i... ; jawe H He 3To: Bm 

ce6Ajuo6HBm ; xo... cymacmecTBHA, qeMY Aoicamem-mom cnymcaT 
H Baul[H nHci6ma ico mHe. Bm ero, TaKoro npocToro, He morm 
noino6Hn, H Aaxce, moweT 6mTb, npo ce6A npe3HpajiH H cmeAjiHcE. 

HaA HHm, morim nojiio6wm TojmKo OAKH cBori n03Op H 

6ecnpepLoHyio MEJCJE6 0 TOM, WO BEJ on03opeHEJ, H WO Bac 

OCKop6HJIH. F)Y; lb y Bac memme n03Opy, IMH He 6yAi6 ero BoBce, 

iam 6wm 6w HecqacTHee... (Vul, 471). 

This may be psychologically acute, as Malcolm Jones states, 49 but does not 

present the entire picture as, in common with all the characters apart from 

Myshkin, Aglaia fails to take account of Nastas'ia Filippovna's past trauma 

and its continuing effect on her self-image and view of her fate, instead 

contenting herself with a one-sided view of the other woman. The fact that 

the younger woman does not realize the deadly nature of the events in 

which she is involved is evinced by her proposal, 6BbIr=eTe 3a PorOWCHHa, 

icaicaA we Tor; ja o61ma ociaHeTcq? Rawe CRIMIXOM yw MHoro qeCTH 

noxpmTe! ' (VIII, 472). Furthermore, in her interpretation Aglaia is guilty 

of the very fault of which she earlier accused Myshkin: 'oqeHi6 rpy6o TaK 

cmoTpeTh H cyAHTi6 Aymy qejiOBeKa, [ 
... 

]. Y BaC Hexmocni iier OAHa 

npaB; xa, criwo Urm - HecnpaBeAmBo' (VIII, 354). It is against this very 

49 'Sisters and rivals: variations on a theme in Dostoevskii's fiction', in Die Wirklichkeft 
der Kunst und das Abenteuer der interpretation, ed. by Klaus Manger (Heidelberg: 
UniversitAtsverlag C. Winter, 1999), pp. 159-69 (p. 163). 
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recourse to judgement of the other that Nastas'ia Filippovna is fighting, as 

judgement involves finalization. The very fact that Aglaia judges Nastasia 

Filippovna, assumes her own superiority and her rival's unworthiness, 

makes the latter realize that she was wrong to value Aglaia so highly, 

exclaiming, 14 A ee 3a allreiia noqmwia! ' (VIII, 473). This in turn leads her 

to abandon the plan laid out in the letters and claim Myshkin for herself 

However, as in the biblical story of David and Uriah examined by 

Meir Stemberg, the absence of essential information leads the reader to 

speculate on different and possibly contradictory ideas of the motivation 

and consequences of events . 
50 Either Nastas'ia Filippovna truly believes in 

the image of Aglaia set forth in the letters, and bases her dream of the 

perfect union for Myshkin on this, or she is merely playing games with 

Aglaia - and indeed Myshkin - in order to spoil their happiness. The 

heroine's contradictory impulses suggest that both motives are in part true, 

creating a tension within Nastas'ia Filippovna which is responsible for her 

sudden reversal. In the first case, the reality of Aglaia's arrogance destroys 

Nastas'ia's illusions of her worthiness for Myshkin, while in the second 

case, she does not believe what she wrote, and uses the meeting 

deliberately to humiliate her rival, whilst appearing to pour shame on 

herself, and win Myshkin back. Aglaia clearly suspects the latter (which 

begs the question, why did she arrange the meeting in the first place? ), 

while Myshkin inclines to the former, although again, his reluctance to 

" Me Poetics of Biblical Narrative. Ideological Rea&ng wid the Drmna of Literature 
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1985), pp. 192-213. 
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believe the worst of her may come into play here. Another possibility is 

that Nastas'ia Filippovna uses the meeting as a test, not only of Myshkin's 

belief that she is 'not that sort of woman', as Jones sugges%51 but also of 

Aglaia's worthiness; on these terms, both women fail. We have no way of 

knowing which is true, particularly as Nastas'ia Filippovna says little, 

answering Aglaia's long, prepared speeches with single sentences until her 

final outburst but, owing to her contradictory motives, all these 

interpretations seem plausible. 

The interplay of alternative hypotheses speaks volumes about the 

complex psychological state and contradictory desires of the heroine, 

further undermining the certainty of the other characters regarding her. 

Even apparent over-motivation can thus produce gaps in the narrative, as 

we see in Prestuplenie i nakazanie, where Raskol'nikov offers numerous 

motives which are in many ways more than sufficient to explain the 

murders he commits, but still fail to identify the root cause of his actions or 

the priorities of these motives in his mind. In Idiot, when presented with 

multiple, contradictory motives, the other characters and the reader have no 

definitive explanation with which to compartmentalize (and thus finalize) 

the heroine, which gives her free rein to control both the text and her fellow 

protagonists. Whatever her motives in writing to Aglaia, agreeing to the 

meeting and claiming Myshkin for herself, the heroine's reaction to her 

rival's behaviour at the meeting sets in motion the denouement and 

effectively erases Aglaia from the remainder of the novel, proving 

$1 'Sisters and Rivals', p. 164. 
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Nastas'ia Filippovna's enormous influence on the direction of the narrative. 

It is Aglaia's failure to understand Nastas'ia Filippovna, and inability to see 

her as anything other than an unworthy rival, a scheming, morally and 

socially inferior harlot, which leads the latter to change her script again and 

keep Myshkin for herself; his salvation from the ruinous influence of the 

heroine lay in Aglaia's supposed spiritual perfection, but when this is found 

to be illusory, she is immediately written out of Nastas'ia Filippovna's 

controlling script. 

After the confrontation of Aglaia and Nastas'ia Filippovna, the 

dynamic of the novel changes as it moves towards the denouement. We are 

rushed not only through the preparations for the wedding of Myshkin and 

Nastas'ia Filippovna, suggesting that their marriage is not the main issue 

for either character, but also through her departure with Rogozhin, and the 

murder scene is not shown at all. Much of what we are told about the 

climax of the novel reaches us second-hand and has its basis in rumour, as 

the narrator is unable to explain or control the action, leaving the reader 

with persistent doubts about its accuracy and little opportunity to define the 

motivation behind these events. The elusiveness of the heroine, designed 

originally to prevent others finalizing her, reaches its peak in the finale of 

her script, and the narrator seems to be at a loss for how to deal with it. 52 

The effect on Prince Myshkin of Nastas'ia Filippovna's control is 

particularly profound. During the clash between the two women he is a 

total bystander, unable to intervene and with no voice in its outcome. Later, 

52 Further consequences of this problem will be addressed in chapter 3. pp. 3424S. 
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we do not see her the death scene as when she departs with Rogozhin, she 

writes the Prince out of her script, as she previously did with Aglaia, 

leaving him with no role to play, after which he seems detached and IoSt. 53 

However, she also affects others, as we see from the numerous loose ends 

in the novel, which leave many of the minor character in limbo owing to 

the rapidity with which the conclusion is reached. This is because while 

Nastas'ia Filippovna's actions throughout the novel have initiated a series 

of explosions and reverberations, her death shatters the entire text, 

removing from the scene all the major protagonists. This leaves a void 

which the affairs of the minor characters, who have by this stage 

demonstrated their inability to play leading roles, are insufficient to fill. 

The suddenness of her demise catches the other characters off guard, and 

their stories, which overlap with hers and Myshkin's, are cut off by the 

narrator without resolution. Here we have ultimate proof that Nastas'ia 

Filippovna succeeds in scripting her life while many of those around her 

fail; the novel as a whole is structured around her attempts to assert her 

script, often in spite of the narrator's design, to the extent that it cannot 

exist after her death. 

While the haziness with which details are sketched in as the 

denouement approaches again highlights the unknowability of the heroine 

and her resistance to external finalization by others, the acceleration which 

also occurs in the final section reflects Nastas'ia Filippovna's state of mind 

53 Further aspects of Myshkin's reaction to Nastas'ia Filippovna's abrupt departure wHI be 
examined in chapter 2, pp. 249-50. 
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as she reaches her final decision about which script she is going to adopt, 

suggesting a feeling of inevitability, a sense that everything that could have 

been done to change the course of events has failed, and that the end is now 

determined. Myshkin's sense of foreboding before the meeting of the two 

women, when, 'OH He CTOJIEICO CBHAaHHA Hx o6eHX 60AJICA, He cTpaHHOCTH, 

He IIPHqHHLI 3TOrO CBHAaHHA, eMy HeH3BecTHori, He pa3peLueHHA ero liem 

6161 TO HK 6bUIO, - OH camoR HacTac]6H (DHJMnnOBHbI 60AJICA" (VIII, 467), 

implies that he also sees not only this confrontation but also the subsequent 

events it triggers off as unavoidable. Certainly Myshkin's passive, resigned 

attitude to his wedding to the heroine (VIII, 477-481), in stark contrast to 

his previous active attempts to save her, suggests that he has finally given 

in to the force of Nastas'ia Filippovna's will. Even though we are told that 

f OH HCKTeHHO BepHJI, IqT0 OHa moxceT euxe BocMxcHyri6' (VIII, 489), his 

failure to respond immediately to the news that she has run away with 

Rogozhin denotes an acknowledgement that he cannot prevent her from 

doing whatever she perceives to be the best way of taking control of her 

own life. 

Nastas'ia Filippovna's letters to Aglaia not only have the effect of 

setting up the reversal that occurs when the two women meet, but also have 

another direct consequence for the fate of the heroine, as it is here that she 

'predicts' that her own death will be a copy of the Mazurin case: 

A yBepeHa, WO y HerO B AIUHice cnpATaHa 6pirrBa, 06MOTaHHaA 
lUeJIKOM, KaK Hy TOM MOCKOBCKOrO y6HI11lbl; TOT Towe wwi c 
maTephio B oAHom Aome H Towe nepeBA3an 6PHTBY MelIKOM, 11TOGhl 
nepepman oAHy iropjiy [ 

... 
]A 6m ero y6Hna co cTpaxy... Ho OH 

mem y6EeT npewAe... (viii, 380). 
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When we arrive at the scene of the murder, and Myshkin asks Rogozhin, 

'OTo nK Tam... B Mocime? ' (VIII, 504), we are struck by the uncanny 

accuracy of her description, which leads Morson to speculate, 

If Nastasia Filippovna has read the same papers the author has, has 
Rogozhin? Or have they discussed the case? Does Rogozhin derive 
the details of the murder he commits from events in the real world? 
When he is killing her, does she know that he is re-enacting the case 
that so terrifies her, and perhaps for that very reason? 54 

Morson fails to notice, however, that Nastas'ia Filippovna and Rogozhin 

answer these very questions themselves. The letter from the heroine quoted 

above continues, 'OH [Rogozhin] 3acme3mc)i ceRqaC H rOBOPHT, qM A 

6pewy; OH 3HaeT, WO AK Bam rmiuy', whilst shortly afterwards, Rogozhin 

tells MysWdn, 'BcAKoe nHci6mo cama noicawBana. ITpo 6ptiTBy-To 

nomiiHm, xe-xel' (VIII, 382). The fact that Nastas'ia Filippovna 

deliberately shows Rogozhin the letter describing her murder at his hands, 

which both parties confirm, suggests that what she has written is not a 

premonition aimed at Aglaia, to whom it seems to be merely the ravings of 

a self-obsessed madwoman, but a proposal, or even a command, aimed at 

the chosen murderer himself. This again points to the vital role of the other 

in scripting; Nastas'ia Filippovna's design will only work if she can 

persuade others to act out the roles she gives them, and the description of 

her murder is the most overt example of this. Aglaia, as the primary implied 

reader of the letters, is simply a witness both to the plan for the other 

woman's death, and to the process which leads the heroine to this outcome. 

ý4'Tempics', p. 125. 
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Just as previously we suspected that the scandal scenes she created in the 

first three parts of the novel had a number of targets, thus her letters also 

appear to be intended for a wider audience than their original addressee. 

Myshkin, who also reads them, recognizes the origin of the scene, and his 

question, 'aro icaic -ram... B Mocime? ' suggests that he also sees Nastas'ia 

Filippovna's role in her own death. The ellipsis even implies that he is also 

thinking'... B rmci6me? '. 

This indicates the strength of Nastas'ia Filippovna's control over 

Rogozhin. He is enslaved by his role in her script to the extent that on the 

few occasions when they are seen together from Part 11 onwards, he seems 

to lack any independent identity; although he is present at her two 

appearances in the park in Part III, Rogozhin makes no attempt to 

participate and his only action on each occasion is to usher the heroine 

away from the scene. Furthermore, at the end of the confrontation between 

the two women, when Nastas'ia Filippovna rejects Rogozhin, he leaves 

without a word of protest despite his evidently intense suffering (VIII, 475). 

In his relationships with Ippolit and Myshkin as well with the heroine he 

becomes progressively more of a presence than a personality; deprived of 

selthood through his obsessive adherence to the role she has allocated him 

in her script, Rogozhin becomes incapable of healthy interaction and is 

reduced to otherness, acting totally according to her will. After her death he 

no longer has a function, as his role has ended with the climax of her script, 

and the scene in which he is united with Myshkin is a parody of interaction, 

indicating his loss of contact with humanity. He is calm and rational, but it 

is a lucid madness, focusing almost exclusively on continuing his 
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relationship with Nastas'ia Filippovna by attending to her corpse according 

to the details of her script, and preventing their discovery and separation. 

His words are coherently-incoherent, detached from Myshkin and the 

reality of the situation, and his total lack of remorse both here and later at 

his trial also shows his spiritual isolation from the other. 

As Nastas'ia Filippovna at the very least places the seed of the form 

of her murder in Rogozhin's mind and exerts a great deal of control over 

him, we have to view her death as an assisted suicide. She does not directly 

express suicidal ideation, but Ptitsyn's explanation of the motivation for her 

behaviour at her name-day party is significant: 

3TO, KaK rOBOP31T, y ArIOHLxeB B 3TOM po; xe 6mBaeT [ 
... ] o61meHH161A 

Tam 6y; xTo 6Ej HAeT ic o6HAýimq H roBOPHT emy: vill meHA o6HAeR, 
3a wo A npMlUeA PaCrIOPOTh B TBoHx via3ax CBOR BMBOT)), HC 

3THMH CJIOBamH, AeilcTBHTejlbHO, pacnap]6lBaeT B ma3ax 06HAqHica 
CBOA XMOT H trocTByeT, ; xojDicHo 6hrrb, qpe3BblqafWoe 
yAoBjieTBopeHHe, TOqHO B camom; xeiie oTmcna (Vill, 148). 

The heroine clearly has a powerful self-destructive streaký whose origins lie 

in the abuse she has suffered. This is evinced by her relationship with 

Rogozhin, who never hides his intention to hum her: 'Aa noTomy-To it 

HAeT 3a meHA, -iTo HaBePHO 3a MHOR HOW ox=aeT' (VIII, 179). Although, 

as explained above, we cannot necessarily trust Rogozhin's assessment of 

Nastas'ia Filippovna's wish for death at his hands, as it coincides so 

completely with his own impulses, she is also so well aware of his 

murderous feelings towards her that her repeated returns to him cannot be 

accidental. Moreover, the shame of the sexually abused young girl 

frequently results in suicide in Dostoevskii's works, notably those of 
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Svidrigailov's victim in Prestuplenie i naka. -anie, and Matrena in Besy (and 

Olia in Podrostok, although her suicide is a result of her belief that she will 

be abused, rather than any actual abuse). Nastas'ia Filippovna's attraction 

to Rogozhin can be understood as part of the same impulse. Furthermore, 

before Myshkin encounters Rogozhin at the end, he discovers that Nastas'ia 

Filippovna has been reading Madame Bovary, which also culminates in the 

suicide of the disgraced heroine, and feels it significant enough for him to 

pocket her copy of the novel; for Myshkin at least, Nastas'ia Filippovna's 

flight with Rogozhin is suicide. 

The latter's tendency to violence, meanwhile, is emphasized from 

the very beginning of the novel, when Myshkin remarks, 'Aa qm xce, 

)KeHHThCA, A AyMaIO, H 3aBTpa xce moxwo; weHHJICA 661, a tipe3 He; jenio, 

noxcanyri, H 3ape3aji 6m ee... ' (VIII, 32). This is later confirmed by his 

attempt to murder Myshkin and the undefined threat he poses to Ippolit, 

which is also obscurely linked to the latter's suicide attempt; after telling 

the story of Rogozhin's appearance in his room late at night, Ippolit states, 

yqaH [ 
... 

]H 6bm npHqHHOII, 'ITO A COBeplueHHO 4 
BOT 3TOT oco6eHHbift cM 

peunmcA' (VHI, 341). Furthermore, the connection between Nastas'ia 

Filippovna and Rogozhin is defined by violence ftom the start, when 

Rogozhin's father beats him because of the earrings he bought for her. 

Lebedev's description of this scene is significant in that it also contains the 

first hint of the heroine's fate: Wi Ta camaA HacTacEm (DHJIHnnOBiia H ecTb, 

Rpe3 KOTOPYIO Bain PO; XHTeJI16 BHymHTh noweiian KaJTHHoBbim nocoxom, 

(VIII, 11). Guelder rose, the wood from which the stick is made, has 

clusters of white flowers with small red berries, and is thus curiously 
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reminiscent of the tiny spots of blood on the white wedding dress of the 

heroine at the end of the novel. The relationship of Rogozhin and Nastas'ia 

Filippovna is marked from the very beginning of the narrative by the 

symbiosis of destruction, and the death of the heroine is more an act of 

collusion between the two than the murder of one by the other. Death 

therefore features prominently in Nastas'ia Filippovna's scripting. She feels 

that her guilt and shame can be expiated only by her death - the ultimate 

punishment for her sins, but also relief from the torture of her life - with 

the result that death becomes both an impulse to scripting and one of the 

possible denouements of her script. Furthermore, death is ultimate 

finalization, and defining one's place in the world according to one's own 

script before death is vital to achieving a sense of selfhood. Proximity to 

death also intensifies the scripting impulse of Ippolit and leads him to his 

own attempt at self-finalization in his suicide bid. 

Nastas'ia Filippovna, having spent the entire novel avoiding 

finalization, retains her unfinalizability even in death, by effecting the 

consummation of her script out of view of all concerned. The only details 

we are given about the murder, ' BCd ; xejio 6hmo yrpom, B qeTBeprrom nacy 
[ 
... 

] COBceM HOW Kaic 6161 Ha noirropa... aJIH Aamce Ha ABa BepIIJKa 

ripoluen... noA caNtyto jieByio rpyAE.... a KWBH BcerO 3MK c non-noxacit 

CTOJIOBOA iia py6aiuKe BirreKno' (VIII, 505), tell us nothing about the 

circumstances in which it occurred, leaving all parties, as in her life, with 

unanswered questions and reliant on hearsay, and thus unable to finalize or 

interpret her. Furthermore, Rogozhin's description is neutral and 

impersonal; the murder is merely 6Bce Aeno, ' and he never mentions her 
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name, while her corpse is also described in impersonal terms, for example, 

6cnaBmRg 6bUI 3aKpErr c rOJIOBOR 6ejioio npocTEnierl, HO -meHhI KaK-To 

HeACHO o603Haqajmci6; BRAHO T01116KO 6UTIO, no B03Bi6uueHHIo, qTo nexMT 

npoTmi3mu=6 qejiOBeK' (VIII, 503). This detaches the heroine from the 

scene and her own death, while the room feels 'eige mepTBee, ' she is 

'cnaBuudI, ' both dead and not dead, as even in death she remains 

unfinalizable, and in this sense achieves selfhood, but of a twisted kind. 

VL FREEDOM AM NECESSrrY: THE IDEOLOGICAL HEROINE 

Throughout Idiot, Nastas'ia Filippovna's fight for control of her own life 

and the right to self-finalization are central, and her reading, both fiction 

and non-fiction, plays a vital role in this, from the influence of Pushkin's 

'Egipetskie nochi' defined by Burgin, and nihilist novels suggested by 

Matich, to her reading of Madame Bovaryjust before her death. We see this 

particularly in the alternative scripts the heroine asserts, as both represent 

literary archetypes: for Rogozhin she proposes the role of Gothic villain, 

with herself as both victim and accomplice, while Myshkin takes up the 

part of the chivalrous knight, bound by duty and love to rescue the innocent 

maiden. She also, as we have seen uses two text-based models for possible 

denouements of her 'whore script', the Heine poem and newspaper reports 

about the Zhemarin murder, casting herself in the role of first probable and 

then actual victim, against Rogozhin's probable then actual murderer. 

However, her reading, as well as providing material for her scripting, is 

also problematic, particularly after Part 1, as the heroine takes from her 
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reading not only the definition of her own character and her response to 

others (A la Tat'iana Larina and Emma Bovary), but also, more damagingly, 

her entire world view. While at her birthday party she is constantly alert to 

the possibilities of the present and is a master of improvisation, after the 

six-month gap she is also overtaken by story-book logic in which 

'everything is linked necessarily'. 55 The determinism of the traditional 

nineteenth century novel, exemplified by her copy of Madame Bovary, and 

the perennial role of the fallen woman as sacrificial victim in that genre, 

hold the foundations for her belief that she cannot be saved. 

The fatalism Nastas'ia Filippovna inherits from her reading destroys 

the idea that she can control her life, removing the notion that she is free to 

choose her own destiny. Her death at Rogozhin's hands does indeed fulfil 

one of her scripts, taken from her reading of newspapers, and overtly 

exhibited in her letter to Aglaia as an indirect means of communicating her 

instructions to the murderer. By appointing another to fulfil her script, and 

mediating it cunningly through yet a third person, Nastasia Filippovna 

highlights the complicity of all others in her life and death. Having lived 

according to the will of others for most of her life, she continues her 

relationships with many of the same people through her infrequent 

appearances in the central section of the novel, but shifts the balance of 

power so that she begins to exert control over them. By involving others in 

her life to the very end, she also involves them in her death, as she deflects 

on to them part of the blame. In choosing the manner of her death as well as 

55 Edwards, p. 91. 
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its perpetrator, Nastas'ia Filippovna simultaneously proves that she has 

freed herself from the control of others, whilst implicating that control by 

others in her death; Rogozhin kills her because it is the only way he can 

possess (and therefore control) her. - 

The fact that this assertion of freedom results in her death leaves the 

heroine in the same tragically paradoxical position as Kirillov in Besy. In 

both cases only suicide can assure absolute freedom, in either the physical 

or metaphysical sense, but the very fact that there is no other way of 

proving their free will in itself negates the freedom their actions were 

intended to bring. Furthermore, Kirillov, like Nastas'ia Filippovna, 

involves another in his death, undermining the liberty that a totally free 

choice brings. Although we do not see Nastas'ia Filippovna's final 

moments, we are given a graphic description of Kirillov's death, in which 

Petr Verkhovenskii's interference turns a defiant act against God into a 

grotesque murder (x, 464-76). Thus Nastas'ia Filippovna in effect chooses 

only the details of her death, while its fulfilment is totally in the hands of an 

(albeit willing) other, and although she believes it will be the ultimate 

demonstration of her freedom from the control of others, it in fact merely 

illustrates how freedom becomes necessity for the obsessive mind. In this 

paradox scripting highlights the problematic nature of any dialogic activity. 

The self cannot exist without the sanction and affirmation of the other, but 

owing to man's dualistic impulses, craves self-affirmation and freedom 

from the other, and Nastas'ia Filippovna's death illustrates the stark 

consequences of this paradox. While its demand for freedom from the 

control andjudgement of others is generally a life-affirming impulse which 

I. 
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implies moral choice and responsibility, scripting can also lead to obsession 

and isolation if it is inflexible or one-sided. 

In this sense Nastas'ia Filippovna is very much akin to 

Dostoevskii's ideological heroes, all of whom focus on the issue of liberty. 

The logical freedom of pure irrationality is central to the rebellion of the 

Underground Man, while the development of this concept, leading to the 

amoral freedom of the Superman, informs the arguments and actions of 

Raskol'nikov, Stavrogin, Kirillov and Ivan Karamazov. Burgin furthermore 

relates Nastas'ia Filippovna to the 'dreamers' of Dostoevskii's early 

stories, living in 'a Petersburg nightmare ... a silent, mysterious, gloomy, 

wild tragedy with all (its) frenzied horrors, catastrophes, peripeteias, 

expositions and denouements'. " The dreamer is a type which is also often 

seen as the precursor of Dostoevskii's later ideological heroes. 57 

In the figure of Nastas'ia Filippovna, Dostoevskii concentrates on a 

much more practical form of the personal freedom needed by the human 

personality, without which life is unbearable. Unlike her male counterparts 

in the other novels, Nastas'ia Filippovna does not think abstractly or 

present her theory in ideological terms. Instead, we see repeatedly that she 

thinks in terms of pictures and highly visual narratives, from the picture of 

Christ and the description of her death in her letters to Aglaia, to her belief 

that Rogozhin would end up hoarding gold and dying of starvation, and her 

likening his behaviour after he has beaten her to the Heine poem in which 

m 'Reprieve', p. 259; see PSS, XVIEý 32. 
57 See Peace, Dosto)vvsky, pp. 3-5. 
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the emperor masks his intended revenge with a show of contrition. The 

pictorial quality of the ideas in Idiot is also evident in Myshkin's early 

stories, particularly of the man awaiting execution and the vision at the 

waterfall, indicating her realization of the importance of the aesthetic as 

part of the process of scripting and therefore as part of the attainment of 

selfhood. 58 

The essential question Nastas'ia Filippovna faces after the six- 

month gap, 'Who am I? ', also indicates that she is aligned with 

Dostoevskii's ideological heroes, rather than his 'little men' . 
59 The 

importance of this issue is evident in her attitude to the other, as she asks in 

a letter to Aglaia, 'MOZHO M mo6HT]6 BceX, Bcex =Aeg, Bcex CBOHX 

6nHxanuc, -x qaCTO 3aAaBana ce6e 3TOT BOrIpOC? IKOHeqHO HeT, H Aa*e 

HeecTBeHHo' (VI14 379). Her words echo Ivan Karamazov's rebellion in 

particular (MV, 215), leading Seeley to describe her as a 'sister' to Ivan. 60 

There are also parallels with Stavrogin's, Raskol'nikov's and the 

underground man's inability to love or connect with the other, and with the 

Grand Inquisitor's system of reducing others to slavery out of love for 

them. In her own actions, Nastas'ia Filippovna generally has little regard 

for the other. She does not reciprocate other's attempts to script, exposing 

General Ivolgin's lie and refusing to participate in the petit-jeu in a normal 

way, and makes victims out of Radomskii, Aglaia and especially Rogozhin 

to serve her own purpose. The other for Nastas'ia Filippovna is primarily 

58 How Myshkin addresses the aesthetic in his scripting will be examined in chapter 2. 
59 See Frank F. Seeley, Tostoyevsky's Women', SEFA 39 (1961), 291-312 (p. 304). 
60 'Dostoyevsky's women'. p. 305. 
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an agent for her own self-assertion. Only Myshkin seems capable of 

bringing her back to life, but in the end she rejects the role he is offering as 

well. 

Idiot is often seen as the odd one out amongst Dostoevskii's major 

novels, precisely because it does not have an ideological hero at the centre 

of the work who propounds his theory. The underground man, 

Raskol'nikov, Shigalev, Kirillov, the Grand Inquisitor and Ivan Karamazov 

are all given opportunities to lay down their ideas on the paradoxes of 

fteedom and the concept of the self In Idiot only Ippolit comes close, in his 

'Neobkhodimoe ob'iasnenie', but although, as we shall see in chapter 3, he 

leaves a deep imprint on the tenor of the novel, the failure of his bid for 

self-finalization prevents him from taking a central role. In any case, unlike 

radical ideologists of the other novels, he has no system to propose, and 

simply rails against the injustice of the world. As he states, 

&O1COH, qaTenLHomy peineHHIO cnoco6ciBoBaiia, crano 6EaTb, He norHKa, He 

jiorH, qecKoe y6e*AeHHe, a onpameiiiie' (VM, 341). The pathetic band of 

nihilists of whom he is a member, meanwhile, merely demand their rights 

and have no positive convictions of their own. However, while there is no 

discrete section of the novel addressing the problem of freedom and 

defining a solution, the entire narrative is about Nastas'ia Filippovna's 

quest for freedom and the right to control her own life. The story of her 

fight for self-definition and the reaction of the other characters to her 

struggle could in fact be considered to be the main plot of Idiot. While the 

other novels focus on the issue of liberty from the intellectual point of 

view, when the stating of a theory in stark terms is appropriate, in Idiot 
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Dostoevskii uses a different approach, concentrating on the feelings and 

desires of the characters, in particular Nastas'ia Filippovna, in their 

interactivity, to communicate the practical problems of freedom as part of 

the human condition. In chapter 2,1 will examine Prince Myshkin's 

solution to the problems highlighted by the heroine's scripting. 
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Chapter 2. Prince Myshkin's Compassionate Realism and the 

Principles of Saintly Scripting 

On ne voit bien quavec le cocur. Vessentiel est 
invisible pour les yeux. 

- Antoine de Saint-Exupiry, Le Petit Prince 

Fools rush in where angels fear to tread. 
- Alexander Pope, Essays in Criticism 

As with Nastas'ia Filippovna, the figure of Prince Myshkin is shrouded in 

obscurity, and it is this which accounts for the contradictory interpretations 

of him discussed in the introduction (pp. 3-11). He is a complex creation, 

unknowable and indefinable, conceived as an ideal, but evidently falling 

some way short of being THA316 XpHCTOC' (iX, 246,249) in the final 

version of the novel. Another appellation in the notebook, the open-ended 

THA3A cýwwcom' (IX, 248) is perhaps the best description of the hero, and 

the overriding problem of the novel is the question of how to solve the 

'riddle' his character represents. ' The aim of this chapter is not to examine 

the character of Prince Myshkin as such, but to look beyond the traditional 

axis of the saintly and the malign, in order to see how his personality and 

vision changes. In order to establish why the Prince's fate becomes so 

closely bound up with Nastasia Filippovna's, this chapter will examine the 

foundations of his script and the ways in which it changes. It will 

1 Miler examines the development of this aspect of the Prince in the notebooks for the 
novel, Author, Narrator, andReader, pp. 77-84. 
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concentrate on Myshkin's vision of a 'higher reality', its origin in his 

epileptic fits, and its connections with his fundamental ideas 

('CocTpaAaHHe ecTE, rjiaBHeMHHA H[... ] eAHHcTBeHHblrL 3aKOH 66miA 

, qeJIOBe, qecTBa'; 'cmHpeHHe ecTi6 cTpaiuHaA cHiia'; 'mHp cnaceT icpacoTa'; 

6 BpemeHH 6ojimue He 6yAeT' (vni, 192; 329; 317; 189)), and will highlight 

both the positive and negative effects of these ideas on Myshkin's 

consciousness and his actions, and how these influence the other characters 

and the shape of the narrative as a whole. 

L THE FOUNDATIONS OF MYSHICIN9S SCRIff IN NARRATIVE 

The opening section of the novel, to the end of chapter seven, when Prince 

Myshkin leaves the Epanchins' house with Gania, is central to our 

understanding of the character of the hero and the effect his ideas have on 

the other protagonists. It is here that we, along with members of the 

Epanchin household, learn about his experiences in Switzerland, and their 

fundamental influence on his thinking. However, these early chapters are 

important not only in terms of the conception of the hero they portray; they 

are also vital in shaping the novel as a whole, for two reasons. Although we 

have already by this stage seen the narrative impulse in Rogozhin, it is 

Myshkin's story-telling in the first half of Part I which establishes narrating 

as the predominant mode of expression for all the main characters in the 

novel, and its role both in the creation of another reality and in the scripts 

which direct the re-creative impulse out towards others. In addition, the 

stories themselves take as their basic theme this very creation of another 
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reality. As Slattery states, Myshkin's interest is in the 'illusory line' 

2 
pointing to the 'mystery of life'. It is therefore important to examine the 

Prince's stories and the ideas that have inspired them, in order to define 

their role in the production of Myshkin's script, and their significance for 

the rest of Idiot. 

The first sustained narrative by the Prince is not so much a story as 

an ethical discourse on capital punishment. Having described the 

mechanics of the guillotine and the scene he witnessed in Lyons to the 

Epanchins' servant, Myshkin's primary concern is with the terror and 

suffering experienced by the man about to be executed, as be wonders, ', qTo 

we c Ayinort B 3Ty mmiM Aenamir, ; jo KaKHx cyAopor ee ; JOBOAT? 

HaApyraTejiLcTBO HaA Ayworl, 6ojmuie HHqero! ', and states, 'Tr 

npHrOBOP, HB TOM, IqTO HaBePHO He H36erHeUOIL, BCA Y)KaCHaA-TO myKa H 

CHAHT, H CHJE6Hee 3TDA MYKH HeT Ha cBeTe' (VUL 20-2 1). 

Two aspects of this narrative are striking. The hero's ability and 

willingness to empathize with the suffering of others, even the lowliest and 

apparently least deserving, stands out; as we saw in his response to 

Nastas'ia Filippovna, Myshkin is an ideal reader of the condemned man. 

There is no suggestion of ambiguity in the case to excite our or Myshkin's 

sympathy; Legros is a hardened criminal and a vicious murderer, and the 

fact that the Prince can feel compassion for such a person gives us a strong 

impression at this early stage in the novel of his underlying motivation and 

2 'The Frame Tale: Temporality, Fantasy and Innocence in Yhe Idiot', IDS Bulletin, 9 
(1979), 6-25 (p. 14). 
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impulse towards goodness without judging, and the essential irrelevance of 

the nature of a person's sin for Myshkin in the face of their suffering. This 

impression is heightened through his reference to the Bible: 'Cica3aHo: (<He 

y&fb, TaK 3a To, qTo oH yfti, it ero Y&BaTO HeT, 3TO HeJI]63. q* (vm, 20), 

and, more specifically, to Christ: '06 3TOR myKe H 06 3TOM ywace H 

XpHcToc roBopwi. HeT, c qeJIOBeICOM TaK Hejib3. q nocTynaThl' (viii, 21). 

Thus Myshkin himself suggests a link between his own idea and Christ's 

limitless compassion as an model for behaviour, and also recalls the fact 

that Christ was also executed and suffered this terror, as His words on the 

cross showed; 'My God, My God, why hast thou forsaken me? 93 

However, the object of Myshkin's compassion is perhaps even more 

noticeable. While his ethical position is centralized, his interest in the moral 

law is secondary; in spite of his reference to the ethical code of the Bible 

('CKmaHo: <(He y6Hr4))'), his primary focus is not the (un)acceptability of 

killing another human being. Rather he is concerned with the effect of the 

situation on the psyche of the individual, and with this in mind he explores 

the phenomenon which arouses his compassion: the metaphysical terror 

brought on by the sentence of death, specifically by the horror of the idea of 

nothingness after death. The destruction of hope entailed by a total absence 

of belief in a future life and the full and conscious realization of the 

proximity and inevitability of death, faced only at the moment when the 

opportunity to live has been finally denied, is for Myshkin the true, 

unbearable misery of execution: 

Matthew 27.46. 
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A BeAi6 riiaBHaR, camaA cHabHaA 6ojii6, moxceT, He B paHax, a BOT 

RTO BOT MUM HaBepHo, qTO BOTnepe3 tiac, noTomqepe3 AecATh 
mHHyT, noTom qepe3 rlOJIMRHyrbl, noTom Teneph, BOT cermac - 
Ayuaa H3 -rena BEmeMr, H -no -iejiOBeKom yxc 6oahtue He 6yAeuib, H 

lqTO 3TO YXC HaaepHO; rJlaBHoe To, wo Haeepw. [... ] Y6HBaTb 3a 

y6HAcTBo Hecopa3mepHo 6onmuee HaKa=He, nem camoe 
npecrymemie. Y6HAcTBo no npHrOBOPY Hecopa3mepHo yxcacHee, 
, qem y6HAcTBo pa36oAHHqhe (viii, 20 author's emphasis). 

As Chirkov explains, 

OH [((MOTHB XM3HH))] 3BY91ff ( 
... 

]B paccica3ax Mi6nui(mHa o 
cmepTHorl ica3HH H npeAcmepTHux nepe)mBaHHAx ocy)KAeHHoro, 
icowpwrl HaA6ojiee HHTeHCHBHO ow,, yMaeT CHJIY H 6iiaro ZM3HH 
KmeHHo Torga, Kor; xa XW3HI. y Hero OTHHMalOT ((HaBePHO)). YWaC B 
Tom, tiTo ocyxcAeHHRi6iR iiHiiieH BCAKOrl HaAeXM]61 Ha cnaceHHe, 
KoTopa3i ocTaeTc3i B TOR HIM HHOR ýopme B ApyrHx ca"aeB 
jwmeHHA XMHH qejiOBeK& Bcx maKcHmaaLHaR ocTpoTa 
BHyWeHHero COCTOAHHA lIpeCTYnHHKa, 0 KOTOPOM PaCCKa3blBaeT 
ý&MKHH, BwpacTaeT H3 IqYAOBHIAHOrO KOHTpacTa COMMA H 
)KaXCABI XM3HH nepe; j JIHIJOM HemHHyemori cmeM. 4 

Myshkin's first narrative therefore presents us with several clues to 

his mindset and fundamental beliefs: his compassion, particularly for the 

humiliated and outcast, his deep concern with ethical issues, and the feeling 

that nothing can be worse for the individual's state of mind than either 

forcing him to face death without any suggestion of a new life to come, or 

depriving him of life at the very moment when he has discovered its true 

potential. Although the Prince returns to this subject and expands on it, his 

first statement is revealing, not least because it concentrates on the negative 

side of Myshkin's idea, on the terror and finality of mortality, not, as he 

later emphasizes, on the potential to which it points. 

40 Sak Dostoevskogo: problematik idel, obrazy. ý prodolzbenle (Moscow: Nauka, 1967), 
p. 129. 
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The reaction of the servant to this discourse is also significant. We 

have already seen in chapter one that Myshkin, with his 'THXHM H 

npiimHpaio=m ronocom' (viu4 7) and open, friendly manner, has attracted 

Rogozhin: THAU, HeH3BecTHo mHe, 3a WO A Te6A nojuo6HJI" (VIH, 13). 

Now the Epanchin's servant, having initially been suspicious of the 

unexpected visitor, changes his attitude immediately upon hearing him 

speak and, breaking the house rules and all laws of propriety, allows him to 

smoke. By speaking to the servant openly and as an equal, Myshkin breaks 

down barriers and encourages the other to be similarly open and receptive. 

Aglaia may be teasing the hero when she later says of the incident, THA316 

- ; 1emoicpaT' (Vi14 54), but the epithet is apt; not only does his compassion 

embrace all in the story, but he also excludes no-one from the possibility of 

learning about it. 

The remainder of the Prince's narratives in the first half of Part II 

unfold during his meeting with the Epanchin women. Here, prompted by 

Mrs Epanchina, he describes unremarkable pastoral scenes from his life in 

Switzerland, incidentally also introducing to these listeners the suggestion 

of a link with Christ by mentioning the donkey (VIU, 48). 5 He then turns to 

another unusual experience which, as in the case of the execution he 

witnessed, has evidently occupied his mind a great deal: 

Y Hac TaM BOAonaA ftui [ ... 
] Towe HHorAa B riojiAeHb, KorAa 

3armemE. iqoxa-HH6yAb B ropbi, MHeijib O; XRH nocpeAHHe ropbi, 

5 Natal'ia Ashimebaeva's new article, 'Comedy between the poles of humour and tragedy, 
beauty and ugliness: Prince Myshkin as a comic character', in Two Centuries of Russian 
Humour and Satire, ed. by Lesley Mlne, trans. by Sarah I Young (forthcoming), 
addresses the fact that such biblical references in the novel are obscured by the comic 
nature of the scenes in which they are presented. 
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Kpyrom cocHbi, cTaphie, GojibiiiHe, emojiHeThie; BBepxy Ha CKaiie 
cTapLig 3amoK epe; xHeBeKOBLIrl, pa3BajiHHbi; Haiiia ; xepeBeHI>Ka 

, naiieK0 BHIMY, nyT16 BimHa; cojiHize qpKoe, HeGo rojiy6oe, THWHHa 

cTpainHaA. BOT TYT-TO, 6biBaii0, H 30BeT BCÖ Ky; za-To, H MHe BCÖ 

Ka3ajioci�, qTo eciiH r10rITH Bce npAmo, HZTH gojiro-, nojiro H 3allTH 
BOT 3a 3TY MMHIO, 3a Ty camyio, me He6o c 3eNuierl BcTpeqaeTcR, 

TO TaM BCA H pa3ranKa, H TOl"laC xce HOBYIO *H3HI» YBH; IHIU]6, B 

Twc. q, qy pa3 CHJIbHeri ii IUYMHeri�qem y Hac; Tuoil 6ojibiiioil ropoa 
mHeBCdmewuCA, KaKHeariOJI]b, B HeM BCÖ ABOPLILI, MYM, rpOM, 

ZX3H16... ga mano jiHnTo meqmoch! (Vul, 50-51). 

This description is our first indication of Myshkin's vision of a higher 

reality, a different spatial dimension beyond the horizon where the true 

nature of the universe, and man's place in it, are revealed. By evoking 

biblical imagery, the Prince not only indicates that he is speaking of a 

spiritual dimension, but also introduces the motif of re-creation. The image 

of the waterfall is connected to both the fountain from which the rivers 

spring in Genesis 2.6, and the restoration of the water of life to mankind at 

the end of Revelation (22.1-2). Furthermore, the city Myshkin mentions at 

the end of the vision recalls the rise of the New Jerusalem in Revelation 2 1. 

1-2, thus providing indirect metaphoric link between Myshkin's vision and 

the ultimate re-creation which completes the cycle of the Bible's 

macrostructure. 6 

The re-creative and Biblical theme which runs through this image 

also imparts a feeling of great joy at the potential of Myshkin's discovery, 

in sharp contrast to the bleak picture of despair he painted in his first 

narrative. However, here too there are darker notes: the ruined castle is a 

Gothic feature, and implies a threat. Moreover, the 4THIHHHa cTpamHaA' can 

6 See Edwards, p. 5. 
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be interpreted either negatively or positively. It introduces a further 

disquieting element, as amidst the hero's positive celebration of life, nature 

and re-creation, the possibility of a more disturbing side, unidentified or 

unexplained, remains. However, it is also an oxymoronic epithet of the type 

used to describe the ineffable in religious experience. 7 In describing his 

mystical feeling of oneness with the world and sense of the true meaning of 

life, Myshkin expresses in metaphorical terms both the nature of this higher 

plane of existence and the impulse to gain access to it. The hero's vision 

inspired personally authentic religious feeling in him, but alongside the 

beauty, hope and harmony, he recognizes the threats posed by ugliness, fear 

and doubt. 

The import of Myshldn's vision of a higher reality is heightened 

through the context in which his narrative arises. In response to the 

introductory Swiss tableaux he presents, Adelaida. comments, 'A onm- 

TaKH He noHHmaio, icaK 3To mozHo Tax npAmo paccmmBar6, [ ... ]A 6161 

HmxaK HeHarruraciV (vm, 49). She then admits a similar problem with 

painting in the following exchange with the hero: 'ABOT CIO)KeTaAJIA 

icapTHHw ABa roAa HaRM He mory [ 
... 

] HaRTH MHe, KHA3h, cioweT xLq 

icapwHbi. -AB 3TOM HHqerO He noHHmaio. MHe KaxceTcA: B3rjMHyIM6 H 

mican. - BVamiyTh He ymeio' (viu, 50). When Aglaia hears that Myshkin 

was happy abroad, she exclaims excitedly ('BcicpHqajia'), 'CtiaCTnHB! Bu 

ymeeTe 6mTj6 cqacTjiHBi6im? TaK KaK xce BEj rOBopHTe, WO He HayqHncq 

7 See William James, 7he Varieties of Religious Fxperience: A Study in Human Nature 
(New York: Penguin, 1982) (first pub. 1902), p. 420. 
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rnAAeTE.? ' (VIH, 50). The Epanchin women instinctively grasp both the 

importance of seeing and re-creating to leading a life free of suffering, and 

the conversation points to a strong link between looldng in the correct 

manner and spiritual happiness, providing the first indication of the 

importance for the novel of the aesthetic as the foundation of ethics. 8 

The preamble to Myshkin's image of the waterfall fulfils two main 

functions. In the first place, it serves to sharpen the distinction between the 

Prince and his interlocutors and thus to highlight the potential of Myshkin 

as a narrator. The Epanchin women immediately see in their visitor 

something different and important someone from whom they can learn; 

Mrs Epanchina's words, 'A XOqy Mam6, KaK OH ymeeT rOBOPHn' (VIII, 48), 

like her daughters' remarks quoted above, demonstrate her intuition not 

only that the Prince is able to tell a story, but also of the significance of 

story-telling in general. Secondly, they also realize, and signal to the reader 

through this conversation, the essential link between seeing and creating. 

Even before Adelaida is given the advice, 'MraitHYT16 H riHcaTh' this is an 

issue; practically the first words ýArs Epanchina addresses to Myshkin are, 

TaxwreCh BOT TYT, I(HA316, BOT Ha 3TOMqxciie, HanpoTHB, HeT, cw; xa, K 

COJIHLI)r, K CBeTy 6jimxe noABtmhTecE,, qro6 A mornaBiweTh' (Vaý 46). 

The connection between seeing and the aesthetic and ethical 

response it arouses is vital to our understanding of Myshkin's world-view. 

We have already by this stage seen examples of the Prince's aesthetic 

appreciation in his identification of the painting of the Canton of Uri, the 

8 See Woronzoff-Dashkofý 'The Sympathetic Vision', p. 71 and passim. 
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care and thought he puts into his calligraphy, and the attention he pays to 

the photograph of Nastas'ia Filippovna (virý 25-32). 9 As the conversation 

about seeing and telling unfolds, it becomes clear that rather than being 

simple aesthetic objects, these items are in fact the first indications of an 

important theme, the re-creation of another reality in art, both literary and 

visual, and they are vital not in themselves, but in the responses of other 

characters to them. Furthermore, the hero's ability to see or read a situation 

or person clearly connects him to Christ, as it was the mission of Jesus in 

coming after the Fall to 'open their eyes'. 10 

The ethical aspect of seeing and recreating has already arisen in the 

story Myshkin tells to the servant, but it now becomes clear that there is an 

additional layer of significance in this first narrative. The fact that the hero 

begins with an eye-witness account of Legros mounting the scaffold and 

then broadens his vision to outline the implications of a death sentence 

indicates to the reader that he has not only seen, but has responded to 

seeing in a creative and morally responsible way. This is the essence of the 

re-creative activity which is so central to the characters' scripts; the 

aesthetic shock of the image presented by the Prince intensifies its Moral 

message, and provides a model for the narrational aspirations of all the 

protagonists. Immediately after the discussion about seeing and telling, 

Myshkin's image of the waterfall and the place where earth and sky meet 

9 On Myshkin's response to the photograph, see pp. 72-74 above. 
10 Acts 26.18; see Edwards, p. 211. 
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shows what is possible when one can see property, and itself re-creates the 

aesthetic experience for others. 

Robert Louis Jackson points out that the opening paragraph of the 

novel contains a reference to seeing, or rather to not seeing: Timm Tu 

CLIPO H IYMaMO, 'ITO HaCIMy paccBejio; B AeCATH WaM, BrIpaBO H BjieBO 

OT AoporH, TpyAHo Umo pa3rmmeTi6 xoTj6 IITO-HH6yA]6 H3 OKOH BaroHa' 

(vm, 5). " Thus as the novel opens out in Part I, and seeing becomes an 

overt theme, it seems that Prince Myshkin, having journeyed from his 

Swiss paradise where clarity of vision is possible, has arrived in a 

homeland where seeing - and therefore the re-creative activity it inspires - 

is difficult, immediately implying a spiritual absence in the lives of the 

people amongst whom he has come. Edwards notes that difficulty with 

seeing is a sign of the Fall and man's spiritual death; 12 the comment from I 

Corinthians 13.12, 'for now we see though a glass, darkly' is an apt 

description of the spiritual status of the inhabitants of Petersburg when the 

hero arrives. Aglaia's comment when Myshkin is first mentioned to the 

women, Sc HHm moxmo ewe B XCMYPKH [blind man's buff] Hrpan' (Vloý 

45), again highlights the question of seeing, suggesting three possible 

interpretations. In Jackson's view, 'Myshkin, childlike, is groping about in 

the darkness. For his own sake, too, it is important that he "move nearer to 

13 the lighf". On the other hand, as this comment is made before the Prince 

11 Dialogues with Dosloevskr Me Overwhelming Questions (Stanford, CA: Stanford 
University Press, 1993), p. 309n.. 
12 Edwards, p. 224. 
13 Dialogues, p. 47. 
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is introduced to them, and before he has had a chance to impress them with 

his aptitude for story-telling, it could imply either that the Epanchin women 

cannot truly conceive of being able to see and therefore attribute their own 

'blindness' to him as well, or that they think that they will be able to see 

better than him; both possibilities emphasize their lack of experience of the 

spiritual dimension in comparison with their visitor. 

Aside from the question of seeing and recreating being raised at this 

point, the possibility of a direct link between this mystical vision and the 

earlier, harsher story of the man about to be executed seems remote, but the 

hero then completes his word-picture with a significant phrase, 'A noTom 

mHe nOKa3aJIOCb, qTo HB -nophme MOXCHO OrPOMHYIO WH31116 HaRm9 (VIU, 

51), which not only hints at the fact that for Myshkin there is a strong 

connection between the two ideas, but also allows him to steer the 

conversation back to the subject of the death sentence, in order to provide 

the reader and the Epanchin women with a more definitive explanation of 

his world view. His comment further indicates his belief that the mystery of 

life, and true spiritual freedom, are to be found within man, and not in 

external circumstances; by introducing it at this point Myshkin shifts the 

focus of attention back to the pressing issue of the role which the 

consciousness of death plays in spiritual awakening. 

Aglaia reacts to this observation with cynicism: 'nociie; IHIOIO 

noxBajiBHyio mhicnL R eme B moert ((XpecwmaTHH)ý, xorAa mHe 

ABeHaAixaTE, neT 6Luio, qwma', (via, 51); she assumes that it is a childish 

subject on which there is nothing new to say, again emphasizing the lack of 

a spiritual dimension which sharpens the contrast between Myshkin and his 
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interlocutors. However, in spite of both this and the apparent 

inappropriateness of his new theme in the present company, the Prince 

launches into his next story undeterred. 

In returning to the question of capital punishment, Myshkin 

confirms his intense, even morbid, fascination with the subject. However, 

his focus on this occasion is somewhat different. Having concentrated in 

his first narrative on compassion, inspired by the fear and hopelessness 

experienced by the convict awaiting death without the consolation of 

eternal life, his second discourse on the issue offers a more positive 

interpretation. In relating the description of a man sentenced to death and 

then reprieved at the last minute, the hero widens his viewpoint to examine 

what lies beyond the teffor. 

At the end of the execution scene he describes to the servant, 

Myshkin comments, 'MoweT 6bm, H ecTh TaKoR nenOBeic, icoTopomy 

npO'qllH IlpHrOBOP, ; IajiH nomy, ýmTwA, a nOTOM cica3ajrH: oCi3maft, Te6e 

npoiuaioT)). BOT 3MOR qejwBex, moxceT UiTE-, mor 6Ej paccica3aTb' (VEff, 

21), again suggesting that access to another reality and realization of the 

true meaning of death are of central importance to story-telling, for the 

listener as well as the speaker, as well as indicating his own prowess as a 

narrator. His use of rhetorical questions and dramatic suspense arouses and 

maintains the interest of the reader and the servant. For the former, this is 

reawakened in his later conversation with the Epanchin women, when he 

reveals that he has indeed met a man who can tell such a story: 'B 

npomewyTKe Me)KAY ABYMA 17PHrOBopamH, ABaAllaTh MHHYT HJIH rIO KparlHe 
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mepe EieTBepTh qaca, OH npO)KHn n0; j HecoMHeHHLIM y6e=eHtiem, qT0 

tiepe3 HecKojii6Ko MHHYT OH BApyr ympeT' (VIU, 5 1). 

By presenting this narrative as a true story, two levels of 

authenticity are achieved. Firstly, Dostoevskii's own reprieve from the 

firing squad gives credence to Myshkin's description and his view of the 

topic as a whole for the reader. Secondly, the Epanchins are also presented 

with the real, not the imaginary, and thus, as sceptical listeners, are more 

likely to be convinced of the truth of the description and the significance of 

the theme. Furthermore, the fact that the Prince met this man 'last year' 

(Viuý 51), significantly before he witnessed the execution of Legros (TOT 31 

yxc meCAIJ Ha3aA 3TO BHAejil (vu4 20)), suggests that he had already spent a 

great deal of time thinking about the implications of the death sentence for 

the human psyche by the time he saw it for himself He now tells us, 'MHe 

YMCHO XOTeJIOCb cjiytuaTE,, icor; ia OH HHorAa 17PHrIOMHHaJI CBOH 

Tomaunme BneqaTjieHHA, HR HecKojiE-Ko pa3 HaqRHaii erO BHOB16 

paccripaumaTE. ' (vuý 51), again indicating his belief in the necessity of 

acquiring this knowledge. 

The story itself again concentrates on the effect of the certainty and 

finality of death, when the remaining minutes of life can be counted, and 

once more gives little suggestion of the possibility of an afterlife. Only the 

rays of the sun glinting on the cupola hint at another level of existence after 

death, as 'emy Ka3ajioci6, RTO 3TH nyqH erO HOBaA npHpoAa,, qTO OHqepe3 

TpH mmiyThi KajK-HmGyAi6 com6eTCA C HHMH... ' (viu, 52), but even with the 

presence of the church this is so close to dust and nothingness that it cannot 

provide comfort or hope. Nevertheless, in contrast to the terror evident in 
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Legros' reaction, the Prince on this occasion depicts the great potential in 

the condemned man's situation: 

BbixoAHjio, qTo ocTaeTcx MM116 MHHYT nAT16, He 6ojiibiiie. OH 

roBopim, wo 3THnAn mRHyTica3aimcE, emy 6ecKOHeqHbIM CPOKOM, 

orpomHi6im 6oraTcTBom; emy Kamaom, lqTO B DTH nAT16 MHHYT OH 

npo)EmBeT cTojibKo XM3HeR, qTo euie ceritiac HeqerO H AymaTj6 o 

nociieAHem MTHOBemH (VHI, 52). 

Rather than focusing on the end of this fixed period of time remaining, as 

Myshkin had in his earlier narrative, here the emphasis is on the experience 

of the passing of time under these circumstances. The intensity with which 

the condemned man experiences his remaining minutes, and feels his 

mortality as a physical rather than simply an intellectual truth, suggests 

both that this is real life, and that there is a possibility of spiritual 

regeneration, as Dostoevskii himself felt after his own reprieve, according 

to a letter to his brother (xxvm. i, 88). When the precise moment of death is 

calculated and contemplated beforehand, all the delusions of everyday life 

are forcibly stripped away. 

Although Myshkin clearly wishes to highlight the positive aspect of 

this idea and the value of life it reveals, he does not deny its terrifying side, 

again commenting on the agony of the hope that death is not in fact 

inevitable and the horror of dying without belief in the afterlife: 

HCH3BecTHocTh H oTBp=eHHe OT 3TorO HoBoro, iKoTopoe 6yAeT H 

ceR, qaC HacTynHT, 6fmH yAcacHBI; HO OH roBOPHT, qM HxqerO He 
6bMO ARA HerO B 3TO BpemA Timenee, icax 6ecripepLJBHaA MLICJIE,: 
OlTo, ecim 6161 He ymHl)aTi6l T-ITo, eCJIH 6161 BOPOTHTh )KH3Rb, - 
KaicaA 6eCKOHemocnl)> (vin, 52). 
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However, the misery of such an experience is of secondary importance to 

the Prince's design for this narrative, which is to emphasize the value of 

life. Having remarked on the burden of hope, Myshkin returns swiftly to 

the potential of the idea of total awareness of time (and mortality), telling 

the assembled family that the reprieved man continued, 'A 661 Tor; ja 

F. a=YIO MKHYTY B uejiblrl BeK o6paTHii, HHqero 6bI He noTepAn, Ka=yio 

6E, i mwWry cqeTom oTaqwhiBaji, yxc HHqero 6bi AapoM He HcipaTwil' (VIEý 

52). 

Although he later admits, 'BOBce He raK X= H mHoro-mHoro mHHyT 

noTepAii' (Vmý 53), Myshkin is convinced there is some truth in the man's 

words. When Alexandra remarks, 'Hy, cTano 616IT16, BOT BaM H ormT, cTaiio 

6LITh, H Heinu XGITh, B3anpaB; xy <(oTcqHTuBaA cqeTom))', he will not 

completely deny the idea: 'Aa, noqemy-nH6y; v6 ; Ia HeJE63A Mce [ ... 
] MHe 

camoMy 3TO ica3anoci6... A Bce-TaKH xaK-TO He BePHTCA' (vm, 53). Slattery, 

agreeing with Alexandra's point of view, suggests that clinging to the 

notion that every second of life can be counted is one of the hero's major 

faults, as it is a denial of the temporal reality of human life: 'to be 

enmeshed in human life is to. be in human time', and to place oneself 

outside human time is to cease participation in human life. 14 

While in some respects this is a fair criticism, it ignores a basic fact. 

In his descriptions of men awaiting execution, Myshkin is describing in its 

most clarified and shocking form the inevitable conclusion of all human 

life. Therefore this access to a different temporal perception from that 

14 'Frame Tale', pp. 15-16. 
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which we normally experience, which Slattery calls 'a violation of human 

temporality, constructed in order to escape from the horrible certainty of 

the future', 15 is in fact a refinement of human temporality in order to 

confront that certainty. The Prince is asserting that by fully realizing and 

understanding one's true, mortal nature, man can appreciate the essential 

value of life, which gives rise to the aspiration to count every minute. As 

Belopol'skii notes, 'MTuniiH MepxvxaeT Heo6xoAHmocT6 cepi6e3Horo 

oTHouieHHA K co&TBeiiHorl XM3HH: rIOCKOJIhKO )KH3Hb - ixeHHOCTh, HaAO 

iletiffm Ka=yio mHHyq'. 
16 The hero's final comments show his awareness 

of the difficulty, or perhaps impossibility, of this task, but the idea of 

examining one's relation to time with respect to the inevitability of death, 

far from fleeing reality, is in fact addressing directly the problem of 

perceiving the reality of the 'world as it is given'. 
17 

When we look at the next execution narrative told by Myshkin, 

which returns to the scene of Legros' execution, many of the same features 

recur. The idea of counting every second is illustrated in the prisoner's 

journey to the scaffold, as his perception of time becomes more intense and 

elongated in inverse proportion to the amount of time he has left to live: 

A ; xymaio, nT0 BOT TYT Towe Ka*eTeq, qm eine 6CCK0HeqHo xGm 
ocTaeTcA, noKa Be3yT. MHe KaxceTcA, OH, HaBepH0, gyman goporori: 
«Eine gojiro, eine wmmTpH yjiiiiißi ocTaeTc31; BOT 3T0 npoeuy, 
noTom eineTa ocTaHeTcA, noTom eineTa, rjxe()YJIO'qHHK HanpaBo... 
eine Korza-To ; xoe; xem go 6YjioqHHKal» (VIII, 55). 

13 'Frame Tale', p. IS. 
16 Dostoevskii i filosofskaia mYsP ego ePOkh1- Koniseptsfid cheloveka (Rostov: Izd. 
Rostovskogo universiteta, 1987), p. 164. 

17 Slattery, 'Frame Tale', p. 16. 
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The loss of hope that accompanies the knowledge of the precise moment of 

one's death is also evident in the silence of the prisoner after he has been 

told he will be executed that morning, and Myshkin's compassion for the 

convict's despair is aroused by the bitter consolation of his final meal: 'Hy, 

He Hacmema M4 3TO? Be; ij,, noAymaemb, xaX 3TO wecToKo, ac Apyrorl 

cTopoHE, i, eft-6ory, 3TH HeBHHHhie JIIOAK OT IIHcToro cepALxa AejiaIOT H 

yBepeHE. i, qM 3TO IqeJIOBeicomo6He' (vu4 55). 

The theme of compassion is further highlighted through its absence, 

as the Prince imagines the prisoner's thoughts on seeing the crowds who 

have come to watch his deaa While Myshkin may have visited the scene 

in the spirit of research into human suffering and compassion, it is clear 

that for the majority of spectators, the event merely provides grim 

entertainment, and no thoughts are spared for the feelings of the 

condemned man. The description of the opposition of the convict and the 

crowd, 'KpyromHapoA, icpHic, wym, ; xecrmTmcqq imix, ; IecAnT]6icxq ram, 

- BC6 3TO HaAo riepeHecTH, a riiaBHoe, miucim: ((BOT Hx ; xecm nicAq, allX 

HHKorO He Ka3wrr, a metm-To ica3malo' (VM, 55), suggests that the subject 

would experience an intense feeling of separation and isolation from the 

rest of humanity. There is no sense of co-feeling or co-suffering to expiate 

the terror of the prisoner, but simply objectification, as we saw in relation 

to Nastas'ia Filippovna in chapter one above, and a denial of his humanity 

as punishment is used to provide a spectacle for the onlookers. For 

Myshkin this evidently adds to the condemned man's pain and suffering, 

and even though he is described as a '60JIblUOrl Mueft', such inhumane 

treatment is still wrong. From this point of view, the Prince's response 
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conforms to the Russian tradition of seeing convicts as unfortunate rather 

than evil, to be pitied rather than punished. Konstantin Barsht relates the 

importance of faces in Dostoevsldi's creative process specifically to the 

writer's conception of faith: 'According to Dostoevskii, art, by requiring of 

the artist love for the subject of the depiction irrespective of the morality of 

the face being depicted, places him in the position of the Christian obliged 

to love his enemy'. 18 

As the condemned man mounts the scaffold, Myshkin returns to the 

idea of perception sharpening with the nearness of the moment of death, 

when 'rojiOBa ywaCHO xwBeT H pa6oTaeT, Aomwo 6brrh, CHJTLHO, CHNbHO, 

cHjii6Ho, icaic maamHa B XOAY' (viiý 56). Again he suggests that this is a 

moment of absolute truth, with no room for delusions about the nature of 

reality and mortality; the prisoner at this point 'eag 3uaem' (VM, 56, 

author's emphasis). The fact that the hero sees the significance of the fully 

conscious realization of the instant before death as the experience of true 

reality, free from all delusions, is evinced in his comment, 'A 6bT, eciiH 6EJ 

newan, x 6BI HapoqHo cayinan H ycinjinan" (VuI, 56). The most terrifying 

moment, of hearing the guillotine blade as it descends, is also for Myshkin 

the moment of maximal awareness of the true nature of life, and is 

therefore the most valid experience, even if it is followed immediately by 

annihilation. 

18 'Defining the face: observations on Dostoevskii's creative processes', in Russian 
Literature, Modernimn and the Visual Arts, ed. by Cattiona, Kelly and Stephen Lovell 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000), pp. 23- 57 (p. 26). 
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Furthermore, as in the case of Myshkin's other narratives about the 

death sentence, such knowledge and understanding are not suggestive of a 

belief in the afterlife. In the first two stories, the absence of the idea of 

immortality is evident in the metaphysical terror of the possibility of 

nothingness after death. In his final story directly pertaining to the psyche 

of the condemned man, the hero overtly denies that faith or the promise of 

eternal life are possibilities, as although he depicts the prisoner kissing the 

proffered crucifix avidly, 'BpAA16 AH B 3TY mHHyTy qTo-HH6y; xT. 

peJlHrH03Hoe C03HaBan' (vmý 56). 

The absence of faith as a factor affecting the experiences of the men 

sentenced to death in these three narratives, in the words of a character who 

mentions Christ and uses biblical imagery, and has been linked to Christ by 

many critics, is striking. It suggests an awareness by Myshkin of the 

difficulty of belief in another, higher reality, and a deep sense of 

compassion for the poor souls who do not have this comfort. Furthermore, 

his understanding of the importance of faith in the face of impending death, 

illustrated with extreme examples, gives additional grounding to his belief 

in the use of narrative to create access to another reality, where a different 

relationship to space and, more importantly, in view of human mortality, 

time, is possible. 

In this sense the final story he tells about the death sentence 

conforms to the aesthetic principle in several ways. Not only does he 

narrate after seeing, becoming an ethically ideal narrator as well as an ideal 

reader, and compelling his listeners to ponder his meaning (which is 

apparent in Alexandra's response, '3TO, KOHeqHO, HenoxoNce Ha KBHeTH3M' 
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(vmý 56)), but his description is also linked to both narrative technique and 

visual art. Liza Knapp connects the development of Dostoevskii's 'fantastic 

realism' to his own reprieve from the death sentence as, 

after experiencing those ten harrowing minutes of being face-to- 
face with death and after relating them to himself and others, 
Dostoevsky, as an artist, went on to concentrate on depicting the 
invisible moments of psychic intensity, the most dramatic of these 
being times in which death is apprehended. The eschatological bent 
taken by Dostoevsky's thought produced a literary style with the 
concomitant urgency and immediacy. 19 

The 'fantastic premise' of the direct apprehension and mediation of the 

experience of deathýo gives rise to Dostoevskii's - and Myshkin's - 

narrative impulse of 'peaM3M B BEicmem cmbiciie' (xxmý 65). Myshkin's 

execution stories are also linked to Dostoevskii's personal experience in 

some of their details. In particular, the image of the prisoner kissing the 

crucifix in spite of his evident lack of belief reprises the actions of the 

21 confirmed atheists Petrashevskii and Speshnev. Furthermore, the absence 

of hope in the reprieved man's story, in which he perceives that he will 

merge into the rays of the sun and nothingness, recalls Speshnev's words, 

gun peu de poussiere', in reply to Dostoevskii's 'nous serons avec le 

Christ'. 22 By reflecting his own experience in Myshkin's narratives, 

Dostoevskii highlights the importance of the knowledge of death from the 

19 Dostoevsky as Reformer. - Yhe PeIrshevsky Case, ed. and trans. by Liza Knapp (Ann 
Arbor, W: Ardis, 1987), p. 24. 
20 Knapp, Dostoevsky as Reformer, p. 23. 
21 Joseph Frank, Dostoevsky: Yhe Years of Ordeal, 1850-1859 (London: Robson, 1983), p. 
55. 
22 See Frank, Ae Years of Ordeal, p. 58. 
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point of view of the development of his artistic technique, but he also 

conveys the concomitant ethical imperative of the rebirth to new life. 

Myshkin also proposes the scene as a subject for a painting: $MHe 

YXMCHo Ui, ywaCHo 6Ei xoTejiocj6, IqTO6bI BbI HJIH KTO-HH6YAE, 3TO 

HapiicOBaii! [ ... ]A TorAa xce noAyman, turo icaPTHHa 6yAeT noneMaAl (VM, 

55). The fact that he refers to such a painting as "useful' again suggests that 

he perceives the aesthetic object in ethical terms, as something that will 

encourage others to see what he can see, again affirming the primary 

necessity of visual contact to stimulate an ethical response: 'TyT OH 

B3rllAHYJI B MOIO CTOPOHY; A rIOrJ=eJl Ha ero JIHIXO H BCO rIOHAn ... 
9 (VM, 

55). The composition he outlines for the painting at the end of his 

description intensifies this aspect: 'KpeCT H ronoBa - BOT KapMHa, mWo 

cBmixeHHHica, nanana, eroAByx ciiyx=jieR HHecicoJILKo rojiOB Hriia3 

CHH3y, - DC8 3TO mo)KHo HaPHCOBaTL, KaK 6m Ha Tpmem nnaHe, B TymaHe, 

Aiia aKceccyapa... ' (via, 56). By representing the watching crowd as an 

indistinct, faceless mass and as background to the sharp focus of the real 

subject, Myshkin is again highlighting the total separateness of the 

spectators, and their objectification of the condemned man (again echoing 

the treatment of Nastas'ia Filippovna by others), which further augments 

his fear and misery. 

The aesthetic aspect of the painting proposed by the Prince is given 

another angle through its connection to another work of art, as he says, 'A B 

Ba3ene He; xBaHo o; xHy Taicyio icapTHHy BHAejil (VM, 55). Here the value of 

seeing such a painting for the ethical response it provokes is emphasized, as 

Myshkin continues, Mie oqeHh xoqeTcq Bam paccica3aTh... A iKor; la- 
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HH6yAE, paccKawy... oqeHb meHA nopa3Hna' (VM, 55). In his discussion of a 

heightened state of awareness, in which the aesthetic element plays a large 

part, his feverish insistence of the effect of this portrait on him, and its 

possible effect on others, even at second hand, reveals how essential he 

believes this aspect of his vision to be. 

Furthermore, the fact that this work has been identified by the 

editors of the Academy Edition as Hans Fries' 'The Beheading of John the 

Baptist' (1514) (IX, 433) raises additional issues. By introducing this 

murder from the Gospels, Prince Myshkin also points to the execution of 

Christ, further underlining the nothingness that follows death in his tales, 

and initially suggesting a total denial of the Resurrection. 23 However, if we 

re-examine the reference to Christ in Myshkin's first story, a different 

solution is again suggested. It is worth quoting the passage in full: 

MoxceT 6hm, H ecTh TaKoAqejioBeK, KOTOPOMY nNtMH npHrOBOP, 

Aajm nOMYIqHThcA, a noTom CKa3aJM: ((CTynari, Te6e npoiuam)). 
BOT 3MOR qejioBex, moxceT 6ErrE,, mor 6m pacCICa3aTh. 06 wort 

mpce H 06 3TOM ywace H XpHcToc rOBOPHJI. HeT, C IleJIOBeKom raK 
HeJlb331 nocWaTib! (VIH, 2 1). 

By juxtaposing the image of Christ to that of the reprieved man, the Prince 

implies that Christ, who has experienced the horror of death, has been 

reprieved through resurrection in order to reveal what the end of life truly 

signifies. His death and resurrection show that the fear of death can be 

conquered, and that His forgiveness is there to save mankind from this 

horror. Therefore, although muted, Myshkin's stories about men 

23 An issue which later becomes central with the introduction of the Holbein painting 
'Christ in the Tomb' in Part H; see pp. 220-22 and 296-97 below. 
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condemned to death do in fact contain hints of the existence of life after 

death, and of a specifically religious (as opposed to organic) side to his 

vision. However, he makes little of this point, and in general it is the 

possibilities of realizing another plane of existence in this life, rather than 

the next, on which he concentrates. Furthermore, by highlighting different 

facets of the experience of faith in his narratives, both the practical and the 

spiritual, the hope of the presence of faith and the despair of its absence, 

Myshkin does not insist on a one-sided interpretation of his vision and 

ideas, but rather depicts the tension which exists between faith and doubt 

and the difficulty of achieving the former in the face of the latter. 

The Epanchins, like Rogozhin before them, pick up on the Christian 

aspects of his discourse and self-image. Although the General's "TOTIH06or 

nociiajil' (VIII, 44) has little to do with religious feeling and is more an 

expression of relief that the Prince will distract attention from his 

involvement in the Nastasia Filippovna affair, Mrs Epanchina's words, 'A 

Bepyio, qTo BaC HmeHHO xiA mewt 6or npHBeii B IleTep6ypr H3 

IIIBerlijapHll. MoxceT Urm, 6yAeT y Bac ; tpyrHe Aena, Ho riiaBHoe, xiA 

meHA' (VM, 70) both emphasize the religious dimension and suggest that 

she too is searching for an ideal. Moreover, Adelaida's statement, 'B16i 

ýIVIOCOý H Hac rIpHexanH noyqaTE. ' (VUL 5 1) indicates in more general 

terms the importance the family ascribes to the Prince so soon after their 

acquaintance. 

The significance of faces to Myshkin's ethical stance is clear by this 

stage; his discourse on the condemned man as a subject for a painting 

confirms his belief that a skilful examination and depiction of a face can 
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reveal the spiritual state of the person, and thus arouse a true ethical 

response in the observer. As Johnson states, 'Dostoevskii's notion of the 

good in this, his most ethical, novel is a way of seeing the face of the 

other'. 24 The sisters also see the significance of faces in provoking a 

response which binds people together, as is evinced by Adelaida's words, 

4 eciiH Y)K BLI TaicoR MaToic JIHIJ, TO HaBepiio 6bmH 14 BAto6nei-iW (via, 57). 

However, Myshkin's reply, 'A He Um Binoftell [ 
... 

] A... &m cqacT=B 

HHa, qe' (vuý 57) suggests a different emphasis and an alternative basis for 

relationships, but one which he apparently believes to be equally valid and 

a source of greatjoy. His final story serves to unfold this idea, and although 

in many ways the texture and content of this narrative are completely 

unlike the previous ones, the connection to both subjects of the face of the 

other centralizes compassion for the suffering of others as the main 

foundation of the hero's worldview. 

The story of Marie is also interesting because, having seen the 

ideological basis of Myshkin's script in the earlier narratives, both the 

reader and the Epanchin women now for the first time witness how this is 

translated into action, which is essential for three reasons. It gives us an 

idea of what the Prince considers to be appropriate ethical behaviour, which 

in turn allows us in the first place to speculate on his future actions and the 

course of the novel and secondly, to judge the efficacy of those actions. 

This gains increasing significance as the novel develops and the reader 

begins to recognize some similarities between Myshkin's actions in the 

24 'The Face of the Other in Ae Idiot', Slavic Review, 50 (1991), 867-78 (p. 867). 
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Marie narrative and his response to Nastas'ia Filippovna. More 

importantly, it indicates that the hero is not a man of straw. Without actions 

to back up his ideas, Myshkin would be a character like Rudin or Oblomov 

- eloquent but ultimately ineffectual (a typical 'superfluous man', in other 

words) - or worse, a charlatan and hypocrite, in which case he would 

resemble Foma Fomich Opiskin in Selo Stepanchikova. By moving into the 

sphere of his own actions, he both proves that his ideas are not merely 

theoretical but can be employed in everyday reality, and implies the 

pointlessness of abstract thinking without concrete application; religious 

feeling and the perception of another reality are meaningless if they are not 

translated into positive ethical action. 25 However, most importantly, in 

telling the story of Marie, the hero indicates for the first time a shift from 

the fundamental activities of reading (seeing) and narrating to true 

scripting, as here he introduces for the first time the importance of the 

active response to the other in his schema. By moving to a story where his 

own ideas on ethical behaviour come into conflict with those of the 

community, Myshkin illustrates the fact that confirmation (or denial) of 

one's script can only be provided by the other, and shows the difficulties of 

human interrelations. 

A strong sense of compassion as the basis for ethical behaviour in 

relation to the other lies at the centre of the story about Marie. Having 

concentrated in his earlier narratives on one group of isolated and reviled 

people, those who have been condemned to death, now Myshkin turns to 

25 The relevance of this theme to the structuring of the text is examined in chapter 3. 
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another example of the habitually humiliated and rejected, the fallen 

woman. When Marie returns, broken and abused, from her adventure with a 

travelling salesman, and the entire village, including her own mother, turns 

against her, the Prince treats her kindly and gently and does not accuse her. 

He sees only her misery and pain, and tries to alleviate them and return her 

dignity, thereby illustrating to the Epanchins his idea of the proper ethical 

response to seeing the face of suffering. He specifically denies that this is 

love in the accepted, sexual sense, insisting, 'TYT BOBce He 616LTIo Jlio6BH. 

Ecim 6bl BbI Maim, KaKoe 3To ULTIO HecqacTHoe co3ijalffle, TO Bam 6Fi 

caMHM cmo ee oqeHT. X=b, MH MHe' (vm, 58). He kisses her to show 

that he considers her to be a human being, his equal, and worthy of love 

and affection, not because he is in love with her, and sees vindication for 

his actions in the fact that 'oHa ymepaa noqm cqacTmoaR OHa 3aftma 

cBoio, qepHyio 6eily' (vm, 62). 

The judgemental reaction of the villagers is for Myshkin the 

epitome of unethical behaviour, as she is treated as an outcast, humiliated 

and punished repeatedly despite her evident sickness and misery: 4KorAa 

Olia BopoTmi=6 60JI16HaA H HcTep3aHHaA, HHKaKoro-TO K Heil cocTpaAaHHA 

He 6MAO 1111 B KOMI KaKHe OHH Ha 3To wecToicHel Kaime y HHX TzKenme Ha 

3To noHATml' (vm, 59). It is significant that the two traditional moral 

keystones of the community, the teacher and the pastor, are among her 

most vociferous accusers, as is her mother, whom one might expect to 

protect and forgive an errant child. Both the villagers and Myshkin 

therefore considerjustice to be on their side, but the inhumanity shown to 

Marie, out of all proportion to her crime, suggests that their code of 
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behaviour is imperfect, as it is inflexible and takes no account of human 

feeling; it is a code of vengeance, retribution and vilification, not of 

compassion, love and forgiveness. 

Neither in this case nor in that of the condemned man is the object 

of the Prince's compassion innocent. Legros is described as a `6onmuoil 

Wloxterl' (VM, 55), and while the situation may be more ambiguous with 

regard to Marie, Myshkin twice emphasizes her own feelings of guilt, 

noting that she 'cama cqmwm ce6x 3a icaKyio-To camyio nociieAHIOIO 

TBapE-' (VIEý 59), and '; xo camoro KOHua cwtrajia ceft BejiHKoio 

ripecryrimmeio' (via, 62-63). Like Nastas'ia Filippovna, Marie's sense of 

her own responsibility for her situation is the greatest source of her 

suffering, and the condemnatory attitude of the villagers merely intensifies 

this. Myshkin denies she is to blame, stating 'A c camoro Haqajia ee 

HHCKOJILKO 3a BHHoBarpo noqwran, a TOJMICO 3a HecqacTHyw' (viu, 60), an 

indication that, as with Legros, and as we shall later see in his reaction to 

Nastas'ia Filippovna, the question of her guilt is for the Prince simply less 

important than the fact of her suffering. 

Slattery argues that Myshkin's interpretation of his own actions is 

wrong because he does not understand the code of the community, claiming 

the villagers 'seek justice' but love Marie, and that their moral code is a 

unifying force. 26However, he does not address the question, justice for 

what? Marie has offended the sensibilities of the parish, and failed in her 

duty to her mother, but has hanned herself more than others. In any case 

26 'Frame Tale', pp. 19-20. 
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this hardly merits her pariah status, and when the Prince comments, 'A 

CJ116IXaJI Aa)Ke, IITO ee XOTejiH npHcyAum K HaKa3aHHio' (vm, 60), the 

extremity of their reaction to her sin, even in a morally intolerant society, 

becomes clear. Furthermore, the unifying effect of the villagers' moral code 

is undermined by the fact that it is a unity based on exclusion and 

separation. While Myshkin's compassion encompasses all, the villagers' 

morality, like that of the spectators in the previous narrative, isolates and 

objectifies those most in need of compassion and affirmation of their 'I', 

those who are suffering for their sins. The biblical echoes in this story 

support this conclusion; sharing her name with Mary Magdalene, Marie 

also resembles the woman taken in adultery of the Gospel of John 8.3, but 

although the villagers may claim to practice Christian morality, only 

Myshkin emulates Christ's goodness. As Dostoevskii states in the 

notebooks for Part 11 of the novel, 'cocTpa; xaHHe - BCO XPHCTHaHCTBO' (IX, 

270). 

The importance of children to the story is evident in Myshkin's 

opening remarks: 

Pe6eHKY MOMEO Bcd rOBOPH716, - BC8 [ 
... 

] OT AmA HHqerO He 

HaAO YMHBaT]6 nOA ripeAROrOM, qW OHH MaJICHbKHe H WO HM paHO 

Man. Kam rpyCTHaA H HecqacTHasi muciml H icar, xopoino camii 

AeTH noAmeqwoT, wo onw cmT=T Hx cimuixom maneHBIKHMH H 

HH, qerO He rlOHHMalOIlGIMH, Tor; za Km OHH BCa nOHHmalOT. 
ISOJMMHe He 3HalOT, qTo pe6eHOIC Aawe B camom TPYAHOM Aejie 
mo)KeT; xan, qpe3BuqaAHO Baxamft COBeT (ViIi, 58). 

These words suggest an additional focus in the story of Marie, as it also 

highlights the effect of the hero's compassion on others, specifically the 

children of the village. At first they, like the adults, persecute Marie, but 
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under Myshkin's guidance grow to love and try to help to support her. 

Having been influenced at first by their parents' judgemental attitude, their 

open minds and natural innocence bring them over to the hero's more 

compassionate stance; unlike the blinkered adults, the children see the 

benefits of Myshkin's gentle, loving treatment of the unfortunate Marie, 

and emulate it. His script is accepted by Marie and the children, and this 

eventually appears to affect the adult villagers, as when Marie is close to 

death, T AepeBHe, nxe=q, cranH xcaiieTh MaPH, no iTarwe mepe AeTeA 

ywe He ocTaHaBjiHBaJIH H He 6f)aHHJIH, KaK npe)KAe' (Vffl, 62). However, 

after the funeral, the villagers' challenge to his script resurfaces, destroying 

the possibility of harmonious relations; 'H HaqajiOCb Ha meHa rilaBHoe 

rOHeHHe BceR Aepe]BHH H3-3a AeTeW (Vul, 63). Little has changed as a result 

of Myshkin's actions; having lost one victim, the villagers merely substitute 

another, who has also questioned their rigid moral code. Although hope for 

the future and the realization of Myshkin's dream of compassion for all is 

maintained in the continued good will of the children, the negative reaction 

of their parents, and even the Prince's doctor, shows the difficulty of his 

task, and the distance of society as a whole from the ideal of Christ's 

compassion, owing to the problematic and diverse nature of human 

relations. 

The wider significance of children in the novel is also signalled 

here. The innocence of children means that their vision has not been 

darkened or obscured by knowledge of evil, so they can see purely and 

respond naturally, free from judgement or bias. The fact that Myshkin's 

character is frequently described as childlike and is perceived as such by 
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others also suggests that his ability to see clearly and react in an ethically 

positive manner originates in his own innocence; as Belopol'skii notes, 

'AaA RocToeBcicoro pe6eHOIC - HOpmanbHhIfl ecTecTBeHHj6irf qejioBeK, 

<(aHrejT 6oxwrb, r103TOmy aKixeHTHpoBaHHe ; IeTcKHx icawCTB B TOM HITH 

KHOm repoe PaBHOMIIHO BblAeJleHHIO qepT, ((HCTHHHO qejioBeqeclXliX>>, 

((; xo6poA npMvx6i>> qenoBeica'. 27 The first hint of a connection between the 

hero and children occurs in the opening conversation of the novel, when he 

says that his illness is 'Bpo; xe naAyqer1 HJ1H BHTrOBOR rLUCKW (vmý 6). The 

oddness of this alternative diagnosis is reinforced later in Idiot, both in the 

fact that it becomes clear that he does indeed have epilepsy, and in the 

absence of any further mention of chorea, (St Vitus' Dance). However, the 

fact that the non-medical name for this disease originates in the child 

martyr to whom sufferers prayed suggests that Myshkin is even at this early 

stage establishing his link with children as part of his spirituality. 

The Prince then raises the subject of his childlikeness, as perceived 

by Schneider, towards the end of the Marie story: 

OH BnojiHe y6e; lHjicx, wo A cam coBepiiieHHblrl pe6eHOK, TO ecTI. 
BnojiHe pe6eHOK, IqTO A TOJIBKO IPOCTOM H JIHIJOM nOXO* Ha 
B3pOCJIOrO, HO 'ITO pa3BHTHem, Aywofl, xapaKTepoM H, mo)KeT 6i6rM, 
Aa*e YMOM A He B3pOCJILJII, H TaK H OCTaHYC]6, XOTA A 6hl AO 
iuecTHAecxm jieT ITPOHM (viii, 63). 

Although Myshkin denies that this is true, he does admit a special affinity 

with children, and a preference for their company, continuing, 

27 Dostoevskii, p. 7 1. 
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Ho 0; (HO TOJIhKo npaBAa, AHB camom ; tene He jw6jito 6161`11 C 
B31)OCJMMH, C ino; U6MH, C 60JIbUIHMH, -H 3TO A ; JaBHO 3aMeTIM, - 
He =6JI10, nOTOMY IrrO He ymeto. 'ITo 6bi ORH HH rOBOPHJIH CO 
MHOR, KaK 6EJ A06PLIA Ko mHe HH 6EJJIH, Bce-TaKH C HHMH MHe 
BcerAa TA)Keno noneMy-TO, HA yxcaCHO PaA, Kor; xa mory yflTH 
nOCKOpee K ToBapHiijam, a TOBaPHLWl MOH BcerAa 6EuiH AeTH, HO tie 
noTomy, wo A cam ftui pe6eHOK, a noTomy, wo meHA npocTo 
TRHYJIO K AeTAm (VIII, 63). 

Schneider is clearly not the only person to see the child in the Prince; when 

General Epanchin introduces him to the women of the family, he calls the 

visitor a 'coBepiueHHbIApe6eHOK$ (vm, 44), which in turn leads to the 

comment about blind man's buff mentioned above. Mrs Epanchina, in 

calling herself a child, also sees her likeness to Myshkin in this regard (vu4 

65). His childlikeness is also evident in the behaviour he exhibits, as he is 

frank and open and sees no need to dissemble not, as Guardini states, 

because he is too well brought up. 28 Rather, it is because in his innocence 

he cannot conceive of baseness or the need to deceive in others. 29 

The link between the hero and children is continued throughout the 

novel, for example in Aglaia's criticism of his use of schoolboy phrases 

(VIH, 435), and his friendship with Kolia Ivolgin. The importance of 

children as a moral barometer is also emphasized, particularly in the 

reactions of others to the honest and faithful Kolia. Aglaia's and Gania's 

rudeness to Kolia count as black marks against their characters in the eyes 

of the reader, and in contrast the fact that Radomskii later in the novel 

shows him consideration and talks to him as an adult is a positive attribute, 

28 'Dostoevsky's Idiot, p. 362. 
29 Keller, 'Prince Myshkin'. p. 19. 
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as it reflects the Prince's values, with which the reader quickly identifies. 

Myshkin's depiction of the innocence of children and insistence on their 

intelligence resound through the entire novel, providing a further key to our 

understanding of his worldview. 

Therefore by the end of the final narrative told by the Prince at the 

Epanchins', both his audience and the reader have identified the main 

elements of his vision, which provides the ideological basis for his script. 

As its starting point, he contends that the true reality of life is obscured, but 

can be perceived if one faces and fully comprehends the fact of mortality. 

This knowledge is indeed terrifýing, but there is potential for understanding 

beyond the horror, in the discovery of access to another dimension, a reality 

described by Myshkin in terms of a different spatial order in his waterfall 

vision, and in the alteration of the perception of time experienced by the 

men condemned to death. This other, higher reality is for the hero the true 

order of things, and both the form and the content of his narratives point to 

his visualization and re-creation for others of the nature of the universe, and 

man's position in it. The Prince's value as a story-teller and ability to 

express his ideas, and the contrast with the other characters who are unable 

to do so, emphasizes his status as a singular man who has access to a higher 

revealed truth. Children, like Myshkin, have the potential to see the truth 

through the purity of their vision, while Christ is present as an ideal of 

compassion and a supreme example of suffering and a model of how to 

face death. 

The hero does not ignore the dark side of existence, of doubt and 

the terror of death; rather, he highlights these aspects and concentrates on 
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the reality of human suffering. His knowledge of the existence of a higher 

reality allows Myshkin to see the suffering of all beings, as all are subject 

to the same laws of nature, and it is this that arouses his intense feeling of 

compassion and desire to act accordingly. As Zernov states, 

Dostoevsky shows that suffering lies in the very nature of man as a 
free and morally responsible being, that nothing can eliminate it as 
long as man remains what he is, and that the purpose of human 
evolution is not to abolish suffering, but to explain its meaning, for 
only those who are not afraid of pain are matured and truly free 
people. 30 

The aesthetic principle is important as learning to see and depict in words 

or pictures, as the Prince does in his stories, stimulates an ethical response. 

Three concepts are therefore evident in the Prince's interactivity as 

a model for the co-existence and interaction of all the protagonists: reading 

(seeing), narrating and scripting. In his stories he highlights the 

consequences of inharmonious self-other relations, and in his actions 

directed towards the other he attempts to remove conflict and aggression, 

and provide a positive example for others to follow, as part of a 'saintly 

script' which is aimed not at self-assertion, but at allowing the other to 

achieve selfhood; he uses his stories to 'upexiowHTE, Ku npHmep AnA 

noApaxeHHA oiKpyxc=weR ero ; IeRcTBiiTeJMHOCTH" .31 
Furthermore, the 

fact that the closeness and inevitability of death is the subject of many of 

Myshkin's narratives signals his understanding of the importance of 

30 Aree Russian Prophets Khomiakov, DosloevsAýK Soloviev (London: SCM Press, 1944), 
p. 93. 
31 lakobova, 'Siuzhetno-kompozitsionnoe edinstvo', p. 167. 
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defining the 'plot of life', not simply on a personal level, as is the case with 

the protagonists who are physically approaching death, but as a general rule 

motivating human behaviour. 

The ideological background formulated in the early chapters of the 

novel is essential to our understanding of the personality of Prince 

Myshkin, as it provides the basic motivation for his actions, and therefore 

informs the whole of Idiot. We have already seen a positive response to his 

narratives in the fact that Aglaia takes the Prince into her confidence, so 

shortly after meeting him, over the delicate issue of Gania's letter (VM, 71- 

73); from the image of his personality presented in his stories, Aglaia 

realizes that Myshkin can be trusted and is willing to serve others. In an 

early indication of the effect one character's actions can have on another, 

the hero's involvement in the Aglaia-Gania story immediately cuts off one 

possible continuation of the novel; in his first active involvement in the 

interactions of the other characters in the real time of the novel, Myshkin 

affects the future direction of the narrative. 

When the hero leaves the Epanchin house, the texture of the novel 

alters, as he moves from expounding his ideas to putting them into practice, 

from seeing and narrating to scripting proper. His thoughts as he left 

Switzerland to return to Russia, 'Tenepi6 A ic mo; mm iuiy; A, mox(eT 6hm, 

HmerO He 3HaIO, HO HaCTYnHjia HOBaA XM3HL' (vm, 64), further suggest 

that the experiences he has described to the Epanchins, constituted a prelude 

to his testing of his ideas by coming amongst his own people and 

participating in their interactions. 
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H: THE FOUNDATIONS OF MYSHKIN'S SCRIFr IN ACTION 

By the time the Prince leaves the Epanchin house, not only has he 

presented an outline of his worldview, but he has also given hints of the 

course of action he will take. The story of Marie illustrates his compassion 

for a fallen woman and his concern to alleviate her suffering and change the 

attitudes of others. The fact that another fallen woman, Nastas'ia 

Filippovna, has already made her presence felt in the novel, is significant in 

itself, but her true importance for Myshkin, and the strongest indication of 

the form their future relationship will take, lies in his response to her 

portrait, reiterating the central role of the aesthetic principle in arousing 

compassion. As Goerner states, 'the impression that the portrait makes on 

Myshkin determines much of the action of the novel'. 32 

As discussed in chapter 1, Myshkin's comment in reference to the 

portrait, 'oHa Bez6 ywacHo cTpaAajia, a? ' (Vn4 3 1), particularly in the 

context of the lack of interest shown by the other characters in Nastas'ia 

Filippovna as a conscious and feeling being, immediately highlights the 

origin of the hero's compassion in the aesthetic response. He uses the 

photograph to stimulate his imagination and learn about her personality and 

suffering, concluding, 'nK 6YATO Heo61.3rrHaA ropAoCT]6 H npmpeime, 

1`109TH HeHaBHCTB, 66um B 3Tom imue, HB TO we BpeMA 'ITO-TO 

AOBep,. nmoe, WO-TO YAHBHTeRLHO rqVCTOAYIUHOe; 3TH ABa xoHTpacTa 

B036ywAajiH nK 6yATo Aawe raKoe-To cocTpaAaRHe rIPH B3rx=e Ha 3TH 

32 T. Goerner, 'The Theme of Art and Aesthetics in Dostoevsky's Me Idiot', Ulbandus 
Review, 2.2 (1982), 79-95 (p. 84). 
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, qegmi' (viii, 68). Malenko and Gebhard note that 'the more he looks at it, 

the more strongly are his impressions of the depth and complexity of her 

suffering reinforced; the more deeply is he convinced of her extreme 

33 suffering'. As I point out in chapter 1, it is her portrait, rather than the 

face itself, that remains with the hero as an unbearable reminder of her pain 

and his desire to assuage it. Kinosita remarks that, 

ý&IUHCIIH rlpOHHuaTeJI16HO ouWwaeT IICHXOJIOrHIleCKYIO 
pa=Boemom, HacTac16H - 41)HJR=OBHEJ, KOHTPaCTHOCT6 

HeCOrJlaCHEJX mepT ee mna BHymaeT emy cocTpa; IaHHe K Herl. 
14meHHo 3; xecE., [ ... ], ripeAcTaBjieHa Mmmmmm OCHOBa Toro ero 
ourjweHHA, coriiaCHO KOTOPOMY KpaCOTa mo)KeT HMeTI6 

nonoBweimbirl xapaicrep H ýYIEUWOHHPOBan Kaic cHiia, 
cnacaioiuaA mHp. : )Ta OCHOBa - oinymeHHe <(cocTpaAaHHx>>. 

34 

Further confirmation that the portrait inspires Myshkin's 

compassion and calls him to action is found in his brief exchange with Mrs 

Epanchina: 'TaK B161 Ta"-To KpacoTy ueHHTe? - Ra... TaKyio... - To 

eci'b jimeHHo raKyio? - HmeHHo raxyio. - 3a qTo? -B 3Tom inine... 

cTpaAamw mHoro... ' (yiEý 69). This is the clearest indication we are given 

in the novel of the importance of suffering and its aesthetic representation 

for Myshkin's worldview, and the effect this will have on Idiot as a whole. 

Moreover, his thoughts as he goes to collect the picture for Mrs Epanchina, 

'((KOHe, qHo, cxBepHo,, qTo A npo nopTpeT nporOBOPHJICA [ ... 
] Ho... mo)KeT 

6j6rm, AH XOPOIUO cAejiaii, qTo nporOBOPHJ1CS1 ... )) 
Y Hero WwHana 

MeJI16KaTh O; jHa cTpaHHaq HAeA, Bnpoqem ewe He coBceM AMA" (vi[4 67), 

33 'PortWts', p. 245. 
34 'Poniatie "krasoty" v svete idei estetiki Dostoevskogo', in Dosloevskil: materialy i 
issledovanfia, 11, ed. by E. A. Smimova (St Petersburg: Nauka, 1994), pp. 96-101 (p. 98). 
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suggest not only that his mission to save a second fallen woman is 

beginning to formulate in his mind, but also that he is ready to declare it as 

such. Immediately upon arriving in St Petersburg, he finds a twin object for 

his mission, both to save the fallen woman, and to open the eyes of others 

to the ethical-aesthetic way of life and the possibility of emulating his own 

saintly scripting. By showing them the photograph, he can illustrate the 

aesthetic principle in action by emphasizing her suffering and his own 

compassion, in order to try to change their attitude. However, despite their 

interest in the Prince's discourse on suffering and paintings, the Epanchins 

fail to apply what they have been told and, like the villagers in the story 

they have just heard, respond negatively. Again, Myshkin is unable to 

persuade other parties to go along with the script he is suggesting; his 

mission is far from straightforward, as altering the worldview of others and 

their attitudes to their fellow men and women is no easy task. 

The first seven chapters of the novel, therefore, contain both his 

fundamental ideology and the seeds of his new idea to transform his beliefs 

into action. It is interesting that Dostoevskii, when writing the novel, 

referred to chapters I to 7 as 'Part I' and 8 to 16 as 'Part R, unlike the 

division to which we are now accustomed, suggesting that the author 

thought of this first section as a discrete entity. 35 Having introduced 

Myshkin's motivational basis, the focus of the novel now shifts to how this 

effects the creation of his active script, primarily in relation to Nastas'ia 

3,5 See the author's letter to the editorial office of Russkii vestnik, 24 December 1867 (5 
January 1868), in PSS, xxvm. iL 329, 
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Filippovna and modelled on his experience with Marie, but also with regard 

to the other protagonists and the more general ethical-aesthetic sphere. It is 

here that we begin to see the full significance of his saintly scripting, as he 

moves from reading and narrating to ethical interacting. 

The fact that the Prince has stumbled on someone else's story 

becomes evident the moment Nastas'ia Filippovna's name is mentioned by 

General Epanchin (vm, 26) so soon after Rogozhin's narrative. As the 

action moves to the Ivolgins' apartment, the hero's involvement 

immediately deepens. However, rather than assuming an active role straight 

away, he moves into the background while events develop around him. He 

also, after the verbal skills he exhibited at the Epanchins, now reverts to the 

quiet, listening stance we first saw in his encounter with Rogozhin, and for 

the same reason: to allow others to establish their voices and assert their T. 

Myshkin's reaction to General Ivolgin is particularly significant. As 

outlined above (pp. 44-46), the General's fantastic stories are an indication 

of his desire to erase the shame of past misdemeanours and regain his lost 

status; he is one of Dostoevskii's 'little men', as defined by Seeley, for 

whom the question of restoring dignity is paramount. 36 However, he is 

thwarted in his attempts to create a new script by the negative response of 

those around him. The intense shame Gania feels with regard to his father 

is evident in his horror when the latter meets Nastas'ia Filippovna: 'OH 

AOMKeH Teneph HCnwm eme 3Ty ywacHyio naMy, H, rnaBHoe, B r"-yw 

mmayry' (vný 90). While Gania's shame has its roots in his own wounded 

36'Dostoyevsky's women', p. 304. 
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pride at his recent loss of status, his mother seems to be ashamed of her 

husband for more personal reasons, as he cuts such a pitiful figure. She is 

less aggressive than her son, but by negating the General's stories, with the 

intedection, 'OTo He TaK, 3TO ouiH6Ka [ ... 
] Mon mari se trompe' (vu4 83), 

and attempting to call him away (viii, 91-92), she also seeks to deny his 

efforts to save face and re-establish himself Even his mistress treats him 

with contempt (vmý I 11), although he claims that in visiting her 'A 

B03POWAalOCL AYX0M H cio; xa Hecy MOH AwTerIcKHe H cemeirmwe ropecin' 

(VM, I 10). 

Only Myshkin and Kolia Ivolgin oppose such treatment of the 

General. Although he conspires with his mother to remove his father from 

Nastas'ia Filippovna's presence, Kolia's endorsement of his father's 

essential honesty (vm, 113) is significant as it comes from the mouth of a 

child who is free from prejudice or hidden motives. In the scene with the 

heroine, Kolia's sensitivity to his father's suffering and shame clearly allies 

him to Myshkin's compassionate outlook; the pain he feels for the General 

is evident as he implores the Prince, '- Ra y6eAHTe xom 13161 ero mu- 

HH6yAb! HeJffi3A M? r1oxcairAcTa! -Hy 6eAHoro maiib%wa Aawe cne3Ej 

HerOAOBaHHA ropenH Ha rna3ax' (via, 92). However, despite supporting his 

father, Kolia takes a realistic approach, and is later surprised that Myshkin 

has put his trust in him: 'cTpaHHo, TITO BLI OT Hero nero-HH6yAi6 owmanH' 

(VM, 112). Although he wishes to see the General's dignity restored, he 

obviously does not believe that involving him in practical matters or relying 

on him in a normal way will achieve anything. 
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Prince Myshkin lacks the experience of General Ivolgin's behaviour 

that his son has, and whether because of this or his commitment to treat all 

human beings equally whatever their sins and allow them their dignity, he 

enlists the General's help in finding Nastas'ia Filippovna. In spite of the 

urgency of his business, and the fact that Ivolgin takes him on a wild goose 

chase, the hero is reluctant to abandon hirn. For the first time we see that 

Myshkin's saintly script involves not only allowing others to assert their T 

through narrative and self-expression, but also gives them control, allowing 

them the possibility of directing events themselves. However, in doing so 

his plans are compromised, as General Ivolgin's script for the evening 

threaten to overtake and undermine the hero's. Myshkin's doubts about the 

General also indicate his awareness of the difficulty of his stance, as 

allowing others fully to assert their T or take control places his own 

mission in jeopardy: Tm3E. 6EVI B oTqasHHH. OH rlOH3rr]6 He mor, Kax mor 

OH TaK rnynO AOBepHncq. B CYMHOCTH, OH H He AOBepAncq; OH 

pacc, qHThiBaJI Ha reHepaiia, tiTo6i6i TojiE. Ko YaK-HH6YAb BOATH K HacTacEe 

(DWMrMOBHe, xoTa 6161 Aawe c HeKOTOPLIM cK=ajiom' (VI14 107). This 

reflects Myshkin's discomfort and continuing uncertainty about how to 

respond to the General's extravagant lies; in their earlier encounter, 'icHME, 

Hwuman cjiymaTi6 C HeKOTOPOIO HeAoBepqHBocTbio' (ViEý 81), and on 

several occasions tries gently to correct his version of events (vioý 81,109). 

Nevertheless, he avoids openly undermining the General and hides his 

scepticism to the extent that despite the latter's obviously tenuous 

relationship to truth and the everyday world, Myshkin is prepared to take 

him at his word. 
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The Prince's decision to trust General Ivolgin is a indication of his 

compassion; like Kolia, he can see the General's suffering, and wishes to 

diminish it, in contrast with the other members of the family, who are 

driven by shame and embarrassment to try to contradict, or silence and 

control him. Although compassion has been a mainstay of Myshkin's 

narratives from the beginning of Part I, it is only when he moves away from 

the Epanchin house and encounters more of his own people that the form of 

this compassion becomes evident. It is not simply a matter of his feeling 

sorry for the humiliated and abused, or of defending them from attack by 

others, although we see Myshkin acting on these impulses, particularly 

when he prevents Gania from hitting his sister (VM, 99). Nor is it just a case 

of attempting to change the attitudes of others, except by example, as he did 

in the story of Marie. 

While these points play a significant role, the active expression of 

the Prince's compassion is to be found rather in his humility and self- 

effacement. The other characters in the novel are primarily concerned with 

asserting their own T, as is evinced not only by Nastas'ia Filippovna's 

melodramatic play-acting, which is designed to attract and sustain attention, 

but also by the fact that all the stories told by the rest of the protagonists in 

Part I (General Ivolgin and the participants in the petit-jeu at Nastas'ia's 

birthday party) have the self as their subject and promotion of the self. 

image as their basis. Myshkin's narratives, in contrast, have the other as 

their subject, and although the hero plays a role in his own stories, it is only 

in terms of his response to the suffering of others. When he moves from 

narrative to action, the same principle is at work; for much of this section of 
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the novel, he is a silent bystander or listener, allowing others to assert their 

T and participating only when that T is threatened. By listening to 

General Ivolgin, saving Varvara from her brother's slap, and encouraging 

Nastas'ia Filippovna to forge an identity for herself, rather than submitting 

to others' views of her, the Prince champions the T of others when it is 

under attack. His actions are constantly aimed at restoring face to the other 

or avoiding their defacement 
. 
37 As Belopol'skii asserts, 'emy COBepuieHHO 

38 , q3w 3roH3m' . 

Myshkin applies this principle in response to any suffering or even 

potential suffering that he sees; in accepting Gania's slap, not only does he 

prevent Varvara from experiencing pain (both physical and emotional), 

which would cause a finther breakdown in family relations, but he also 

takes on Gania's shame for his base action: '3a"LIJI pyKamH mwo, oToluen 

B YrOJI, CTWI JMOM X CTeHe, H rIpepLIBWODIRMCA rOJIOCOM rWrOBOPHJI: - 

0, KaK Bbi 6y; IeTe C17AAIMCA CBoero nocTyniKal' (VIU, 99). Furthermore, 

having already perceived Nastas'ia Filippovna's suffering by examining 

her photograph, he takes on the role of the servant she assumes him to be 

(vIH, 86-87), immediately signalling to her his willingness to deny his own 

self in order to help her assert hers, in a voluntary act of kenoSiS. 39 Again he 

deems his own position to be secondary, and allows others to direct events 

and project their own scripts. 

37 Johnson, 'Face of the Other', pp. 871-74. 
38 Dostoevskii, p. 71. 
39 See Webster, 'Kenotic Holiness', pp. 199-99,213. 
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As discussed above (pp. 142-44), the denial of the T by others is 

the root of much, perhaps all suffering and, as we see in Raskol'nikov's 

Napoleon theory, Shiplev's revolutionary plan and the Grand Inquisitor's 

twisted version of love, lies at the root of the anthill theory, which reduces 

the mass of humanity to slavery and otherness. An active response to 

reverse this process, negating one's own T for the benefit of the other, 

therefore lies at the heart of ethical life, which Myshkin tries to emulate. 

Fridlender states that, 'llo6eAa HpaBcTBeHHoro Haqajia B03MOXWO, C 

T09XH 3peHHq RocToeBcKoro, imm nyTem oTKa3a OT CBoerl RHqHocTI4, 

oTKa3a OT ((rOp; (OCTH)), riyTem camooTpeqeHHA, ((cmHpeHHA)), no; xaBjieHHA 

((njioTH)>'. 40 This is clearly linked to Dostoevskii's thoughts from his 

notebook on the death of his first wife, in 1864: 

Bo3mo6wm qejioBeica, Kax cawoo ce6A, rIO 3anOBe; jH XPHCTOBOR, 

- HeMmozHo. 3aKOH JIWMOCTH CBA3LiBaeT. R rjpenATcTByeT. [ 
... 

] 

B161coqaRmee ynoTpe611eHHe, KoTopoe MO)KeT CAeJlaTb H3 CBoeR 
JIRTHiOCTH, H3 rIOJMOTLI pa3BHIMA CBoero x, - 3TO KaK 6W 

yHH, qToxmi6 no, A, oTAan ero uejiffKoM Bcem it KaXQomy 
6e3pa3AenE, Ho H 6e33aBeTHo. 14 no Beiniqakmee cqacTHe. Tamim 

o6pa3om, 3aKOH A cmmaeTcA C 3aKOHom ryMaHH3ma, HB CMMH, 
o6a, HAH ece (no-Biummomy, ABe KpaMme npoTHBonojioxwocw), 
B3aHmo yHHqnrowc[eHH]we Apyr ; viA Apyra, B TO xce camoe BpemA 
AociurgUOT H B161Cmell ileaH CBoero HHAHBHAyajiEHoro pa3BHTM 
n=big oco6o. (XY, 172-175, author's emphasis). 

Humility and its basis in dissolving the 'F for the sake of the other are 

therefore the keys to compassionate behaviour; by losing oneself in the 

other, and erasing the distinction between 'F and 'Thou, the suffering of 

others becomes one's own. Furthermore, as denying oneself for the sake of 

40 Realim Dostoevskogo (Leningrad: Nauka, 1964), p. 25 1. 
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the other is so dffficult and contrary to the ego's normal impulses, to take 

this path, as Myshkin does, involves great self-sacrifice. In Zimnie zametki, 

Dostoevskii notes that, Tamowj%Hoe, COBepujeHHo C03HaTejMHoe H 

RHiceM He npHwfAcAeHHoe camonowepnoBaime Bcero ce6A B TIOJ1163Y Bcex 

ecm6, no-moemy, rIpH3HaIC BenHqaMnero pa3BHTHA JEH'CMOCTH, 

Bj6ico, qakmero CBo6oAm co6memofl BojiH' (V, 79). Pustovoit sees self- 

sacrifice as the expression of universal responsibility: 'HAeA 

camonoxcepTBOBaRKA B mHponoHHmaHHH gocToeBcxoro conpmmcaeTcA c 

HAeerl BHH161 qejiOBeKa H oTBeTcTBeHHocTH ero 3a Bce ripoHcxoA=ee 

BoicpyrHBoo6meB Wfl4pep. 
41 Myshkin's compassion and humility therefore 

both originate in seeing that he is not separate from other beings and 

intensify his ability to perceive this fact; assertion of the T, although a 

natural desire, denies one's connection to the other, and the hero attempts 

to reverse this impulse in order to re-establish a sense of interconnectedness 

and mutual responsibility for the suffering of others. Thus the essence of 

the unconditional love of Christ for all humanity is also the motivation for 

Myshkin's actions: T106OBb H cocTpaAaHHe owpi6ma= emy cep; xua 

6mDKHHx, ycTpaH=T 6apEepw, pa3'be; jEMIOIIjHe JIIO; XH, MUM= 

oTBeTHyio peawinoM06BH H; jo6powejiaTejmcTBa'. 
42 

Moreover, Kinosita states that compassion and humility are more 

than simply themes or character traits: 

41 'Khristianskaia obraznost' v romanakh Dostoevskogo', in Russkaja literatura NX veka i khristianstvo, pp. 82-91 (p. 84). 
42 Belopol'skiL p. 72. 
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HO CJIOBapqm <<cmHpeHiie>> 03HaqaeT <<OTCYTCTBHe rop; XocTH, 

B16ICoicomepHA; C03HaHHe CBoero HH-noxcecTBa, CBoefi cnaGocTH)>. 
3To 

- onpeAejieHHaA nomim no onioLueHHIO K OKPYXaioiuemy. H 
A nonarato, lqTO ý&UUKHH He npocTo repoR pomaHa. OH 

npeAcTaBiLqeT TwoKe BaWHY10 qepTy aBTOPCKoro noAxoAa K 
moAAm, 6e3 ero cmHpeHHA, 6e3 ero cocTpaAaHHA ic momm HmicrO H3 

nepCOHmeri pomaHa He OTKP16LTI 6161 B ce6e <<nejiOBeKa B neilOBeKe>>. 

B nom cm: biciie <(cmml)eHHe)) H <<cocTpaAaHHe>> ; viA gocToeBcKoro 

He OTBjieqeHHEie mopaiiHcTRqecicHe KaTeropHH, a ICaTerOPHH 

riMmecime, cBA3aHHi6ie C rJlaBHOrl xpoxcememorl HAeerl 
aBTopa. 43 

Our investigation has shown that compassion lies at the heart of Myshkin's 

ethical notion of seeing and informs his response in thought and deed. His 

humility and self-effacement constitute the active expression of his primary 

motivation, allowing him to discover the 'man in man', and as such have a 

major effect on the course of Idiot, because they involve a shift in the 

relationship between self and other. 

In moving into the sphere of interaction, the hero projects his script 

in several ways. Myshkin's originality, which, like Nastas'ia Filippovna's, 

in itself suggests that he has a plot-defining script to offer, is a major source 

of his ability to affect others and change their opinions of him. His unusual 

and inappropriate narratives and unconventional behaviour, for example in 

talking to the servant, attract the attention of others who, as we have noted, 

see that he has a story worth listening to. He is, as Robin Feuer Miller 

states, a 'crafty narrator' ; 44 in the literal sense, he is a master of his craft, as 

his use of rhetoric and his ability to interest others demonstrate. He also 

shows his willingness to play roles when he becomes a servant for 

43 Toniatie "krasoty"', p. 10 1. 
44 Author, Nwrator, wdReader, p. 187. 
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Nastas'ia Filippovna and highlights his own inadequacy by calling himself 

an idiot. The fact that other characters compare themselves, often 

unfavourably, to Myshkin indicates that they perceive the fundamental 

difference between themselves and the Prince; 45 he is original precisely 

because of the lack of compassion and humility in others. 

Furthermore, the characters respond to the hero's openness and 

readiness to discuss taboo subjects by placing their trust in him. Aglaia, 

despite her criticism of his ideas, confides in him about Gania's letter, as 

we have seen. Gania repeatedly accuses the Prince of interference and 

telling tales and betrays his ignorance of the latter's true capabilities, 

saying, V HAROT ITP-PO-MMIR, [ 
... 

]H paccKa3aTi6 Himero He ymeeTV 

(via, 75). However, after the scene with Nastasia Filippovna, he revises 

his opinion completely with the words, 'H c tiero A B33m AaBeqa, WO B161 

HAHOT! BBI 3ameqaeTe TO, qero ; xpyrHe Hmor; xa He 3ameTAT', before 

proceeding to confess frankly to Myshkin his state of mind and the 

situation he is in (vu4 102-104), again suggesting that he now perceives the 

Prince's essentially honourable and trustworthy nature and is prepared to 

put himself at the hero's mercy. In this way we see the essentially dialogic 

nature of scripting; having earlier established reading and narrating as 

primary activities in the production of a script, we now see in the way 

others respond to Myshkin by sharing their secrets with him and involving 

him in their own dramas, which allows them to assert their own selfhood. 

43 See D. L. Sorkina, 'K voprosu o strukture kharakterov v romane F. M. Dostoevskogo 
Idiot', in Ideinost' i masterstvo pisateha. Uchenie zapiski, 67 (Tomsk: Tornskskii 
gosudarstvennyi universitetý 1967), pp. 109-122 (p. I 10), 
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The Prince's self-effacing script is easy for others to adopt as it involves no 

compromise to their own impulse to self-assertion. 

The pattern of characters initially doubting Myshkin (in some cases 

before they have even seen him, as with Mrs Epanchina (via, 44-47)) 

before recognizing his positive qualities is repeated frequently. It is evident 

in the fact that Nastas'ia Filippovna mistakes him for a servant, but also in 

the reactions of minor figures. When the future heroine is introduced to the 

hero, 'mmx6 3icHo ; xme yciEuman cjioBo (<HAnoT)> npomerrraHHoe C3aAH 

ero, Ka*eTcx, (DepALELaeHKOR B nO31CHeHHe' (via, 89), but later, by asking 

Myshkin to draw lots and effectively act as referee for the pefit-jeu, 

Ferdyshchenko acknowledges the Prince's honesty; he has no place in such 

sordid games, and no bad story to tell. Later the same character suggests 

that the hero will take Nastas'ia Filippovna (viiiý 138), perceiving that his 

humility will prevent him from treating her as other men do. The fact that 

so many of the characters change their opinion of Myshkin so soon after 

meeting him not only suggests the strength of his good will and 

compassion, which appears to attract everyone, but also marks him out 

from the other protagonists, who lack such qualities and are totally unused 

to personalities and ideas like the Prince's, and at first do not know how to 

react to such alien traits as honesty and openness. It further indicates that 

Myshkin's scripting in the first part of the novel is largely successful, as he 

does change the attitudes of others, if only temporarily in most cases. 

However, overturning the beliefs of others and enabling them to see 

compassionately is only one side of his script, and the importance he 

ascribes to its other main facet, establishing his mission to save Nastas'ia 
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Filippovna, is evident in his insistence on going to her birthday party 

uninvited, and the desperation he betrays by enlisting General Ivolgin's 

help, implying a determination to put his script into action. Seeking out and 

protecting the fallen woman is the active mission which gives him his place 

in life, and allows him to fulfil his ideas on compassion and humility. 

Failure to act on this impulse would undermine his entire raison Xgtre. 

By involving himself in the fate of Nastasia Filippovna and 

proposing marriage to her, Prince Myshkin activates his script, based on the 

motivating principles he outlined in the early chapters of the novel, and his 

interception in her affairs proves to be crucial for the novel and all the main 

characters. Having correctly seen that she is playing a role and is 'not like 

that' (VHL 99), the hero has already demonstrated his trustworthy and non- 

judgemental nature to his new-found heroine. She in return puts her faith in 

him, asking him whether she should marry Gania, and abiding by his 

decision (VIEý 130), thereby giving him a significant role in her script. This 

indicates the multi-dimensional and interactive nature of scripting, in its 

expectation of and dependence on a compatible script from others. We do 

not know, of course, what Nastas'ia Filippovna would have done if 

Myshkin had given a different answer; in any case, it appears certain that 

she chose the Prince to make this decision precisely because of his honesty 

and perception, as it is abundantly evident that he is unlikely to endorse a 

marriage based on dishonesty, coercion and material gain. His response to 

her question shows that he is a good choice and a worthy champion of the 

heroine's cause, and suggests that she asked him the question to test his 

worthiness and suitability for a key role in her script. 
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The confirmation that he has a part to play in Nastas'ia Filippovna's 

life encourages Myshkin to raise the stakes, to propose not simply marriage 

but a new script for her in line with his own: 'A Bac ýiecTtiyio 6epy, [ ... ]a 

He poroxmHcKyio' (viu, 138). When he then mentions his inheritance for 

the first time, the proposal ceases to be a ridiculous idea, and it becomes 

clear that it appeals to a long-lost hope of salvation in the heroine and an 

alternative script where her shame is erased and her dignity and self-respect 

restored. 46 

The Prince commands the attention of Nastas'ia Filippovna not only 

by appealing to her desire for salvation and respect, but also through his 

sense of the dramatic. Having remained curiously silent for much of the 

party, given his determination to be present, he shows effective use of 

timing to maximize the impact of his dramatic revelations on the other 

protagonists. We have already seen his expert employment of rhetorical 

devices to heighten interest in his stories and, as he moves into action, he 

demonstrates equal skill in performance; by first proposing marriage, then 

breaking the news of his inheritance (about which he has known all day) at 

this crucial juncture, Myshkin ensures absolute attention on himself as a 

potential partner and alternative direction for Nastas'ia Filippovna. 

However, the attention the hero has to draw to himself in order to 

present his script also highlights the paradoxical nature of his involvement 

in the scripting process. We have examined the centrality of asserting the 

T as a primary impulse to scripting, and seen in the previous chapter that 

46 See chapter 1, p. 85. 
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Nastas'ia Filippovna vigorously defends her loophole in order to avoid 

objectification by the other and retain the last word about herself. In his 

feuilleton of 15 June 1847, Dostoevskii described the importance of man's 

self-expression 'BcjieAcTBHe camog ecTecTBeRHOR Heo6XOAHMOCTH 

, qejiOBeqeCKOrl C03HaTb, ocymeCTBRTh H o6yCJIOBHTB cBoe AB 

; xeJ1cTBHTeJE6HOr1 MUHH' (xvia, 3 1), confirming that this was a major issue 

for the writer from the beginning of his career. 

Myshkin, in contrast, has as his basic script, in both ideological and 

practical terms, precisely the opposite impulse: everything in his script is 

directed away from himself and towards the other. 47 Not only is his 

compassion inspired by the face of the other, but more significantly, his 

humility exists solely in terms of its orientation towards the other, and thus 

demands the suppression of his own T. It is perhaps for this reason that 

Mystildn's shame when he has finished telling a story is mentioned; 

although his narratives focus on the other, the very fact that he draws 

attention to himself in the telling undermines his attempts at self- 

effacement. In his main active script, to save the fallen Nastas'ia Filippovna 

from both her abusers and her own guilt, the Prince takes second position; 

unlike the other protagonists, he does not attack her loophole or try to 

control or force her to follow his path. Instead, he simply appeals to her 

better nature, proposes his script as an alternative and waits for her to come 

to him (which, over the course of the novel, she does more than once). 

47 Berdiaev notes this movement towards the other in Myshkin's actions, Mirosotzertsanle 
Dostoevskago (Paris: YMCA, 1968), p. 40. 
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Morson and Emerson are therefore wrong to suggest that Myshkin's 

benevolence monologizes others; 48 even his question to the heroine, 'pa3Be 

BbI maA' (VIiI, 99), is entirely open and unfinalizing, giving Nastas'ia 

Filippovna the opportunity to supply her own self-definition and control the 

direction of her life. 

Therefore Myshkin, whilst adhering to the main features of the 

scripting process, also turns it on its head to produce his saintly script, 

which allows others to take control of the course of events and is aimed not 

at asserting his own 'I' but at allowing others to assert theirs. He is 

generally disinclined to contradict others when they classify or objectify 

him, and even when he confronts Gania over the latter's accusation of 

interference and idiocy, he couches his objection in terms which do not 

negate the criticism completely: 4A npenie ; xer4cTBHTeJILHo 6bin TaK 

He3AOPOB, 'qTO HB camom Aeiie 6hM rIO11TH HAHOT; HO Tenepr. x AaBHO yxce 

Bb13; XOpOBeJ1, H noTomy mHe HeCKOJILKO HenpHATHo, icorAa meHA Ha3mBaioT 

HAHOTOM 13 rna3a' (VIU, 75). By recalling his own (past) idiocy, and not 

denying this appellation forcefully when it is used by others, not only does 

Myshkin not defend his loophole, but he also gives the other characters a 

point at which to attack it themselves. It is therefore significant that 

Dostoevskii chose the label 'Idiot' for the title of the novel, and indeed 

repeatedly mentions a character called 'Idiot' from the beginning of the 

notebooks (ix, 141 and passim), long before he had a fixed idea of the 

shape or content of the overall work, or even of the personality of the hero. 

49 Prosaics, p. 467. 
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Furthermore, the final sentence of the main body of the novel reinforces the 

definition of Myshkin as an idiot by another: 

14 eciiH 6161 cam IUHeRAep xBHjicq Tenepr, H3 lHBeAixapHH B3rnAHyTE, 
Ha CBoero 6bmiuero yqeHHKa H iriaiwewa, TO H OH, npHrIOMMHHB TO 
COCTOAHHe, B KOTOPOm 6bIBaiiHHorAaYHA3bB nepBi6irlro; x newHHA 
CBoero B lHBerwapHH, maxHyji 6161 Tenepi, pyKOR Hcjca3au 6m, icaK 
TorAa, ((14AHOTI)) (VIH, 507). 

As both the title of the novel and its final word on the hero as an active 

participant, 'Idiot' thus stands as a symbol of Myshkin's lack of desire to 

assert his 'I' and defend his loophole, and consequently also of his attempts 

to allow others to define their 'I'. The Prince's self-effacing saintly 

scripting is therefore his defining characteristic and the central principle of 

the novel. It both influences the narrative in terms of the direction in which 

his actions take the novel, as he is the focus of attention for the other 

protagonists as well as for Idiot as a whole, and provides tension in its 

challenge to the self-assertion of the other characters, as they too fight for 

control of their lives and the narrative. 

IH: THE FOUNDATIONS OF MYSHNIN9S SCRIff IN MERIENCE 

It is not until early in Part II of the novel that the reader witnesses the true 

origin of the Prince's underlying ideology, when his thoughts about his 

experience of epilepsy are revealed before his fit. The chapter in which 

Myshkin wanders round St Petersburg is not only one of the most vivid and 

evocative in the novel, but also has the quality of an internal narrative, 

which expands and explicates the themes of his stories from Part I. 
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Initially the hero concentrates on the change in his sensations and 

the feeling of completeness and understanding he experiences: 

ODrymeHHe ZH3HH, camOCO3HaHmA nomm yAecATepAjiocE. B 3TH 

MrHOBeHHA, npoAo=aBlaHeCA MK monHHA. Ym, cep; xue 03apAiTHci6 

Heo6hHMOBeHHbIM cBeTom; Bce BOJIHeHHA, Bce COMHeHHA ero, Bce 

6emoKoAcna KaK 6m ymHpoTBopAiiHci,, pa3om, pa3pemajxHCb B 

nKoe-To Bmcuaee CnOKOACTBHe, nojiHoe ACHori, rapmoHHqHori 

PaAOCTH H HaAewu6i, nojiHoe pa3yma H oKoHqaTeJILHOr4 npHqHHBI 

[ ... 
]B TOM we, tiTo wo geRcTBHTeJF6HO ((KpacoTa H moinma)>, wo 

3TO IterimmejubHo ((Bi6icumA cHHTe3 XCH3HH)), B nom comHeBaTi6CA 

He mor, Aa H comHeHHR He mor ; xonycTHn [ 
... 

] NftOBeHHA 3TH 

6i6mH HmeHHo oAHHm Toinao Heo6mmommmm ycHneHHem 
camOCO3HaHHA [ 

... 
] camOCO3HaHHe HB To xce BpemA 

camooltWmeHHA B Bi6imuerl cTeneHH Henocpe; IcTBeHHoro (vm, 

188). 

The alteration in perception experienced by Myshkin before the onset of his 

attack is the key to his entire worldview. As with his vision of the waterfall 

and the place where earth and sky meet, the prelude to his fit demonstrates 

his access to a higher reality and the possibility of true clarity, with regard 

to both the self and the nature of existence. His heightened awareness 

recalls the different temporal perspective he introduced while discussing 

the thoughts of condemned men; the idea of counting every second and 

experiencing the full value of life when it is under threat, described in his 

stories in Part 1, has clearly arisen in the hero's mind as a result of his own 

illness, and accounts for his refusal to deny his belief that it is possible to 

live in this way (vm, 53). Moreover, the fact that the characteristic falling 

and loss of consciousness associated with the fit signify an imitatio mori 

suggests an additional link between Myshkin's epilepsy and the death 

sentence as, in his attacks, he has repeatedly undergone a pre-death-like 
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experience . 
49 However, as one repeatedly 'reprieved' from this death, he is 

also able to reflect on the changes to his consciousness and perception, and 

incorporate them into his philosophy of life. As noted above, it is the 

moment before death that uncovers maximal awareness, suggesting to 

Myshkin that his own experience is analogous to the seconds before 

execution. Cox also demonstrates that the end/recurring motif highlighted 

by Myshkin's epilepsy unites the themes of death, reprieve and resurrection 

in the novel. 50 

The connection between Myshkin's overall philosophy of life and 

his pre-epileptic consciousness is ftuther emphasized by his use of religious 

metaphors. As in his earlier stories, he introduces the spiritual aspect of his 

vision by using religious language, and on this occasion the fact that he 

employs a simple comparison reinforces the suggestion that this is not the 

essential point of his (now internalized) discourse. Having referred to the 

Gospels in his narratives in Part I in order to highlight ideas of suffering 

and compassion, Myshkin now expands his viewpoint to include not only 

the book of Revelation, but also to compare his experience to Islam, again 

implying that his vision, while being a personal article of faith, lies beyond 

the bounds of any single religion: 

B 3TOT momeHT, - KaK roBOPHR OH oAHaxmm PoroxcHHy, B Mome, 

Bo BpeMA HX TaMOUIHHX CXO; XOK, -B 3TOT momeHT mHe icaic-To 
cTaHOBHTCA I7OHATH0 Heo6mqagHoe CJIOBO 0 TOM, vro 6pe-ueHu 

49 Freud states that such attacks 'signify an identification with a dead person, in 
'Dostoevsky and Parricide', in Dostoevsky: A Collection of Critical &Ws, ed. by Ren6 
Wellek (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall, 1962), pp. 98-111 (p. 102). 
so Between Rrth and Heaven: Shakespeare, Dostoevsky and the Meaning of Christian 
7ýqgedy (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1969), p. 170. 
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6o, IbUte ne 6yoem. Bepo=o, [ ... ] 
3To Ta xce camaA ceqima, B 

icoTopyio He ycrieji npojiHTj6cA onponmyBuMACA KYBUB4H C BOAOR, 

3nime=n MaromeTa, ycneBuiero, O; XHaKo, B Ty camyio ceKyHAy 
0603PM Bce xaumwa AimaxOB]61 (VIH, 189, author's emphasis). 

As well as linking his own idea of a higher reality to faith in general, the 

Prince in both cases describes a different temporal dimension, as he did in 

his narratives about the death sentence. The story of Mohammed is relevant 

not only because it connects the hero with another spiritual epileptic, but 

also because it suggests that in this moment of heightened awareness, the 

whole of life ('Bce xGmHiua AimaxoBii) can be seen simultaneously. The 

quotation from Revelation fixes the origin of the hero's re-creative impulse 

in his epilepsy, and gives a clear indication of the meaning of this altered 

perception of reality, as the Apocalypse both contains great horror and 

heralds the end of suffering: 'and there shall be no more death, neither 

sorrow, nor crying, neither shall there be any more pain; for the former 

things are passed away'. 51 The pain that is the result of man's fall in 

Genesis is erased at the end of the New Testament through Christ's 

compassion, and the fact that Myshkin is also inspired to look beyond time 

to end the suffering of others suggests an understanding of the true nature 

of reality, originating in the first place in his epileptic aura. Thus it is not 

only the access to a higher reality, but also the practical compassion that 

arises as a result of the understanding of this-worldly suffering which 

causes the hero to think, 'Aa, 3a 3TOT momeHT mox(Ho oT; xaTh BOO )KH3HW 

(vm, 188). It is for this reason that I call Myshkin's underlying ideology 

31 Revelation 21.4. 
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and its influence on his actions and his saintly scripting 'Compassionate 

Realism', as the ethical counterpart of the 'Fantastic Realism' which also 

originates in the direct apprehension of death. 52 

Morson is therefore wrong to connect the Prince's attitude to his fit 

to the disease of 'isolated presentness', in which 'the present may grow so 

intense that it almost banishes both memory and anticipation. Only now 
53 

matters'. He states, 

Myshkin is well aware that such a temporality is also morally 
dangerous. The 'highest' moment lies beyond good and evil, 
inasmuch as good and evil depend on consequences. The infinite 
present renders all other moments inconsequential [... ] It serves for 
[such characters] as yet another route to the idea that 'all is 
permitted'. Previous commitments vanish and anticipated results do 
not Count. 54 

Morson compares Myshkin's attraction to epileptic time to Aleksei 

Ivanovich's obsession with the 'moment of transformation' of gambling in 

Igrok, and the revolutionaries in Besy, who are 'captivated by 

revolutionism', and 'attracted by a time when the past is abolished, when 

anything can happen in an infinitely intensified present'. 55 However, 

although Myshkin's fit is problematic, as we shall see, Morson ignores a 

basic difference between these other cases and the Prince's, for in no way 

56 does it lead to 'a neglect of daily life'. While in Igrok Aleksei loses all 

sense of moral responsibility, even eventually for Polina, under the 

52 See p. 166 above. 
53 Narrative and Freedom, p. 20 1. 
34 N IiV Vd F do , arra, e ree m p. 202. 
55 Narrative andFreedom, pp. 203-5. 
56 Narrative andfreedom, p. 205. 
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influence of gambling, and attends to no other aspect of his (or anyone 

else's) life, Myshkin has a quest in his daily life, to help the other achieve 

selfhood and, rather than destroying his sense of responsibility, the moment 

before his fit, like the analogous moment before death, actually engenders 

for the Prince a full realization of the consequences of human actions 

through recognition of the interconnectedness of all the causal conditions of 

human life. Far from isolating Myshkin from the present, epileptic time 

reinforces the importance of now, of experiencing every second, not only in 

the responsibility which underlies moral choice, but also in the fact that 

selfhood in Bakhtinian terms is achieved only in interactive events in the 

present. 57 

The characteristic pattern of epilepsy, with mounting tension and its 

sudden release, is evident in the climax of the scene when, at the very 

moment of the murder attempt, Myshkin falls into a fit; it is this which 

57 The idea of presentness developed in Idiot has parallels with Buddhist meditation 
techniques, in which moment-to-moment awareness of presentness is used to develop 
understanding of dependent origination and the interconnectedness of a beings, and to 
erode the distinction of self and other; the original discourse of the Buddha detailing 
practical instructions for the foundations of mindfulness through meditation techniques, 
the Satipatduina sutta, can be found on the website 'Access to Insight: Readings in 
Theravada Buddhism', <http: //www. accesstoinsight. org/canon/majjhima/index. html> (14 
June 2001). For further implications of the links between these issues, see Sogyal 
Rinpoche, 7he Tibetan Book of Living and Dying, ed. by Patrick Gaffney and Andrew 
Harvey (London: Rider, 1998), pp. 14-117. Three articles have linked Dostoevskii with 
Buddhism; Irina Kirk, 'Buddhistic Elements in The 1&ot', Studia Slavica Academiae 
Scientiarum Hunga? lcae, 18.1-2 (1972), 77-84, traces the similarities between Myshkin 
and Siddartha Gautama (the Buddha); Michael Futrell, 'Buddhism and The Brothers 
Karamazov', Dostoevsky Studies, 2 (1981), 155-162, examines the figure of Alesha 
Karamazov in relation to the Bodhisattva ideal of universal compassion; and G. 
Pornerants, 'Knjaz' Myshkin', Sintaksis, 9 (1981), 112-66, relates the Prince's vision at the 
waterfall to Zen art and philosophy (p. 153). The concept of presentness in Idiot as it 
relates to Buddhist thinking would also appear to be a fiuitful area for future study but is, 
alas, outside the scope of the current research. 
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saves him from Rogozhin's knife. However this dynamic is apparent not 

only during his bouts of illness; as Dalton points out, 

the novel also shows this 'epileptic' pattern in its larger structure: 
the action seems to progress unevenly, in waves of tension that 
gather and burst in climactic scenes of spectacular emotional 
violence, leaving the narrative energy of the novel depleted and for 
a time directionless, until a new wave of tension begins to 

58 accumulate. 

Catteau also states that Dostoevskii used his epilepsy as part of a 'bolder 

orchestration', and notes that Dostoevskii's style in the novel is marked by 

&a violent and convulsive impetus'. 59 

If we examine the major crowd scenes in the novel, especially those 

featuring Nastas'ia Filippovna in Part I, where emotional conflict is 

heightened to the point of hysteria, we see that it is through Myshkin's 

words and actions that the tension is released. By accepting Gania's slap 

and questioning the heroine's behaviour at the Ivolgins', and by proposing 

marriage and revealing news of his inheritance in the following scene, the 

Prince diffuses the tension through his unexpected, conciliatory reactions, 

his humility and openness, which break the cycle of mistrust and abuse, 

allowing human interrelations to return to the normal and harmonious. The 

epileptic pattern which prevents Rogozhin from perpetrating a great crime 

is also employed by the hero to avert other conflicts, and in this way he 

uses his saintly script to impose control over the text and the other 

characters. While Nastas'ia Filippovna exerts control through melodramatic 

5" Unconscious Stmaure, p. 124. 
59 Process of Literary Creation, pp. 123,13 0. 
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means which intensify oppositions, charging the atmosphere with conflict 

and aggression, Myshkin's gentle version of control, originating like his 

vision of a higher reality in his epilepsy, removes aggression and 

opposition, projecting a sense of calm onto scenes previously defined by 

hysteria and tension, as well as introducing an alternative model of 

behaviour. Gania's sudden volte-face with regard to the hero after the first 

scene (VIII, 101-6) illustrates the potential of Myshkin's actions, arising 

from his illness, to change people for the better, if only temporarily. Not 

only does the Prince's entire philosophy of life originate in his illness, but 

he is also able to use the structure it provides to inhibit the aberrant 

behaviour of the protagonists; at the Epanchins' soirde, his epilepsy 

intervenes to halt his own inappropriate actions. It is this dynamic which 

defines the peaks and troughs of emotional tension which characterize the 

structuring of the novel. 

The passage discussed above containing Myshkin's thoughts about 

the spiritually beneficial aspects of his experience of epilepsy (pp. 200-20 1) 

is also significant in that it marks a shift in the Prince's ideas, as he 

concludes this train of thought, 'Aa, B MocxBe oHH qacTo cxoAHnHcE, c 

PorOXMHbIM H rOBOPHJIH He o6 OAHOM 3TOM. <(Poroxciiii ; ýaBena cKa3aii, 4To 

A Gj6m Toma emy 6paTom; OH 3TO B nepB16IA pa3 ceroAHA CKa3aii))' (via, 

189). The fact that he has thought about this issue and discussed it 

previously indicates that it is a meaningful part of his ideological make-up, 

not merely a random preoccupation brought on by his illness. 

More importantly, by recalling Rogozhin as a person, rather than as 

a pair of eyes following him, for the first time since leaving his house, 
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Myshkin turns from the general to the particular. Having mentally 

examined the nature of his experience, he now moves on to think about 

current events and the question of compassion in relation to Rogozhin's 

treatment of Nastas'ia Filippovna, and how it differs from his own, 

wondering, 'Pa3Be He crioco6eH K cBeTy Poro)KHH? OH rOBOPHT, 'ITO 

ino6HT ee He TaK, qM B HeM HeT cocTpaAaHbA, HeT ((HRKaKor4 TaKorl 

xcajiocTH)>. [ ... ] IN- PoroX= 3a xHmrorl, - pa3Be yxc 3To He oxcanocTw>, 

He Haqano <(xcajiocTH>>? ' (VIEý 191). Although it seems unlikely that 

Rogozhin will overcome his cruel and morbid passion through reading a 

book, the Prince is not merely returning here to the aesthetic principle; he is 

also highlighting the mutual nature of compassion and the fact that as an 

interdependent process, it provides a sound basis for his saintly scripting. 

Rogozhin's admission that when Nastas'ia Filippovna suggested he read 

Solov'ev, 'B nepBE. Irt pa3 KaK XWBOR qejioBeK B3AOXHYJI" (VE9,179), 

indicates that if shown compassion, he is capable of responding, and that he 

is in many ways as much a victim of the heroine as she is of him, as aside 

from this incident she treats him with contempt and persistently denies him 

the possibility of selfhood,, as we saw in chapter 1. Myshkin further 

reiterates his own feelings and hopes for both Nastas'ia Filippovna and 

Rogozhin: 

A emy, IKHA310, jm6HT]6 cTpacniO 3TY xceHiuHHy - rioqTH 

Hemiummo, nowH 616mo 6Ei xcecToKocnio, 6eCleJIOBemiocT1610. 

[ 
... 

]y Hero [Poro)KHH] orpoMHoe cepile, KoTopoe MO)KeT CTpa)IaTh 
H cocTpaAaTi.. KorAa OH y3HaeT Bcio HCTHHY H KorAa y6eAHTCA, 

icaicoe )KajiKoe cymeCTBO 3Ta nOBpexcAeHHaq, rlOJIOYMHaA, - pa3Be 
He npOCTHT OH eg Tom npexcHee, Bce myqeHHA CBOH? Pa3Be He 
craHeT ee cWoA, 6paTom, pyrom, rIPOBHAeHHem? CocTpaAaHHe 
ocmbicim K HayqHT camoro Poro)KHHa. CocTpaAaHKe ecTh 
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riiaBHeriUllirl H, moxceT 6i6rrb, eýXHHeTBeHH16IR 3aKOH 6i6rmA 

, qejlOBe, qecTBa (VIIII, 191-92). 

In this way, the hero demonstrates the link between his compassion, his 

active script to save the fallen woman from her suffering, and the rest of his 

vision- 

However, the chapter leading up to his fit, in spite of, or perhaps 

because of its centrality in establishing the origin of Myshkin's vision and 

the links between his ideas and his actions, also highlights a number of 

problems regarding the hero's underlying ideology which undermine his 

script and have a significant effect on the subsequent development of the 

novel. 

As in his earlier story of the man reprieved from the death sentence, 

when the Prince acknowledged the horror of the situation but concentrated 

on the potential of the altered perception the man experienced, so in his 

own repeated 'reprieves' Myshkin also faces horror and darkness as an 

intrinsic part of his revelation of a higher reality. He rationalizes the 

negative side of his vision and the fact that it is a consequence of his 

illness: 

lqTO xce B TOM, qTo 3To 6ojie3HL? - peunm OH HaKOHeii. - KaKoe ; to 

Toro Aejio, WO 3TO Hanp=eHHe HeHOPMaRLHoe, ecim camurl 

pe3yjiE. TaT, eciiH MHHYTa oiu,, meHHA, rIPHIlOMHHaeMaA H 
PaCCMaTPHBaeMaA yWe B 3; XOPOBOM COCT031HHH, OICa3EJBaeTCA B 
B161cLuerl cTeneHH rapmomerl, KpacoTorl, ; xaeT Heciii6ixaHHoe H 
HeraAaHHoe ; xoTojie nyBCTBO ITOJIHOTBI, mepbi, rlpHmHl)eHHA H 
BocTopweHHoro MOJIHTBeHHOrO CJIHTRA C CaMEJM B161CUIHM 
cmffe30M XW3HH? (VIII, 188). 

However, he does not deny the true ambiguity of his experience: 

& Mymefflw, ; xyiueBHblrl mpaK, HAHOTH3M cTo3mH npe; x HHm ApKHm 
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riociieACTBHeM 3THX (Muco-iarlum MHHYT))9 (VIU, 188). The joy of 

witnessing the 'higher synthesis' and the despair that follows are two sides 

of the same coin; Murav sees the internal contradictions of the epileptic 

experience, its 'pro and contra', in her words, as being indicative of its 

open-endedness and indefinability. 60 Myshkin, however, feels that the 

moment of light and understanding is worth the spiritual annihilation to 

which it inevitably leads. 

The dark side of the Prince's vision exists not only on the 

metaphysical level in the question of whether his ideology is valid, given 

the ambiguous nature of its origins, but also on a practical level, as it 

affects his thought processes about the current situation. Again his ideas in 

the abstract are shown to underpin the motivation for his actions, but as this 

now concerns negative aspects of the basis of his vision, the consequences 

are equally negative. 

The confusion and lack of concentration evident in Myshkin before 

his fit pervade the entire chapter. His mind skips from one subject to 

another ('Brlpoqem' is used six times on page 190 alone to indicate six 

changes of direction), and we are told, 'OH Man, WO B raKoe 

npeAnpHnaAo, qHoe BpemA OH 6i6iBaeT HeO6bMOBeHHO pacceAH H qacTo 

Aawe cmeumaeT iiipeAmenx H alliia, eciiH raAAHT Ha HHX6e3 oco6oro, 

HanpAxceHHOrO BHHmaHHA' (vui, 187). We later witness this as his thoughts 

move quickly from the Zhemarin murder to his recent encounter with 

Lebedev, mixing the two issues into a single event: 'H icaKorl xce, OAHaKO, 

60 Holy Foolishness, p. 8 3. 
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rxiKHR H BceAOBonE. Hr,. irI npimueK 3TOT AaBe1uHHR rmeMAHHHK JIe6e; jeBaI 

A Bnpoqem, qTo we A? [ ... ] pa3Be OH y6im 3TH cymecTBa, : )THx iuecTb 

, qejiOBeK? A KaK6y; xTo cmeumBato... KaK 3TO CTPWHO... ' (VU4190). Given 

his previous attention to faces as the basis for his compassion, the 

confusion brought on by his epilepsy is potentially disastrous. 

When Myshkin then turns to the question of whether Rogozhin 

would kill, the negative implications of his current state of mind become 

clear, as his morbid preoccupation with murderers (the ultimate deniers of 

others' selfhood) escalates. Although the Prince suggests on his first day in 

Russia that Rogozhin might kill Nastas'ia Filippovna, his suspiciousness 

now is of a different order; and even though his rival does not deny the 

probability of his killing the heroine, and provokes Myshkin's paranoia by 

following him, the damage caused to the hero's vision by his participation 

in Rogozhin's mind games is severe. On the one hand he mentally tries to 

exonerate the latter, but on the other, despite his earlier promise not to do 

so, and in the full knowledge that his opponent is following him, he 

deliberately provokes Rogozhin's murderous jealousy by searching for the 

murder weapon in a shop and going to the heroine's house, testing whether 

the other man is following his own violent script which cuts him off from 

his fellow men, or has accepted Myshkin's compassionate and harmonious 

alternative; it soon becomes clear that the former is true. 

The troubling nature of these semi-conscious thoughts and actions 

for the Prince, and his anxiety that they are undermining his script and 

adversely affecting his compassion towards others, are apparent from the 

beginning of the chapter: 
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OH 6hiii B myqHTeiibHom Hanp3meHHH H 6cciioKokIcTBe HB To we 
eamoe BpeM31 qyBCTBOBaJ1 Heo6LIKHoBeHHym nOTpe6HOCTI6 

yegHHeHHii. Emy xoTejioch6LITL OAHOMY H oTzaTbCA Bcemy nomy 
CTPUaTeJll>HOMY HanpmKeHHio C0BepiiieHHo nacCHBHO, HeHuiaHM 

maiiegmer0 BLixoja. OH c oTBpaiixeHmeM He XOTeji pa3peinaTh 
HaX5ßIHYBUlliX B ero AYMY H cepiine BonpocoB. «qTo we, pme A 
BHHOMT BO Bcem gTom? » 60pM0TaR OH IIPO ce6e, HOtfM He 
CO3HaBaA CBOHX CAOB (VIH, 186). 

In his provocation of Rogozhin, Myshkin not only sees his own complicity 

in his rival's future crime, but also feels guilt at his failure to remain free of 

judgement. In Part I of the novel, the hero is characterized by his refusal to 

judge even the worst criminal. Now he assumes Rogozhin (as well as 

Lebedev and his nephew) are guilty even before the event, and castigates 

himself, 'He ripecTyruieHHe im, He Hff3ocTi6 im c moerl cTopoHi6i TaK 

w*m, qeCKR-OTKpOBeHHo cAejiaTE, Taxoe npeAiTojio)KeHHe! ' (VIII, 190). 

Nevertheless, although fully aware of his fault, he continues the quest to 

prove his idea true. As judging the other entails objectifying them and 

claiming for oneself the right to say the final word about them, it is entirely 

opposed to Myshkin's ideal of giving dignity and respect to the other 

through self-effacement and humility. The hero's final words before his fit, 

MapýeH, He Bepio!.. ' (vni, 195) signal the irreconcilable nature of the two 

sides of his epilepsy. He can neither believe nor not believe; his 

compassion and knowledge of the other's suffering prevents him from 

acknowledging the crime even as it is being committed, while the loss of 

his essential trusting nature brought on by his illness induces him to 

participate in the very planning of the crime. The breakdown in the Prince's 

humility, which causes him to suspect and judge others, compromises his 

compassion and therefore his entire being. In comparison with the 
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standards of non-judgement he set for himself in Part 1, he has suffered a 

fall from grace. 

The ambivalent nature of Myshkin's revelation is paralleled in 

changes that we see in his behaviour from the beginning of Part II, 

suggesting that the suspiciousness and paranoia he experiences before his 

fit do not denote a momentary lapse of purity caused by the onset of his 

illness, but a definite and consistent change in his personality which 

radically and permanently alters the tenor of the novel. 

We immediately become aware of the difference in Myshkin from 

Part 1, as his appearance has changed: 'BCd rmaiLe 61mo ; xpyroe, cmHToe B 

MocKBe ia xopommm nopnmim' (VIII, 159). However, in contrast to his 

eccentric garb of Part I, which set him apart from others and in which he 

was apparently comfortable, now the Prince looks simply incongruous, as 

-HB ruiaz6e Uui He; xocTaToK: CJIMIMCOM Y)K CU1HT0 6MJ10 no moAe' (via, 

159). By adopting new, fashionable attire, as Slattery points out, Myshkin 

is also signalling a new attachment to the temporality of Russian life. 61 In 

line with the importance of the perception of time illustrated in his early 

narratives the hero, when he first arrives in Petersburg is still living 

according to his 'WelleMme cepe6pAHme 1, iacm, and claims, '0, y meHA 

BpeMA Tepr1HT; y meHA BpeMA COBepiiieHHO moe' (VM, 19,23). On his return 

to the city, however, he is in a huffy, 'icaK 661 60ACh noTePAT6 BpemA Him 

61 Rmtastic Prince, p. 79. 
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He 3acTaTi6 icoro-To Aoma' (vm, 159), suggesting that his own relation to 

time has changed. 
62 

Furthermore, his conversation with Lebedev shows us that, in 

contrast to his former nalvetd, Myshkin is now fully aware when someone 

is trying to deceive him. His impatience with Lebedev's games is evident, 

and he is more forceful and uncompromising in cutting through the latter's 

constant evasions in order to ascertain the current situation than he was, for 

example, with General Ivolgin in Part I: Tbuzymaini, tITO A H3 moeri rjiymH 

He rIO9161MYCb rIO Bainemy nepBOMY yBegomjieHMO, H HanHCaJIH ARA 

OTqHCTICH COBecTK. AA BOT H iipHexaji. Hy, nojiHoTe, He o6maHi., iBaeTe' 

(Vný 166). From a worldly point of view, the hero is a more integrated 

human being, and is able to cope with the ambiguities of life far better than 

previously, although as we see in his fit, and in subsequent events in the 

novel, this move towards the norms of behaviour of the other protagonists 

has serious implications for Myshkin's entire ideology and the saintly 

scripting it supports. The fact that the Prince's attitude towards others has 

changed is emphasized by his abrupt departure from Lebedev's: 'Bi6LxoAq, 

OH 3aGj6m Aaxce cKa3an oripouxafte>), ; Iaxe rojiOBY He KHBHYJI, RTO 

HeCOBmecTHo 6mno C Mecnioio Jle6e; xeBy BexciHBOCThIO H 

BHHmaTenLHOCThIO ICRA3A' (VIU, 169). His open-hearted friendliness 

towards all has been abandoned for the sake of expediency, suggesting that 

his guiding principles - the foundations of his saintly scripting - have been 

fundamentally undermined. Whereas earlier he ceded control to others and 

62 See Slattery, Fantastic Prince, p. 79. 
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participated in their attempts to assert their T, he is now impatient with the 

other and anxious to keep control of the situation himself 

Myshkin's ability to communicate and teach is also damaged. We 

have seen the strength of his narratives in outlining his worldview and 

shaping others' opinions of him in Part I of the novel. However, it soon 

becomes clear in Part H that he is now deprived of that power. Although in 

the four stories he tells Rogozhin he is trying, as in his previous narratives, 

to say something about human nature and faith, these stories are remarkable 

not for the clarity of Myshkin's vision, but for the inappropriate response of 

the listener: 

Poroxcm noicanumm co cmexy. OH xoxoraa raK, icaK 6ygTo 6ma B 
mom-To npitnaAice. Aaxce cTpaRHo 6i6uio cmoTpeTE. Ha 3TOT cmex 
nociie raicoro mpaqHorO He; jaBHerO HacrpoeHm. - 

BOT 3TO 31 

ino6im! HeT, BOT 3TO jWqme Bcero! - BEmpHKHBaii OH 

KOHBYJI6CIiBHO, qyTh He 3aAi6ixaAci6. - OAM COBceM B 6or-a He 

BepyeT, a ; xpyroR y)K Ao Toro BepyeT, qTo R =Aerl pexceT no 
mojmTBe... HeT, 3Toro, 6paT KHA316, He BmAymaemb I Xa-xa-xa! 
HeT, 3TO iTyqmeBcero!.. (VIII, 183). 

As William James states, 'there is no worse lie than a truth misunderstood 

by those who hear itt. 63 When Rogozhin identifies with the man who sold 

his Christ and the murderer, and acts on both these impulses, we witness 

the negative consequences of a mis-directed narrative and the failure of the 

other to take up the role allocated by a particular script. As scripting is 

mutual and interactive, the wrong attitude of another can have dire 

consequences. The Prince tells the stories in order to open Rogozhin's heart 

to the possibility of a new life, as part of his mission to rehabilitate both 

63 Religious Experience, p. 355. 
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Nastas'ia Filippovna and his opponent. His stories attempt to inspire a 

sense of compassion by emphasizing the interconnections between people 

suggesting that the drunken soldier who sold his cross is the husband of the 

young mother, as Robin Feuer Miller notes. 64 However, Rogozhin reflects 

on precisely the wrong aspects for Myshkin's purpose, indicating that in 

contrast to his earlier perspicacity, the Prince on this occasion misread the 

situation and the personality and intentions of his interlocutor. For a 

character who has placed so much emphasis on seeing as the first step to 

compassion and humility, the disappearance of this faculty is disastrous, 

and implies that the gap between the other protagonists, who have difficulty 

seeing, and Myshkin, the wise outsider who can teach them how to look, 

has narrowed. 

We also witness a decline in Myshkin's ability to influence others 

for the better and gain their trust. In Part I of the novel, we see the 

Epanchins (in particular Aglaia), Rogozhin, Nastas'ia Filippovna, Kolia 

and even Gania warm to the Prince and place their trust in him as a result of 

his expression of the ideal in narrative and action. Now Rogozhin's 

reaction tells us the limits of the bero's influence, and Rogozhin's 

unwillingness to trust Myshkin or accept his script: 

A, icax Te6A HeT ripejo mi[ioio, To ToTqac mce ic TeGe WIOGY H 

, qyBcTByw, JIeBHiiKojiaeBHq. B 3TH TpH mecAua, qTo A Teft He 

BH2lag, ica*a)wNfHHYTY HaTeft 3J1O6HJICA, ert-Gory. TaK6L1 TeGA 

B3Aji H oTpaBim -iem-HHGyar,! BOT m. Tenepri Thi -ieTBepim -iaca co 

" In 'Dostoevskii's Parables: Paradox and Plot', in Cultural Discontinuity and 
Reconstruction: the Byzanto-Slav heritage and the creation of a Russian national 
literature in the nineteenth century, ed. by Jostein Bortnes and Ingunn Lunde (Oslo: Solum 
forlag, 1997), pp. 168-184 (p. 175). 
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MHOR He cHAHum, a YX BCH 3jio6a MOA npOXOART, H T161 MHe onATh 

no-npexmemy ino6 (VIII, 174). 

The message of hope and positive example of ethical behaviour he sets for 

others are useless in the face of a violent and obsessive counter-script. 

As well as mis-reading Rogozhin, it also becomes clear during their 

conversation that the hero has a limited understanding of Nastas'ia 

Filippovna's motivation. In particular, although he accepts that Rogozhin 

will probably kill the heroine, he cannot comprehend why she courts this: 

"YXC, KOHeqHo, OHa He TaK AYPHO AymaeT 0 Te6e, icaK Thi rowpmu& BeAj6 

RHa, qe3Hwumo 6Ei,, -rro OHaCO3HaTeJILHO B BOAY KM HOA HOW HAeT, 3a 

Te6A BTUXOA31. Pa3Be moxceT 6brm 3To? KTo CWHaTenbHO B WAY HJIH HOA 

HOW HAeT? ' (vii4 179). His inability to grasp this point could signify three 

things, each of which compromises his worldvievr either he has a blindspot 

preventing him from seeing the central role of guilt and shame in the 

suffering of others, in which case his compassionate impulse is misplaced 

or incomplete, as it ignores the desire for punishment (and this has already 

been suggested in his pronouncing the innocence of both Nastas'ia 

Filippovna and Marie, in the face of their own certainty of their guilt), or he 

is deliberately understating the danger, or he simply does not know what is 

going on. In the latter two cases he would appear to be providing an overly 

optimistic interpretation of the situation in order to extricate himself from a 

difficult position. In all three scenarios, the failure of his insight and the 

damage it implies to his all-inclusive compassion, when taken in 

conjunction with the other differences we have noted, can be seen as part of 
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a new pattern of behaviour, signifying a deterioration in the positive 

personality and actions of Myshkin. 

The roots of this alteration are twofold, and both are to be found in 

the missing six months between Parts I and II. The first is raised in the final 

scene of Part L but only exerts its influence during the extended absence 

and, like his new relation to temporality, is signalled by his fashionable 

new clothes: the Prince's inheritance is in large part responsible for his fall 

from grace. The purity of his intentions (and therefore his actions) is 

immediately undermined by his newly-acquired wealth, as we see when he 

effectively joins in the bidding for Nastas'ia Filippovna; although trying to 

free her from the shame of being bought and sold, he does so by also 

offering her riches. Perhaps most importantly, the money brings Myshkin 

into contact with the material world. On receiving his inheritance, Myshkin 

ceases to be an outsider. As the novel develops, he is surrounded by 

mercenary hangers-on and false claimants on the one hand, and members of 

high society for whom money signifies substance and respectability on the 

other, while the attention he receives when he announces his inheritance is 

contrary to his practice of humility and self-effacement. 

The hero's awareness that he has been compromised by his relations 

with other people is shown shortly before his fit, when he wishes for the 

first of several times that he was completely alone and far away (VIH, 186); 

he recognizes that although the other is needed for self-affirmation, his lost 

separateness from society has rendered him ineffective and jeopardized his 

mission. This also signals the paradoxical nature of human relations, as the 

need for the other to participate in the event of being is constantly at risk 
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from the assertion of power and rights, which lead to denial of others' 

selfhood. The possibility of the ideal self-other relationship raised by 

Myshkin's saintly scripting in Part I of Idiot is therefore undermined by the 

dangers of the conflicts that characterize interhuman relations in the world 

of the novel. 

The second origin of the change in Myshkin lies in the substance of 

the 'absent centre' of the novel: the interaction between the hero, Nastas'ia 

Filippovna and Rogozhin in the six-month gap which follows Part I. The 

significance of these missing months is often overlooked by critics; Turner 

examines the evidence of what happens in the gap between Parts I and II, 

but does not address the issue of why the novel was written in this 

fashion . 
65 Danow examines the role of absence and lack of communication 

in Idiot, particularly in the depiction of Nastas'ia Filippovna, but does not 

extend the subject to look at the six month gap. 
66 However, when the 

temporal arrangement of the novel is considered, this gap has to be of 

central importance, as it covers the entire course of the relationship 

between the three main protagonists, Myshkin, Rogozhin and Nastas'ia 

Filippovna. As Fridlender states, 'o co6biTHAx, HmeBIUHX meCTO B 3TO 

BpemA, aBTop rOBOPHT JIME6 6erjio - oHH xapaKTePH3MTCA B TOR mepe, B 

iKaKOlr4 3TO Heo6xo; lHmo ; tnA noHHmaHHA oTHouieHHM, CJIOWMUIHXCA 

67 
mexcAy repOAMH K Haqany BToporl qacTH' . 

If we look at the external 

structure, Part I takes place over a single day, setting the scene, and 

65 'Between Part I and Part H of The Idiot', SEEP, 65,4 (1987), 517-36. 
66 Dialogic Sign, pp. 55-68. 
67 'Roman Mol', p. 204. 
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introducing the characters, but the central relationship of the three main 

characters is only definitively established at the end of that day, at Nastas'ia 

Filippovna's birthday party, with the hero's proposal of marriage and 

Rogozhin's successful bid for her. 

We turn the page to begin Part H expecting to read about the 

continuing adventures of our three protagonists, only to be told that this 

information is not available, even to the narrator whom we thought to be 

omniscient. We are given vague details of scandals, affairs and crises, but 

never shown the more detailed picture, despite occasional references to this 

period throughout the remainder of the novel. As Part II develops, sub-plots 

take centre-stage, and Myshkin has little chance to see Rogozhin or 

Nastas'ia Filippovna, and even less chance to talk to them. However, the 

reader remains aware that the absent relationship between these three 

continues to occupy the central Plot-line, which is confirmed as the 

denouement refocuses attention on them. As Dostoevskii wrote to his niece 

in October 1868, '; w pa3BA3KH pomaHa noqTH K rmcajicA H 3aAyMaH 6E. LTi 

BecE, pomaH' (xxvaii, 318). 

The reader is placed in the rather bizarre position of trying to make 

sense of a denouement involving a triad of relationships that have never 

been addressed directly, and have been completely sidelined for over half 

the novel. In these circumstances, the missing six months gain in 

significance, as they encompass the whole period of the relationship 

between the three protagonists. As Danow remarks, 'what the reader is not 

shown [... ] counts for as much in the total aesthetic and dramatic effect as 
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68 
what is made part of his purview'. Without knowing what occurred in this 

absent section, we can have only the haziest impression of the motives of 

all three, and of what happens at the end of the novel. However, as the lines 

of causation have been erased, we have to find other means of coming to 

this understanding. 

While this lack of information disconcerts the reader, there are also 

four major changes to the texture of Idiot after the gap between Parts I and 

11. When the story resumes in Part IL it feels almost like a different novel, 

emphasizing the significance of the missing months. Frank comments that 

'the first part of The Idiot was conceived and written as a self-contained 

unity and perhaps may best be read as an independent novella' . 
69 The 

temporal movement of the novel alters, the position and reliability of the 

narrator changes, the story takes a whole new direction, and the characters 

of all three major protagonists in this central triangle are in many ways 

different. As all these changes occur either immediately or shortly after the 

six-month gap, this is evidently their point of origin. 70 

As well as the difference we note in Myshkin's character when he 

returns to St Petersburg, there is also evidence of a change in Rogozhin. 

Lord refers to it, and Hollander mentions that he is no longer susceptible to 

Myshkin's light, as he once was, but otherwise this feature is rarely 

addressed . 
71 However, it is immediately presented to the reader at the start 

" Dialogic Sign, p. 6 1. 
69 The Miraculous Years, p. 325. 
70 The temporal and narrational changes will be examined in chapter 3, pp. 32845. 
71 Lordý E&Ws andPerspectives, p. 98; Hollander, 'Apocalyptic Framework', p. 136. 
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of Part II, as both the reader and Myshkin see the 'cTpaHHi6irI, rop3MHA 

B3rJ= T116HX-TO ABYX VIM, B TOMTe' (VM, 158). The intensely physical 

presence of Rogozhin in Part I, when he twice bursts on the scene 

surrounded by a crowd, creating the maximum noise and attention, is 

replaced by a wraith, a shadowy figure in the park, the product of a dream 

or hallucination. None of the characters he threatens, Myshkin, Ippolit, and 

Nastas'ia Filippovna, are even sure whether he is actually there or not; the 

otherness to which the heroine has reduced him seems to deprive him of all 

humanity and even the concrete form of a living being. Having previously 

been characterized by drunken and rowdy behaviour and surrounded by a 

chaotic mob, he is now subdued and solitary, and the torment he is 

suffering owing to his relationship with Nastas'ia Filippovna is apparent in 

his description of their violent and damaging interactions before his attempt 

on the Prince's life. 

The darkness that has descended on Rogozhin is symbolized in two 

ways: firstly by the gloomy house with which he is now connected, its 

oppressive history connected with religious sects and his father's avarice 

intensifying the burden of his morbid passion; and secondly by the painting 

of the dead Christ contained within the house. The thematic significance of 

the Holbein painting has been discussed thoroughly. 72 However, its 

72 See, for example, E. Gaede, 'Lecture d'un Tableau: Le "Christ Mort" de Holbein dans 
LUot de Dostoievski', Annales de la Faculte des Lettres et Sciences Luminaires de Nice, 
41 (1981), 107-23; E. I. Marchenko, '"Strannaia kartina7 Gansa Golbeina Mladshego v 
romane F. Dostoevskogo Idiot, in Stil' - obraz - vremia. Problemy istorij i teorij 
iskusstva. Sbornik statei, ed. by M. N. Sokolov (Moscow: Akademiia khudozhestv SSSR, 
1991), pp. 93-118; 1 Molnar, '"One's faith could be smashed by such a picture': Interrelation of Word and Image (Icon) in Dostoevsky's Fiction: Holbein's "Christ in the 
Tomb" in the Ideological and Compositional Structure of the novel Ae Idiot', Acta 
Litteraria Academide Scientiarum Hungaricae, 32,34 (1990), 245-58; Julia Kristeva, 
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structural importance to the novel, arising from the characters' responses to 

it, has not been addressed. For all three participants in the major emotional 

triangle of the novel, the painting addresses and exemplifies issues of major 

personal concern, connected with the time they spent in Moscow between 

Parts I and II, and how that period changed their lives. Nastas'ia 

Filippovna's suffering and eventual death are echoed in Holbein's depiction 

of Christ, as is the impossibility of her being resurrected by Myshkin, while 

for Rogozhin, the painting both precipitates his loss of faith and represents 

what it can lead to, in terms both of his own suffering and the destruction 

he can bring to others. 

The Gothic overtones of Idiot are most sharply defined here, not 

only in the threatening presence of the Rogozhin residence itself (which 

Ippolit later describes as being 'nOXO)K Ha KnaA6mme' (Vm, 338)), but also 

in the fact that it holds such a terrifying and realistic representation of 

death. The Holbein painting has an analogous function to the horrifying 

wax model of a maggot-ridden corpse found at the Castle of Udolpho in 

Ann Radcliffe's novel (which Dostoevskii knew from childhood, and 

referred to in Bratia Karamazovy (xv, 158)); it is an object of terror at the 

heart of a terrible place, simultaneously a reminder of base deeds and an 

inspiration to fixther evil. At a point when Myshkin's vision is being 

undermined by his illness and early signs of the changes he has undergone, 

the intrusion of the Gothic provides an additional threat to the hero's entire 

'Holbein's Dead Christ', Zone, 3 (1989), 23 8-69; Jeffrey Meyers, 'Holbein and Ae Idiot', 
in Painting and the Novel (Manchester: Manchester University Press; New York: Bames 
and Noble, 1975), pp. 13647; Meerson, 'Ivolgin and Holbein', pp. 208-10; Muller, 'Obraz 
Khrista', pp. 378-80. 
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worldview, and as the melodramatic heroine Nastas'ia Filippovna also 

reflects many Gothic characteristics, we suspect that the darkness inherent 

in this feature has played a major role in the change in the hero after the 

six-month gap. 

The hero cannot bear to look at the painting of Christ, as it presents 

Christ as man, Christ as failure, Christ stripped of His divine attributes and 

unable to overcome the laws of nature, objectivized. in death and denied His 

usual meaning as an ideal model of selffiood. 73 This forces him to confront 

his own failure, or rather, on this first occasion, to avoid confronting it, as it 

reflects his inability to fulfil his self-appointed mission to save the fallen 

woman, Nastas'ia Filippovna, as well as the compromising of the Christ- 

like qualities he enjoyed when he first returned to Russia from Switzerland. 

Both the painting of the dead Christ and the changing presentation of the 

Prince show that what was thought to be eternal is in fact temporary and 

finite. In the Holbein and in the confusion of his mind before his fit, 

Myshkin faces all the issues of how he has changed, what he has lost, and 

where he has failed. 

This leads to a conscious act of suppression by Myshkin of the 

events between his two visits to Petersburg, as he attempts to draw a line 

under the past and lead a more normal life, rather than an unconscious act 

of repression, as suggested by Elizabeth Dalton's interpretation. 74 The 

Holbein, in which the Prince's ideology is both crystallized and questioned, 

73 This aspect of the Holbein will be discussed in relation to Ippolit in chapter 3, pp. 296- 
98 below. 
74 Unconscious Structure, pp. 174-6. 
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begins this process, and after the period of maximal uncertainty in the 

novel, the change of direction is completed by Myshkin's fit. The timing of 

the attack is significant, as it introduces the origin of his worldview in his 

experience after having demonstrated the 'superstructure' of his ideas and 

actions it inspires. On the basis of his perceptive narratives and 

compassionate nature and actions in Part I, the hero comes across in an 

extremely positive light, but on his return to Petersburg, significant doubts 

begin to appear. When these are then shown to be an inherent part of the 

experience underlying his entire ideology, both his philosophy and his 

actions are compromised, and as a result, the remainder of the novel is 

characterized by a shift in focus, with the darker side of Myshkin's vision 

asserting itself more forcefully and gradually weakening his ethical stance. 

It is this which leads to the lack of focus in the central section of the 

novel; Myshkin, losing sight of his ideal and having abandoned his mission, 

is looking for a replacement, another cause which will allow him to express 

the ideal through ethical interaction. However, while he tries to ignore the 

past, other characters perpetually remind him of his mission. 

IV: ROCKING THE FOUNDATIONS 

After the first hints of an alteration in Myshkin's character and behaviour in 

the opening chapters of Part H, the removal to Pavlovsk which follows his 

fit constitutes a total change in direction which fundamentally alters the 

tenor of Idiot. As the action shifts, we find ourselves in a different type of 

novel altogether; the tension, pain and hysteria surrounding the central 
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emotional triangle appears to have vanished, as Nastas'ia Filippovna 

withdraws to the background and Myshkin, weakened by his illness and the 

pressure of the situation, seems to have abandoned his mission to save her, 

leaving the novel without a substantial plot to follow. As the narrative of 

Idiot centres on the consciousness of the Prince, when he 'loses the plot', 

the novel also suffers a total loss of direction. 

This is evident in the diffusion of the highly-charged atmosphere 

which characterized the second half of Part I and the prelude to his fit at the 

beginning of Part II, as in Pavlovsk he is no longer participating in the 

painful internal conflict of Nastas'ia Filippovna. In keeping with his means 

of reducing the tension in Part I to avoid damaging self-other relations, 

after his fit the Prince does the same by cutting himself off from contact 

with the heroine. On this occasion, however, his action, although designed 

primarily to keep the peace, appears less positive, as it involves ignoring 

the reality of the situation and the suffering of others. Furthermore, while 

his role in the scandal scenes of Part I was to lessen the tension, his attempt 

to repeat the process in Parts H and III paradoxically deprives him of this 

fundamental role and the possibility of setting an example to others through 

his actions. 

In spite of the reduction in tension caused by Nastas'ia Filippovna's 

disappearance and the hero's decision to change direction and normalize 

his life, there are still underlying threats to the situation, aside from the 

heroine's occasional appearances and their consequences (including a 

possible duel for Myshkin). Radomskii's uncle's suicide, the threat which 

Rogozhin represents to Ippolit (as well as the persisting memory of his 
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attempt to murder the hero), the ugly scene with the nihilists and the 

apocalyptic atmosphere introduced by Lebedev's interpretation of 

Revelation all create tension in the middle section of the novel, 

undermining the uneasy balance which Myshkin has established. 

Furthermore, the deterioration of Myshkin's positive attributes, and the 

profound effect this has on the structure of the novel, become evident in the 

crowd scenes which constitute the major action of Parts H and HL 

Both of the middle parts of Idiot after the move to Pavlovsk are 

constructed around a single major scene, with all the main characters 

except Nastas'ia Filippovna present in one episode or the other. In each 

case, the focus of attention is a pair of narratives: 'Zhil na svete rytsar' 

bednyi' and Keller's article in Part H, and Lebedev's interpretation of the 

Apocalypse and story of the cannibal, followed by Ippolit's 

'Neobkhodimoe ob'iasnenie' in Part III. The themes of these narratives 

have been widely discussed ; 75 however, they also have enormous 

significance for the structure of the novel, as indicators of the way it has 

changed and of Myshldn's new position within the text. 

75 On the Pushkin poem see in particular Fiene, 'Pushkin's "Poor Knight"'; 1. L. Al'mi, '0 
prevrashcheniiakh pushkinskogo "Zhil na svete rytsar' bednyi" v khudozhestvennom mire 
Dostoevskogo', in Stuzhet i vremia. Sbornik nauchnykh tmdov. K semidesiatiletiju 
Georgda Vasil'evicha Krasnova, ed. by V. A. Viktorovich and others (Kolomna: 
Kolomenskii pedagogicheskii institut, 199 1), pp. 131-134; V. A. Viktorovich, 'Pushkinskii 
motiv v Mote F. M. Dostoevskogo', in Boldinskie chtenfla (Gor'kii: Volgo-Viatskoe 
knizhnoe isdatel'stvo, 1980), pp. 126-136, and Viktorovich, 'Siuzhet i povestvovaniia'; 
Bethea, Shape of Apocalypse, Hollander, 'Apocalyptic Framework', and Leatherbarrow, 
'Apocalyptic Imagery', on connections with the Book of Revelation; examinations of 
Ippolit's confession occur in criticism on the Holbein painting cited above. (note 72, p. 
222), but see also Bethea, pp. 97-99, and V. 1. Aripovskii, 'Obraz Ippolita v kompozitsionnoi strukture romana F. M. Dostoevskogo Idiot', in Voprosy russkol 
literatury, Vypusk 3 (W. L'vovskogo universiteta, 1966), pp. 41-46. 
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In line with the norms established by the Prince's stories in Part I, 

narrative continues to be the primary mode of expression for the 

protagonists. However, it quickly becomes apparent that the move to 

Pavlovsk marks the end of Myshkin's centrality as an intradiegetic narrator. 

In broad terms this occurs because his vision of a higher reality, which is so 

strong in Part L becomes less adequate to his more complex life and 

relations to others following the traumatic events we do not witness in 

Moscow. After the failure of his parables of faith to open the heart of 

Rogozhin, he makes no further attempt to tell stories (except at the 

Epanchins' soir6e, where he mis-reads the situation, in contrast to his 

earlier perspicacity, and fails spectacularly to explain his ideas), and is in 

general silent in comparison with his earlier willingness to talk. 

Myshkin's new-found reticence illustrates one of the major themes 

of the novel: 'the difficulty of expressing adequately and truthfully not only 
76 the most sacred truths but even ordinary everyday facts' 
. This is a 

problem which preoccupies Ippolit, as is evinced by his apologies for the 

poor style of his 'ob'iasnenie', for example, 'MHe KaweTcA, A Harmcan 

cert-qac yxcacHym rnynocm6' (VIIL 332). However, it is a problem which 

clearly does not affect the Prince in the early part of the novel, when 

narrative is his most important means of communication. It appears to be an 

issue only for the self-conscious narrator; the least self-conscious story- 

tellers in the novel, General Ivolgin and Lebedev, are never worried about 

expressing themselves badly. The same is true of Myshkin in Part I, but if 

76 Jones, Dosloyevsky after Bakhtin, p. 113. 
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he is not already aware of this at the beginning of Part 11, the effect of his 

parables on Rogozhin is sufficient to show him that narrating is not a risk- 

free business; it can in fact have far-reaching consequences which can be 

negative as well as positive, and it is in part this knowledge which makes 

him more circumspect later on. 

Furthermore, he has also by this stage lost confidence in his ideas, 

owing to the ambiguous origins of his worldview in his illness, and his 

inability to save Nastas'ia Filippovna. As both his philosophy and actions 

are undermined, Myshkin falters and ceases to believe in his strengths as a 

narrator, admitting on his only subsequent (and unsuccessful) attempt to 

express his ideas at the Epanchins' soirde: 

A BcerAa 6oioci6 MOHM cmell[HLIM BHAOM cKomrWmempOBaTE, 
MIICJI]6 H aaaGHyio Wen A He Hmeio wecTa. A Hmeio )KecT Beer; xa 
ripoTHBonojimEREA, a wo Bi6inine'r cmexH yHHxcaeT HAeiO. 
lqyBcTBa mepii Towe HeT, a wo riiaBHoe; 3TO Ance camoe 
riiaBHoe... A Maio, wo mHe nyqme cHAeTj6 H mojiqan (vni, 45 8, 
author's emphasis). 

After having exemplified the Christ-like quality of seeing and the 

importance of narrating as an indication of his access to a higher reality in 

Part I, Myshkin's fall is emphasized by his loss of these abilities as he, like 

the other characters, moves into problematic relations with language and 

expression; 'from the moment [ ... ] that the humans listen to the wrong 

words - to the words that are wrong - untroubled relation is lost, with God- 

as-word, and with the divine word in the universe and in men'. 77 

77 Edwards, p. 219. 
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As a result of the Prince's silence, the middle section of the novel 

must be defined by other means, and this is achieved largely by other 

characters' inserted narratives commenting on him. Keller's article, 

Aglaia's rendition of 'Rytsar' bednyi' (formulated as a critique of 

Myshkin's mission), and Ippolit's confession (which frames many of the 

hero's ideas in an ironic context) all contribute to the gradual erosion of 

Myshkin's script and its replacement with the differently-angled images 

others have of him, which introduce different patterns of expectations and 

new possible directions for the Prince. Lebedev, meanwhile, takes over the 

hero's key role of describing another, higher reality, but his interpretation is 

doom-laden and negates the hopefulness of Myshkin's ideal, and Ippolit's 

nightmarish visions replace the Prince's religious experience at the 

waterfall. 

The two narratives in Part H are commentaries on the personality of 

the Prince, while those in Part III concentrate on his ideas, and all four 

contribute to the undermining of Myshkin's integrity in his actions and 

underlying ideology. They also contain reminders of his mission, and offer 

alternative scripts to redefine attitudes towards him, hoping thereby to 

influence the subsequent direction of the narrative. In the first interpretation 

of him, Aglaia specifically denies that the comparison of the hero with the 

'Rytsar' bednyi' implies a criticism: 'A cHaqana He HOHHmaiia H cmeAnacE., 

a Tenepi, =6jiio vpi6iuapq ftworo)), a rjiaBHoe, yBax= ero nOABi4rK' 

(VIII, 207). However, despite this endorsement, the poem seriously 

undermines the image of the Prince, as the figure to whom Aglaia compares 
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him, the knight, is mad. Furthermore her analysis implicitly criticizes his 

mission, as in stating, 

OH ee BiiGpaJ1 H nOBepHii ee «�iHcTori KpacoTe», a 3aTem ywe 
rrpemoHRncA ripea Heio HaBeffl; B TOM-TO H 3acnyra, nTo eciiH C) 

OHa noTom XOTL BOPOBKOr16bijia, TO OH Bce-TaKH ; xojLueH ULTI erf 

BepHThH 3a ee ýmci-ým icpacoTy Konrix jiomalýb (VIII, 207), 

she is suggesting that his mission is pure fantasy, and that by choosing an 

unworthy subject, Myshkin is failing to live up to the expectations he 

aroused when he first appeared. Aglaia uses the Pushkin poem to suggest a 

different script for the Prince and Nastas'ia Filippovna, but in doing so she 

undermines the ideal which lies behind his attempt to save the fidlen and 

suffering woman. 

Krieger notes that, according to Nastas'ia Filippovna's letter's, 

Myshkin refers to Aglaia 'Kax o ((CBeTe))' (Vfflý 3 79), and that when Aglaia 

recites the Pushkin poem, the phrase 'lumens coeh' ('light of heaven') 

offers the younger woman as an alternative ideal for the PrinCe. 78 I would 

suggest that just as is it Aglaia's deliberate aim to deride the object of the 

hero's mission, she is also consciously, using the very words Myshkin used 

(in a source as yet unseen by the reader or the hero, but whose existence 

has already been mentioned), offering herself as a protagonist in a worthier 

script. However, as Krieger states, it is attachment to this alternative, 

earthly ideal which proves to be the Prince's undoing, as in shifting his 

79 'Curse of Saintliness', p. 45. 
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focus away from Nastas'ia Filippovna, he is moving from agape to eros 

and serving himself rather than the other. 79 

Keller's libellous article which follows the Pushkin poem is a more 

direct attack on the Prince's reputation, as here for the first time the honesty 

and purity of the hero are questioned. By accusing Myshkin of profligacy, 

promiscuity, arrogance and a lack of concern for others, amongst other 

things, the article suggests that he is guilty of the same sins as other men, in 

stark contrast to everything we have assumed about the hero thus far. We 

strongly suspect that this narrative is a tissue of lies (a feeling which is 

heightened when we learn that the congenital liar Lebedev has a hand in it 

(Vill, 241-42)), but as a result of the six-month gap and other key absences 

(such as the lack of reliable information about Myshkin's childhood), and 

the fact that certain details do coincide with what we already know, neither 

we nor the other characters present are in a position to judge whether there 

is any truth to the allegations at all. 80 The strong effect this has on the other 

protagonists is evident: 'OTO... 3TO YXC 51 He riOHHmaiol - BcKi4, qaii 14BaH 

(De; xopOBHq B B161COqa9merl cTerieHH HeroAOBaHHA' (via, 219). The belief 

others have of the hero, inspired by his actions and words on the day of his 

arrival, is damaged by Keller's narrative. For Myshkin himself, an 

interpretation so contrary to the spirit of his scripting and his main idea 

further damages his ability to read and respond to a situation, his attempt at 

79 'Curse of Saintliness', pp. 4445. 

so See K. L Megaeva, 'Avtorskaia pozitsiia v romane Dostoevskogo Idiot', in 
Khudozhestvennyj tekst i literaturnyi zhanr. Mezhvuzovskii nauchno-tematicheskii sbomik 
(Makhachkala: Dagestanskii gosudarstvennyi universitet, 1980), pp. 62-74 (p. 72). 
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conciliation by offering money to Burdovskii, even after the claim has been 

exposed as false, is seen by the nihilists as arrogance and superiority, not 

generosity as was intended, indicating the difficulty of negotiating 

interhuman relations in the face of conflicting agendas. The hero's saintly 

script is adversely affected by others' scripts for him; after Nastas'ia 

Filippovna's first appearance in the park, which immediately follows this 

scene, many of the other characters are suspicious of Myshkin, as they 

presume he must be involved in the heroine's machinations, in contrast to 

their trusting attitude in Part I. 

Moreover, as others project their scripts onto him in the central 

section of the novel, both the reader's view of him and the shape of the 

narrative change subtly. For example, when MyshIdn first mentions his 

inheritance at the end of Part I, we are told the origin of the money, the 

Moscow merchant Papushin (VIEý 139-140). However, when Burdovskii 

appears to claim part of the inheritance, the nihilists concentrate on the link 

between Pavlishchev and Myshkin, to the extent that the true source of the 

Prince's new-found wealth is forgotten and becomes almost irrelevant. The 

interpretation forced onto Myshkin by Keller's article and events 

surrounding the nihilists' visit establishes a different causality, which, even 

though it is totally illusory, has a powerful effect on the reader and colours 

our view of Myshkin (especially regarding the conversion of Pavlishchev to 

Catholicism) no less than if it were true. Not only is there no ontological 
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difference between truth and lies in a literary text, 81 but there is no practical 

difference either. Rumours such as the ones spread by Keller's vaudeville 

version of Myshkin's life become possible realities, as the 'truth' of any 

narrative, and any external effect it has, depend only on belief in it. As 

aspects of Keller's article are assumed by some of the characters to be 

correct (for example Princess Belokon'skaia's assertion '. no OH 

JHOGOBIIHLXY OTKpbrrO co=pxHT' (vmý 442)), faith in Myshkin as a positive 

force in the novel begins to wane. Moreover, his personal lack of direction 

following the six-month gap and his decision to renounce his quest to save 

Nastasia Filippovna is emphasized by the parallel lack of movement in the 

narrative, and is indicative of the characters' (including Myshkin's) 

inability to find a new script and a meaningful direction in which to steer 

the text. 

Another problem arises for Myshkin as a result of these two 

narratives. While his move to the background signifies an attempt to 

maintain his humility and self-effacement despite the loss of other positive 

qualities, he is thwarted by the constant insistence of the other protagonists 

on sustaining the image of him at the centre of the text, reminding him, in 

mocking tones, of his abandoned mission. Furthermore, although they have 

gathered from the hero the importance of story-telling, the other characters 

do not use it for the positive ends of allowing the other to achieve selthood. 

The fact that Aglaia and Keller (and Lebedev as co-author) use satire and 

" See David K. Danow, 2he 2hought ofMikhail Bakhan: From Word to Culture (London: 
Macmillan, 1991), p. 107. 
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irony in their narratives to tease and humiliate the Prince indicates that they 

have not adopted the compassionate aspect of his worldview. They do not 

see, as Myshkin does, that humility is a voluntary practice, and is negative 

and divisive when imposed by the other, as it then becomes humiliation, 

which is a sign of objectification, precisely the outcome he wishes to avoid. 

Thus while the other characters follow the hero in some respects, in others 

they directly oppose his ideal, which both evinces the difficulty of 

persuading another to accept one's script and take an active, compatible 

role in order to affirm its truth, and further suggests the deterioration of 

Myshkin's vision and his ability to influence others for the better. The 

aimless and unsettled tenor of the narrative continues as neither script 

suggested in Part 11 allows the Prince to return to his underlying ideal. 

The inserted narratives and discussions surrounding them in Part III 

further undermine the Prince's position in the novel. Lebedev's eschatology 

and story of the cannibal concentrate on the contemporary spiritual malaise 

afflicting society; his challenge, 'noKaxme MHe CB313YI019YI0 HacTomixee 

IleJIOBe, qecTBo MIICJIL XOTB BrIOJIOBHHY MOR CRJ161, icaxB TexcTojieTHqx' 

(via, 315), echoes Myshkin's attempts earlier to reawaken the spiritual 

dimension amongst those who cannot see. However, the purity of the hero's 

ideas and his intentions in expressing them is now sullied by the fact that 

they are endorsed by such a buffoonish figure who has a history of 

misleading others for no apparent reason, with the result that the other 

protagonists' belief in Myshkin's vision and access to the ideal is damaged 

even further. Moreover, the Prince's lack of contribution to a subject which 

is close to his own heart is highlighted: '90 CKX n0p OH B mojiqaHHH 
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cjiyLuaii cnopHBuiHx H HeBBA3LiBajICA Bpa3rOBOp [ 
... ] MoxceT6rrrE,, OH H 

1114 CJIOBa 6mHe cKa3ait B ixeamR Beqep' (vm, 313). This again confirms his 

unwillingness to speak, even on the spiritual and ethical issues which were 

the mainstay of his discourse in Part 1. 

Ippolit's confession places a further question mark against 

Myshkin's idea by emphasizing the failure of its translation into action. The 

'Neobkhodimoe ob'iasnenie' reveals Ippolit's affinity with Myshkin, 

despite their apparent differences. In the course of his narrative, Ippolit 

mentions nearly all the ideas we associate with the Prince: 'mHp cnaceT 

icpacoTa'; 'Bpemem4 6ojE6Lue iie 6yAeT'; the condemned man; the problem 

of adequately expressing ideas; 'cmHpeHHe ecn cTpauiHaA cHna'; and the 

loss of faith precipitated by the Holbein painting of Christ (viEý 317-344). 

Ultimately, he says more about Myshkin's ideas than the Prince ever does 

himself. 82 However, the fact that these ideas, which arose out of the 

perception of human suffering, are now raised by a character who is in 

despair, and indeed is on the brink of attempting suicide, implies that the 

hero has failed him. Myshkin's intentions are good, and his perception in 

seeing what Ippolit needs to ease his final days is remarkable (3eaeffl, H 

ITHCT]61rl B03; XYX, no ero mHeHmo, HeripemeHHo npOH3BexWT BO MHe icaKyw- 

HH6yAE- (ýH3HqecK)w nepemeHy, H moe BojiHeHHe H MOU CUbt nepemeli3MA 

H, moxce'r &rm, o6jierqanCA' (viiL 321, author's emphasis)). However, he 

is ultimately unable to help the young consumptive spiritually, as Ippolit is 

unwilling to give up his cynical and rebellious stance in favour of 

82 See Miller, Author, Narrator, andReader, p. 200. 
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Myshkin's conception of a peaceful and contemplative death in which 

everything can be comprehended. 

Ippolit's suffering is comparable to that of Nastas'ia Filippovna, 

and suggests an alternative mission for Myshkin. However, the younger 

man rejects the Prince's saintly script in favour of his own, allied to 

Rogozhin's dark vision. In 'returning the ticket' to Myshkin and using his 

'ob'iasnenie' to draw attention to the loss of the ideal and the failure of the 

hero to change his, the young consumptive becomes his adversary and 

radically alters the tenor of the narrative. 83 Ippolit's discourse, and 

particularly the discussion it contains of Holbein's 'Christ in the Tomb', 

has a profound effect on the Prince. Ippolit becomes essential to the 

structure of the novel as a whole, because the psychological consistency of 

Myshkin depends on his continued evasion of the issues raised by the 

painting. 84 In his role as a replacement for the newly silenced Myshkin, 

Ippolit acts as a catalyst in the structure of the novel, sparking off a second 

change in direction. When he raises the issues that are important to the 

hero, and discusses the painting, the Prince is forced to face the cause he 

has abandoned and the responsibilities he has abdicated since he himself 

saw the painting and suppressed the distressing events of the past. This 

leads to a renewed participation in the fate of Nastas'ia Filippovna, which 

he has been avoiding since his arrival in Pavlovsk, as his apparent 

unwillingness to become involved in the the heroine's mysterious affairs 

g3 As we shall examine in chapter 3, pp. 229-308,332-34. 
84 See the commentary in Wasiolek, ed., Notebooksfor 7he Idiot,, p. 164. 
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with Radomskii, and his unlikely amorous interest in Aglaia, show. After 

the meandering central section, his conviction of the importance of his ideal 

is gradually restored, owing to Ippolit's narrative and the heroine's letters 

to Aglaia, and from this point onwards events follow each other with a 

fresh sense of urgency, as the central characters hurtle towards the final 

crisis. However, by this stage the atmosphere of the novel has darkened 

owing to the influence of Ippolit's tragic narrative, and the hope of 

salvation and a new life have now disappeared. 

Just as after the first appearance of the painting, there is another 

period of uncertainty, this time longer, before Myshkin's epilepsy 

intervenes again to determine the final direction of the novel. In both cases 

the Holbein painting is a catalyst for a partial change in direction, thereby 

acting as a framing device for the middle part of the novel, and this is 

completed by alterations in Myshkin's consciousness caused by his 

epileptic fits. The painting therefore provides the second structuring 

impulse in the novel to emerge from Myshkin's consciousness. While the 

4 epileptic structure' has the beneficial effect of reducing tension and 

preventing the other characters' harmful actions and words, the fmme 

introduced by the Holbein has more negative implications. In the first 

place, it leads to the Prince ignoring the suffering of Nastasia Filippovna 

and undermines the selfless attitude he exhibited in Part I. In the second 

place, the imposition of this frame also severely impacts on his use of the 

t-epileptic structure'; instead of dissipating the tension, he antagonizes the 

nihilists, he fails to intervene to prevent Ippolit's suicide attempt, and 

finally, at the meeting of the two women he is a hapless onlooker who can 
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do nothing to avert impending disaster. Under the influence of the painting, 

Myshkin's capacity for action is damaged, radically altering the tenor of the 

novel. 

In the second transitional period, following Ippolit's narrative, a 

number of issues surrounding his relation to the other finther indicate the 

corruption of his idea and the effect this has on his actions, which have 

profound implications for the renewal of his mission and compromise his 

ability to save his heroine. 

The first issue is the Prince's dream of being Napoleon whilst 

sleeping on the bench in the park after Ippolit's suicide attempt. When 

Aglaia teases him about his dream, 'MoweT, 4)ejr6; jmapMajiom ce6A 

Boo6paxaeTe H ýiTo HanojieoHa pa36HjiH? ', she receives the unexpected 

reply, 'Hy BOT qecTHoe CJIOBO, A o6 3Tom ; xymaio, oco6eHHo icorAa 

MCLIMIO, - 3aCMeAJICA MAU, - TOJE6KO A He HanojieOHa, a BCO aBcTpHRUeB 

pa36HBaio' (viu, 354). His admission recalls Porfiry Petrovich's question 

from Prestuplenie i nakazanie, 'ICrO XC y Hac Ha PycH ce6A HanoneOHOM 

Tenep16 He cqHTaeT? ' (vi, 204), and marks an extraordinary reversal; the 

self-effacing hero of Part I whose main aim was to prevent the suffering of 

others now, we discover, dreams, like Raskol'nikov, of wading through 

fields of blood and asserting his greatness at the expense of all others. 

The seemingly irrelevant digression on the disgrace and death of 

General Ivolgin also serves to show how far Myshkin has fallen. 11is 

reaction to the General's stories towards the end of the novel is partly 

responsible for the latter's demise. A note of dishonesty and embarrassment 
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creeps into his responses to Ivolgin, suggesting that the hero is hurnouring 

him rather than, as before, seriously attempting to restore his dignity: 

KHR316 BucKmaji CBOIO ýpmy H3 nponHceri B TBepAori 
yBepeHHocTH, wo oHa npOH3BeAeT ripeicpaCHoe ; jerlCTBHe. OH icaK- 

TO HHCTHHKHBHO ýJOMAWICA, WO KaKO10-HH6yAi6 noAo6HO10 
rlyCT03BOHHOIO, HO npHATHOIO (Dpa3or4, cKa3aHHoio KcTaTH, moxmo 

B; xpyr noKOpWM H YMHPHT]6 Aymy TaicoroqejioBera R oco6eHHO B 

Tuom nojioxcemH, Kaic reHepaii (VIII, 404). 

The fact that the General notices this change in Myshkin's attitude is 

evinced in their next interview, When, 'yrOHqeHHOCTh Bi6ipaweHHrI, 

nOlqTHTeJMHMA TOH BHAHMO nojmcTHiiH reHepajiy, XOTA OH Bcd ewe HHorAa 

B3rnAAhEaaji CO BHe3ariHoIO HeAOBepqHBocTEio' (VIUý 410). The Prince is 

also aware that he is behaving differently, 'icaic-To CTpaHHO po6eA, ToqHo 

rocTi6 ero 6i6ui 4)ap(ýOPOBEA1, a oH nomRHyTHo 6o3mcA ero pa36HT]6' (VIU, 

409). His deliberately excessive endorsement of the General's story about 

Napoleon is a further sign that his ability to efface himself in order to allow 

the other to assert his or her own script has become inconsistent, and also 

highlights the double thoughts to which he has recently admitted. General 

Ivolgin perceives that Myshkin pities him, and 'OT Hero He rIpHmeT 

(MaicoB cocTpaAaHKA, yHmxaiouxHx AOCTOHHCTBo 6e3 Toro ywe 

HectiacTHoro qejlOBeKa>)' (vm, 418); the compassion which defines the 

Prince's relations to others earlier in the novel has been corrupted to the 

extent that it is now marked not by his own humility, but by his humiliation 

of another, and the failure of the expectations he raised through the 

orientation of his actions towards the other in Part 1. 
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The soir6e organized by the Epanchins to introduce Myshkin into 

society and announce his engagement to Aglaia highlights the decline of 

the hero in several ways. In the first place, the occasion amounts to a public 

declaration that he has abandoned his mission and is prepared to settle 

down to normal life away from Nastas'ia Filippovna. In the second place, 

and perhaps more significantly, his words and thoughts indicate his 

distance from the ideal he represented in Part L In stark contrast with his 

earlier fluent expression of his ideas to the Epanchins, in which seeing and 

narrating are essential, the party in Part IV is marked by his failure to see 

and his inability to express himself His ability to read faces was 

emphasized in the first scenes of the novel as the first step towards his 

saintly scripting, and performed a vital role in establishing his mission to 

save Nastas'ia Filippovna, but now he is easily fooled by dissembling 

appearances: "BCC-TO 3TO o6uxecTBo KRAU RpHFM 3a caMY10 tlHCT)W 

MOHeTy' (wa, 445). Moreover, not only is he unable to articulate his ideas, 

but even their very quality seems to have been corrupted; previously he 

spoke of compassion and the need to recognize the true nature of reality 

through the awareness of presentness, but at the soirde he enters into a 

bigoted tirade about Catholicism, and raves incoherently about an 

aristocratic revolution, which appears to contradict his earlier concern for 

the abused and unfortunate, divides him from those who have no money or 

nobility, and is undermined by his failure to see the true - and distinctly 

unflattering - natures of the very members of society whose nobility he is 

championing (via, 449459). By this stage, unable to read a situation or 

narrate, all aspects of Myshkin's saintly scripting are under threat. 
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Therefore, just as his involvement with General Ivolgin is an 

attempt to evade the real issue of the return to his quest, so Myshkin's 

engagement to Aglaia further confirms his unwillingness to sacrifice 

himself for Nastas'ia Filippovna and signals his fall away from the ideal 

before the denouement. Their relationship is strange and contradictory, as it 

arises out of the conflict of two incompatible scripts; for Myshkin it 

signifies a move towards normality, away from the pain and misery of his 

relationship with Nastas'ia Filippovna, while it seems inspired on Aglaia's 

part by the desire to annoy her parents by choosing the most unsuitable 

husband possible, and is thus anti-normality. 85 Myshkin appears to be in 

love with her, but their relationship is perpetually strained and abnormal, 

owing partly to Aglaia's dualistic impulses, but also to the pervasive 

influence of Nastas'ia Filippovna. Aglaia's attachment to the hero develops 

because of rather than in spite of his connection to Nastas'ia Filippovna, as 

it casts doubts on his propriety in the eyes of others, as well as giving her a 

point of attack which allows her to assert her voice at the expense of her 

suitor's. Furthermore, as we have seen, it is Nastas'ia Filippovna who 

initially recommends the other woman to the Prince, rejecting his proposal 

of marriage with the words, 'Te6e Teneph HaAo Arnato EnaHqHHy' (vm, 

143), which suggests that Myshkin, having failed to persuade her to take up 

the alternative script he is offering, is trying to respond to her own 

85 Diana L. Burgin, 'Prince My9kin: The True Lover and "Impossible Bridegroom": A 
Problem in Dostoevskian Narrative', SEEJ, 27 (1983), 158-75, caUs it a 'parody of 
romantic love' (p. 169). 
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alternative script for him, in order to maintain his commitment to hear and 

react to her voice and to be a servant to her cause. 

The fact that the relationship between Myshkin and Aglaia has been 

invented by Nastas'ia Filippovna implies that its continuation or otherwise 

is also dependent on the older woman (which is confirmed by the 

withdrawal of her consent at the confrontation of the two women). After 

Ippolit's confession and its description of the Holbein painting have 

reawakened in the Prince his keen sensitivity to Nastas'ia Filippovna's 

suffering, his alternative arrangements are threatened, as he is bound to 

fulfil his duty towards her whatever the cost to himself. Aglaia's warning 

before the soirde, 'eCJIH Bi6i roBopirre o -ieM-HH6y; X]6 Bpo; je cmepTHorl 

Ka3HH, HJIH 06 3KOHOmiiqecKom COCTOAHRH POCCHH, HJIH 0 TOM, IqTO <(MHP 

CrIaCeT KpaCOTa)), TO... 51, KOHeTIHO rlOpaAYIOCb HnocmeiocE, oqeHj6, HO... 

rIpeAyrlp4e=alO BaC 3apaHee: He nxtrrecib mHe HOTOM Ha riia3a! ' (VIII, 

436), thus has two functions. Firstly, it suggests that Myshkin, through his 

attempt to begin a 'normal' relationship, has been reduced to the level of 

General Ivolgin, an embarrassment to be silenced, indicating his 

inadequacy as a lover or possible husband. Secondly, the fact that he then 

fulfils her prediction by breaking the Chinese vase, talking inappropriately, 

and succumbing to an attack of epilepsy, proving that she is correct, also 

implies that the hero subconsciously intends to behave in this way, in order 
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to provide himself with an alibi which will extricate him from this 

relationship, freeing him to return to his mission. 86 

Furthermore, by trying to build a normal relationship, Myshkin 

reveals his distance from the innocent, asexual hero of Part I who claims, 'A 

BeAi6 no npi4po=eHHoR 6ojie3HHmoeri ; la)KeCOBcem xceHIUHH He3Haio', 

and 'A He mory xceHHnCA HH HaKOM, A He3; IOPOB$ (VIOý 14,32). By the 

final part of the novel, he appears to have forgotten these admissions, and is 

ready to embark on marriage, which in itself suggests that he is turning 

away from his vision. In the extract of his diary written on the death of his 

first wife, which points to the origin and significance of Myshkin's 

compassion and humility, Dostoevskii also comments, 

WeMrOa H nocArHOBeHHe Ha weHuwy ecTh icaK 6161 BeimqaRinee 
OMMOAKHo6eHue om zymaHu3ma, COBepmeHHoe o6ocoGjieHHe napi6i 
OT ecex (majio ocTaeTc3i AiiA Bcex). Cemericno, To eCTh 3aKOH 

IIPHPOAM, HO Bce-UIKH HeHOPMaJlbHoe, 3rOHcTHqecxoe B rlOJIHOM 

cmLicne OT qejiOBeKa. CemerIcno - 3TO Bem4maAmaA CBATBM 
, qeJIOBeKa Ha 3eMJle, H6o nocpe; xcTBoM 3TorO 3aKOHa npHPOALI 
qejlOBeK AocTHraeT pa3BHTH31 (To ecTb cmeHOrl iioKojieHHrl) uenm 

HO B To we BpemA qejiOBeK no 3aKoHy we npHPOALI, BO HMA 
oKomiaTeJMHoro, HAeajia Merl uejiH, AojDKeH 6ecnpepblBHO 
oTpHgan ero. (ABoftneHHocn) (XY, 173, author's emphasis). 

The hero's love for Nastas'ia Filippovna is love for the sake of the other; 

that for Aglaia is love for the sake of the self. 87 Kasatkina notes the 

confusion in both Myshkin's mind and in the expectations of others 

between the universal love which Christ showed and the exclusive love of 

" J. R. Maze, 'Dostoevsky: Epilepsy, Mysticism and Homosexuality, American Imago, 2 
(1981), 155-83 (p. 170). 
87 See A. Skaftymov, 'Tematicheskaia kompozitsiia romana Idiot', in Nravstvennie 
ishanha russldkh pisatelei: stati i issledovaniia o russldkh klassikakh (Moscow: 
Khudozhestvennaia literatura, 1972), pp. 23-87 (p. 73). 
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marriage; by expressing his intention to marry Nastas'ia Filippovna, 'OH 

cpa3y we HcKmqaeT ce6A H3 hfHpa ISO)MCKOR juo6BH R BBepraeT B MHP 

JU06BH, qejiOBeqecKor4, T. e. JU06BH HcKino-tirrenE. Hort. 11meHHO H3 nOnbrrKH 

KHMA COIIeTaTI6 3TH ABa HecoqHTaeM]6IX BHAa JIE06BH H po=aeTcq Beci6 

Kommap'. 88 He is unable to carry through the process he begins with his 

proposal to the heroine, as his 'love-pity' for her and his assertion to 

Radomskii that he can love both of them at once provide ample proof that 

his 'love' is not as exclusive as either woman would like it to be; his 

inability to understand that he cannot have relationships with both women 

indicates the fundamental difference between the reality of the situation and 

Myshkin's perception of it, and again highlights the difficulty of 

maintaining positive interrelations with all, especially when the characters' 

scripts are mutually exclusive and follow opposing agendas. 

Moreover, the Prince's strange relationship with Aglaia shows this 

problem even more acutely, as his expression of his desires, 'C Hew 

roBopHn, C Heio CHAM, C Heio TYRAT16, H, KTO 3HaeT, moxceT 6]6iT]6,3THm 

OAHHM OH ocTajicA 6161 AOBojieH Ha BOO CBOIO WH3Hb! ' (viii, 429), contains 

no hint of passion, suggesting that he has in mind platonic companionship 

rather than a consummated marriage. 89 Like his outburst at the party, his 

entire relationship with Aglaia feels inauthentic and fails to convince the 

reader. Myshkin is therefore left in an emotional no-man's land, no longer 

separate enough to love as Christ loved, nor involved enough to lead a 

Kharaklerologfia Dostoevskogo, p. 206; for further references to this link, see 
introduction, note 12, p-5. 
" As Novikova notes, 'Agiograficheskie motivy', p. 3 5. 
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normal life. Thus, while the Prince's separateness begins as a positive 

attribute, linking him to the image of Christ, it is subverted subtly by his 

own actions to become much closer to the spiritual isolation which afflicts 

Ivan Karamazov and Stavrogin, who are equally incapable of forming close 

bonds with other people, particularly women. 

The final word of Dostoevskii's note, 'OTjBoRcTBeHHoc; Tt. ' provides a 

further key to our understanding of Myshkin's downfall. As we have seen, 

dualism originates in the Fall, and is both the impulse and the means to 

story-telling, which tries to re-create the world before the Fall. 90 Myshkin's 

vision of a world of perfect harmony clearly ties into this, and the ease with 

which he delivers his narratives in Part I suggests a lack of ambiguity in his 

language; words and their meanings still coincide for him, again implying a 

link to pre-lapsarian wholeness and the absence of division. Furthermore, 

the humility and compassion of his saintly scripting are essentially anti- 

dualistic, as they oppose the view of the separation of the self from the 

other. Arriving from his Swiss paradise, the Prince seems to embody 

Christ-like qualities precisely because he opposes dualistic tendencies. 

Meanwhile, the other protagonists are prey to the forces of dualism; 

it is seen in particular in the Manichaeism of Nastas'ia Filippovna and the 

opposing scripts she contemplates, and equally in Aglaia's endless 

contradictions and Rogozhin's and Ippolit's oscillations between loving 

and hating Myshkin. Most of the characters exhibit dualism in their belief 

that Nastas'ia Filippovna is different from them, and worth less than them, 

90 Edwards, pp. 4; 73-4 and passim. 
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and this is even true of the heroine herself, who sees Aglaia and the Prince 

as being worth infinitely more than herself (and Rogozhin infinitely less); it 

is the insistence on the distinction of self and other which causes the 

protagonists trouble. When Myshkin appears, his anti-dualistic stance gives 

hope to a community that has lost its guiding principles and its 'binding 

idea'; Lebedev's phrase is particularly apt, as the characters are afflicted 

primarily by a loss of the ability to see their connections to each other. 

However, after the six-month gap the Prince also succumbs to 

dualism. The fact that his fit is a contradictory experience of light and 

darkness shows that Myshkin, as human, does have dualistic elements to 

his character, but these are hidden at the beginning of the novel beneath the 

law of compassion and his access to a higher reality. His contact with 

others in whom dualism is sharply defined results in the resurfacing of this 

impulse. His constant desire to be alone (for example, VIII, 186) suggests an 

awareness that he has lost something essential as a result of living in the 

'real world'. His new intention to court and marry Aglaia is proof of a new, 

divided nature, as is his inability to tell stories after Part 1, and he also 

becomes prone to suspiciousness and 'double thoughts': 'ABe miucim 

BmecTe couumcr-, 3To oqeHLqacTo cjiyaeTcA. CO MHOR 6ecnpephIBHO' (VII4 

258). Double thoughts are present in his suspiciousness of Rogozhin before 

his first fit, but overcoming them in order to be honest, open and 

unhypocritical is part of his saintly scripting, and once he has lost contact 

with the ideal, he is no longer capable of suppressing them. Furthermore, 

his treatment of General Ivolgin discussed above suggests that his 

compassion has turned to pity which, as Thompson remarks, implies 
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distance and condescension, even contempt, through separation of the self 

from the other. 91 This has enormous implications for the Prince's 

relationship with Nastas'ia Filippovna; she rejects his marriage proposal as 

she fears that he would end up despising her (viii, 144), and towards the 

end of the novel her suspicions seem justified, as his compassion and 

humility have already been compromised. 

Thus we witness Myshkin's gradual descent to the dualistic level of 

the other characters, the corruption of his vision of a higher reality, and the 

negative effect this has on his actions; 'finally, these opposites and the 

larger paradox of their contiguity looms so large that they must be 

92 acknowledged as a constitutive force in the work'. Therefore although the 

hero attempts to return to his mission to save Nastas'ia Filippovna after 

Ippolit's confession and more particularly after his second fit, his failure is 

inevitable as he is no longer the man who thought up the idea; not only 

does the heroine finally reject the script he offers her, but his ability to 

script in general is undermined to the extent that he is unable to play the 

role he initially proposed. The confrontation between the two women is a 

dramatic expression of his failure to overcome his dualism in a sustained 

way, the effect this has on others, and his helplessness in the face of it. 11is 

selfish side confronts his selfless side, but as this all takes place externally 

to the Prince, he is a powerless bystander with neither a role to play nor a 

91 'Motifs of Compassion in Dostoevskii's Novels', in Cultural Discontinuity and 
Reconstruction, pp. 185-201 (p. 192). 
92 Anderson, Myths of Duality, p. 69. 
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choice to make, and is unable to relieve the tension of the situation through 

the imposition of the 'epileptic structure', as he did in earlier moments of 

heightened emotional conflict. The compassionate realism which in the 

story of Marie and in his initial contact with Nastas'ia Filippovna involved 

practical efforts to relieve the situation and change the attitudes of others is 

so eroded by the time of the denouement that he is capable only of weeping 

and stroking the other like a child (vm, 475,506). 

By the end of the novel, a number of problems relating to the loss of 

the hero's positive attributes are apparent. He is no longer able to influence 

the other characters for the better or persuade them of his good intentions, 

as the debacle over General Ivolgin shows. Others begin to reject his saintly 

script; for example, before Ippolit's confession, Rogozhin refuses to accept 

the Prince's forgiveness for the murder attempt, stating, 'Aa A, moxcer, B 

TOM RH pa3y C TeX n0p H He noKa3mcK, a isi yxce cBoe 6paTcKoe npouxeHHe 

MHe rIpHcnaa. MoxceT, AB ToT we Betiep o ; xpyrom COBcem yxce Aymaii, a o6 

3TOM... " (Vuý 303). Ultimately neither Aglaia nor Nastas'ia Filippovna will 

accept the non-exclusive love he is offering, and Radomskii's critical 

analysis of his behaviour and motivation (VIEý 481-85) indicates a failure 

by all concerned; the other protagonists (none more so than the two 

women) have misunderstood the very essence of the Prince's ideal of 

selfless love, and he in turn has failed to convey it to them or persuade 

them of the rightness of his cause. 

Although his saintly scripting prioritizes compassion over sexual 

love, it is paradoxically the very fact that Myshkin is not in love with 

Nastas'ia Filippovna (and indeed is apparently in love with another) which 
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precipitates her disaster, as it is this which forces the heroine to return to 

Rogozhin. The failure of the hero's saintly scripting therefore means that 

others who rely on his self-effacement are deprived of choice and their own 

route to selfhood; as well as Nastas'ia Filippovna, this in particular affects 

General Ivolgin and Aglaia. This problem in turn highlights the 

interconnection of all beings and the vital importance of harmonious 

interaction, as well as its difficulty. The Prince's inability to live up to the 

expectations he arouses has disastrous consequences for many of the 

characters with whom he comes into contact 

Central to Myshkin's failure is the deterioration of the very quality 

which marks him out as different from the other characters, and the most 

essential component of his saintly script: compassion. Although his sense 

of co-feeling and co-suffering does not desert him entirely - he never 

becomes the openly malign character of Lord's analysis 93 
- it becomes 

weak and inconsistent. As we have seen, his inability to respond 

compassionately to General Ivolgin contributes to the latter's demise, and 

Radomskii berates the Prince for his lack of compassion towards Aglaia, 

who is also suffering (VHI, 482). It is the loss of his own innocence and 

compassion rather than his insistence on the innocence of others per se 

which contributes to their destruction. 94 Again, this issue impacts most 

directly on Nastas'ia Filippovna as she has been the focus of his 

93 See introduction, pp. 7-8 above. 
94 As claimed, for example, by Korman, 'Problema avtora', p. 391, or Arpad Kovacs, 'The 
Poetics of 2he Idiot on the Problem of Dostoevsky's Thinking about Genre% in Critical 
Essays on Dostoevsky. ed. by Robin Feuer Miller (Boston. MA: Hall, 1986), pp. 116-126 
(p. 124). 
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consciousness and his saintly scripting since the beginning of the novel; 

when the strength of his compassion wanes and he is tempted by earthly 

passions, he is no longer willing to sacrifice himself for her sake. His 

reunion with Rogozhin, a character for whom the absence of compassion is 

axiomatic ('HHKaKoR TaKorl BO mHe HeT K Heri xwocTW (Virý 174)) over 

the heroine's corpse indicates that even a slight shift away from the ideal 

allies Myshkin to the consequences of its absolute denial. He arrives in the 

world of the novel full of hope and with the aim of overcoming dualism 

and lessening the divisive separation of self from other, but by the end is 

himself infected with dualistic 'ABORHwe miucnH' and creates more 

divisions between the characters, owing to his contact with the material 

world and the very qualities man acquired at the Fall, in the form of the 

pride of Nastasia Filippovna, Ippolit and Aglaia, and the base sensuality of 

Rogozhin. 95 

With his failure to save Nastas'ia Filippovna Myshkin is, like 

Rogozhin, left without a script at the end of the novel. He abandons all his 

other causes and cut himself off from other interactions in order belatedly 

to complete his mission, but when the heroine writes him out of her script 

by escaping with Rogozhin, the Prince's lack of direction or plan for the 

future, In sharp contrast to his active response to her departure in Part I, is 

all too apparent: 

OH no6iiezuieii, Ho npHHAJI H3BecTHe THxo, egBa cjibiiaHo 
npOr0B0PHB: «A 6o5mc5i, Ho A Bce-TaKH iie gymaii, qTo 6yjleT 

95 See William 1. Leatherbarrow, Fedor Dostoevsky (Bostorý MA: Twayne, 1981), pp. 
111-17. 
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3TO ... D-H noTom, riomojiqaB HeMHoro, nPH6aBHn: <(Bnpoqem... 13 
ee cocToAmm... 3TO COBepmeHHo B nopAAice Bewerb. TaKorl or3i6m 

yAce cam Kejuiep Ha3EiBaii noTom (<6eCnpHmepHOTO ýHJIOCOýHeRo. 
F. IU3b Bi6iuieJl H3 ixepKBH, rIO-BHAHMOMY, CrIOKOrIH]61rl H 6oAphiri; 
TaK no KpaAHeiri mepe MHorHe 3amenum H noTom paccKa3l6TBaJIH 

(vin, 493-4). 

While the murder scene is unfolding in Petersburg, the narrator and hero, 

by now irrelevant to the heroine's purpose, remain in Pavlovsk with an 

incongruous display of trivial domesticity as, 'BoiueAiEa4x ycaAHnH, 

HatIaJICA pa3rOBOp, craim nogaRaTj6 qarl' (VM, 494). 

Myshkin's incoherent babble and concentration on trivial details in 

his final conversation with Rogozhin indicate the complete loss of ability to 

interact and the lack of a meaningful continuation for the existence of either 

man, and the hero is subjected to external finalization in the appellation 

'idiot. ' Nastas'ia Filippovna's bid for freedom and selfhood has, in effect, 

deprived those most closely allied to her script of their own selfhood, and 

her death marks the end of the road for both men. 

The deterioration of the Prince's saintly scripting is evident in other 

ways; the fact that he has failed to save anyone is emphasized by 

Rogozhin's total absence of compassion or remorse at his trial, while 

Aglaia's ludicrous marriage separates her from her loving family and 

shows that she has learnt nothing. Ippolit turns away from Myshkin and 

towards Rogozhin, and dies in agony and terror, and Gania's machinations 

continue throughout the novel despite his apparent change of heart at the 

beginning of Part IL A few sparks of hope, however, remain, suggesting 

that the Prince has had an effect on some characters; Radomskii in 

particular seems to have moved towards ideal, selfless relationships in the 
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epilogue, as we discover that he 'npffwm camoe rop3mee y-qacn4e B cyAI66e 

Hec, qacTHoro <(HAHoTa>ý' and writes regularly to two of the most 

sympathetic characters in the novel, Kolia Ivolgin and Vera Lebedeva (Vni, 

508). Mrs Epanchina, who supports Myshkin throughout the novel (as a 

person, if not as a suitor for her daughter), also shows compassion in her 

final words, 'no Kparmerl mepe BOT 3Aecb, HaA 3THm 6e; xHi6im, xoii6 no- 

pyccm normaKana' (vii4 5 10). After the true ending of the novel, in which 

Myshkin and Rogozhin are united over the corpse of Nastas'ia Filippovna, 

the epilogue ends with Radomskii and Mrs Epanchina similarly united over 

the helpless idiot who has inspired them. Nevertheless, the end of the novel 

is bleak, pointing to the impossibility of sustaining the ideal of selfless love 

in human interactions, even for a character imbued with the spirit of 

compassion; as Dostoevskii wrote in the notebooks for the novel, 4BCe,, qTo 

Bi6rpa6oranom- 6bl B Km3e, yracJIO B morHne' (IX, 252). 

In the light of these reflections on the deterioration of Myshkin's 

access to the ideal, his ability to express it and to influence others for the 

better, I shall examine in chapter three the implications of the absence or 

corruption of the ideal in the interactivity of the protagonists. 
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Chapter 3. Inter- and Intra-Human Conflict: Ethics and the Meta- 

Narrational Ideal 

What has become clear from the above analysis of Idiot is the central role 

played by the opposition of self and other in the dynamics of the novel. It is 

fundamental to both Myshkin's saintly scripting, which aims to erode the 

distinction between self and other, and to Nastas'ia Filippovna's bid for 

freedom from the control of others, which heightens that separation. The 

characters employ scripting strategies to harness others in the service of 

their own self-affirmation, playing on the interdependent self-other 

relations which lie at the heart of dialogic activity to define and alter their 

own positions - as well as those of others - within the teA and thus to 

shape the movement of the narrative as a whole. 

The aim. of this chapter is to explore the main factors influencing 

self-other relations, in ethical, existential and, implicitly, psychological 

terms, by examining how the characters respond to the dilemmas, 

paradoxes and conflicts inherent in human interactions, and the effect this 

has on the structuring of the novel. Although neither scripting nor the wider 

spectrum of self-other relations is a religious issue as such, we have seen 

the strong connection between the protagonists' interactions and problems 

of faith and doubt, particularly with respect to Myshkin's ideal and the 

saintly scripting which it supports, but also relating to Rogozhin's loss of 

faith, Nastas'ia Filippovna's inability to believe in love for humanity, and 

Ippolit's existential crisis, as well as the general impulse to re-creation 
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through narrative which originates in the Fall. As it is these characters who 

have the most profound influence on the text, in terms of both plot and 

atmosphere, it is necessary to examine the trends of ethical and unethical 

interactivity at work in the novel, in order to define the relationship 

between faith and narrative in Idiot. The current chapter will therefore 

focus on further aspects of interhuman relations within the context of 

biblical theology, in order to establish the pressures brought to bear on the 

protagonists and the narrative, the obstacles encountered in the striving for 

the ethical ideal, and the consequences for both characters and narrative of 

its absence. It will then address the issue of the relationship between the 

protagonists and the narrator, as an analogy to the relationship of man to 

God, to suggest a meta-narrational dimension to the novel, dramatizing the 

question of belief and its loss, which was central to Dostoevskii's oeuvre as 

a whole. 

L 6A DOUBLE MINDED MAN IS UNSTABLE IN ALL HIS WAYS9: THE EPISTLE 
OF JAMES AND THE LOSS OF THE'BINDING IDEA' 

Woe to the bloody cityl It is 
all full of lies and robbery. 

- Nahum 3.1. 

Prince Myshkin's admission of his own 'ABorlHLie M161CRH' (via, 258) has 

an enormous impact on the subsequent development of the novel. It has 

practical implications for his interaction with other characters, as we have 

seen, for example, in relation to the downfall and death of General Ivolgin 

and in the dilemma the hero faces over trying to reconcile his love for 
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Aglaia and his compassion for Nastas'ia Filippovna, which harms both 

women. It also undermines the reader's positive opinion of the hero, 

garnered in Part I, as the previously firm motivational basis for his actions 

and attitude to the other is placed under question. Moreover, it points to the 

source of conflicting impulses and contradictory actions of other 

protagonists, most significantly in Nastas'ia Filippovna's oscillation 

between Myshkin and Rogozhin, but also in Ippolit's mirroring of the same 

dilemma, the confusing signals Rogozhin sends in taking the heroine and 

Myshkin to be blessed by his mother when he is harbouring murderous 

thoughts about both, and Aglaia's constant and unexplained reversals with 

regard to the hero. Among the minor characters, the mysterious and 

unexplained activities of Lebedev, Radomskii and Gania, who all show 

positive impulses amidst their deceit, demonstrate that practically no major 

character remains untouched by the phenomenon. 

Echoes of Myshkin's 'double thoughts' and the dualism that afflicts 

others in the novel are found in the 'double minded man' of the Epistle of 

James (1.8 and 4.8) (the Greek in both cases is `StxVuXoq, ' meaning 

literally 'of two souls', 'of two minds'; ' the Authorized Version has 

'double minded' both times, preserving the use of the same phrase, as in the 

original, while the Revised English Bible has 'in two minds' (1.8) and 

'whose motives are mixed' (4.8); the Russian translation has 'c 

AB031MHMHC51 MLICJIRMH' for the first, and 'ABoeAyiuHi6ie' for the second 

1 Alexander Souter, A Pocket Lexicon of the Greek New Testament (Oxford: Clarendon 
Press, 1916), p. 67. 
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occurrence). James is the only book of the New Testament to contain the 

epithet. Sophie Laws goes to considerable lengths to connect it Jewish and 

Old Testament thought in order to claim that it is 'most likely that the 

background is an idiom current in Greek-speaking Judaism. Its coining is 

2 not remarkable'. However, the very fact that it is worthy of such attention 

highlights its uniqueness and significance to the theme of dualism within 

the context of the New Testament teaching. Laws points out the sustained 

nature of 

James' indictment of disunity and inconsistency in human 
behaviour [ ... 

] Man is torn apart by conflicting desires, rendering 
his prayer ineffective; and prayer is also rendered ineffective by 
doubt. The man who separates hearing and action deceives himself, 
and to divorce faith and works is to make faith worthless. Disunity 
mars human relationships, with 'discrimination between persons, ' 
especially between rich and poor. 3 

James therefore reflects on both inner double-mindedness and external rifts 

between people as the sources of strife and loss of righteousness in the 

community, and places in opposition to the double minded man the ideal 

figure of the wise man who avoids such pitfalls. 

Laws' description could equally be applied to Dostoevskii's work as 

a whole, but its relevance to Idiot is particularly apparent. Kunil'skii, 

noting the similarity of the images of doubleness, and undoubtedly the 

associated themes of conflict and contradiction in both texts, states that 

Dostoevskii ', qacro oGpmancA' to James, although he offers no concrete 

2A Commemmy on 7he Epistle ofJwnes (London: Adam & Charles Black, 1980), p. 60. 
3 Conunenimy, p. 29. 
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evidence for thiS. 4 However, according to the extraordinary electronic 

concordance compiled under Professor V. N. Zakharov at Petrozavodsk 

State University since Kunil'skii's article was published, which includes all 

the notes and markings the author made in his copy of the New Testament, 

there are seven marks in the Epistle of James. 5 Although the references to 

the 'double minded man' are not among these, it is difficult not to conclude 

with Kunil'skii that 'aMppomam((HAHOD), BHAHMO, He morHe o6paTHT16 

BHHmaHHA Ha3TK CJIOBa'. 6 

Aside from the 'double minded man' who is 'unstable in all his 

ways, ' the central themes of James, the testing of the righteous and the 

abuse of money and speech, provide significant parallels between the 

biblical text and Idiot. The theme of trials and testing, introduced in 1.2, 

acts as a subtext for much of the epistle. 7 It also recalls the 'testing' of the 

9 nojioxmTen16H0 npexpacimill 1qeJ10Bejc' through his encounter with the 

materialistic and dualistic world of St Petersburg: TAaBh1M KOHýjnm 

pomaHa - KOHýjimcr report C MHPOM, Hcribrrwme HAeanoB repoA xm3Hi6io'-8 

One of the most apparent forms of testing in Idiot is directly related 

to scripting. As we have seen, characters test each other's compatibility and 

4'Printsip "snizheniia7% p. 37. 
5 'Ves' Dostoevskogo', Petrozavodskogo gosudarstvennogo universiteta <http: //www. 
karelia. ru/-Dostoevsky/evangrinfo. htm > (15 January - IS June 2001). 
("Printsip "snizheniia7', p. 37. 
7 See Peter R Davids, The Epistle of James., A Commentwy on the Greek Text (Grand 
Rapids, Nfl and Cambridge: Eerdmans; Carlisle: Paternoster Press, 1982), p. 35, 
a Belopol'skiL p. 123; see also J. P. Stem, 'The Testing of the Prince: On the Realism of 
Dostoevsky's Me Mot', in Gorski Qyenac. - A Garland of Essays Offered to Professor 
Mizaheth Mavy Hill, ed. by R. Auty, L. R. Lewitter and A- P. Vlasto (Cambridge: MHRA, 
1970), pp. 252-67 (pp. 257-59). 
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willingness to participate in the roles they are being allocated, such as when 

Nastas'ia Filippovna asks Myshkin about her marriage plans, and when 

Myshkin tests Rogozhin's murderous intentions at the beginning of Part 11. 

In the first instance the Prince passes the test, but later most of the 

characters fail and prove themselves to be unsuitable for the role on trial; 

for example, Rogozhin fails Myshkin's test and shows that he is following 

his own, not the hero's, script, Myshkin fails Aglaia's test at the soirde, and 

all parties fail the various tests they set each other at the confrontation 

between the two women. 

Although this feature may be remote from the testing of faith 

through doubt in the Epistle of James, there are similarities, as in both cases 

it is a trial of convictions; while the Epistle faith in God is in question, in 

Idiot the protagonists test their faith in each other. If the tests are passed, 

harmonious and sympathetic co-relations are established; if they are failed, 

conflict and division ensue. Furthermore, in both texts testing is also carried 

out through the divisive threats posed by money and false speech. As in 

Idiot the Prince succumbs to the double-mindedness which is evident in so 

many of the other characters as a result of his trial, the pressures brought to 

bear on him deserve serious consideration. 

James' assumption that the wealthy tend to be unjust and 

unrighteous is evident in his repeated warnings about their ultimate fate, 

such as, 

Go to now, ye rich men, and howl for your miseries that shall come 
upon you. Your riches are corrupted, and your garments are 
motheaten. Your gold and silver is cankered; and the rust of them 
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shall be a witness against you, and shall eat your flesh as it were 
fire. Ye have heaped your treasure together for the last days (5.1-3). 

Money is ephemeral and meaningless in the face of inevitable death: 'Go to 

now, ye that say, Today or tomorrow we will go into such a city, and 

continue there a year, and buy and sell, and get gain: whereas ye know not 

what shall be on the morrow' (4.13). As Davids states, 'Not to worry about 

wealth means not to store up wealth, but to seek righteousness and to put 

treasure in heaven. The rich almost by definition have their wealth stored 

on earth and thus are not rich towards God'. 9 The poor, in contrast, are 'rich 

in faith, and heirs of the kingdom which he hath promised to them that love 

him' (2.5). The juxtaposition of rich and poor runs throughout the Epistle, 

highlighting the divisive nature of wealth and the abuse of power which is 

frequently associated with it, for example, 'Let the brother of low degree 

rejoice in that he is exalted: but the rich, in that he is made low' (1.9-10). 

Laws notes here that while the poor are 'brothers', the rich, through the 

absence of this appellation, are specifically excluded from this spiritual 

community. 10 Money divides people not only from each other, but from 

God as well; 'lives based on having are less free than lives based on either 

doing or on being [ ... ] only those who have no private interests can follow 

an ideal straight away'. " 

Money is not simply a theme, but a vital force in the structuring of 

Idiot, and an obsession for most of the characters, as it is in some guise in 

9 Epistle, p. 44. 

10 Commenta7y, p. 62. 

11 James, Religious Experience, pp. 317-19. 
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most of Dostoevskii's major novels. Catteau sees money as a 'ruling power 

in Dostoycvsky's creative environment', and the fact that he devotes 33 

pages to a 'brief summary' indicates the extensive implications of the 

subject. 12 Leatherbarrow comments that in his first plans for the novel, 

Dostoevskii concentrated on the decline of the Russian family through a 

preoccupation with the material rather than with the spiritual, a theme 

which survives in the final text in the form of the Epanchin family. 13 

However, the presence of investors such as General Epanchin and Ptitsyn 

represents only the tip of the iceberg of the theme of money and its 

influence on human behaviour. From the outset of Idiot it is a topic of 

conversation, as Myshkin and Rogozhin discuss the latter's inheritance and 

the former's medical fees (vii4 6-9). Both General Epanchin and Rogozhin 

offer Myshkin money, Ferdyshchenko's story of his 'worst deed' involves 

stealing three rubles and allowing a maid to take the blame for it, and later 

General Ivolgin's theft of Lebedev's wallet plays a major role in his decline 

and death. Money in the novel is a source of temptation for those who have 

none, and an instrument of power for the rich; 'cTHxHA AeHer, noqmm 

immeiiiiaA pa1JHOHaJMHoe OCHOBLI, cTaHOBHTCA pmpynniTeiihiiorl'. 14 

Gania's determination to become a 'Rothschild' reveals the power of 

wealth to obviate the need for other positive attributes: 'Ha)mB ; IeHbr-H, 

12 Process ofLitermy Creation, pp. 13 5-168. 
13 Fedor j)OSjoeVsky, P. 99; C. J. G. Turner, 'Dostoevsky's Idiot: Treasure in Earthen 
Vessels', Dostoevsky Studies, 6 (1985), 173-80, and Roger B. Anderson, 'The Idiot and the Subtext of Modem Materialism', Dostoevsky Studies, 9 (1989), 77-89 take the same 
theme. 
14 V. A. Geronimus, 'Religioznoe opravlenie krasoty v romane F. M. Dostoevskogo Mol', 
in Russkaid ftleraturawx veka i khrisfianstvo, pp. 32-42 (p. 3 3). 
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3Hafte, -. q 6yAy qejioBeK B BE-icuieri cTeneuH OpHrHHajii6Hi6iR. AeHTrH Tem 

Bcero noAjiee H HeHaBHCTHee, 'ITO OHH Aaze TaiiaHTEi AaIOT' (VII4 105). 

His unseen machinations with regard to Aglaia are apparently financially 

motivated, as part of his scheme to 'get rich quick: 'BOT 3TY-TO A BCIO 

rHmHaCTHKY H nepeCKO'qy H UPAMO c KanHma Hatmy' (VR 105). Like 

Arkadii in Podrostok, Gania is seduced by the power money bestows, not 

by wealth per se, indicating its wide sphere of influence; it can gratify 

material desires or be used to dominate others. The Epistle's question, 'Do 

not rich men oppress youT (2.6) indicates that James also saw the abuse of 

power as part of the issue of wealth. 

Money also plays an essential role in several important scenes in the 

novel; for example, the economic situation of Radomskii and his uncle 

provides Nastasia Filippovna with a point of attack for her two 

appearances in the park in Parts U and III which, as we have seen, have 

reverberations for long periods in the middle section of the novel. However, 

the focus on money is sharpest at the heroine's birthday party. The 

proposed engagement of Nastas'ia Filippovna is a financial transaction 

between Totskii, General Epanchin and Gania, but with the help of 

Rogozhin, the heroine strips away the polite fagade to reveal the true nature 

of the event, turning it into a public auction, with the package of 100,000 

rubles wrapped significantly in the pages of Birzhevye vedomosti (vliý 135) 

taking the centre of attention when it is thrown on the fire as a signal that 

Nastas'ia Filippovna is freeing herself from the slavery of money and its 

dominating influence. 
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Myshkin's inheritance is revealed in the same scene and, as 

suggested above (pp. 216-17), has great significance for the subsequent 

development of the novel. In the early part of the novel, in contrast to 

others, the hero shows a balanced relation to money, as he is neither 

attached to it (selling his diamond pin to help Marie (VIH, 60)) nor offended 

by offers of financial assistance from others, and thus recalls James' ideal 

'wise man' who is unconcerned about worldly treasures (it should also be 

noted that Nastas'ia Filippovna is similar to Myshkin in this respect; she 

accepts wealth and privilege, but we are told she could live quite easily 

without them (VIH, 114-115)). The fact that the Prince is taken more 

seriously by the other characters after they have heard about his new-found 

wealth has parallels with James' contrast of the 'man with a gold ring, and 

goodly apparel' with 'a poor man in vile raiment'; 

and ye have respect to him that weareth the gay clothing, and say 
unto him, Sit thou here in a good place; and say to the poor, Stand 
thou there, or sit here under my footstool: are ye not then partial in 
yourselves, and are become judges of evil thoughts? (2.2-5). 

While Myshkin only takes on the external trappings of wealth when he 

returns to Petersburg in Part H, the subtle change in others' attitudes 

towards him on discovering that he is of material worth indicates that 

society in the novel is guilty of differing standards in treating their fellow 

men (a fact most clearly seen in General Epanchin, who severs his ties with 

General Ivolgin after the latter's fall from grace, and treats Gania with 

contempt over Nastas'ia Filippovna, as well as becoming distinctly more 
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solicitous towards Myshkin at the birthday party and afterwards); the 

attraction of money is thus responsible for creating divisions and disunity. 

A further result of Myshkin's inheritance is the appearance of false 

claimants and other rogues and hangers-on, whose primary motive is to 

make a profit out of the hero. Lebedev is significant in this regard, as he 

consistently and simultaneously, and apparently with no qualms 

whatsoever, offers his services to and colludes with opposing sides in many 

of the novel's conflicts, for example, assisting Keller in writing the 

slanderous article about Myshkin (vR 241-242) in spite of his professed 

support for the Prince. His only motive for this appears to be financial, and 

he will even, as in the case of the article, betray a trust for the smallest 

amount (6 rubles). Although at times he seems a sensitive character, such 

as when he prays for the souls of great sinners like Du Barry, in general 

others for Lebedev represent only opportunities for financial gain and 

intrigue. 

However, the affair of 'Pavlishchev's son' is the most obvious and 

sustained example of this tendency, and the fact that this confrontation 

constitutes one of the central scenes of Part H suggests the importance the 

author attached to the theme. As well as being targeted for his generosity 

and supposed simplicity, this episode also reveals an additional change in 

Myshkin. From being a character who could give and receive money with 

equanimity, his inheritance places him in a more problematic position as, 

although he is still happy to give his money away, he fails to recognize the 

implications for the pride of the other, and thus offends the nihilists sense 

of self-worth even when acting generously. The hero's new-found wealth 
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automatically places him in a position of social superiority, which leads 

others to form antagonistic and coercive relations with him, and despite his 

overriding concern for the status of the other's T, which lies at the heart of 

his saintly scripting, he becomes unable to project this idea onto others, as 

they ascribe their own greed and fascination with money to Myshkin. 

The alienation which undermines relations between the Prince and 

others as a result of his inheritance and theirjealousy of his wealth thus has 

serious implications for the hero's scripting ability, as without the active 

co-operation of others, it cannot succeed. His inheritance almost inevitably 

removes the possibility of consenting participation by others, but he is not 

prepared to employ harmful or coercive means to achieve his ends, as this 

would go against his ideal. The very fact of his inheritance splits him 

internally, placing him in a catch-22 situation; as a result of his new 

position, he must force others to participate if his script is to succeed, but to 

do so would mean that it had already failed according to the principles of 

his saintly scripting. 

Money is therefore a major - perhaps the major - source of envy, 

which leads inevitably to conflict, 'For when envying and strife is, there is 

confusion and every evil work' (James 3.16). 'Confusion' here is a 

translation of the Greek 'cxaTao-raToqa', meaning 'disturbance, upheaval, 

revolution, almost anarchy', 15 the adjectival form of which, 'aicaTacrTaTo;, ' 

is used to describe the double minded man of 1.8. Although the Russian 

Bible does not employ the same word in both cases, using 'He TBepA' in the 

13 Souter, p. 10. 
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first instance and 'HeycTpoRcTBo' in the second, even the synonyms make 

the matter clear: division and disorder, the essence of double-mindedness, 

are the result of greed and craving, which undermine the foundations of 

harmonious societal relations. In this sense money is not only important in 

its own right as a cause of disunity in the theology of the Epistle, but also 

stands as a metaphor for any kind of material (as opposed to spiritual) 

desires, which equally create division between people: 

From whence come wars and fightings among you? come they not 
hence, even of your lusts that war in your members? Ye lust, and 
have not: ye kill, and desire to have, and cannot obtain: ye fight and 
war, yet ye have not (4.1-3). 

Pleasure and the desire for it create divisions between men, as they are 

literally self-centred feelings which disregard the needs and desires of 

others. 

Nastas'ia Filippovna's and Myshkin's alternative scripts for 

Rogozhin's life had he not met the heroine illustrate the strong connection 

between money and sexual passion. The hero, again inspired by a portrait 

to perceive the personality it depicts, says Rogozhin would have turned into 

his father, 'TojibiKo AeHLrH mojiqa H cympaqHO HaxcHBaA', while Nastas'ia's 

version goes much further: 'H yxc raK 61a Tu CBOH =Hi6ni no=6Hn, WO H 

He ABa MHJIJIHOHa, a, noxcanyri fti, H AecATi6 cKonHii, Aa Ha meinKax CBOHX 

c rojioAy 6M H nomep, noTomy y Te6A BO Bcem cTpacn, Bee Tm ; xo cTpacTH 

AOBOAHIIMO (VIEý 178). The character who bears the brunt of his passions 

sees most clearly that the mania for possessions is the same whether its 
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object is another person or money. 16 This obsession with the material and 

physical leads to inflexibility and the tendency to produce one-sided scripts 

which are an obstacle rather than an encouragement to interaction, and in 

the extreme case of Rogozhin we sees its most disastrous consequences for 

all concerned. 

The role of money as a motivating force for the characters in Idiot is 

reinforced in Lebedev's interpretation of the Apocalypse, which explores 

the ethico-religious implications of materialism: 

mm npH TpeTbem IKOHe, BOPOHOM, H rIPH BCaAHHKe, Hmeioiuem mepy 
B pyKe Merl, TaK KaK BCO B HbIHeL]IHHri BeK Ha mepe H Ha 

AorOBOpe, H Bce jijoAH CBOerO Tojij-Ko iTaBa H HuWr: vmepa 
nUleHHIXbl 3a AHHapHrl H TPH mepm qqmeHA 3a Amapiin))... Aa eme 
AYX CB060AHLER, H cep=e qHcToe, H TeJIO 3; lpaBoe, H Bce ; iapm 
602GM nPH 3TOM XOTAT COXPaHHT]6. HO Ha eAHHOm ripaBe He 

COXPaHAT, H 3a CHm nociie; xyeT KOHb 6neAmal H TOT, icoeMy HMA 

CmepTh, a 3a HHm yAce aA... (viH, 167-168). 

The fact that Idiot abounds in apocalyptic references and symbolism, such 

as the names Princess Belokon'skaia, recalling the fourth, pale horse, and 

the Vesy ('Scales') hotel, which both echo the above quotation, signals the 

importance of the theme to Dostoevskii's artistic conception. " In the first 

place it augments the doom-laden atmosphere of the novel, highlighting the 

unethical attitudes and actions which are standard practice for many of the 

16 See Sidney Monas, 'Across the Threshold: 27ie 1&ot as a Petersburg Tale', in New 
Enays on Dostoevsky, ed. by Malcolm V. Jones and Garth M. Terry (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1983), pp. 67-93 (p. 85). 
17 On aspects of the Apocalyptic theme in the novel. see Leatherbarrow, 'Apocalyptic 
Imagery'; Bethea, Shape ofApocalypse, pp. 62-104; Hollander, 'Apocalyptic Framework', 
and G. Rosenshield, 'Chaos, Apocalypse and the Laws of Nature: Autonomy and "Unity" 
in Dostoevsky's 7he 1&ot', Slavic Review, So (1991ý 879-89. 
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characters, and suggesting that judgement and damnation are perilously 

close. 

Hollander, however, points out that Lebedev's eschatology is not 

traditional, as the third horse normally signifies famine, 18 and it is in this 

idiosyncratic element of his interpretation that parallels with the Epistle of 

James also stand out. Connecting money and mercantilism to the third 

horse, and to the Apocalypse in general, places responsibility for the 

nearness of Judgement firmly'on human action (whereas famine implies a 

disaster that is largely outside the sphere of human influence), 

characterizing wealth and the negative emotions and actions that spring 

from it, as James does, as a major source of strife and sin. Furthermore, by 

linking railways and the tendency they represent to the star Wormwood of 

Revelation 8.11 (vi[4 309), Lebedev creates a new, broader level of 

apocalyptic imagery, which reinforces the notion of man's responsibility 

for the current physical and emotional environment: 'Co6cTBeHHo OAHII 

xceiie3HE, ie AOPOM He 3aMYTAT HCTOqHH]KOB MM3HH, a BCO 3TO B ixejiom-c 

nPOICIATO, BC8 3TO HacTpoeHHe Hamiix nociieAHRX BeKOB, B ero o6uxem 

uenoM, Hay9HOM H npaxTHqecicom, moxceT 6LITh, H ; xerIcTBHTenI6HOM 

npomATo-c' (Viu, 3 10). 

The role of railways in the novel is evident from the first page, 

when Myshkin meets Rogozhin and Lebedev in a carriage on the Warsaw- 

St Petersburg train, and continues as train journeys and railway stations 

feature throughout (particularly in the Prince's wanderings before his first 

"'Apocalyptic Framework', p. 130. 
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fit, but Nastas'ia Filippovna's second scandalous appearance in Pavlovsk 

also takes place at the station). The theme is re-emphasized in the fact that 

several of the characters are investors in the railway system (notably 

General Epanchin, who is ftirther characterized by the narrator as a 

'practical man' (yM, 268-270), linking him to Lebedev's idea quoted 

above), which provides an additional link to the financial motif Even more 

significant is Lebedev calling his nephew, Doktorenko, who works on the 

railways, '6y; xyuwr4 BTopori y61Alija 6y; xyiixerO BToporo cemericTBa 

XemapHHbix' (vuL 161), as in the juxtaposition of railways, money and 

murder, he provides the first example of the inevitable consequences of 

mercantilism and materialism. The Epistle of James points to the same 

conclusion, as the warning to the rich man quoted above (pp. 257-58) ends 

with the phrase 'Ye have condemned and killed the just' (5.6; see also 1. 

15). Thus money is not simply a disunifying element, but can lead to the 

ultimate denial of the other. This fact is emphasized in Idiot in the images 

of machines which link Lebedev's interpretation to both Myshkin's 

description of the guillotine in his first story about execution, and Ippolit's 

alienated depiction of nature 'B Bime muorl-HH6ym. rpoMaAHOR maiIIHHLI 

HOBerunero ycTpoRcTBa' (M 339). As anti-human and devoid of a 

spiritual dimension, science, connected to wealth through Lebedev's 

railway metaphor and the recurring motif of investment in the railway 

system, has its basis in materialism and is thus a destructive force. 

The problem typified by the railways and the 'scientific tendency' is 

expressed most clearly when Ptitsyn, the archetypal practical man who, as a 

moneylender, both perpetuates and profits from the desires, envies and 
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external inequalities of others, defends the benefits of the new transport 

system: 'Aa xoTh KO Bceo6iijert co=apHocTH H paBHoBeCHIO HHTepeCOB 

npHBe; ieT, ' to which Lebedev responds, 'H Tojirico, Tojij6Ko I He npHHHmaA 

HHKnoro HpaBcn3eHHoro OCHOBaRHA, K-pome y; xoBneTBopeHHA JIHT-IHOrO 

3roH3ma H maTepHaiMHOrl Heo6XO; XHMOcTH? Bceo6uiHri MHp, Bceo6iuee 

c, qacThe - H3 Heo6XOAHMOCTH! ' (VM, 310). Concentration on individual 

desires and self-assertion has damaged society by reinforcing the separation 

of self and other and ignoring man's spiritual development and concomitant 

moral responsibilities, as 'TeiierH, noABo3AuxHe =6 Bcemy qejiOBeqecTBy, 

6e3 HpaBcTBeHHoro OCHOBaEm nomynKy, moryT npexiiaAHOKPOBHO 

HCKMO'qWM R3 HacnaxmeHim r10AB03HM161M 3Ha'qHTeJILHYIO qacTb 

-iej10Be, qecTBa, trro yxce H 616UIO... ' (viiL 312). Echoing the Gospel (and Old 

Testament) axiom 'Man shall not live by bread alone' (Matthew 4.4), 

Lebedev illustrates how a society based on material and financial values 

'6e3 TOR CBMY101gerl, Hanpawiniowerl cepAue H orLTioAoTBop=iueft 

HCTOqIMH ZH3HH M161CAH! ' (viiý 315) has the power to exclude. As we 

saw in the story of Marie (p. 174), the 'excluding unity' of the villagers 

perpetuates prejudice and division. Thus Idiot, through a complex web of 

inter-related motifs surrounding the central theme of money (encompassing 

other material obsessions, including the lust to worldly power, and the 

scientific-rationalistic tendency), expresses the same attitude as the Epistle 

of James: wealth both retards spiritual and ethical practice and divides 

people from each other, the ultimate consequences of which are double- 

mindedness and murder. 
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While money is seen largely as a source of external disunity, the 

abuse of speech is indicative of (and a further impulse to) both outer and 

inner double-mindedness. False and harsh speech are a source of division in 

the community for James, with gossip and slander singled out for particular 

condemnation: 'Speak not evil of one another, brethren. He that speaketh 

evil of his brother, and judgeth his brother, speaketh evil of the law, and 

judgeth the law' (4.11). On the internal level, this also signifies that 

slander and gossip are signs of inconsistency between the words a person 

uses to speak to God and to other men, which renders faith worthless: 'If 

any man among you seem to be religious, and bridleth not his tongue, but 

deceiveth his own heart, this man's religion is in vain' (L 26). This 

tendency for James is manifested physically in faith without works (L 23; 

2.14,17,20); 'a claim to true wisdom cannot be upheld in the context of an 

inconsistent style of life'. 19 In this sense, concentrating on gathering 

worldly rather than spiritual wealth, as discussed above, is also part of this 

theme. 

This aspect of the Epistle is generally seen as being a warning 

against possible abuses or misreadings of the Pauline theology of 

justification: 

a man is not justified by the works of the law, but by the faith of 
Jesus Christ, even we have believed in Jesus Christ, that we might 
be justified by the faith of Christ, and not by the works of the law: 

19'Laws, p. 161. 
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for b the works of the law shall no flesh be justified (Galatians 2. 
16). 

Y 

This can for James lead to the advocation of a quietist faith abjuring charity 

in favour of faith that God will provide. 21 As Davids states, 'James has 

observed much verbal commitment to Christian affirmations without 

22 endurance and with a lack of practical follow-through'. The assertion that 

'faith, if it hath not works, is dead, being alone' (2.17) is his response. 

In terms of Dostoevskii's dialogue with the New Testament, James' 

theology is significant for two reasons. Firstly, of the seven marks 

Dostoevskii made in the Epistle, listed in the Petrozavodsk concordance, 

three relate directly to the problem of faith without works (L 23; 2.14,20), 

and two indirectly, as they refer to the abuse of speech and mastery of the 

tongue (3.2,6). Although it is impossible to draw any definitive 

conclusions from this, it suggests that Dostoevskii saw these as important 

aspects of the Epistle. Secondly, Cox notes that Dostoevskii also saw 

dangers in Pauline theology from the opposite extreme, as the assertion that 

'All things are lawful for me' (I Corinthians 10.23) can be taken out of the 

context of faith and used as a rationalistic argument, leading to 

Raskol'nikov's experimentation with the Napoleon theory, Stavrogin's 

terminal alienation from life, and Ivan Karamazov's rebellion. 23 

20 See also Galatians 3.24; Romans 5.1; Ephesians 2.8-9. 
21 Laws, pp. 128-33. 
22 Epistle, p. 50. 
23 B tW E e een ýrwlh andReaven, p. 42. 
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The fact that all these characters are subject to radical dualism, 

owing to their extreme self-assertioný4 suggests that in his search for the 

antithesis of his anti-heroes, Dostoevskii would turn to an antithetical 

theology. As a corruption of the original meaning of 'All things are lawful 

for me' is the mainstay of his ideological heroes, it is plausible to argue that 

the simple, unambiguous call to ethical action and freedom from hypocrisy 

which characterize the Epistle of James would have appealed to 

Dostoevskii in his attempt to depict a 'noaomrreni6Ho npeicpaCH161A 

ne=Beic' as an antidote to the self-assertion and dualism of his negative 

and spiritually isolated characters. 

The central opposition of the novel, the Myshkin-others axis, 23 

supports this theory, as in contrast to the greed, jealousy and harsh speech 

of the other characters, the hero, particularly in the opening section of the 

novel, is driven by compassion, open-heartedness and generosity, and 

speaks with the aim of increasing others' understanding of the need for 

these qualities. In this too he strongly resembles the 'wise man' of the 

Epistle, standing out as avoiding the abuses of speech, as well as money 

and power, to which others are prey: 'Who is a wise man and endued with 

knowledge among you? let him shew out of a good conversation his works 

with meekness of wisdom' (3.13). The Prince also demonstrates the ideal 

of faith with works, as we see in his move to positive action to help Marie 

in his story, and later Nastas'ia Filippovna, General Ivolgin and Ippolit in 

24 S. Askol'dov, 'Religiozno-eticheskoe znachenie Dostoevskogo, in Dostoevskik Slat 71 
materialy, tom 1, ed. by A. S. Dolinin (St Petersburg: Mysl', 1922), pp. 1-32 (pp. 3-10). 
25 See F. 1. Evnin, 'Myshkin i drugie', Russkaia Literatura, 3 (1968), 37-52 (p. 39). 
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the real time of the novel; his is not a quietist belief-system which passively 

assumes that faith is sufficient in itself, but involves active participation to 

relieve the suffering of others; 'yKa3aB nocTeneHHo Ha KuA3A e oerxm6uu, 

6y; xeT; XOBOJIJ6HO' (ix, 252, author's emphasis). 

Early in the notebooks for Idiot, before any fixed decisions about 

either the characters or plot had been made, DostoevsIdi also wrote, 

'XpHcTHaHHH HB TO xce BpeMA He BepHT. )TeoPcmeeuU0CMb ay6oKorl 

naMypbl. H3bIK a 3epKa, 7e' (Ix, 185, author's emphasis). Although, as we 

note above, it is impossible to justify privileging one comment amidst a 

mass of frequently contradictory notes, this suggests that some of 

Dostoevskii's concerns, even in the initial stages of planning the novel, 

were similar to those of James. The theme of doubleness and the tongue as 

its agent are, as we have seen, major problems for the Epistle, while doubt 

is also a central issue as it is a source and sign of double-mindedness, 'For 

he that wavereth is like a wave of the sea driven with the wind and tossed' 

(1.6). Doubt is moreover the central example of faith without works in the 

Epistle, against which tendency the Old Testament figures of Abraham (2. 

2 1), Rahab (2.25) and Job (5.11) are presented as unwavering in their faith 

and demonstrating this in their actions; 'Seest thou how faith wrought with 

his works, and by works was faith made perfect? ' (2.22). The fact that 

James refers to righteous characters from the Old Testament, where 

doubleness is depicted as being the fruit of sin, further reinforces the idea 

that freedom from double-mindedness and doubt are the keys to an ethical 

life; one should not forget that Job is a particularly important figure for 

Dostoevskii, being a significant influence on Bratia Karamazovy and the 
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religious ideals of Starets Zosima. 26 Furthermore, James also employs the 

metaphor of the mirror 'for if any be a hearer and not a doer, he is like 

unto a man beholding his natural face in a glass' (1.23). Significantly, 

Dostoevskii marked this verse, which also pertains to the problem of faith 

without works, in his copy of the New Testament. Therefore, by 

juxtaposing doubt, doubleness, the tongue and the image of the mirror in 

his note, Dostoevskii demonstrates an instinctive awareness of the 

interconnections between these issues and a certain sympathy, whether 

conscious or not, with James' theology, suggesting that he perceived the 

relevance of these problems to the novel and in relation to each other before 

its form, plot or characters were developed. 

In the final text of Idiot, verbal communication is, as we have seen, 

central to the interactions of the characters and particularly to the impulse 

to re-creation which stands as the primary basis for the protagonists' 

scripting. Furthermore, the origin of the narrative impulse in the Fall is also 

the source of man's dualism, which in itself has a strong linguistic 

component, in the form of the serpent's lie which introduced ambiguity into 

communication. 27 The contradictory impulses of Nastas'ia Filippovna, 

Aglaia's conflicting signals to Myshkin, Lebedev's habit of working for 

both sides in a dispute, and Gania's apparent change of heart at the 

beginning of Part 11, followed by his later reversion to type, all testify to the 

characters' dualistic tendencies. Although dualism is inevitable as a result 

26 See, for example, V. Liakhu, '0 viiianii poetiki Biblii na poetiku F. M. DostoevskogO', 
Voprosy fiteratury, 4 (1999), 129-143 (pp. 140-4 1). 
27 See introduction, pp. 4143. 
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of the Fall and man's loss of his original wholeness, the extreme forms of 

double-mindedness exhibited in the novel lead to a bifurcation of the 

scripting impulse, as the characters are constantly being pulled in different 

directions, both by the contradictory and incompatible elements in their 

own psyche, and by the same factors at work in others. In particular, the 

oscillations of Nastas'ia Filippovna and Aglaia with regard to the hero not 

only indicate internal divisions, but also impact powerfully on his 

consciousness. According to the principles of saintly scripting, which 

strives for a solution to the problem of dualism by reducing the separation 

and conflict between self and other, he must attempt to reconcile both the 

opposition between the two women and the internal divisions within them. 

However, his admission of his '; 1BORnie mi6icim' also demonstrates his 

later descent into dualism. 

As most of the characters in the novel are engaged in narrating in 

one way or another, the presence of lies and related abuses of speech in 

Idiot gains additional significance as a force for and a further indication of 

double-mindedness, as in the Epistle of James; in particular, the decline of 

Myshkin, which is evident in his speech, for example in his dishonesty to 

General Ivolgin and his inability to express his ideas at the Epanchins' 

soirde, can be seen not only as indicative of his Fall but also as a shift away 

from the ideal man James postulates, and a move towards the double- 

mindedness of the rest of society. 

Lies, slander, gossip and harsh criticism account for a significant 

proportion of the characters' communication in the novel. As Miller notes, 

practically every inserted narrative in the text contains some sort of 
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falsehood, such as Aglaia changing the initials on the poor knight's shield, 

General Ivolgin's tall tales and Totskii claiming that a trivial story about 

sexual rivalry is his worst deed. 28 Outside the inserted narratives, the same 

is true; Lebedev's constant and meaningless lies, even to the extent of 

reversing his name and patronymic, are matched by Aglaia's lies about her 

feelings for the Prince and Gania, while Ippolit pointlessly claims to have 

consulted Dr B-n, only to admit later that this is untrue (vi[4 165; 360; 

322). Lies, which when they concern others are a source of conflict, also 

introduce contradictory impulses and separate people from the truth 

internally. 

However, much of the characters' discourse is more ambiguous, as 

the boundaries between lies, gossip and criticism frequently overlap, with 

the result that the 'truth' is distorted and obscured; for example, Aglaia's 

harshness towards Nastas'ia Filippovna has its basis in the rumours spread 

about her, rather than any direct experience or knowledge but, as with 

others' criticism and gossip about her, serves to perpetuate a false 

perception. This form of judgement by men of each other is a particularly 

condemned as an abuse of speech in James, who asks, 'who art thou that 

judgest anotherT (4.12). Furthermore, the irony of Aglaia's criticism of 

Myshkin, 'Y Bac HemmocTH HeT: oxvia npaB; xa, cTaiio 6mTb, - 

HecnpaBexmo' (Virý 354), lies in the fact that while only the ethically- 

oriented hero is ready to judge with forgiveness and to be judged and 

forgiven, and also sees that this is what others need for their self- 

28.4ulhor, Narrator, andReader, p. 10. 
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affirmation (in particular Ippolit), others in the novel are merely moralistic, 

passing judgement with no element of forgiveness, and without allowing 

others to judge them. 29 

Another aspect of the question of speech and its relation to truth is 

seen in Rogozhin's story about the heroine in the opening chapter of the 

novel where, as outlined above, we are unable to distinguish between truth, 

runiour and outright falsehood. The main consequence of this is that as 

readers we feel unable to trust Rogozhin as a narrator, which both 

undermines the reader's ability to know what is 'really' happening, and 

adds to his later characterization as a shadowy, ghost-like figure, which 

suggests that he has lost all connection with the reality of the concrete, 

everyday world. A similar problem occurs towards the end of the novel 

with respect to the narrator. As he moves away from omniscience and the 

direct representation of events and instead reports rumour, we have little 

guarantee of reliability, particularly as Myshkin's relationship with 

Nastas'ia Filippovna returns to the foreground; as we are already aware that 

the popular assumptions of her promiscuity and of a sexual liaison between 

them are in fact false, we have little reason to believe that the events which 

the narrator reconstructs for us from the same gossip-mongers are any more 

accurate. Rumours and gossip are problematic for human relations as they 

provoke speculation, which in turn gives rise to ftu-ther potential 

falsehoods, as well as mistrust between people; they are also problematic 

for narrative, as they undermine the reader's reference points, according to 

29 See Cox, Between E4rth andReaven, pp. 179-80. 
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which a coherent standard of truth for the literary text (within its own 

terms) may usually be defined. When lies are the habitual mode of address 

in a narrative, it becomes impossible for either readers or protagonists to 

define any such standard. We see throughout the novel that the characters' 

interpretations of each other are central to the structuring of the text, but the 

high level of unreliable narration, owing to the presence of hidden agendas 

and contradictory motives, introduces doubt into the most straightforward 

interpretation. Many of the protagonists' scripts for each other are based on 

falsehood or mis-readings, which jeopardize interrelations as well as the 

stability of the text. 

Keller's article and the visit of the nihilists during which it appears 

provides one of the most consistent examples of lies, slander, gossip and 

harsh criticism in the novel. The article itself interweaves truth, half-truth 

and absolute un-truth concerning Myshkin's inheritance and casts gross 

aspersions on his, his father's, and Pavlishchev's characters (VU4 217-21), 

leaving both the reader and the other protagonists listening aware that they 

have been presented with a wildly inaccurate version of events, but unable 

to provide a more accurute or fair account to counter most of its 

accusations. Lies in the novel perpetuate lies, and the separation of reality 

and its (false) representation, an indication of the abuse of speech and as 

such an example of double-mindedness, is reinforced. 

Moreover, lies are also a source of division between people which, 

in the case of the nihilists and Keller's article, makes it even more unlikely 

that others will accept their point of view and act accordingly; co-operation 

is needed for scripting to succeed, and when it is withdrawn owing to its 
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creator's false representation or abuse of the very person who is being 

allocated a particular role, a script is almost bound to be rejected. 

One of the paradoxes of scripting (and of dialogue in general) is that 

it is founded on the impulse to self-assertion, but requires the active 

participation of another. This participation cannot be assumed, and is easily 

lost as a consequence of the dualistic nature of man. Myshkin in Part I of 

the novel offers a more harmonious alternative of interaction for the sake of 

the other. However, he cannot rely on their willing participation either, as 

the nihilists in this episode are also trying to direct the narrative according 

to their own script; the lies about Myshkin in Keller's article provide an 

alternative past to the one we have already been given, forcing a slight 

change in direction as the other characters' and the readers' perception of 

the hero's goodness and capacity to improve the lives of others is 

undermined. As we have seen, Myshkin's confidence in his mission and his 

ideas is damaged, which threatens his ability to act for the sake of the other; 

their lies and slander introduce doubt into his mind. Furthermore, the other 

characters cease to trust him and suspect he is not being open, particularly 

after Nastas'ia Filippovna's first attack on Radomskii. 

The confrontation with the nihilists also highlights another aspect of 

the abuse of speech and the dualism in which it results. Although the 

political position of the visitors is never precisely defined, it is clear from 

their words and their ideological opposition to Myshkin that they are 

rationalists, as the main points of their argument concern not moral 

obligation, but logic and rights: 'KTo 6hl HH 6bm BauiH CBHA=JIH, XOTA 

6161 H Banm ; Xpy3EA, Ho raK KaK OHH He moryT He corjiacHTEcA c npaBom 
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F3ypAOBCKoro (rioTomy qTo oHo, oneBIVIHO, maTemaTtmecKoe)' (Vic4 224- 

225). Their credo, 'npaBo lqeJIOBe-iecKoe, HaTypanHoe, npaBO 3ApaBoro 

cmi6icna H rojioca COBecTR' (viii, 223), bases the whole of life within the 

sphere of the human, and repudiates all notion of a divine or spiritual 

dimension. 

However, the heavy irony which pervades the scene demonstrates 

the fact that the nihilists are also guilty of faith without works, even 

according to their own rationalistic beliefs. The rights of man are 

apparently an article of faith to them, yet in the reality of their speech, it 

degenerates into mere assertion of their own rights at the expense of the 

other. Throughout the episode, they repeat the word 'npaBo' like a mantra, 

uttering it 31 times in chapter 8 of Part H alone, always in the form of a 

demand ('Tpe6yem, Tpe6yem, Tpe6yem, a He npocHm!.. ' (vilý 224)) for 

their rights to be respected ('M161 B cBoem npaBe'), or as a denial of the 

rights of others, such as, 'HmeJIH BBI npaBo', and 'Ho npna He HmeeTe, 

npaBa He HmeeTe, nWa He mmeeTe!.. [ 
... 

] BLI He HmeeTe npaBa! ' (vm, 

216). Furthermore, their insistence on being treated as equals and that 

Burdovskii is not a charity case implies that they are democrats who do not 

recognize social or financial distinctions, yet in contrast to Myshkin, who 

talks to the Epanchins' footman as an equal and is unconcerned when 

Nastas'ia Filippovna mistakes him for a servant, the nihilists are affronted 

at being treated in this way, complaining, 'ABa ýiaca nponiaTi6 B Bainerl 

naKericicorl' and "A BaM He naKeril' (Via, 216). Despite their protestations of 

equality, they are far from applying this principle to others, and are thus not 

backing up their belief with appropriate actions and words. In this sense, 
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the 'Pavlishchev's son' episode can be seen as a modem, secular analogy to 

James' problem of faith without works; and as scripting demands concrete 

action and interaction by all parties, the inability to translate words into 

deeds severely compromises the ability of these characters to impose their 

ideology onto the text or persuade others of the merits of their script. 

Burdovskii's and his associates' persistent denial of others' rights 

Whilst asserting their own demonstrates the distinction that they make 

between self and other, which causes conflict between the two camps. It 

also exposes a lie at the heart of their beliefs, as although they claim to 

defend the rights of man, they in actuality are defending only self-interest, a 

discrepancy which implies double-mindedness. The tendency to falsehood 

and self-deception is also illustrated in the visitors" mistrust of others, as 

they presume that everyone, like them, is prone to deception: 'Hy, KH313b, 

Bhl oqeHb He CHMH161 B apHým=Ke, HaK ywe oqeHi6 CIMMI, XOTh H 

npeAcTaBjmffeci6 npocTAqKom' (VIEý 228), and ' 3TO HAH YW CJIHDIKOM 

HeBHHHO, HAH YXC CMU[IKOM J1OBKO ... 
I (viEý 235). Lies thus cause division 

through perpetuating distrust, and undermine the potentialities of scripting; 

in projecting their assumption that deceit is the norm onto Myshkin, the 

inflexibility of the radicals rules out the possibility of unexpected reactions, 

and are therefore unable to respond spontaneously. It is for this reason that 

their script for the novel fails, and the group quickly returns to the 

background. 

Moreover, the mathematical and logical formulae the nihilists use to 

support their case are shown to provide an inadequate basis for values when 

their case is disproved. Having set out Burdovskii's claim purely with the 
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intention of securing Myshkin's agreement that they are logically in the 

right, their argument cannot hold good when one aspect of it is found to be 

faulty. The logical conclusion of their claim, when the new proof that 

Burdovskii was not Pavlishchev's son at all is introduced, is that the Prince 

has no moral obligation whatsoever to settle. When a single factor in an 

equation is proved to be untrue, the rationale of their entire argument 

disintegrates. 

The mathematical and logical stance of the nihilists is therefore an 

intellectual analogy to the railways/science motif discussed above, as both 

tendencies prioritize a rationalistic basis for life at the expense of the 

spiritual. The two strands are connected firstly in the fact that episode with 

'Pavlishchev's son' pivots on the issue of money, but more significantly in 

the other characters' discussions of the moral implications of the radicals' 

ideas. When Lebedev compares his nephew to Gorskii, he establishes the 

link between railways, mercantilism and murder, and this idea is continued 

when he characterizes the visitors' political views thus: 'Tenepi. ywe 

c, qHTaeTcA nPAMO 3a npaBo, qTo eciiHoqeHi6, qero-HH6yAb 3axoqeTcA, To yx 

HHnpe; x KaKHmH nperpa; lamH He ocTaHaBimal-fiCA, XOTA 6bl IIPRLIMOC16 

YKOKOIIOIHT]6 nPH 3TOM Bocem6nepCOH-C' (VHI, 214). Myshkin confirms the 

connection even as his compassion and gentle judgement tempered with 

forgiveness lead him to deny it; 'YBepRw Bac, 4To ]FopcKHeHAaHHJIOBLI 

Toimico ciryqaH, a3TH TOJI16KO... oum6aioTcA' (VI9,214). 

The twisted logic that Doktorenko uses to 'prove' that 'BaxceH 

npHHwm', and 'Bcd paBHo, qTo cTo, -iTo ABecTH nATb; xecAT, ' when 

challenged about the money they have (or rather, have not) returned to 
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Myshkin, is compared by Radomskii to the utilitarian defence of the 

Gorskii case (Vii4 236), and the expos6 of the moral consequences of 

nihilism and rationalism is completed by this character and Mrs Epanchina. 

The latter sees that the radicals have lost their 'binding idea', as '13 Bora He 

BepyioT, B XpHcTa He BepyIOTV (vii4 238), and suggests that the inevitable 

result of a reliance on earthly values is murder: 'OH AeHer TBoHx, ; xecATH 

TLICAq, nOXCaJIyR, H no COBeCTH He B03E-meT, a Hoqbio npHAeT H 3apeweT, Aa 

H BjiHeT Hx H3 inKaTymm. 110 COBecTH BmHeTI 9To y Hero He 6ecqecTHol' 

(vmý 237). Furthermore, her outburst contains echoes of Rogozhin's knife, 

his interest in Myshkin's story of the murderer, and his attempt to kill his 

'brother' and rival. Although Rogozhin operates at the opposite extreme, 

with no rationality at all, the two paths converge, as both end in total denial 

of the other and moral cannibalism. Radomskii makes the connection more 

explicitly: 'BEi ram KOHceiKBeHThi: [ 
... 

] OT npaBM CHRM AO npaBa THrpoB H 

KpOKOAMOB H ; xamce ; to AaHHNOBa H ropcKorO He; xajieKo', as 

oT 3Toro ; iejia moxceT npAmo nepecKOqHTE, Ha npaBo cHina, To ecTh 

Ha npaBo eAmumoro KynaKa H JMIIIHOrO 3aXOTeHHA, KaK, Bnpogem, 
H oqeHi6 qacTo KOHqajroC]6 Ha CBeTe. OCTaHOBRACA We r1py; JOH Ha 

npaBe cHam. B amepHKaHcKyio i3oMiy mHorme camme nepe; XOBme 
im6epaim o61mwm ce6A B nOJE63Y niiaHTaTOPOB, B TomqHcne, qTo 

Herpm CyTh Herpm, HmKe 6ejioro nnemeHH, a, crano 6mn, npaBo 
CHMI 3a 6ejaam... (Vill, 245). 

Thus through the nihilists' assertion of their rights and Lebedev's 

exposition of the loss of a 'binding idea', alongside the recurring motifs of 

contemporary murder cases and money, Dostoevskii introduces into Idiot a 

broad set of interrelated ideas illustrating the continuing relevance of 
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James' themes of the abuse of wealth and speech and the divisions they 

cause, both internal and external. 

The theme of double-mindedness stands out in the Epistle of James 

30 
as it is part of the Jewish tradition going back to Genesis and the Fall, 

which is also, as we have seen, the origin of the narrative impulse which is 

vital to the protagonists of Idiot. Lies and related examples of the wrong 

use of speech are therefore not merely a further indication of the Fall, but 

are also significant in the process of scripting in which the protagonists 

participate. Gossip and falsehood are generally inimical to Myshkin's brand 

of saintly scripting, for although they are motivated by the need for self- 

assertion, they divide people inwardly from the truth, thus reinforcing the 

dualism which is the main feature of their fallen status. Although 'truth' is 

in some ways an unimportant concept in relation to scripting, as the whole 

process depends more on the subjective images of themselves and others 

that the characters are projecting than on any 'objective' reality, false or 

abusive speech places characters in opposition to each other, thereby 

undermining the mutuality and interactive nature of scripting; without the 

active participation of the other, which is needed for true self-affirmation, 

the script a character tries to project will fail. 

It is for this reason that although many of the characters participate 

in aspects of the scripting principle, such as the narrative impulse and the 

drive to present the personality they wish to others, we generally do not see 

the whole process, as it is frequently halted owing to the inflexible and 

30 See Laws, pp. 34; 58-61. 
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coercive practices of the protagonists. Thus through alienating others, 

Burdovskii and his associates, Gania, his father and, to a certain extent, 

Aglaia all find that co-operation is withdrawn and their scripts literally have 

nowhere to go. This is why the stories of many of the minor characters 

occasionally gravitate to the surface only to disappear again, as they cannot 

maintain a consistent place in the consciousness of another. For example, 

after threatening to be a strong force in Part I, owing to his role in Totskii's 

script for Nastas'ia Filippovna, Gania recedes into the background and fails 

to make an impact in the rest of the novel, while in the scene with the 

nihilists, the hero, abused by Keller's article, refuses to play the weak, 

capitulating role the visitors have in mind for him (although he equally 

avoids the more aggressive stance Mrs Epanchina and Aglaia would prefer 

to see), which foils their plans and prevents them from occupying a 

prominent position in the remainder of the novel. This lack of assent is a 

common theme; others do not accept the stories that Ferdyshchenko and 

General Epanchin tell (vii4 124; 127), while Nastas'ia Filippovna also 

refuses to participate in the petit-jeu in a normal way. As we shall see (pp. 

302-4 below), Ippolit is also alienated by the failure of others to take his 

confession and suicide attempt seriously (which is one of the reasons why 

he turns from Myshkin to Rogozhin) and, in the fmal analysis, Nastas'ia 

Filippovna does not consent to the role the hero offers her. Lies and harsh 

speech, whilst appearing to be a short-cut to self-assertion, fail to take 

account of the negative impact they have, which frequently leads to the 

other's self-assertion rather than consent, and are thus responsible for the 
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failure of many of the characters' attempts to project a script onto the 

novel. 

The two central figures, Nastasia Filippovna and Myshldn, offer 

alternatives to this trend and different solutions to the paradox of the need 

for self-assertion and the need for the other. The heroine, as we have seen, 

is in large part a successful scripter, as she achieves the final aim of one of 

her scripts and influences the preoccupations of others for long periods in 

the novel. Paradoxically, however, one of her main means of achieving this 

control is through slander and gossip, as she turns others' lies about her to 

her own advantage, presenting herself as the infernal, capricious woman 

most of them imagine her to be, and damning Radomskii both by drawing 

attention to an apparent association with her and through further use of 

gossip. She uses the features of unreliable narration founded on rumours to 

retain her unfinalizability and to increase the uncertainty and unease of the 

other protagonists. 

In Part I of the novel the Prince, in contrast, tries to present an ideal 

model of scripting which is honest and avoids harsh speech and self- 

assertion, but rather uses gentle persuasion to encourage the other to 

participate. While Nastas'ia Filippovna's perverse version of scripting 

reinforces her essential dualism, Myshkin's saintly scripting demonstrates 

through his avoidance of lies and attention to the other's need for self- 

affirmation the potential of the process for the ultimate aim of overcoming 

double-mindedness and re-creating a higher reality by recovering a sense of 

pre-lapsarian wholeness. 
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However, after the six month gap we also see the decline of the 

hero's anti-dualism, which arises as a result of his 'ABOrfflbie m]61CJIH'. It is 

evident in his failure to express his ideas at the Epanchins' party, and also 

in the fact that far from helping Ippolit and General Ivolgin, as he intends, 

he makes matters worse for both, as his compassion is compromised. 

Although in the projection of his saintly script in Part I Myshkin shows 

himself to be a competent participant in the process, he is thrown totally off 

course by the force of Nastas'ia Filippovna's Manichaeistic scripting and 

the pressures introduced by the material world and the prevalence of harsh 

speech. This leads him to focus more on worldly preoccupations and results 

in assertion of the ego and corruption of his ideal. Consequently, he loses 

the ability to persuade others to participate in his script; Aglaia disputes and 

denies his ideas, and Ippolit and Nastas'ia Filippovna both turn to 

Rogozhin in the end. 

Given the similarities between the themes and oppositions of the 

two texts, another noteworthy aspect of the Epistle of James is worth 

addressing in respect of possible links to Dostoevskii's novel: it contains no 

reference to the figure of the divine Christ or the Resurrection. 31 This 

feature seems even more curious in view of the fact that authorship of the 

letter is generally attributed to Jesus' brother, who had a conversion 

experience as result of seeing the resurrected ChriSt. 32 This anomaly was in 

part responsible for the theological disputes which prevented the Epistle 

31 See Laws, p. 3. 
32 See I Corinthians 15.7. 
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from becoming part of the New Testament canon until the comparatively 

late date of the fourth century. 33 It is also the main reason why it stands out 

as being qualitatively different from other books of the New Testament. As 

Idiot is so close to James' theology in many ways, the implications of this 

absence for our interpretation of Dostoevskii's attempt to portray a 

&nojioxHTeJ116HO npeicpacHi6irl qeJ1OBeic' are worth examining. 

In a further parallel between the two texts, Idiot equally lacks any 

substantial reference to the resurrection as a reality and a source of faith. In 

the major image of Christ in the novel, the Holbein painting, the possibility 

of resurrection is specifically absent, as Ippolit's critique shows, while 

Myshkin's comment, 'Aa OT 3TOrl Kapnmbi y HHoro ewe Bepa mo)KeT 

nponacTE, ', and Rogozhin's mysterious reply, 'nponaAaeT H TO' (VIII, 182), 

point to the consequences of this lacuna. Likewise, in the stories of 

executions, as we have seen, the hero also emphasizes the fact that the idea 

of resurrection or an afterlife is missing (see pp. 149-50,159-60,165), 

while even Lebedev's apocalyptic vision ends with death and the fourth 

horse, not the 'new heaven and new earth' of Revelation 21.1. The only 

positive reference to an example of resurrection is in General Ivolgin's tale 

of Private Kolpakov, where the meaninglessness of the event, owing to it 

being divorced from faith, is highlighted. 34 Furthermore, although Myshkin 

talks of 'resurrecting' Nastas'ia Filippovna, he is thinking in purely 

symbolic terms of a spiritual rebirth into a new and better life, both in the 

33 Davids, p. 7. 
34 See Meerson, 'Ivolgin and Holbein', p. 202. 
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novel and in notebook entries, for example, 'OH nepeBOCrIIMIBaeT 

H[acTacE. io] (D[IUIHrMOBHY] H BocicpeLuaeT ; Wmy' (iX, 246). The 

Resurrection of Christ, the vital event for the Orthodox church, is absent 

from the theology of the novel, as it is missing from the beliefs of most of 

the characters, a fact to which Lebedev's interpretation of the Apocalypse 

and bemoaning the loss of a 'binding idea', the nihilists' demand of their 

rights, and Mrs Epanchina's 'B Eora He BepYI0T, B XpHcTa He BepyioTl' 

(vir4 238) all testify. 

In the absence of any mention of the Resurrection or the Pauline 

doctrine of Grace, faith and salvation in the Epistle of James are revealed 

through the simple values of honesty, openness and compassion for the 

needy, which are mirrored in Myshkin's ideal, as examined in chapter 2. In 

spite of the fact that the Prince's access to another reality originates in the 

moment of light he experiences before his fit, his faith too is demonstrated 

in his actions, as we see in his attempts to help Nastas'ia Filippovna, 

Ippolit, General Ivolgin and others, and in his general concern for the 

humiliated and weak; Myshkin, particularly in Part I of the novel, is 

imbued with the ideal of 'practical Christianity' (iX, 268). Whether or not 

Jesus' brother was the author of the Epistle, the fact that it is in his name 

gives its theology the subtext of James' conversion experience, suggesting 

that while this was the source of his own faith, it was not to be seen as an 

indispensable part of the transmission of that faith to others. Similarly, 

Prince Myshkin is inspired by a religious experience, but it is his actions 

arising out of his vision of a higher reality that constitute the expression of 

his faith. 
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The frequent comparison of Prince Myshkin to Christ (particularly 

as portrayed in John's Gospel)35 is, as we have seen, problematic, as it fails 

to take into account the change that occurs in the hero and the deterioration 

of the ideal he represents as the novel progresses. Moreover, Myshkin does 

not resemble Renan's rationalistic interpretation of Christ, as although the 

hero of Idiot is clearly not divine, he does have access to an authentic, 

irrational, religious experience. He compares this experience to Christianity 

and Islan-4 but his references are metaphorical rather than organic, and his 

vision is not linked to Christ or the divine. It is instead a moment of mystic 

insight into the nature of spatial and temporal reality which is personally 

convincing and informs his actions. Renan's humanized 'Christ' is 

impossible, as 'HeBepHe B BormomeHHe H 6oxcecTBeHHOCTh XpHcTa 

HeH36exmo npHBoAHT ic ((MepmeoAfy XPUCMY)), KOTOPMA BocicpeCHYT]6 He 

moxceT'. 36 However, Myshkin, as an ideal in the early part of the novel, 

does not reinforce Us theme, but rather offers an alternative to it. 37 

Therefore in his ideals and in the ethical alternative he presents to 

the double-mindedness of the rest of society, Myshkin is a 'natural 

Christian', a 'xpHcTHaHHH-rymaHHcT, oAepxcHmi6iR cTpemjieHHeM BHOCHT16 

35 See, for v=ple, Ermflova, Taina, p. 5. 
36 1. k Kirillova, 'Khristos v zhizni i tvorchestve Dostoevskogo', in Dostoevskil: 
mateddly i issledavanfia, 14, ed. by N. F. Budanova (St Petersburg: Nauka, 1997), pp. 18- 
25 (p. 24); see also Ludmilla Koehler, 'Renan. Dostoevskii and Fedorov'. CASS, 17 
(1983), 362-71 (pp. 362-63), and B. N. Tikhomirov, '0 "khristologii" Dostoevskogo', in 
Dostoevskik materialy i issledovanfia, 11, ed. by E. A. Smimova (St Petersburg: Nauka, 
1994), pp. 102-21 (p. 105). 

37 See Woronzoff-Dashkoff, p. 64. 
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CBeT H A06PO BO BCAKYTO ; 1Y1U%38Who strongly resembles the 'wise man' 

of James' practical theology. The Epistle's opposition of the wise and the 

double-minded provides an extremely telling comparison for Idiot, as in 

Part I of the novel, Myshkin's ability to speak wisely and lack of interest in 

money are in sharp contrast to the lies, criticism and greed of others. His 

later decline into double-mindedness occurs largely as a result of his 

inheritance and the force of the abusive words and divisive attitudes of 

those around him. Thus in the course of the novel, as in James, we see the 

ideal, the difficulty for men of maintaining it in the face of worldly 

temptations and problematic self-other relations, and the consequences of 

the total absence of the ideal for human behaviour and interaction. 

M SELF AND OTHER IN DOSTOEVSIUI'S AESTHETIC ACTIVITY: IPPOLIT, 
THE NARRATOR, AND THE COLLAPSE OF THE SAINTLY SCRIPT 

Thmngs fall apart; the centre cannot hold. 
- W. B. Yeats, 'The Second Coming' 

The comparison of the Epistle of James with Idiot has shown the 

importance of interaction on the ethical level, and highlighted the difficulty 

of reconciling the impulse to self-assertion, which underlies scripting and 

has its origin in the dualistic nature of humanity and the tendency to 

3' Vladimir Kotel'nikov, 'Khristoditseia Dostoevskogo', in DostoevsIdl I mirovaid 
kul'tura, 11, ed. by Karen Stepanian and others (St Petersburg: Serebrianyi vek, 1998), pp. 
20-28 (p. 26). 
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separate oneself from one's fellow beings, with the simultaneous need for 

the other to confirm one's self-image. The significance of interactivity and 

the impact it has on the characters and the dynamics of the text is most 

evident in the fatal influence of Nastas'ia Filippovna's script on Myshkin 

and Rogozhin, but also in the fact that the hero's compassion and humility 

deteriorate after sustained contact with the pride and obsessiveness of 

others. 

Bakhtin's conception of the human personality centres on the 

problem of dualism and the need for interaction as the foundation of 

dialogue: 

omm -iejiOBeIC, ocraionmAcA Tomwo c cammm COGOIO, He moxceT 
CBecTH KoHic6i c KOHUaMH AaWe Bcambix rjiy6HHT. IX H HHTHMHEIX 

cýepaxCBoeRAYMBHOA XM3HH, He moxceTo6or4THci6 6e3 ; xpyroro 
C03HaHHA. lqejlOBeK HHKorAa He HaRAeT Bceg IIOJIHOTbl TOJI16KO B 

ce6e camom; 

camaAxce ycTaHoBKa lqeJIOBeKa no oTHomeHHio ic nyxcomyCJIOBY H 

qyWOMY C03HaHHIO ABjiAeTcA, B CYIAHOCTH, OCHOBHOIO TeMOIO Bcex 
17POH3BeAeHHR AocToeBcKoro. Oniomme repOA ic ce6e camomy 
Hepa3p]61BHO CBA3aHO C OTHOUIeHHem Apyroro IC Hemy. C03HaHHe 

ce6AcamorO BceBpemAoux)waeTce6A Ha ýoHe C03HaHHA 0 Hem 
; xpyroro, wi xiA ce6A)) Ha 4)OHe ox AnA ; xpyroro>). r103TOMY CROW 0 

ce6e repOA CTPOHTCA rIOA Henl)ePLIBR61M B03ACHCTBHem qyxoro 
CJIOBa 0 Hem. 

39 

Bakhtin posits dialogue as an ideal of self-affirmation arising from co- 

existence and interaction. 40 This suggests a hannonious unity with the other 

in a polyphonic 'mmp B3aHmHo Memmommu mbicirwo, mHp 

39 Problemy, pp. 3 06,3 54. 

40 Problemy, p. 47. 
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COIIp3DKeHHbIX cmmciioBLixqciioBeqecKHx C03HaHHA' . 
41 However, very few 

readers would agree with the idea that harmonious co-operation forms the 

basis of works where the vast majority of interaction involves dispute, 

violence, coercion, violation and withdrawal, on the verbal, physical and 

emotional levels. While Bakhtin addresses polyphony as an ideal, the 

novels themselves depict the varying ways in which polyphony breaks 

down and dialogue is distorted and corrupted (a fact which Malcolm Jones 

takes as the starting point for his illuminating study Dostoyevsky after 

42 Bakhtin). 

One of the results of concentrating on the ideal model of interaction 

is that it fails to take fully into consideration the nature of the problematic 

relationship of self to other and the effect this has on the text. Given the 

huge gap between the ideal self-other relations we see emanating from the 

Prince in Part L and the frequently disastrous interactivity of the other 

characters and of Myshkin later in the novel, the theme of the breakdown of 

interhuman relations is evidently of extreme importance, particularly as this 

interaction is the locus of the idea which is central to the development of 

the Dostoevskian hero: 'cýepa ee 6wTHA iie HiummulyajmHoe C03HaHHe, a 

AmajiorHqecicoe o6meHHe mew-Ay C03HaHHAmW. 43 

The above comparison of Idiot with the Epistle of James highlights 

some aspects of this fundamental relationship and its breakdown in terms of 

the relation of man to man. As Idiot is a fictional narrative, and one in 

41 Problemy, p. 163. 

42 pp. 6-7. 

43 Problemy, p. 147. 
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which narrating plays such a prominent - and interactive - role as the major 

scripting strategy of many of the characters, it is also necessary to examine 

the self-other opposition in terms of the relation of narrators to characters, 

as it is through the direct mediation of dialogic interactivity by the 

author/narrator that the characters have the potential to come into being and 

achieve selfhood within the text. For this reason, we shall turn to Bakhtin's 

earlier work, 'Avtor i geroi v esteticheskoi deiatel'nosti', in which the 

different perception of self and other is fundamental to the formation of 

ethical relationships as well as to the author's depiction of the hero. 44 

In 'Avtor i geroi', Bakhtin characterizes the essential separation of 

self from other as a difference of perception: 

3TOT Bcer; ta HaMPHILIA UO omomemio ico BcAicomy Apyromy 

neinaeicy u36bimoK moero BHAeHRA, 3HaHHA, o6=aHHq o6ycjioBeH 

eAmcnemocnio H Hemmecwmocnio moero meCTa B MHpe: BeAb 

Ha wom meCTe B 3TO BpeMA B AaHHori coBoKynHocTH 
o6cToATejibcTB A e; xHHcTBeHHMri Haxo)Kyci6 - Bce ApyrHe MAR BHe 
meHA. 43 

The result of this is that one perceives oneself from within as unique, 

unfinalized and open, Whilst perceiving others from without as a completed 
46 

and 'y6e; z=JI16Hoe nepexmBaHHe qeJIOBeqecicoft KOHeqHOCTH" . 
This is 

linked to Myshkin's aesthetic ideal of seeing as the foundation of ethical 

activity. Only through looking and sympathetic co-experiencing can one 

perceive the self in the other. 47 For the moral being this inspires an 

44 in Fstelika slovesnogo tvorchestva, pp. 7-180. 
45 'Avtor i gero?, p. 23, author's emphasis. 
46 'Avtor i geroi', p. 34. 
47 See Woronzoff-Dashkoff, p. 17. 
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acceptance of the other's feeling of their own uniqueness and 

unfinalizability, and in the case of Myshkin in the opening chapters of the 

novel, leads to him encouraging others to achieve selfhood on the concrete 

level of interaction, in line with the principles of his own saintly scripting 

and with the fundamental impulse to scripting of all the main characters. 

This 'excess of seeing' has social and ethical implications, but these are 

secondary resultants of a primary existential dilemma, a fact which is well 

illustrated by Ippolit's 'Neobkhodimoe ob'iasnenie'. 

Alienation and isolation, in other words separation from others and 

the world, the central theme of Ippolit's narrative, arise from the 

consciousness of the personal proximity of death. As Bakhtin states, 

lienoe moerl XM3HH He HmeeT 3HaqHMOCI'H B ileHHocTHom 

icoweiccn moeti xca3HH. Co6Em4A moero powixeim, ueHHocTHoro 

npe6]6lBaIM B MHN H, HaKOHeil, moeil cmepTH COBepiuaioTcA He Bo 

mHe H He ivm meHA. OM011HOMILMIrl Bec moerl XCH3HH 8 ee ye-qau 
He cyiuecTByeT AjTA meHA camoro. 

48 

This is because 'cyiuecTBeHHoe3HaqeHHeHmeeTaHTHuRnawm cmepTH AnA 

3cTeTnqecKorO 3aBepiiieHHA qejioBeiKa [ 
... 

] Mbi npeABocxmgaem cmepli, 

; xpyroro KaK HeH36excHyio CM]61CJIOBYW HeocymecTBjieHHOCTh, KaK 

CMbICJIOBW HeyAaTly Bcerl xmiiti, co3AaBaA raKHe ýopmm oupaB; IaHHA ee, 

49 
KoTophie OH cam co CBoero mecTa nPHHtumHanbHO Hanm He moxceT' . 

Facing death for Ippolit signifies facing the immanent inevitability of being 

finalized by others without having the chance to make his mark in the 

48 'Avtor i geroV, p. 93, author's emphasis. 
49 'Avtor i gero?, p. 114. 
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world in order to turn the judgements of others in his favour and allow him 

a degree of self-finalization. IUs lamentation at his failure to afflirm himself 

in the eyes of others is anguished: 'A xoTen 6hrrj6 AeATenem, A i4men 

npaBo... 0, rcaK A mHoro xoTejil', and 'mmaKoro-TO BocnomHHaHHA He 

cymen OCTaBHTb! IN 3Byxa, im cnejxa, HH oAHoro Aena, He pacnpocTpaHHn 

HH OAHOrO y6e=eHm!.. ' (VIH, 247-248). This illustrates his desire to 

overcome the fact of his impending death by claiming for himself the 

immortality of controlling the memories of others according to his own 

self-image, and his 'ob'iasnenie' is an attempt to script this self-definition 

into existence. He emphasizes the fact that he is setting up a loophole in 

advance of his death with his comment, 'He XO'qy YXOAHT6, He ocTaBHB 

CITOBa B oTBe-r' (via, 34 1). 

Ippolit's narrative focuses on various aspects of the separation of 

self and other, his preference for Meier's wall and isolation from human 

beings is noted (vm, 322), and his alienation from nature is equally evident 

in the fact that he sees everything as 'Bam, not 'Hain" or 'moft', and 

believes, 'oAHoro meHA CIqeJI 3a nHmero' (VM, 343). Furthermore, the 

cruelty of his reaction to Surikov over the death of the latter's baby reveals 

an absence of compassion and fellow-feeling, mirrored by the callous 

cheerfulness with which the nihilist doctor Kislorodov pronounces Ippolit's 

death sentence (wý 323-329). He also proposes a partial solution in 

individual charitable acts as a means to re-establishing personal contact 

with the other, in line with Myshkin's belief in good deeds, although the 

story of his own good deed seems not to achieve this and he remains distant 

throughout the episode. Ippolit's meditation on personal acts of charity 
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raises a further problem for those rapidly approaching death; there is 

literally not enough time, so he has to choose a good action which is 

fnomejm, qe H iKoTopoe B moHx qpeckm6ar' (M 336, author's emphasis). 

As his time runs out, the possibilities of maldng his life significant in the 

eyes of others and himself diminishes. Impending death in fact leads 

logically to the other extreme, absolute self-assertion and denial of the 

other: ', qTo ecnH 61bi mHe mpyr B3Aymajioci6 Tenepy. y6HTi6 icoro YrOAHO, 

xoTb AecRThqenOBejc pa3om' (vm, 342). 

However, the fact that Ippolit's fundamental problem in relation to 

his 'I' is existential as much as it is practical is revealed in his dreams and 

in his response to the Holbein painting 'Christ in the Tomb'. The 

implications of the naturalistic depiction of Christ's death, which destroys 

faith in the possibility of the resurrection, are well known, but Bakhtin's 

discussion of Christ points to another source of existential angst. The Christ 

of the Gospels, according to Bakhtin, is the perfect of example of the ideal 

self combined with the ideal other, echoing Dostoevskii's sentiments in the 

diary fragment 'Masha lezhit na stole': 

cHHTe3 mutiecKwo c(uuncu3. ua, 6ecicomtmorl cTporocTH x ce6e 
camomy menOBeicaTo ecTh 6e3yKOpH3HeHHowcToro oTHoiueHHA IC 

ce6e camomy, c qmutiecKu-, qcmemuttecKoio 6o6poMO10 Kztpyromy: 
3AeC16 BnepBme ABHjiocj6 6eCICOHeqHo yrwy6iieHHoe q-6m-ce6. q [ ... 

] 
6e3mepHO A06PM x ApyroMy, Bomatowee BCIOnpaBAy ; Ipyromy 
m moBomy, pampimmmee H Tmepmaimuee Bcio nojmoTy 

0 0 iieHHocTHoro CBoeo6pa3HA Apyroro. 0 

" 'Avtor i geroi', p. 51, author's emphasis; on Dostoevskii's contribution to this subject, 
see pp. 189-90 above. 
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The image of Christ is important not only because it provides a 

paradigmatic model of the ideal relation of self to other, but also because it 

reflects man's relation to God. As Coates states, 'in becoming man, Christ 

saves God from the necessary neutrality of a disembodied consciousness 

and allows him to participate fully in the world'; through His becoming, 

Christ concretizes the relation of man to God as the central I/Thou 

orientation. 51 

The denial of Christ's divinity in the Holbein painting removes the 

possibility of experiencing these ideal relationships for Ippolit, and it is 

perhaps for this reason that he comments, 'B icapTHHe we PorozGma o 

icpacoTe H cjioBa HeT' (viii, 338). The stark realism of the painting leaves 

no room for other possibilities or interpretations. 52 1 ppolit sees not only the 

loss of an ideal to emulate but also, and more importantly, the implications 

of the loss of these relationships for his own selfhood; without Christ (as 

Ideal Other) and God (as Absolute Other), he has no pre-existing other 

outside himself affirming his T in all its unfinalizability. The possibilities 

of self-affmnation are diminished owing to the partial and judgemental 

nature of men, who are all equally seeking to confirm their selfhood, 

leading inevitably to conflict and the self-assertion of some at the expense 

of others, a situation which we have already witnessed in the novel in 

Burdovskii's gang's insistence on their rights, in which Ippolit participated, 

51 Christianity in Bakhfin. God and the FxiledAuthor (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1998), pp. 35,38. 
32 See Murav, Holy Foolishness, p. 83. 
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and consequent denial of others' rights; the painting therefore confirms 

what has already happened to Ippolit 

The dreams with which 'Neobkhodimoe obiasnenie' begins and 

ends are also linked to the question of the ideal other. Hollander points out 

that the trident shape of the monstrous scorpion in the first dream 

symbolizes the Antichrist, and that the struggle with the dog recalls Christ's 

battle against the Antichrist; Norma emulates Christ's ideal otherness 

though her act of self-sacrifice. 53 Bethea notes that in his critique of the 

Holbein, Ippolit sees a reversal of his dream, as nature is now 'B BHAe 

icaKorl-HH6yAE, rpomaAHorl mamHHe HOBeRmero ycTpoRcTBa, xoTopaA 

6eccmmcjieHHo 3axBaTHaa, pa=poftia H norjioTHna B ce6A, rjlyXO H 

6ec, qyBcTBeHHo, Bemwoe H 6ecileHHoe cymecTBo' (VR 339). 54 In contrast 

to the earlier dream, where the scorpion is crushed in Norma's jaws, now 

Christ is being crushed and devoured, with no ideal other to save him. 

Bethea comments on the parallel of Myshkin's arrival at the end of 

the scorpion dream and the appearance of Rogozhin after Ippolit has been 

thinking about the Holbein, suggesting that the first instance implies 

meaning and resurrection, which the second forcefully denies. 55 The 

meaninglessness of Rogozhin's 'visit' lies chiefly in the fact that he is 

silent but mocking (vm, 340); the ideal other is replaced by a nightmare 

other, who refuses to participate in any dialogue and finalizes Ippolit with a 

humiliating glance, thus destroying the possibility of self-affirmation. The 

53 'Apocalyptic Framework', p. 135. 
54 See Shape OfAPOCa4 Vse, pp. 98-99. 
55 SIhipe ofApocal)pse, pp. 98-99. 
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6 cTpaFiHi6ie, o6H=muuie meHA ýopmE-i' (vEa, 341) to which life is reduced 

for Ippolit therefore indicate the disastrous nature of the absence of the 

other for the continuing confirmation of the 'I'. The breakdown of the 

embodied world and the confusion between dreams and reality which 

afflict Ippolit as a result of his loss of essential contact with the other are 

also evident in Rogozhin who, as we have seen, turns into a ghostly figure 

after the gap between Parts I and II. The otherness of Rogozhin, which has 

its origin in Nastas'ia Filippovna's treatment of him, undermines his ability 

to participate in concrete reality. Ippolit's strange dreams and Rogozhin's 

loss of contact with the physical ground of being are similar to 

Svidrigailov's grizzly nightmares and Stavrogin's and Ivan Karamazov's 

devils. The loss of the sense of interconnection with others is responsible 

for the disastrous fates of many of Dostoevskii's protagonists. 

Bakhtin states that '3cTeiuqecKa3i ReHHOCT16 crmoulb 

ocyiuecTBmmacE, HmmaHeHTHo OAHOMY C03AaHHIO, H He AonycicaeTcx 

t) . 
56 

rWTHBocTaBjieHRe 31 H PY0000 The ideal relationship of author to hero 

is analogous to the relationship of God to man, as it allows the character to 

experience his own selffiood rather than imposing otherness on him. 

Ippolit's narrative is therefore not merely an attempt to define his position 

in the world, but is also a bid for selfhood through becoming a narrator and 

scripting himself into the novel in order to control its direction. Like 

Nastas'ia Filippovna, he is aware of the conventions of the genre, 

commenting, 6Bce COUUIOCb H YJTaAIUIOCb, icaic 6YATO Hapo'qHo 6bmo IK TOMY 

56 'Avtor i geroi', p. 58, author's emphasis. 
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upHroToBjieHO, PeUMeJI16HO TOqHO B pomaHe' (viii, 333). Nfiller notes that 

Ippolit frequently echoes the words and ideas of the narrator, reversing the 

normal relationship and suggesting a degree of metatextual awareness. 57 

Just as the heroine fights against outside determination and finalization, so 

Ippolit instinctively feels the inadequacy of his characterness and strives to 

free himself from it through narrative self-determination; he makes a drama 

out of his exclusion in order to become a director rather than a puppet. 58 

While Kirillov in Besy proposes to kill himself in order to prove that God 

does not exist and to become a god himself, Ippolit's narrative and its 

denouement, his planned suicide, are conceived to prove the unreality of 

the narrator and to make himself a narrator; his is primarily a metatextual 

rebellion. 

'Neobkhodimoe ob'iasnenie' attempts to achieve his aims by re- 

configuring self-other relations, placing Ippolit, the new author, at the 

centre as a self, and is directed towards the other both inwardly and 

outwardly. The inner orientation of the narrative is formulated as a polemic 

with another's (Myshkin's) ideas; Ippolit says that he conceived of it after 

meeting the Prince at the incident with Burdovskii, and admits, 'mox(eT 

6MTL, A npHe3xcaJI B rIaBjiOBcic, rnaBHoe, qTo6m ero yBHAan' (VIEý 322). 

As noted above, Ippolit mentions all of Myshkin's ideas, but uses ironic 

distance to separate himself from the original source. In belated reply to 

Lebedev's impassioned question ', qeM B161 cnaceTe mHp' (vm, 3 10), Ippolit 

57 Author, Narrator, and Reader, p. 214. 
58 As Monas states, 'Threshold', p. 80. 
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asks, 'rIpaB; xa, KIMb, TrO B161 pa3 rOBOpIUIH, WO mHp cnaceT <<icpacoTa))? 

[ 
... 

] IKHA3b yrBepw; [aeT, -rro mHp cnaceT icpacoTal [ 
... 

] Kai= icpacoTa 

cnaceT mHp? ' (vmý 317). In another's unsympathetic words the concept 

seems obscure and inadequate; Ippolit is questioning the Prince's entire 

ethical-aesthetic ideal in his own 'execution story'. The richness of time 

experienced by the condemned man in Myshkin's vision appears positively 

callous in the light of Ippolit's existential crisis and horrific dreams, and the 

four stories of faith the former told in response to the Holbein are almost 

erased by the power of the latter's examination of its meaning. 

Furthermore, he characterizes the Prince as an inflexible clerical type who 

will impose on him 'xpHcTRaHcKHe Aoica3aTejibcTBa, [ 
... 

] 1-rro B CYMHOCTH 

OHO Aaxce H jiyqme, -rro, Bj6r ymHpaeTe' and assure him of his reward in the 

next life (vmý 342,344). 59 Although this view has little to do with our 

experience of Myshkin, it helps Ippolit subtly to undermine the Prince's 

ideas and challenge his position at the centre of the novel, as he attempts to 

become its ideological hero. 60 

Myshkin's willingness to cede selfhood to the other makes him an 

easy target for Ippolit. Much more problematic is the outward orientation of 

his narrative as, like all other bids for selfhood in the novel, it is subject to 

the consent and participation of others, namely his listeners. He uses a 

number of scripting strategies in order to attract and hold the attention of 

59 See CarTolL Break-Out, p. 26. 
60 See Malcolm V. Jones, 'Roman-Nevaliashka: further thoughts on the structure of 
Dostoevsky's Mot, ' in Translating Culture, ed. by Geir Kjetsaa, Lennart Lorngren, and 
Gunnar Opeide (Oslo: Solum Forlag, 2001), pp. 129-39. (pp. 133-36) on Ippolit's role in 
altering the atmosphere of the novel. 
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his audience and win control of the narrative, and in many ways proves 

himself to be an excellent exponent of the scripting process. His control 

over events at the birthday party in fact begins some time before his 

reading, as it is he who asks Lebedev about the star Wormwood (vul, 309), 

thus ensuring that the verbose eschatologist will establish an appropriately 

apocalyptic atmosphere for Ippolit's apocalyptic moment. He creates a 

tense and dramatic situation by producing his 'najKeT c icpacHoto neqaTrio', 

which 'iacex npinmmBaa, ToqHo marHeT' (via, 318); 'even before he begins 

to read, Ippolit displays a shrewdness about how to manipulate his audience 

which rivals the skill of the narrator'. 61 In using narrative to establish his T 

in the face of his impending death, Ippolit makes a strong attempt to script 

himself into Idiot, and the theatricality of the death he plans, of which the 

reading is an integral part, suggests that he will make his mark on the novel 

and avoid external finalization. 

However, the negative reactions of the other characters and their 

role in Ippolit's subsequent failure to carry his script through to its 

conclusion highlights the difficulty of achieving the participation and 

confirmation of others. The heckling he receives after the scorpion dream 

undermines his confidence in his qualities as a human being, as his pathetic 

rejoinder, 'BM meHA COBcem iae ino6HTe! ' (VIII, 325) demonstrates. It also 

provokes uncertainty about his abilities as a narrator. His anxiety about the 

form of his narrative, arising out of his knowledge of the difficulty of 

expressing ideas, betrays the fear that he will not be taken seriously, and 

61 Mflier, Author, Nwrator, ad Reader, p. 214. 
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will thus be denied a substantial and memorable role in the novel: 'rlycTE, 

npocTHTh meHA 3TO BLipaxeHHA [ ... ] rioxwyA xoTh icax njioxomy 

JUKTCPaTOPY, He yMeBmeMy BbIpa3ffM CBOIO MIICJlb' (vaý 337). Ihs worries 

are confirmed in the end in the response of his listeners, who are not simply 

critical, but seem entirely indifferent to both his narrative and the fate he 

has chosen. Gania's immediate reaction is to make remarks about the 

weather to Ptitsyn and suggest they go home, while the previously harmless 

Ferdyshchenko condemns Ippolit's '(DeHomeHanLHoe cim6ocHaHe' (via, 

345). Ptitsyn is even mdre cruel, double-checking exactly what he means 

when he expresses his wish to donate his body for research, and Radomskii 

speaks to Ippolit 'rIOK'POBHTejucTBeHHo pacTArHBaA CBOH cjioBa' (vi[L 346- 

347). 

Their suspicion that Ippolit's narrative counts for nothing and that 

he will not carry through his conviction to its conclusion leads them to 

provoke him into his finale, but their callousness is extreme, when one 

takes into account the youdiffilness of Ippolit and his terrible plight. 

Furthermore, when he does try to complete his narrative by shooting 

himself, his intention has already altered as a result of the negative 

reactions of others, as it is no longer suicide because there is no point in 

living for two weeks. It becomes instead an attempt to prove himself in the 

eyes of others, who do not believe that he has the strength of will to kill 

himself, and assume that his entire explanation is thus a lie. These 

suspicions persist after his failed suicide attempt, which provokes laughter 

rather than shock or reflection amongst the other characters, reducing 

Ippolit from his intended grand gesture, freeing himself from the necessity 
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of the other, to grovelling to others in an attempt to convince them that he 

really did mean to kill himself (via, 349). 

The reactions of others thus ruin Ippolit's bid for narrative self- 

determination in three ways. Firstly, their judgement and condemnation 

move him closer to, rather thwi away from, external finalization; secondly, 

they separate his suicide attempt from his final conviction, and thus destroy 

its meaning for him; and thirdly, the distress they cause him leads him to 

botch the shooting, again demonstrating the importance of the response of 

others both on an individual level and for the direction of the narrative as a 

whole. The lack of sympathy displayed by these characters indicates that 

they are far from being ideal readers for Ippolit. Only Myshkin sees the 

effect others have on Ippolit: 'Mo)KeT, AH BnpaBAy rioATojiKHyji ero noA 

pyKy Tem, qTo... He rOBOPHJT HHqero; oH, MO*eT, rIOAYMaJI, IqTo HA 

coMHeBaIOC16 B TOM, qrO OH 3acTpenHTcA? ' (VIEý 350). However, while the 

Prince's omission may be a factor, the rest of the audience do not 

acknowledge their common guilt or any awareness of the power of their 

words and attitudes to influence the other's state of mind and actions. 

Ippolit, on the other hand, is only too aware of the implications of 

the words and actions of others for the self, and he would instinctively 

choose the separation of Meier's wall over the trees of Pavlovsk and human 

contact, as he believes that 'juoAH H comaRbi, W06 Apyr Apyra myqHn' 

(VIII, 328). Nevertheless, the fact that he reads his "Neobkhodimoe 

ob'iasnenie' to an audience reveals an equal understanding of the essential 

role played by the other in the achievment of selfhood, as is evinced by his 

alertness to the need to 'rWBepHn 3TO 3aBTpa 3a -rreHHem, no 
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BneqaTjieMM Ha caymaTenerl' (VIa, 322). As Bakhtin states, 'mw 

nOCT03UMO H Hanpxcemo noAcTperaem, jioBHm oTpaxceHHA Hauieft xm3HH 

B ruiaHe C03HaHHA ApyrHx inuerl, H mienimix ee momeHTOB H ; lame 

uejioro )EM3HH'. 
62 This is because, 

A COBepmeHHO He npeAcTaBam ce6c CBoerO BHemHero o6pa3a, 
mexcAy Tem nK o6pani Aelimponwx nRu moeri meqTLi, ; jaxce 
camme BTopocTeneHHLie, upeAcTaBa=TcA c nopamenmorl 

HHor; ja omumocnio H nojiHoTori [ ... ]q ripe; xcTaBimio mom 

pe3yJlbTaT rIPOH3BeAeHHoro elO BneqaTjieHi4A Ha; lpyrlix moAerl. 
63 

Moreover, Ippolit's awareness of the importance of the other is apparent in 

his discourse on individual charity, as its benefits lie not in any conception 

of morality but on participation in the chain of interconnected human 

actions: '14 rioqeMy B161 3HaeTe, KaKoe yqacTHe B161 6yAeTe HmeTE, B 

6y; xymem pa3pememm cy; xe6 qejiOBeqecTBa' (via, 366). 

I-fis sensitivity to the ramifications of actions, as well as his limited 

remaining lifespan, indicate that Ippolit is, like the condemned man who 

feels every second, intensely alert to time. In his narrative, Ippolit 

highlights two interrelated aspects of time which have enormous 

significance for our reading of the novel: process and presentness. lEs 

attention to the process of writing is evident in his comment, 'MHe Hy)KHo 

nocriel=b H KOINKM Bce 3TO 0061ACHeHHe>) HenpemeHHo AO 3aBTpa. 

CTajio 6hrm, y meHA He 6yAeT Bpemeim nepeqHTaTE, H nonpaBwrb' (vin, 

322). He is equally aware of the importance of the present moment in his 

62 'Avtor i geroi, p. 17. 

63 'Avtor i gero?, p. 27. 
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reading, stating, 'menepb (H, mo)KeT &rm, TOJIhKO B 3iy mHuyry) A wenwo, 

ýM&61 Te, ico-ropwe 6yAyT cyAHTb morl nocTynoK, mornH AcHo BHAeTb, H3 

Kuori jiorHqecKori IXeMI B]61BO; XOB B161=0 moe <uTocjie; jHee y6e=eHHe>>$ 

(VIII, 337, author's emphasis). However, the significance of the present 

moment and on-going process is not limited to Ippolit's role as a narrator. 

His famous Columbus metaphor stresses that 'AeJIO B XW3HH, B OAHOR 

XCH3HH, -B oTKpi6iBaHHH ee, 6ecripepiuBHoM H BeqHom, a COBceM He B 

oTKpExrHH! ' (vin, 327); life as it is lived focuses on the present process, not 

the future product. 

Bakhtin emphasizes that coming into being through interaction with 

the other is temporal and has the character of an event, as 'A 11OCTYM 

AeJ1OM, C110BOM, MLICJILIO, "IYBCTBOM; A )EMBY, A CMOBJHOC16 noCTyrKom s. 
. 
64 

As a result of this, the experience of one's own relation to time is radically 

different from that of the other, as one sees the self as being unfinalizable, 

incomplete and essentially outside time, whereas the other is perceived as 

finalized, completed and within time; 'Apyrorl miHe Bcer; xa npoTHBocToHT 

icaK ofteicr, erO BHeimuirl o6pa3 -B npocTpaHcTBe, ero RHyTpeHHU XM3HB 

9 65 
- BO BpemeHH . 

Ippolit's sense of the importance of time and the present moment is 

an indication of his fear of the approach of death as the onset of otherness, 

as a 'BpemeHHO 3aBepiiieHHaA xm3iii6 6e3HaAexma C TO'M 3peHHA 

ABmKymero ee cmmcna'. 66 It is primarily for this reason that he rebels 

" 'Avtor i geroi', p. 12 1. 
65 'Avtor i geroi', p. 97. 
" 'Avtor i geroi', p. 112. 
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against the perceived determinism of the genre in which he is trapped, in 

order to make himself a narrator. As Morson states, 

If life is product, then the present moment loses its presentness and 
becomes something resembling the portion of a recording we 
happen to be watching or the page we are reading in an already 
written novel. All outcomes are given. Dostoevsky believed that 
such a view would utterly destroy the meaningfulness of conceXts 
essential to our humanness: choice, responsibility, and creativity. 

Ippolit, who in facing death also faces the inevitability of his life changing 

from process to product, aims to achieve presentness in his reading by 

playing on the distinction of past, present and future and gradually bringing 

them together in a single moment of self-finalizing nowness, when he will 

shoot himself. Four time-periods are in fact specified in the explanation: the 

past, in which he experienced the events he depicts and formulated his 

conviction, the very recent past, in which he wrote his narrative, the 

present, in which he is reading it and assessing its effect on others, and the 

future, the climax of his narrative, his suicide. As he reads, the past of his 

acting, thinking and writing merges with the present reading, and in his 

intended death all time will become one, in a creative solution to the 

problem of time, mortality and narration. Thus as a narrator Ippolit can gain 

control over time and access to presentness in a way that as a character 

already condemned to death and subject to external finalization he feels he 

is denied. 

However, in the failure of his suicide attempt, Ippolit also fails to 

reconcile these different temporalities. For all his expert use of scripting 

67 Narrafive and Freedom, p. 9. 
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strategies and the strength of his inserted narrative, he is prevented from 

fulfilling his script and taldng control of the direction of the novel, in large 

part owing to the refusal of others to participate in his striving for self- 

affirmation. Nevertheless, as we see in the remainder of the novel, he 

leaves a powerful imprint on the text, as the darker side with its threatening 

images of the dead Christ and nature as a huge machine blind to the 

suffering of humanity becomes dominant and obscures Myshkin's ideal of 

compassion and human interconnectedness. Ippolit's narrative may not 

have the outcome he envisages, but its effect on the novel as a whole is 

undeniable. 

Presentness is essential not only because it involves choice, and thus 

moral responsibility, but also precisely because the self s, coming into being 

is dependent on interaction with the other. Only present awareness of this 

fact allows one to participate truly in acts of becoming; 'It is the human act 

alone in its performative aspect which knows and possesses life as a 

whole ". 68 Furthermore, the perceived incompleteness and unfinalizability of 

the self is in itself the result of an understanding of both the closed, 

determinate nature of the other and the concomitant importance of the other 

in defining the self Presentness is also necessary for successful scripting 

precisely because it offers options, different possibilities and new 

directions; perceptive and spontaneous protagonists can seize the moment 

in order to turn attention towards themselves (or others) and thus influence 

the movement of the narrative. 

" Coates, p. 28. 
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Ippolit is far from being the only character in Idiot who has a 

problematic relation to presentness, although his degree of awareness of its 

importance is unusual. Many of the other protagonists fail to see the 

significance of time as a factor in their becoming, and their orientation to 

the past or future is a serious obstacle to the possibility of their achieving 

selfhood. General Ivolgin, for example, shows awareness of the importance 

of the present moment in monitoring others for their reactions to his tales 

(for example, via, 410), a feature which indicates his Participation in the 

scripting process. However, he orients his self-image entirely according to 

his past 'history' and hopes for future exoneration and a return to his 

former position, both of which are entirely illusory and lack grounding in 

his current situation. The present becomes for the General little more than 

an ongoing opportunity to re-write the past, and in doing so he neglects the 

now to the extent that he does not participate in family life or normal 

human interaction at all. In Part I, he takes the Prince on a wild goose chase 

instead of attending to his interlocutor's present needs and requests, and we 

also learn that he has been writing meaningless IOUs to Ippolit's mother, 

which are relevant only in the fantastic possible future where his problems 

are miraculously resolved and he regains his former status (VM, 111). The 

fact that the IOUs bear no relation to his present situation is confirmed 

when, between Parts I and II, he is incarcerated in debtors' prison. Even the 

passive description of the event confirms that he sees no relation between 

his current actions and their possible consequences: 'c Htim no-ITH B To We 

BpeMA CJIYMWOC]6 0)1110 COBceM Henpe; zBHAeHHoe o6cTorrejr6cTBo' (vm, 

156). 
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Later, when he is forced to face the present moment in the affair of 

Lebedev's wallet, General Ivolgin literally has no strategy which would 

help him. The delusion that it is possible to e)dst in an invented past or 

future is stripped away, leaving no relation to the present, which leads 

rapidly to his decline and death. As an un-self-conscious story-teller intent 

on creating an improved script his life through fantastic narratives, the 

General is remarkably successful, but his failure to attend to the present in a 

coherent or active way has serious consequences for his position; it results 

firstly in his being sidelined, silenced or ignored by his family, and 

secondly in the severing of all human relations, thus removing all 

possibility of achieving selthood, as the other is absent and interaction is 

rendered impossible. 

Gania Ivolgin has a similarly inadequate relation to the present, but 

in contrast to his father, he is largely future-oriented. Although he feels 

wounded by his family's current position in comparison with their former 

wealth and status, it is his desire for instant future riches which dominates 

his thinking and actions. He even criticizes Ptitsyn for gathering his wealth 

slowly, on a day-to-day basis, claiming, 'BOT 3TY-TO 31 BOo rHmHacTHKY H 

nepecicoqy H npAmo c icanHTaiia HaqHy' (VHI, 105). His future imagined 

wealth forms his entire raison detre, but beyond the plan of marrying 

money, he seems to have no concrete idea of how to achieve it in the 

present - indeed, there is no concept of achievement at all, as he appears to 

rely on a fortune dropping into his lap without any effort on his part; action 

and achievement come later still, when he already has the money. 
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By concentrating solely on the future and delaying action until after 

the moment of his transformation, Gania fails to take an active role in the 

novel. He is central in Part I purely because of his passive involvement in 

General Epanchin's and Totskii's plan for Nastas'ia Filippovna, but his true 

attitude is revealed in his inability to act in the present. Ms letter to Aglaia 

demonstrates an unwillingness to make choices, and it is precisely for this 

reason that she despises him. With his future transformation already in 

Nastas'ia Filippovna's hands, he places a further decision in Aglaia's, by 

asking her for 'O; XHO CROBO" (vm, 72), thus abdicating responsibility for his 

situation and deflecting the blame for his failure to achieve greatness on to 

others. Equally, at Nastas'ia Filippovna's birthday party, he should in the 

light of his position play a major role, but instead remains Passive and on 

the sidelines; he takes no part in the petitjeu, and raises no protest when 

Rogozhin usurps proceedings. His obsession with the future is such that he 

is unable to fight for it in the present. Furthermore, Gania's lack of 

presentness is evident when he refuses to rescue the 100,000 rubles from 

the fire; according to his own programme he should have taken the money 

(and indeed he later regrets his failure to do so), but he is thwarted by his 

inability to attend to the present moment. His only true moment of 

presentness occurs in his fight with his sister, when he slaps Myshkin, but 

insofar as this incident is defined by his hysteria, it has no constructive 

function. 

In his orientation towards the future and consequent inability to act, 

Gania illustrates a variation on two of the 'diseases of presentness' outlined 
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69 by Morson. His neglect of present opportunities in favour of the future 

allies him to the 'desiccated present'. 70 However, insofar as he relies 

entirely on an imagined moment of personal transformation for his coming 

into being, he lives in the 'isolated present', 71 although in this case as it is 

an aspiration rather than something he has actually experienced, the 

'isolated future' would perhaps be more accurate. 

Gania's neglect of the present has two major consequences. Firstly, 

his ignorance of the concepts of striving and process leads him into total 

inactivity; he is an armchair Columbus who would sit at home imagining 

the moment of discovery and the possibilities thereafter, and wait for 

America to come to him, a stance which is analogous to the problem of 

faith without works in the Epistle of James. However, it should also be 

noted that Dostoevskii's conception of faith with works is somewhat 

different to James'. While in the Epistle, faith can only be demonstrated 

and proved through works, Dostoevskii suggests that faith can only be 

attained through works. This is particularly clear in his final artistic work, 

in which Zosima states that it is possible to open one's eyes to the reality of 

faith, 

ormiTom AeATeJl6HOrl iiio6BH. rlocTapaRTeci6 jno6HTJ6 BaLuHx 
6mixmm AeKreJE6HO H HeycTaHHo. rlo mepe Toro m 6yAcTe 

npeycneBaTi, B JW6BH, GyAeTe y6exqxaThCA HB 6Linm 6ora, HB 
6eccmepTHH AYMH Bama. EcnH we ; xorlAffe Ao nojiHoro 
camooTBepxceHHA B ino6BH ic 6immmemy, Tor; xa YX HecomHeHHo 

69 Narrative andfreedom, pp. 188-206. 
70 Narrative and Freedom, p. 19 8. 
71 Narrative wdFreedom, p. 201. 
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yBepyeTe, H HHicaKoe comHeHHe ; xaxce H He B03MO)ICeT 3arITH B Bamy 
; xymy. 3To HcrurraHo, 3TO TOqHO (xw, 52). 

The relevance of the issue of faith without works to Idiot is evident in the 

fact that without the striving and the process of action, the discovery (the 

object of faith) will never be achieved. James warns that this type of 

attitude leads to double-mindedness, as words are separated from deeds, 

resulting in inconsistency and instability. Secondly, as Gania rejects all 

interactive possibilities in the present, he is incapable of gaining selfhood 

and thus, once he is no longer relevant to the central plot of Nastas'ia 

Filippovna's fate, he slips into the background. Although he may do a lot of 

plotting unseen by the reader, he is unable to script as he has no capacity 

for action or creativity and neglects interpersonal relations to the extent that 

he has no influence over others, and thus has no possibility of attaining 

selfhood or becoming a major protagonist. 

Aglaia also shows signs of an uneasy relationship to the present. At 

times she is aware of the importance of the now and its choices, for 

example in the matter of her engagement to Myshkin, stating 'peuiaeTcA 

1qX3BhiqaRHa5i mHHyra cy; xE. 66i moerl' (vni, 426). Elsewhere, however, she 

fails to maintain the present point of view. Like Gania, her future hopes 

take the form of a vague, diffuse ideal, involving being useful and free from 

the constraints of her position in society, but in the here and now she makes 

no progress towards its achievement. In a further example of Dostoevskii's 

conception of the inefficacy of faith without works and the tendency to 

focus on the product instead of the process, Aglaia's 'action' is confined to 
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meeting Myshkin on the green bench to talk about her pipe-dream of 

opening a school. 

However, in other ways, and particularly in one key moment, she is 

firmly stuck in the past. In the crucial confrontation scene between the two 

women, although she claims that she came 'c qejiOBetiecKoIO peq]610, ' 

Aglaia admits, 'yxce peumna, o qem 6yAy [ 
... 

] rOBOPHTB, ' and proceeds to 

deliver her sustained psychological analysis of Nastas'ia Filippovna in 

GAaBHo ywe npiAroToBiieHH6ie H o6AymaHHEae CnOBa' (vm, 471). Her pre- 

judgements about her rival are already set in stone, and as a result she has 

no interest in the event at hand, even though she initiated it, and thus pays 

no attention to the situation: 4OHa maniHHaJILHO onpaBnAna CBOIO oAeNCAY H 

; Iawe c 6ecnoKoRcTBom nepememna oAHa=m mecTo, nojxBHmci6 K yrny 

AHBaHa. BpAA jiH oHa H cama C03HaBaiia Bce CBOH ABmKeHHH; HO 

6eCC03HaTej%HocTj6eiixe ycHmmaiia Hx o6vuxy' (VIU, 468-70). Finalization 

of the other is a past-oriented activity which obviates presentness. Nastas'ia 

Filippovna may have misjudged Aglaia, but her alertness to the present 

situation allows her to change her mind and include new options when 

necessary (as we saw to full effect at her birthday party); Aglaia, on the 

other hand, does not bother to read the situation at all, as she assumes that 

her pre-judgements are true and that there is nothing new to learn about her 

rival. She organizes the meeting in order to deliver a speech, not to interact 

with, or attempt to understand, the other. 

Although this may be a deliberate strategy to insult the other 

woman, the scene highlights a significant problem for Aglaia, as when 

Nastas'ia Filippovna attacks her lofty assumption of superiority, she has 
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nowhere to go. Instead of listening to her opponent's replies and adjusting 

her own script accordingly, she merely continues her litany of accusations, 

which sound increasingly irrelevant ('3axoTeiia 6Errb qecTtioio, TaK HB 

npa, um fti uma' (via, 473)), and fails to see where the confrontation is 

heading. Her lack of attention to the present moment leaves her with no 

spontaneity or openness, and she therefore cannot react to Nastas'ia 

Filippovna's sudden change of direction. Aglaia's past-oriented finalizing 

tendency and lack of awareness of the present moment are thus in large part 

responsible for the outcome of the meeting, as her attitude insults her rival, 

encouraging the latter to switch tactics, which leaves Aglaia with no 

response despite having orchestrated the scene. Her script for the episode is 

inadequate because of her lack of presentness, and it is for this reason that 

she fails to win the day. 

This pattern is very similar to the failure of the nihilists, the arch- 

finalizers of the novel, to persuade others to participate in their view of 

reality, and it therefore comes as no surprise that on the only occasion when 

Aglaia gets to the point and asks Nastasia Filippovna what she is doing, 

her questions parrot the nihilists' refrain: 'no icaKomy npaBy [ ... ] no 

KaKomy npaBy [ ... ] no icaKomy npaBy' (VIII, 472). This similarity, plus the 

fact that Aglaia is connected to nihilism by her mother (vm, 27 1) highlights 

her problematic self-other relations in both perceptual and ethical terms. In 

undermining the other for the sake of herself, rather than participating in a 

mutual act of becoming, Aglaia betrays her double-mindedness, as she 

perceives herself as different from others and acts inconsistently and 

divisively in her interpersonal relations. This is particularly evident in her 
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constant reversals with regard to Myshkin which, unlike Nastas'ia 

Filippovna's oscillations, seem to have no purpose whatsoever, and in 

particular in her attempts to silence him (to deny him a voice and therefore 

a self) before the soir6e with her repetitions of 'mojiqtffe' (via, 437). 

Aglaia's inability to be spontaneous is also evident in her choice of 

inserted narrative. Her reading of 'Rytsar' bednyi' should provide her with 

an ideal opportunity to assert her own script, but although the poem leaves 

a powerful impression on the novel and its hero, it advances her selfhood 

only insofar as it signals her own feelings to Myshkin and proposes herself 

as an alternative ideal for his mission, which encourages him to pursue his 

connection with her. Her subsequent position in the novel is thus entirely 

dependent on the Prince, and she therefore remains essentially other, unable 

to assert her position in the narrative in her own right, and only appearing 

when Myshkin has nothing more pressing to preoccupy him. 72 Aglaia's 

failure in this respect is linked to an absence of presentness and creativity, 

as the poem is another's work. While her sister cannot find a subject for a 

painting, Aglaia's lack of spontaneity and imagination leads to her to 

produce a fake, a copy with the barest minimum of personal creative 

contribution and, as Morson states, 'for creativity to be real, it must be a 

genuine process of unpredetermined becoming'. 73 She fails to produce a 

script that will challenge for a prominent position in the novel as she is 

more concerned with the fixedness of the past and vague hopes for the 

72 As Guerard notes, 'On the Composition of Dostoevskii's Mol', Masaic, 8 (1974), 201- 
13 (p. 206). 
73 Narrative andFreedom, p. 24, author's emphasis. 
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future than with the creative and ethical possibilities of the present. As a 

result does not truly challenge for selfhood within the narrative, and finds 

herself scripted out of the major drama prior to the denouement. 

Significantly, the characters who have problems relating to the 

present also have difficulties controlling their own lives. Aglaia constantly 

complains about her family's attempts to control her future, and many of 

her actions are aimed at freeing herself from this. Gania, lacking the power 

he craves, takes his frustration out on his family by being a petty tyrant, and 

his father is constantly subjected to others' efforts to silence him. The 

above analysis of Ippolit has also shown that the loss of control he feels 

owing to his death sentence is responsible for his rebellion. 

Nastas'ia Filippovna's awareness of the importance of presentness 

and its possibilities for achieving sclfhood is similarly central to her 

striving for control over the other characters and the text. Even more so 

than the other characters, she also has unresolved issues of major 

consequence in the past and the future but, unlike Gania, Aglaia and 

General Ivolgin, she sees that these problems can be solved only in the 

present. Her spontaneity and alertness to new choices, particularly at her 

birthday party, indicate her understanding that the potentialities of scripting 

and the solution to the problem of selfhood lie in present interactivity. It is 

for this reason that she strives to exert control over others, as by doing so 

she is able to impose her own script onto the narrative. 

In contrast to the difficulties other characters have in establishing 

true self-other relations and orienting their actions and words to the present, 

Prince Myshkin in Part I of the novel has no such problems. On the ethical- 
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thematic level, as we have seen, his stories and behaviour provide an ideal 

model of the relation of self to other, while the emphasis in his stories on 

the importance of awareness of presentness, particularly in the moment 

before death and in the analogous moment of light before his fit, indicates 

an instinctive understanding of its role in establishing the true, unfinalized, 

open self. Later, the deterioration of his ideal is evident in his inability to 

read the faces of others at the Epanchins' soir& and his failure to help 

either General Ivolgin or Ippolit in their search for selfhood, and in the fact 

that when he is no longer capable of narrating himself, his ideas are 

undermined through their ironic expression in the hostile words of another. 

Just as other protagonists' attitudes to the other and to time are 

reflected in their meta-narrational positions in the novel, the hero's ideal 

and its corruption are also defined by his relation to the narrator and, owing 

to his centrality, are also responsible for shaping the narrative as a whole. 

Myshkin's closeness to the narrator is particularly obvious throughout Part 

I as, although the narrator depicts other characters' consciousnesses, 

notably in relating Nastas'ia Filippovna's background and current situation, 

when General Epanchin's and Totskii's points of view come to the fore, in 

the present time of the novel he remains allied to the hero. Other characters 

come and go, but the fact that Myshkin is the only protagonist present in 

every scene immediately indicates to the reader not only his importance but 

also his intimate connection with the narrator. 

However, of more significance is the fact that the narrator makes no 

attempt to finalize his hero. After his initial sketch of Myshkin's physical 

appearance, the narrator allows him to speak with his own voice without 
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interruptions, analysis or judgement: 'cam OTICphIBaeTcji, 6e3 067. ACHeHHfl 

OT aBTOpa, icpome pa3Be nepBort riiaBI61' (IX, 248). Whenever an external, 

finalizing definition is applied to Myshkin, it comes not from the narrator, 

but from other characters, most persistently in their repeated reference to 

the unfounded allegation that he is an idiot. We frequently hear the 

narrator's voice when he turns his attention to other characters, for example 

in the ironic tones which undermine General Epanchin's self-image, or in 

reducing characters to the status of types, as in the early characterization of 

Lebedev, when we are told, '3im rocnoaa Bce3HaRKH BcTpeciaIOTCA HHoma, 

AaXCe ; JOBOJILHO IcIaCTO, B H3BecTHom oftecTBeHHOM cnoe' (VM, 8). 

However, this rarely occurs in relation to Myshkin at this early stage, as the 

hero is given the freedom of self-presentation within the narrative and is 

thus able to remain a 'Sphinx'. 74 Miller argues convincingly that 'enigmatic 

explanation' is central to the presentation of the hero, again indicating the 

ideal nature of the narrator's relation to Myshkin. 75 By remaining external 

to the Prince, and reporting his words (and later his thoughts) without 

comment, 76 the narrator allows his hero freedom from finalization, just as 

Myshkin attempts to help others, in particular Nastas'ia Filippovna, to 

achieve selthood and evade finalization by others. Tucker's suggestion that 

Myshkin in Part I of the novel is fighting with the narrator for control of the 

74 See Mller, Author, Narrator, andReader, p. 102. 
"Author, Narrator, andReader, pp. 77-78 and passim. 
76 See Mller, Author, Narrator, andReader, pp. 93,106. 
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narrative is therefore inaccurateý7 the hero is rather supported by the 

narrator, and at this stage at least no such tension exists. 

The narrator's direct mediation of Myshkin's words and refusal to 

interpret him play a significant role in the hero's coming into being, which 

in itself suggests an ideal relationship between the two. Furthermore, this 

mirrors the attitude the Prince takes in his main script for the novel, in 

which he attempts to be the perfect interlocutor, allowing others to assert 

their selfhood, and is in sharp contrast to many of the protagonists, who 

routinely finalize others with harsh judgements and seek to deny them a 

voice and therefore the possibility of selfhood. The narrator is an ideal 

reader of Myshkin, who translates this capacity into the action of narrating, 

just as the ideal hero within the teA the Prince, translates his reading into 

narrative and interaction through his saintly scripting. 

The temporality of Idiot also plays a fundamental role in the relation 

of Prince Myshkin to the narrator, as the presentness of the narration also 

undermines the possibility of finalization. It is therefore linked to the basis 

of selthood in present interaction, as well as to the open-ended experience 

of presentness when 'there shall be time no longer' in Myshkin's pre- 

epileptic aura and in the final moments of the condemned man. The ideal of 

living in the full awareness of now is paralleled by the narrative also 

depicting the undetermined present. As Morson states, many of 

Dostoevskii's innovations in the novel form have their origin in 'his 

77 'Dostoevsky's Mot: Defining Myshkin', New Zealand Slavonic Jounsal (1997). 23-40 
(pp. 31-32). 
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attempts to avoid the unavoidable fatalism - the inevitable inevitability - of 

narrative' . 
78 In Idiot, the feeling of opcn-endedness and lack of 

determinism is emphasized by the feature Morson calls 'sideshadowing, ' 

whereby different outcomes and other possible events are constantly 

suggested: speaking of Besy, he states, 'sideshadowing endows the novel 

with a sense of the unexpected and the mysterious. Other possibilities 

threaten to erupt at any moment and cast their shadow over everything that 

happens i, 
. 
79 

Idiot contains many examples of sideshadowing as outlined by 

Morson; the notebooks teem with 'other possibilities", different 

combinations of events and varying outcomes from the same event, and 

traces of these spill over into the novel. 80 The predominance of rumour 

(presented openly as such) over directly reported fact immediately implies 

that events might have been otherwise, even when no concrete alternative is 

offered. Different possible denouements are also suggested by the 

characters, for example by Ippolit, whose anxiety about certain possible 

future results of current events is palpable when he says to Myshkin: 

A BeAb 6010CL JIHIU16 3a Aram: POrO)KHH 3HaeT, KaK Bbi ee jno6HTe; 
jao60B16 3a J1106OBb; BTA y Hero OTRXAH HacTaci6to (DjuiHiMOBHY, OH 
y6ibeT Arnwo 14BaHOBHY; XOTh OHa Tenepb H He Baina, a Bce-TaKH 
BeAb Bam TmKejio 6y; xer, He npaB; xa iiH? (viii, 489). 

73 Narrative and Freedom, p. 4 1. 
79 Mvrafive andFreedom, p. 120, author's emphasis. 
so See Morson, 'Tempics', pp. 112-16. 
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After the events of Nastas'ia Filippovna's birthday party, in which the 

heroine's spontaneity and awareness of presentness are evident in the fact 

that she keeps all her options open, makes choices and alters her script in 

response to others' interventions, such speculation confirms the feeling that 

anything could happen, as nothing is fixed or pre-determined. As Morson 

remarks, 'the present is not "completed7' because one does not know what 

will come of it; that incompleteness is essential to our experience of 

presentness'. 81 The simultaneity of the narrator with the action and the 

other characters, in particular the hero, adds to their sense of autonomy and 

unfinalizability; the protagonists might be infinitely otherwise, because 

nothing is pre-determined, and the events in which they are participating 

equally might be otherwise, if they so choose. 

Furthermore, in a traditional example of the novel genre, 'aBTop- 

C03epIJaTeJE6 BcerAa BpemeHHo oftemixeTizeiioe, OHBcer; xa no3we, H He 
s, 82 

Tojmico, BpemeHHo, aa "blMe 1103We . However, this is not the case with 

Idiot, owing to the processual manner in which it was written. 83 Here the 

narrator is not looking back over a set of completed events with the benefit 

of hindsight and reflection, but instead is simultaneous with the action of 

the novel and particularly with the hero. This prevents the narrator from 

providing definitive judgements on either, and removes the sense of end- 

determination which characterizes the genre and automatically finalizes the 

protagonists before the fact. 

21 Narrative and Freedom, p. 18 1. 
92 Bakhtin, 'Avtor i geroi', p. 104, author's emphasis. 
83 See Morson, 'Tempics, pp. 119-2 1. 
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The novel draws attention to this aspect of its creation not only by 

including contemporary criminal cases which occurred only after the 

writing had begun, but also through Ippolit's theory of process, discussed 

above. 84 Process is important as it prioritizes the striving, the effort and the 

activity, rather than the goal itself and is, as we have seen, analogous to the 

emphasis on faith with works in the Epistle of James. Faith alone is pure 

product which, as we witness in the secular examples of Aglaia, Gania and 

the nihilists, can lead to either passivity in the present or double- 

mindedness, which causes separation and disharmony between people. On 

three occasions James describes faith without works as 'dead' (2.17,20, 

26). The parallel is evident; while in the Epistle faith may only be 

demonstrated and proved through actions, in Dostoevskii's fictional text 

only in works (actions) can man achieve faith, as only in his interrelations 

and interactions with others can he become a self Bakhtin, without 

referring to the theological question, puts forward the same idea: 'xm3H]6 (H 

C03HaHHe) H3HYTpK ce6A camoft eCTh He qW HHoe, KaK ocyiixecTBJIeHHe 

WPM; qHcToe camoOC03HaHHe XW3HH ecTE, OC03HaHHe BepEi (To ecTE. 

HY)IKA161 H HaAeXVX]61, HecaM0YA0EUIeTB0peHH0CTH H B03MOXWOCTH)'. 85 By 

concentrating on the processual and the present on the present process of 

interactivity which engenders selfhood, the narrative actualizes the idea of 

faith with works in its striving to discover the ideal, as Malcolm Jones' 

recent translation of Ippolit's Columbus metaphor into meta-narrative terms 

"See Morson, 'Tempics', pp. 122,126-7. 
83 'Avtor i geroi', pp. 126-27. 
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suggests: 'You can be sure that the Dostoevskian novel achieves its natural 

balance not when it focuses on a realisation of the ideal, but when it 

presents the process of discovering it'. 86 

As the ideal in Idiot centres on the figure of Myshkin, he is also at 

the forefront of this process. The narrator's present perspective enables the 

direct presentation of the hero in the coming into being, striving to fulfil his 

quest and living his ideal. Myshkin's awareness of the significance of the 

present moment and his own presentness and unfinalizability within the 

narrative are fundamental to his becoming a true ethical hero, as he is able 

to 'nepexmBan UnuMpyio onpe; (ejieHHocTi6 )KH3HeHHbix nOJIO)KeHHri, RX 

cmeHy, H3 pa3Hoo6pa3He, HO He onpe; xejiAIOUJW H He KOHTiaiourpo repoA 

cmeHy, ýa6YJIMM, HH-ierO He MepiuaIOLUJAI H Bce ocraBjimoumtk 

oI. KpbrrhIM%87 The Prince's openness and presentness enable him to make 

moral choices in his interactions with others, which is the foundation of 

ethical selffiood in the process of its becoming. As Bakhtin states, 

4 3cTeTHqecKu ixeHHocTh ocyujecTB; iAeTCA B momeHT npe6bIBaHHA 

C03eplIaTeJIA BHYTpH C03epuaemoro o6l6eK-Ta 
... 

] 3cTeTHqecicaA ijeHHOCT16 

crinomir. ocymecTBmmacE. HmmaHeHTHo OAHOMY comaHmo, H He 

AonycicaeTc. q npoTHBocraBjieHRe j? H dpyzozo'. 88 The relationship of 

Myshkin and the narrator achieves this ideal in the first part of the novel by 

reducing the spatial distance between the hero and the narrator almost to 

nothing, and removing the temporal difference altogether, so that as 

"'Roman-Nevaliashka', p. 132. 
87 Bakhtin, 'Avtor i geroi', p. 13 S. 
88 'Avtor i geroi, pp. 57-58, author's emphasis. 
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separate voices they become practically indistinguishable. Therefore, just 

as on the thematic and ethical level, where the ideal relationship of self to 

other is mediated through the hero's saintly scripting in Part 1, on the meta- 

narrative level this ideal is also evident in the relationship of Myshkin to 

the narrator, as here too the dualistic distinction of self and other is eroded. 

Myshkin avoids otherness and becomes a self because the narrator does not 

assert his own 'I', but instead allows the other to assert his. Bakhtin again 

draws parallels between this relationship and that of God to man, as it 

depends on the same capacity for love: 

cyiijecTBeHHmfl momeHT [ ... ] ecT6 IIPHHLUinHaJILHO 

lpaHCrl3eAHeTH]619 gap oAap3iemomy, C OAHOR CTOPOHM, H ero 
rjiy6oKoe oTHoiiieHHe HmeHHo K oAap3temomy, c ; xpyrorl CTOPOH161: 

He OH, HO XW31 Hero; oTcioAa o6or=eHHe HOCHT (DopmajiLHEAI, 
npeo6pa*aiommA xapaicrep, nepeBOAHT o; xap3iemorO B HOB161A rmaH 
6i6iTm. B HOBLIR nnaH nepeBOXMA He maTepHan (He often), iio 

cy6i6eicr - repori. 89 

It is the loving willingness to bestow the gift of selffiood on the other which 

is the essence of the ideal, and which allies the meta-narrational perspective 

to the thematic. Prince Myshkin, having become a self through the grace of 

the narrator, reflects this ideal in his own relationships and in turn attempts 

to give others the same possibility of selffiood. It is for this reason that 

Nastas'ia Filippovna, Ippolit and even the Epanchins' servant call Myshkin 

a 'man' ('qejioBeK'); they all see that he is a true, unfinalized self, the ideal 

who has the capacity and desire to bestow selffiood on others. Only through 

annihilation of the ego as the highest ideal of self-development can one 

89 'Avtor i geroi', pp. 80-8 1. 
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love as Christ loves, that is, freely, without judgement or demands, and 

fully participating in others' coming into being. 90 

However, the fact that annihilation of the ego is necessary suggests 

that the ego must be present in the first place, in order for it to be 

overcome. Selfhood is a precondition for the ideal relationship, as only a 

true T can perceive its unfinalizability and openness and is able to see that 

the essence of selfhood lies in the present interaction with the other and in 

their coming into being. For this reason, even though Dostoevskii's anti- 

heroes and other negative characters are self-conscious in Bakhtin's sense, 

most do not achieve the ethical-aesthetic ideal of selfhood because they do 

not concern themselves with the other in the present. In effect, they take 

their selfhood and run, cutting themselves off from the other rather than 

passing on the gift, in order to prove their own self-sufficiency and 

primacy. However, in doing so these characters deny themselves the 

continuing interaction needed on a moment-to-moment basis to develop 

and sustain the T, and as a result find themselves unable to function in the 

present, mentally fixated on the past or future, or prone to doubleness 

owing to the lack of a concrete other with whom to interact. Such 

characters have risen above the level of the traditional objectivized hero, 

but are unable to handle their status responsibly, and slip back into varying 

degrees of otherness such as passivity or the abuse of other beings, owing 

to their failure to perceive the essential interconnectedness of all beings. 

9(l See PSS, XX, 172-75, and pp. 189-90 above on this extract. 
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In creating the positive hero of Idiot, the search for the ideal led 

Dostoevskii to the opposite pole of a character who perceives the true 

responsibilities of selfhood. However, the notebooks for the novel reveal 

that the author, before he came to the gentleness and humility of Myshkin, 

experimented with every aspect of separateness and otherness which 

characterize his anti-heroes. The 'idiot' of the notebooks is vain, proud, 

deceitful, intellectually arrogant and obsessed with power, particularly 

sexual domination, none of which bears any resemblance to the hero of the 

novel. This suggests that the notebooks act as a prequel to the novel proper, 

in which the ideal hero gradually comes into being by overcoming 

separation and doubleness, and that he achieves true selfhood, and therefore 

the possibility of participating in an ideal self-other relationship, only once 

all traces of egocentricity have been left behind. It is perhaps for this reason 

that Myshkin in particular but also Idiot as a whole, unlike Dostoevskii's 

other novels and their heroes, lack distinguishable doubles; as the Prince is 

a true self, at least in Part I of the novel, he avoids double-mindedness. 

External doubles are sustained by internal dualism, and as Myshkin's ideal 

involves looking beyond the habitual separation of self and other and 

overcoming double thoughts, he is therefore not afflicted by such 

manifestations. 

Tbrough his coming into being in the world of the novel, Myshkin 

thus continues the process begun by the narrator, as the aesthetic ideal 

(which is also evident in the hero's early narratives) is transformed into the 

ethical and reaches out towards the other characters. His saintly scripting 

thus emanates from his perfect relationship with the narrator in Part 1, 
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which he attempts to emulate in his interactions with others, both through 

his stories, which highlight the need for positive self-other relations and the 

importance of presentness, particularly in the face of death, and through his 

compassionate concern for the other's selffiood, as we witness in his 

reactions to Nastas'ia Filippovna and General Ivolgin. The hero's 

creativity, seen in his inserted narratives in the early part of the novel, 

suggests that his ideal is aesthetic as well as ethical, and points to the true 

meaning of Myshkin's belief that 'mHp cnaceT icpacoTa. The novel 

therefore posits the ideal of an interconnected chain of being which 

encompasses both the narrative and thematic levels; the ideal relationship 

of self to other is initiated in the narrator's exemplary attitude to the hero, 

and the selfhood this engenders also allows him to play the same role for 

others. To use Zosima's phrase, everyone is responsible for everything, 

because everyone is literally responsible for everyone else's coming into 

being and thus avoiding the problems of otherness. 

However, while this is the picture presented in Part I of Idiot, it is 

not true of the rest of the novel. Although glimpses of the ideal remain 

visible throughout, it is evident from the beginning of Part II that the 

relationship between Myshkin and the narrator has changed fundamentally. 

In contrast to the narrator's earlier merging with the hero and apparent 

omniscience, now we learn that the two have separated to the extent where 

the former is unable to report directly any of the latter's movements during 

his six-month absence and instead relies on rumour to give us a sketchy and 

inadequate version of events which are vital to our understanding of the 

remainder of the novel. Thus even before we are aware of the changes in 
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Myshkin's appearance and behaviour towards others, the meta-naffative, 

through the very existence of the extended gap, indicates that something is 

wrong and that the ideal has faltered. It is interesting that in the preparatory 

material for the novel, one of the few consistent features amidst the mass of 

contradictory information and endless changes of direction is the presence 

of a gap between the first two parts. There are six different mentions of a 

break between Parts I and 11, ranging in time scale from three weeks to six 

months. 91 Wasiolek sees Dostoevskii's indecision over the length of the gap 

as further evidence of his uncertainty about how the novel was to continue, 

but the very fact that the gap is mentioned so frequently suggests that the 

author had already decided that some of the key events in the story of the 

protagonists were not to be shown to the reader, and that this would have a 

fundamental effect on the continuation of the novel. 

The most plausible explanation for the six-month gap is that the 

Prince deliberately excludes the narrator from these events, resulting in 

separation and the loss of the ideal narrator-hero relationship. Myshkin 

detaches himself from the narrator, an act which suggests that in contrast to 

his previous understanding of the interdependent nature of the self-other 

relationship, he is now moving towards the self-sufficiency and 

isolationism which characterize Dostoevskii's anti-heroes and, even if not 

intentionally, is abusing his freedom and the gift of selfhood by cutting 

himself off from the other. As active participation with the other is so 

central to Myshkin's script in Part 1, the loss of this ideal on the meta- 

91 See Wasiolek, ed. 7he Notebooksfor '7he Mot, p. 159. 
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narrational level has severe consequences for his status as a positive hero. 

Another possible explanation is that the narrator actively colludes with 

Myshkin in order to suppress the painful memories of this period, by 

conveniently renouncing his omniscient position and paying no attention to 

the fact that something extraordinary and terrible has happened with severe 

consequences for the three main protagonists. However, in this case as well 

the ideal is lost; the narrator can no longer be counted as reliable with 

regard to Myshkin as he is apparently ready to jeopardize his creativity, the 

form of his narrative and the interconnected chain of being he established 

in Part I, in order to protect the sensibilities of the hero. 

The bout of selective amnesia with which the novel is afflicted, 

whether caused by the hero alone or in conjunction with the narrator, 

suggests that Myshkin's perfect selfhood has been damaged. Just as his 

relations with other people begin to deteriorate after his return from 

Moscow, so also we begin to perceive a growing distance between the hero 

and the narrator and a falling away from the ideal their relationship 

represented in the early part of the novel. The narrator's creativity is 

subverted by his separation from Myshkin and the consequent loss of the 

ideal, and he is forced to continue his narrative without depicting the 

relationships which are supposed to be at its centre. This change gradually 

becomes evident when the action moves to Pavlovsk and away from the 

Myshkin - Nastas'ia Filippovna - Rogozhin triad, as the narrator - like his 

hero - searches for a new direction. 

The difficulty the narrator has in finding an alternative path is 

evident in the aimlessness of the central section as, although the main 
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episodes are linked to the novel thematically, they have little relation to 

anything that might resemble a coherent plot. The narrative flirts with the 

total loss of form as possible continuations, such as potential stories with 

the nihilists and Gania are tested out and abandoned. Even Aglaia's 

relationship with Myshkin comes under this heading; hinted at in her 

reading of 'Rytsar' bednyi', the subject is raised with increasing frequency 

from the end of Part H until it is suddenly aborted with Nastas'ia 

Filippovna's reappearance in Part IV. 

As the narrator struggles to fmd a new plot and, perhaps, a new set 

of relationships in which the hero might recover his ideal, the other 

characters' ability to script becomes essential to the continuation of the 

novel. New, prominent roles are there for the taldng and the narrator 

effectively conducts live, on-set auditions. The characters' use of narrative, 

capacity for the dramatic, and spontaneity and adaptability therefore 

become central, as they have the opportunity to affirm their selfhood and 

play a major role in the re-structuring of the novel, if they can attract the 

interest of others, including the narrator, and persuade them to shift the 

focus of attention in their direction. However, none of these characters 

make an adequate claim for selfhood through their scripts; Burdovskii 

rapidly moves into the background, Gania, as we have seen, fails miserably, 

and Aglaia, ultimately, does not fare much better. Moreover, far from 

revealing Myshkin's ideal again, these new relationships expose his 

double-mindedness and absence of the earlier ideal by highlighting his 

inadequate response to others, for example when he inappropriately offers 

money to Burdovskii. We also see a deterioration in the Prince's ability to 
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script, as others withdraw their consent and refuse to confirm the hero's 

point of view. When he first meets Rogozhin, the latter supports the notion 

of Myshkin's saintliness with the words 'TaKHX, KaK Thl, 6or iiio6HT' (VIU, 

14). Later, however, as we have seen, Rogozhin denies Myshkin's belief 

that Nastas'ia Filippovna is mad, and specifically rejects forgiveness and 

the possibility of friendship (VIII, 303), Aglaia tries to silence him and 

derides his ideas, and Lebedev tries to prevent his marriage by having him 

declared insane (VIII, 477-78). 92 Thus rather than being restored, the 

Prince's selfhood is further undermined by such interactions, leading the 

narrator to lose even more confidence in him. 

Of all the characters auditioning in the central section, only Ippolit 

presents a strong script capable of becoming a major focus of the novel. 

Furthermore, although it is vetoed by the other characters, it affects the 

narrator, as it does Myshkin, very deeply, and for the same reason: it is a 

challenge to their shared ideal. As Malcolm Jones suggests, Ippolit's 

confession manipulates the entire focus of the novel 

into accepting an image of the world in which the ultimate forces 
are unremittingly hostile to all human ideals and uplifting illusions, 
which threatens to undermine Myshkin's commitment to Christian 
compassion and is all too plausible as a backdrop to the narrated 
events. A novel which begins with a 'positively beautiful man' at its 
centre, ends with a twisted rebel [ ... ] as its 'axis'. 93 

92 On this occasion, the withdrawal of consent continues, as the doctor refuses to endorse 
Lebedev's script. 
93'Roman-Nevaliashka', p. 136. 
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Ippolit's dark vision subverts the form of the novel by denying the 

possibility of the very ideal of selfhood which the narrative has been 

striving to depict. Although others prevent his self-affirmation, his ideology 

is imprinted on the text, fundamentally challenging the coming into being 

of both the hero and the narrator, and questioning the grounds of their 

existence. As this has already been undermined by the change in Myshkin 

and the missing six months, the confession comes as a further blow to an 

already unstable narrative. 

However, it is not only Ippolit's existential opposition to the 

narrator and Myshkin which is responsible for the increasing loss of form, 

as his 'Neobkhodimoe ob'iasnenie' also highlights another reason: he has 

stories and intrigues everywhere, which increasingly intrude on the 

narrative. When Ippolit reveals his manuscript, 'EBreHRR IlaBnOBHq Aa*e 

rrpHBcxwum Ha CBoem cTyjie; raHA 6EaciW upHABHHyncA K cTony; 

Poroxam To*e, HO c KaKoio-iD 6PI03rimoio AocaAorl, KaK 6M nOHHmaA B 

xiem Aeno' (Viuý 318). The narrator also comments, 'mo*eT 6hM, 

; IericTBHTeJMHO xqxajiHqerO-TO Heo6bIMOBeHHo' (VM, 320), immediately 

indicating to the reader that relationships and events about which we know 

nothing are going on in the background. 

The importance of these relationships to the visible action of the 

novel is confirmed when Ippolit mentions his conversation with Rogozhin 

and the latter's role in his decision to commit suicide, but the details of 

their exchange are not reported, with the result that Rogo7liin's words, ' He 

TaK 3TOT npeAmeT Hajjo o6; jejiiaaTh, napeHh, He Taic... ' (VM, 320), are as 

obscure after the 'ob'iasnenie' as they were when uttered. Similarly, 
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Ippolit's relations with Gania and Radomskii remain mysterious and 

undefined, and his wish for Aglaia to have a copy of his manuscript is 

never fully explained. The reader is made aware that such connections 

exist, but instead of increasing our understanding of events in the novel, 

these hints merely raise unanswerable questions, such as, why are they so 

interested in Ippolit?; why does Radomskii abandon his intention of doing a 

good deed after hearing the confession?; why does Gania, who clearly 

despises him, allow Ippolit to live with them?; and to what extent has the 

young rebel influenced Aglaia? Ippolit challenges both the ideal and the 

bizarre love triangles at the centre of the novel, and proposes instead a new 

direction focusing on his existential crisis and his, rather than Myshkin's, 

relations with the other characters, and indeed, at times, it looks as though 

this would be a more interesting - and more Dostoevskian. - continuation 

for the novel after the aimless nature of the middle section. 

The tendency to produce parallel plots is an aspect of presentness 

not specifically identified by Morson. Although he addresses the vexed 

question of the many loose ends in the novel, he sees them only as further 

examples of events that might happen but do not which confirm the 

unfinalizability of the text by confounding the reader's expectation that 

such foreshadows will be fulfilled. 94 However, a closer examination of the 

novel reveals that the loose ends are related to parallel plots continuing in 

the background. These are not events which might have happened, but 

rather hints of other unseen events going on at the same time, which have 

" See Morson, 'Tempics', p. 122. 
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consequences for the characters involved and affect their behaviour in 

relation to the main (visible) action of the novel. As a result of these 

parallel plots, we gain the impression that the characters are developing and 

changing outside our purview, a fact which is most evident with regard to 

Gania who, after his aggressive and self-serving performance in Part 1, 

seems to have changed substantially by Part II, when we discover he has 

been working as an agent for Myshkin, but then reverts to type later in the 

novel by demonstrating his antipathy towards Ippolit, reactivating his plan 

of marrying Aglaia for money and again placing himself in opposition to 

the Prince. We have little idea of why he changes, as we see nothing of the 

underlying circumstances, but this sense of constant movement and flux 

amongst the protagonists increases our sense of the processual nature of the 

novel, and prevents finalization of the characters; in the spirit of Morson's 

enterprise, I call this feature 'parashadowing'. 

Ippolit's parallel plots, which repeatedly resurface until the end of 

the novel, and other stories such as Gania's plan, which are of only 

incidental concern for the main focus of the novel, continue, largely 

unseen, in the margins of the page. The novel does not simply present a 

dynamic central story which is the only concern for all the protagonists. 

Aside from their roles in the Myshkin-Nastas'ia Filippovna plot, all but the 

most minor characters such as Mrs Ivolgina are actively involved in dramas 

of their own, in which they are the heroes or have a plot-defining part to 

play, and attempt to influence others in order to gain confirmation for their 

scripts and achieve selfhood. Some of these alternative plots tear open the 

fabric of the novel, as in the case of Ippolit's narrative, which in effect casts 
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an enormous parashadow over the entire second half of the text as he 

indicates the extent of his relationships and involvements outside the main 

plot, while others, such as the much less successful attempt of Gania to 

script himself into the novel, merely create minor flaws on the surface. 

Although parashadowing is an aspect of presentness which leaves 

the text open and subject to process and change, it is not necessarily a 

positive force, as it undermines the narrator's control of his material, with 

the result that the entire narrative is in danger of collapse; without a specific 

connection to the ideal, openness can lead to a disastrous loss of form. In 

the second half of the novel, the proliferation of parashadows, particularly 

in relation to Ippolit's intrigues, threatens to eclipse the original plot, a fact 

which adds weight to Malcolm Jones' assertion that the 'Neobkhodimoe 

ob'iasnenie' tips the balance in Idiot away from the ideal and back towards 

darkness and despair. 95 Ippolit's denial of the possibility of selfhood, and of 

narrative as its expression, places him in fundamental opposition to the 

narrator, and by introducing parashadows he further impairs the ability of 

the narrative to advance this ideal. In doing so, Ippolit plays a significant 

role in shifting the focus of the novel away from Myshkin's message of 

hope, compassion and the possibility of interaction which allows all to 

achieve selfhood, and towards the darker vision of human isolation and 

misery and the impossibility of attaining selfhood. 

The narrator's control of the text is also weakened by Nastas'ia 

Filippovna, who is a master of parashadowing. Her first two appearances in 

93 'Roman-Nevaliashka', p. 136. 
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Pavlovsk cast two major parashadows on the novel, one in relation to 

herself, the other to Radomskii. Her intrusions indicate to both the reader 

and the other characters that she remains active in the background, and that 

Radomskii also has ongoing and intriguing private affairs of which we have 

seen nothing. As well as using this device to avoid finalization by others, 

Nastas'ia Filippovna, as we have seen, gains a pervasive influence over the 

entire text by forcing herself to the forefront of the other protagonists' 

thoughts and speculations, and in doing so, she also undermines the 

narrator's position. The parashadows she introduces highlight the essential 

lack of plot in the central section and create the impression that the narrator 

is telling the wrong story altogether; she places a question mark against the 

narrator's fitness to narrate, and suggests that she is controlling events even 

in her absence, whilst also acting as a reminder of the hero's failure to save 

her, which further weakens the ideal. Through her use of parashadows we 

also see that Nastas'ia Filippovna's bid for self-determination, even more 

so than Ippolit's, extends to a sustained attempt to take over the narrative 

and control both the future direction of events and the entire atmosphere of 

the text. 

Against this background, the narrator's loss of control, linked with 

Myshkin's falling away from the ideal and consequent corruption of the 

perfect self-other relationship of the two, becomes increasingly obvious. In 

the second half of the novel, the change in the Prince is marked in seveml 

ways. As well as admitting that he suffers from double thoughts, he is 

guilty of psychologism. and, in contrast to his previous openness and refusal 

to judge, now makes simplistic, finalizing statements about the hcroine 
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which remove her individuality and reduce her to the status of a type: 

G MaeuaE. jiH, 'ITO X(eHUIHHa cnOC06Ha3amytiHTb qejiOBeica *eCTOKOCTAMII H 

HaCmeIllKaMH, H HH Pa3y ... 
' (vuL 303). Furthermore, his failure to help 

Ippolit is evident in the youngster's accusation that it is even the hero's 

'help' which has led him to turn to Rogozhin and formulate his 'final 

conviction': '3TO Bbi Tenepb Bca nOABeJIHI aro Bbi meiiA ; joBenit Ao 

npHnajjKa! Bm ymiapajowerO AOBejiH Ao CTMAa, 13M, 13bl, Bhl BHHOBaThl B 

noAjiom moem manoAyurmil' (vuL 249). When Myshkin then fails to 

prevent Ippolit's suicide attempt, as he is momentarily distracted (VM, 

348), we become aware of how far he has fallen. In Part I the hero shows 

an overriding concern for those facing death, but now, although he is not 

indifferent to Ippolit's fate in the way that other characters appear to be, 

this concern is absent; the Myshkin of Part I who prevented Gania from 

hitting his sister would, we feel, have remained constantly vigilant and 

never have allowed the situation to arise. 

After Ippolit's narrative matters quickly deteriorate and the 

relationship between Myshkin and the narrator, already damaged by the 

six-month gap, reaches its nadir when, in Part IV, chapter 3, the narrator, 

who until this point has been temporally simultaneous with the action, 

suddenly interrupts his chronology. In explaining General Ivolgin's 

downfall, the phrases 'cymaToxa c reHeWom BO BCAKOe ; xpyroe upcmji 

KOH-Huiaci6 (5161 HHqem', and 'Ha 3TOT pa3 B ((cymaToxe c rmicpanom)) 

npORBIUTOCb HeqTD Heo6161KHoBeHHoe' (V114 400,401), indicate that the 

narrator is now reflecting the perspective of the story as it is viewed aflcr 

the event, rather than as it appears at the time. As presentness plays a 
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fundamental role in coming into being, this change is extremely signi f icant, 

marking a further split between Myshkin and the narrator. The interruption 

of chronology is possibly due to Myshkin's shame at having failed the 

General, suggesting that, as with the painful events of the missing six 

months, he is again trying to erase it from his consciousness. However, on 

this occasion the narrator does not participate in the cover-up, but instead 

exposes the inadequacies of the Prince, suggesting a loss of patience. Thus 

while Murav sees the change which occurs in the texture of the narrative in 

the second half of the novel as being primarily the result of a shift in the 

narrator's positioný' it is more accurate to state that both Myshkin and the 

narrator change. They lose trust in one another, and in their shared ethical 

and meta-narrational ideal. Having allowed the hero to express his ideas 

directly, the narrator in the second half of the novel becomes increasingly 

unwilling to continue in this mode; 97 now he merely tells us that Myshkin 

talked and does not present his words (vni, 429). Moreover, at the soirde 

which marks the descent of the Prince's ideal into farce, the previously 

supportive narrator describes him in critical and patronizing tones in a 

single paragraph stretching for four and a half pages. 98 The extended 

description of Myshkin's inadequacies emphasizes the change in him and 

in his relationship with the narrator since the opening chapters of the novel. 

Furthermore, the narrator has already by this stage betrayed a 

reluctance to continue his focus on the main events and the most important 

96 Holy Foolishness, p. 84. 
97 As Miller notes, Author, Narrator, widReader, pp. 145-161. 
98 See Miller, Author, Narrator, and Reader, pp. 149-50. 
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characters. His excessive interest in ordinary and practical people, which he 

indulges at the beginning of Parts III and IV (VM, 268-70,383-88) indicates 

that he is no longer able to cope with the fantastic and extraordinary 

characters who were the mainstay of his initial conception, Nastas'ia 

Filippovna and Prince Myshkin. Faced with the disappearance and 

eccentric behaviour of the former, and the ethical deterioration of the latter, 

the narrator, confused and searching for a new story, turns with increasing 

frequency to trivial issues such as Gania's reactivated plot to marry Aglaia. 

As Myshkin's ideal fades and his misssion is side-lined, the narrative 

becomes gradually more aimless and fragmented. 

Towards the end of the novel, the hero, as well as failing to 

participate in the other's quest for selfbood (in the final episode with 

General Ivolgin) also loses his sense of the openness of time, as he 

becomes prey to determinism. More than embarrassment or shame at 

breaking the vase at the Epanchins' soirde, it is the 'c6hiBujeecq 

upopoqecTBo' which horrifies him (Vin, 454); the fulfilment of the 

premonition suggests to Myshkin that he is wrong about the openness of 

time and the importance of presentness. This anxiety concerning the 

metaphysics of the novel and the hero's role in its expression is analogous 

to doubt which, as the Epistle of James states, is a form of double- 

mindedness. The move towards determinism implies that Myshkin has lost 

his faith in the possibility of selfbood and moral responsibility and, as it 

parallels the narrator's loss of presentness, which also undermines the 

hero's selfliood, points to the corruption of the ideal. 
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However, the definitive separation of Myshkin and the narrator 

occurs only after the confrontation of Nastas'ia Filippovna and Aglaia. In 

this key scene the Prince reveals the extent of the loss of his selfhood and 

ability to act for the other. Although his feelings about the meeting are 

described ('BCa 3TO OH AaBHO ywe ripeAqyBCTBOBan. Cambill 

4)aHTacTH, qecmri coH o6paTHjic3i upyr B caMYM APKY1O H PC3KO 

o6o3HaqmiuywcA AericTBHTejl]6HOCTb' (viný 470)), he plays no active part 

in the scene and is reduced to the status of onlooker. At the end of Part I 

Myshkin makes strenuous efforts to find the heroine, intervenes to offer her 

new life and an alternative script and follows her to Moscow in order to try 

to fulfil his promise. However, by the time of the confrontation scene, he is 

a bystander who does not make an active choice to stay with Nastas'ia 

Filippovna and return to his quest, but does so by default when Aglaia 

proves unable to stand her ground. Myshkin's similarity to Rogozhin at this 

point is instructive; the fact that neither man participates actively in the 

scene implies that both are reduced to otherness. Nothing depends on them 

as, ultimately, only Nastas'ia Filippovna, in her twisted striving for 

selfhood, has a choice. 

The Prince's sacrifice of the chance of normal happiness with 

Aglaia suggests that he is re-focusing on the ideal and retreating from 

egoism, but in fact matters have changed so much that it is by this stage 

hopeless; lacking in presentness and selfhood, alienated from the narrator 

and undermined by Ippolit's dark vision, he no longer has the capacity to 

be I-for-another. 11is passive, fatalistic acceptance of the situation is evident 

in his attitude towards the wedding: 'KHA3h cornacHncq cBo6oAno; Aaxce 
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Ku-To pacce3iffHo H BpoAe Toro, rau eCJIH 6j6i nonpOCHJTH y iiero KaKylo- 

HH6YAh AOBOJ116HO 06BIKHOBeHHYIO Beuu, ' (VDI, 478). The perfect self who 

previously championed choice, responsibility and presentness now merely 

goes through the motions and behaves as though everything is end- 

determined. Returning to his quest seems to be more a case of attempting to 

save himself from his loss of faith in the ideal than trying to save the 

heroine. 

Emphasizing Myshkin's alienation from himself and from the 

present, the narrator withdraws completely from his relationship with the 

hero. From this point onwards, although he is not an embodied chronicler, 

the narrator behaves as though he is, relying on eye-witness accounts for 

key events, without any privileged knowledge of what is happening, 

exchanging omniscience for gossip. 11is descriptions of events are littered 

with qualifications such as, 'Ham coBepiueHHO H3BeCTHO, * 4MhI Maem 

rame, ' 'Ham H3BecTHo Taxwe, ' 'paccKa3E&BajiH' (vin, 478), which suggest 

not knowledge but its absence. As the comparison with the Epistle of James 

has shown, gossip is a divisive force, which undermines both interpersonal 

relations and the stability of narrative. The fact that the narrator indulges in 

it indicates that he too has lost sight of the ideal with which the novel 

began, and is now prepared to perpetuate potential falsehoods which 

prevent harmonious interaction and condemn the characters to otherness 

rather than help them to achieve selfhood; he too is guilty of faith without 

works, according to the meta-narrational standard with which the novel 

began. 
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Not only is the narrator losing control of the events he is supposed 

to be narrating by this stage, but half the time he does not even know what 

the events are, as his confidence in and patience with both Myshkin and his 

own narrative are undermined. His reaction to the forthcoming wedding 

indicates his complete loss of interest in the hero: 

H BoT, ecim 6r,. i crq)ocwiH y Hac pa3'bRCHeHHA, - He Hacqe-r 
Hmaumcmqecmix oneHKoB co6mnm, a npocTo miLub HacqeT Toro, 

B KaKorl cTeneHH Y; XOBjieTBopAeT Ha3HaqeHHaq CBaAY. 6a 

Aerimmemaibim xceiiaHHAm KH. 93A, B meM HmeHHO COCTOAT B 

HaCTOXII]DW MHHM 3TH )KeJlaHHA, KaK HmeHHO OrlpeAeJIIM 
cocTojme Ayxa Hainero repOA B HacTomatiri MOMCHT H np., H np. B 
nom xce poAe, - To MLI, r[PH3HaemcA, 6huH 6bl B 6ojupinom 

3a-rpy; xHemm oTBeTHn (vm, 477). 

The split in Myshkin's personality caused by double-mindedness and his 

decline into otherness coincides with the dissociation of the narrator from 

the hero's consciousness, leaving the narrative in a state of total uncertainty 

and further emphasizing the loss of the ideal. Moreover, when the narrator 

notes his approval of Radomskii's interpretation of the Prince, stating, 

'Pa3ymHO H ACHO, m, noBTopAem, C IIpe3BUIqaHHO10 ; xaxce ncuxononiefl. 

pa3BepHYJI OH npeA KHq3em KaPTHHY Bcex 6blBMIHX co6cTBeimbix 

oiuomeHHR FJU3A K HacTacL-e (DHAHnnOBHe" (vm, 481), he moves towards 

the tendency to finalize and pass judgement on the hero who in Part I was 

given his own voice, and is thus himself guilty of a failure to sustain the 

striving for the ideal. 

As the narrator is so closely allied to Myshkin's consciousness. 

when this is undermined by the forces of double-mindedness and otherness 

(the hero's fall), the fabric of the narrative is also corrupted by the 
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impossibility of expression, which is the linguistic result of the Fall. As 

Jones states, 'In Part IV the narrator appears obsessed with the business of 

narrating itself, 99 as the story he is supposed to be telling bccomes 

progressively more difficult to define: 

rIpoumo ; xBe HeAejlH nowic co&mm, paccKa3aHHOrO B rlOcnC; XIICII 
riiaBe, H nojioxceHHe ; xericTByioiixHx JIHIJ Hatuero paccKa3a ; jo Toro 
H3MCHHJIOC]6, MTO HaM lqpe3BLrqarlHO TPYAHO rlpHcTynaTh K 
npoAomKeHHIO 6e3 OC06161X 06BACHeHRR. H o; lHaKo, M161 IIYBCTBYCM, 
qm AomKHi6i orpam-nmu npocTE-im H3jioxceHHem ýaKTOB, no 
B03MO)EHOCTH 6e3 OC06EJX 067,31CHeHHfi, H no Becj6ma npocTotl 
UPH'qHHe: noTomy, qTo caMH, BO MHorHx CJlyqaRX, 3aTpyAHAeMCA 
061, ACIMII HPOHciueAmee. TaKoe npeAyBeAomnettHe c HaineH 
CTOPOR161 ; XOMKHO rlOKa3aTECA BecEma cipaHHi6iM H HeAcithim 
, qHTaTeino: KaK paccKaumaTi, To, o qeM He Hmeeiim IIH AcHoro 
nOHAnW, HH jmqHoro mHemA? (vin, 475-76). 

Like his hero in the latter part of the novel, the narrator has lost the ability 

to narrate, again suggesting an underlying connection between the two 

which, when it is subverted and subsequently broken, has an enormous 

impact on the form of Idiot, the inability to narrate of both is in large part 

due to the loss of presentness and selfhood, and the corruption of their ideal 

relationship. 

By the end of the novel, therefore, the ideal has disintegrated and 

the narrative is on the verge of collapse; Myshkin and the narrator are 

detached from each other and insensitive to the present, destroying the 

interconnected chain of being which they initiated. When Rogozhin rescues 

Nastas'ia Filippovna, neither the Prince nor the narrator has any further part 

to play, and it is for this reason that the flight and murder scene are not 

" Dostoyevsky after Bakhfin, pp. 115-16. 
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depicted. Nastasia Filippovna has taken control of the narrative to the 

extent that when she changes her mind on her wedding day, she scripts 

Myshkin - and indeed the narrator - out. The narrator's failure is evident in 

his inability to mediate the most important event of the novel, while 

Myshkin's fatalistic attitude and lack of positive reaction is in stark contrast 

to his earlier concern for those facing death and his willingness to follow 

the heroine and fight for her salvation. 

The novel, which begins with the 'nojioxcHTejihHo npeKpaciihIn 

qejlOBeK, ' an ideal narrator-hero relationship as a model of selfhood, and a 

saintly script which aims to extend the interconnected chain of being to the 

other characters, who are suffering as a result of their inability to interact 

with each other in the present, ends with the affirmation of the very 

opposite of the ideal. The hero is unable to withstand his testing; to return 

to Dostoevskii's famous letter about his creation, what the novel depicts is 

not simply a 'nonoxcirreju. Ho npeicpacHLift qejiOBer, ' but also the fact that 

he is so difficult to portray, especially nowadays (xxvaii, 251). 

Meanwhile, Nastas'ia Filippovna"s awareness of presentness and its 

choices, her flair for the dramatic, and her ability to persuade or coerce 

others into participating in her script allow her to achieve her ultimate goal, 

the freedom of absolute narrative self-determination. However, her self. 

affirmation is at the expense of the other; in order to attain it, she breaks the 

chain; although she uses the other for her own coming into being, it is in no 

sense a mutual event, as Rogozhin, Myshkin and the narrator (as well as 

Aglaia, Radomskii and Gania) all discover to their cost. 
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The open-ended, un-pre-determined form of the narrative, which 

reflects Myshkin's ideal of the possibility of awareness of every second and 

achieving selfhood through the process of interaction in the prescntý 

buckles and flnally collapses under the pressure of Nastas'ia Filippovna's 

scripting and the determinism she imposes on the text. It is the culmination 

of her script which gives the novel closure, as it causes not only her death, 

but also Rogozhin's illness and imprisonment and the Prince's idiocy, 

while even Aglaia's marriage can be seen as an indirect result of the 

heroine's control over the text and Myshkin. The character of the hero is, as 

we have seen, developed as an antithesis to Dostoevskii's ambivalent 

creations and ideologues, and the remnants of his script, his own fate 

notwithstanding, ensure the continuing openness of the narrative. The 

strength of Nastas'ia Filippovna's will, however, combined with Ippolit's 

spiritual anguish and dark vision of reality and Rogozhin's primal instincts 

and willing enslavement to the heroine's purpose, return the mania for self- 

affirmation, power over others and (a)moral freedom in the face of 

impending annihilation to the forefront of the narrative, tipping the balance 

away from the ideal and faith, towards doubt and double-mindedness. In 

doing so, they test and subvert the form of the novel to the point of 

destruction. 
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Conclusion 

This psycho-poetic analysis of Idiot, concentrating on charactcr as the 

structural determinant of the novel, has identified four main strands 

dominating the ideas and actions of the protagonists. The first two, self- 

other interaction, in both practical and perceptual terms, and issues of faith 

and doubt, or wholeness and dualism, particularly in the context of human 

mortality, are linked by the other two: presentness and the concept of 

scripting. Scripting not only impels and controls interaction but also, 

because its re-creative impulse originates in the Fall and human dualism, 

gives it direction from within the characters, as they attempt to define and 

alter their relations with others and their place in the world of the novel 

according to their own conceptions of reality, in order to achieve sellbood. 

Presentness is an important aspect of scripting, as true dialogic interaction 

leading to selfhood can only occur in the present, and because it introduces 

choice and moral responsibility into interhuman relations. By facing the 

fundamental problems of faith, dualism and the self, attempting to address 

the problems of temporality and reconcile life with the fact of death, and 

using their interactions to explore and define their attitudes to these issues, 

the protagonists are instrumental in structuring the text through the process 

of contextualizing their own existence. 

By highlighting the strategies the characters use in their attempts to 

control the other protagonists and the direction of the narrative, through 

adopting roles based on literary and cultural prototypes and allocating to 

others com plementary parts in their scripts, as well as examining the extent 
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to which they succeed, the concept of scripting enables us to dcrine the 

dynamic influence of the characters on the structuring of the text. The ideas 

and attitudes underpinning the protagonists' scripts thus also play a 

significant role in shaping their interactivity and the direction and 

movement of the novel as a whole. Scripting therefore differs from 

French's concept of 'storiness' in three ways, 1 as storiness is spiritually 

negative, relatively static and backward-looking. In contrast, scripting is 

spiritually neutral (depending on the content of the script it can be either 

positive or negative, although negative aspects can impose serious limits on 

the viability of a script), and is forward-looking and dynamic. It is a means 

of controlling others as well as a source of self-orientation and, unlike 

French's analysis, incorporates the compelling arguments put forward by 

Morson on temporality in the novel. 2 It posits a future not only as yet un- 

created, but also susceptible in the process of its creation to the influence of 

individual characters' scripts; it is because the novel was written without a 

pre-determined plan and instead is presented in the process of its becoming 

that the characters are able to influence its structuring. 

Prince Myshkin proposes a solution to the essential existential and 

psychological problems faced by the characters, in an ideal model of ethical 

reading, narrating and saintly scripting, which focuses on the connections 

between faith and human interaction and privileges the other over the self, 

aiming to overcome dualism and the separation of self from other in order 

1 DostoevskY's 'Mot' Dialogue aml the Spiritually Good Life. see pp. 13,3 2 above. 
2 In'Tempics' and Narrative wjdFreedom, see pp. 202-3,307-37 above. 
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to gain access to a 'higher reality'. Furthermore, its opcn-cndedness and 

affirmation of the possibilities of presentness, illustrated in his cxecution 

stories and originating in his pre-epileptic aura, are reflected in the 

presentness of the narration. 

Nastas'ia Filippovna's Manichaeistic scripting, in contrast, 

grounded in shame at her fallen state and the overwhelming desire to free 

herself from the control and finalizing tendencies of others and achieve 

self-determination, reinforces her dualism, but also allows her to exert a 

great deal of pressure on the narrative and the other characters. Aided by 

Ippolit's anguished vision of human misery and isolation, and the many 

attacks - physical, verbal and emotional - on the Prince by others, as well 

as the detrimental influence on the hero of external, worldly forces (in 

particular money and exclusive, romantic love), the heroine gradually 

undermines Myshkin's compassion and message of hope, replacing it with 

the bleak atmosphere and increasingly tragic sense of determinism which 

permeate the latter part of Idiot. The collision of the major scripts give 

tension to the narrative, but the balance gradually shifts away from the 

openness of the Prince's saintly scripting towards closure through Nastas'ia 

Filippovna's control and Ippolit's negation of the possibility of selfbood, 

resulting in the loss of the ideal. The denouement illustrates the disastrous 

consequences of this for the protagonists and the narrative. 

By examining the text through the prism of Bakhtin's essay 'Avtor i 

geroi', which focuses on the perceptual difference between self and other 

and its implications for both human interaction and narrutive, in 

conjunction with the themes of double-mindedness, doubt and conflict 
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raised by the Epistle of James, we have been able to identify the nature of 

the ethical-aesthetic ideal and its problematic, paradoxical aspects which 

present obstacles to its achievement in both ethical and narrational terms. 

The structuring of Idiot therefore provides a meta-narrational analogue to 

the tension of faith and doubt as it impacts on the interrelations of the 

protagonists. 

This reading accounts for the ambiguous and complex character of 

Prince Myshkin by examining the movement and change in his personality, 

attitudes and actions in relation to the peculiar features of the nan-ative and 

the changes it undergoes after Part I. It also explains the central role played 

by Nastas'ia Filippovna, Dostoevskii's most extraordinary and compelling 

female creation, who has been generally underestimated by critical 

approaches thus far, and Ippolit's essential contribution to the form of the 

novel. In doing so, this line of investigation suggests a new approach to the 

analysis of character in narrative which draws a line between post- 

structuralism and Bakhtinian poetics; character, in this conception, is both a 

textual phenomenon and textual determinant, and an embodied voice in a 

dialogue of ideas. The shifting dynamics of Idiot and its strange, 

experimental structuring are therefore the result of the interplay of the 

characters' competing scripts as they fight for selfhood and control 

amongst each other and within the world of the novel. 
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